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1Abstract
This thesis reports research undertaken as part of the 'Concepts
in Secondary Science and Mathematics (CSMS)' programme, which was
financed by the Social Science Research Council at Chelsea College,
University of London, during the period 1974 to 1979.
The overall aim of the mathematics side of the programme was to
identify a hierarchy which could be used to represent, for any particular
child, the level of understanding he or she had attained within each of
certain concept-areas central to the secondary mathematics curriculum.
This was achieved within each concept-area by initially interviewing
a sample of children and later testing a representative sample within
each appropriate year-group on a class-test adapted from the interview
questions.
The original intention was to work within a Piagetian framework, but
as the methodology evolved the techniques of analysis became more
empirical.
The two studies reported here in detail are those concerned with
Number Operations, (Chapters Three and Four), and Place Value and
Decimals, (Chapters Five and Six).
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The 'Corcepts ut Secoitdary Mathematics attd SIên' Programme:
Backgrouitd and Aims
I	 Background
The research that follows was carried out as part of the 'Concepts
in Secondary Mathematics and Science' programme, which was funded by
the Social Science Research Council at Chelsea College, University of
London, from 1974-79.
This programme was the culmination of various strands of work, each
in some way linked to Chelsea College.
1. Curriculum Analysis in Science
On the science side Michael Shayer, while teaching in a London
school, had worked with members of the Nuffield science teams based
at Chelsea to produce theoretical analyses of the cognitive demand
levels of each of the Nuffield courses (Ingle and Shayer, 1971;
Shayer, 1972; Shayer, 1973). He used the Piagetian model of
stages of development, inferring his criteria for the matching of
curriculum-sections to developmental substages directly from the
works of the Geneva school.
2. The Nuffield Mathematics Project
On the mathematics side there were also links between Chelsea
and Geneva. Geoffrey Matthews, the Shell Professor of Mathematics
Education at Chelsea, had in his former capacity as Director of
the Nuffield Mathematics Project (5-13), set up a project in
co-operation with Dr. L. Pauli to produce adaptations of Piagetian
protocols which could be used for assessment purposes in British
primary schools. This project, funded by the Schools Council from
1966-70, and having Joan Bliss, later to join the Chelsea staff, as
its main research worker, resulted in the publication of the
'Checking-Up' books (Nuffield Mathematics Project, 1970-73).
The Nuffield project had also made a number of references to
Piagetian research in its Teachers' Guides (Nuffield Mathematics
Project, 1967-72).
A final result of the Geneva collaboration was the 'Nuffield
2Map', which was an attempt to trace the development of mathematics
'concepts' through the primary school against the framework of the
Piagetian stages of development (see Figure 1.1).
In fact the map itself was rather hybrid in nature; many of
the entries towards the top (e.g. inclusion, invariance of mass)
can be defined in behavioural terms by reference to the appropriate
Piagetian literature. The matching of these to stages is also to
be found in the literature, and the partial-ordering of these
entries has some empirical basis in the Geneva studies. However,
there are a number of much broader concept-areas, like 'place-value',
'integers', 'algebraic symbolism', central to the mathematics
curriculum which could not be related to Piagetian research. This
is partly due to the fact that they are conventional mathematical
systems which cannot be abstracted directly from the environment,
and were thus of lesser interest to a genetic epistemologist. These
very broad areas of study do appear on the map, but since they are
global in nature they cannot be operationally defined, and their
position against the stage-framework is not validated. The partial
ordering connecting these entries was done on a logical basis, and
has no psychological justification.
It was Professor Matthews' wish 'to extend the concept map to
secondary level' (quoted from the CSMS application to the SSRC,
1973); in fact much of the map itself first required clarifying
and validating. In particular the fact that the whole notion of a
'concept' was left undefined remained a major source of confusion.
3. Curriculum Development in Secondary Mathematics
Prior to his directorship of the Nuffield Project and his
appointment to Chelsea, Geoffrey Matthews had been a central figure
in the introduction of 'modern mathematics' into British secondary
schools. The 'Contemporary School Mathematics' project, of which
he was director, was one of many to launch materials during the
period 1964-73 (e.g. School Mathematics Project, 1965-69, Scottish
Mathematics Group, 1965-69; Matthews, C., 1964; etc.). Although
there were many similarities between the mathematical ideas contained
in these project materials, there were in some cases considerable
differences in the order of introduction of these. For instance
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4beginning of Year 2 of the secondary school, but by the Scottish
Mathematics Group only in the equivalent of Year 6. Many other
examples of such discrepancies are catalogued in the publication
'Mathematics Projects in British Secondary Schools' (Mathematical
Association, 1968).
Thus although there almost certainly does not exist a unique
'best ordering' of the introduction of these topics, there seemed
to be a need in 1973 for some research to guide teachers on possible
partial orderings for the secondary mathematics curriculum.
The 'first generation' of 'modern' projects referred to above
had been written for children in selective schools; the remainder
in secondary modern schools generally continued to be taught only
arithmetical techniques.
Rowever the increasing rate of introduction of comprehensive
schools on a national scale which occurred during the period between
1965 and 1973 led to serious attempts to introduce a wider mathe-
matical curriculum right across the ability range (e.g. School
Mathematics Project, 1968-72). This was also stimulated by the
creation of the CSE examination system in 1965.
There was therefore even greater uncertainty over the timing
of the introduction of many mathematical concept-areas to children
who had previously been educated in secondary modern schools and
were thus outside the experience of most specialist mathematics
teachers. Guidance was needed which took account of the differential
learning capacities of children right across the ability range.
4. Curriculum Analysis in Mathematics
In co-operation with Tony Malpas, a research fellow at Chelsea
College from 1970-74, the present author undertook an analysis of
the cognitive demand levels of examination items from modern and
traditional CCE 0-level pre-test papers (Malpas and Brown, 1974).
This was done, as in the science work by Shayer, purely on a
theoretical basis using in as far as it was possible criteria for
different developmental substages which had been laid down by
Piaget.
Although agreement was obtained between the two assessors on
83 per cent of items as to whether the item demanded concrete or
5formal operations, the percentage agreement fell to 60 per cent
when the formal items were further subdivided into early formal or
late formal.
The point inultiserial correlation of the finally agreed demand
level (using the three substages referred to above) with item
difficulty was .51 which 8uggeSted that there was at least some
justification in the application of Piagetian theory to school
mathematics.
However the degree of disagreement between the two research
workers gave considerable cause for concern. The major reason for
this disagreement was a difficulty in applying purely Piagetian
criteria in the cases of many of the items. There were very few
items which fell neatly into such classifications as 'proportional
reasoning', 'combinatorial operations' etc., and hence the workers
found some need to adapt these original criteria to take into
account whether or not a 'concrete model' could be used to represent
the data. (See Chapter 2 for details of this.)
Even with the assistance of these modified criteria, there
were still items which proved difficult to classify. This study
therefore drew attention to the need for considerable research
before Piagetian theory could usefully or validly be applied to
assess the cognitive demand levels of aspects of the mathematical
curriculum.
Malpas (1974), using the adapted Piagetian criteria referred
to above, then conducted a theoretical analysis of the SMP A-H series,
again in the manner of Shayer. Although this again threw up the
same problems of classification referred to above, and remains
unvalidated, the judgment that much of the material planned for the
third to fifth years of the secondary school was likely to exceed
the capabilities of the children for whom it was written seemed to
correspond to the feelings of many teachers.
Thus once more the need was emphasised for more detailed
research to enable teachers to better match the cognitive demand
level of the curriculum to that of the children in the classroom,
taking into account variations across the ability range.
6It The 'Concepts it Seondary Mathematics and Sieite' Progranme
1.	 Aims
The aims of the prograie, quoted from the proposal put to
the SSRC in 1973, were as follows:
'Our aim is to help teachers and curriculum developers
in the selection and presentation of appropriate
materials and assessment of children's capabilities
and progress by
(i) identifying conceptual structures underlying
school mathematics and science,
(ii) pin-pointing learning difficulties and devising
methods of overcoming them, and
(iii) developing evaluatory instruments for monitoring
children's progress.
The above general statement of aim is amplified in the
following five-point description of our objectives:
(1) to identify order of difficulty throughout the
treatment of individual topics in currently
developed courses in science and mathematics;
and to formulate and test hypotheses concerning
the difficulties;
(ii) to extend the concept 'map' to secondary level
and to indicate probable outcomes of different
partially-ordered teaching sequences within its
framework;
(iii) to consider as necessary other personality
variables which may have an important effect on
the learning process and the social relevance of
mathematics and science;
(iv) to provide evaluatory procedures designed to help
teachers to identify the stages reached in their
pupils' thinking and which would also stand up to
external scrutiny;
(v) to investigate procedures to alleviate learning
difficulties.'
It can be seen that these aims and objectives are closely
related to the work in research and curriculum development, described
above, which had previously been undertaken by staff at Chelsea.
2. The Approach of the CSMS Mathematics Team
The present author was seconded from the academic staff at
Chelsea College to the project team for the two-year period
September 1974 to August 1976 and was leader of the mathematics team
7during the formative period December 1974 to August 1976 during
which the team was developing a methodology.
It was clear that, as acknowledged in objective (i) of the
CSMS proposal, the mathematics curriculum would need to be split
into a number of 'concept-areas' and work would have to proceed
separately on each 'concept-area' to identify an order of difficulty
before there could be any attempt to link the areas together. A
preliminary analysis of the logical structure of the secondary
mathematics curriculum, as then taught to children aged 11-16, was
made by the author (see Figure 1.2). This was not claimed to be a
unique schematic representation; indeed since many areas are closely
interlinked it was difficult to see how it could be in any way
definitive. Similar, but different, representations have also been
made by others e.g. Skemp (in an informal paper later sent to the
author).
A search of the literature was then made to identify relevant
research under each topic, and, partly on the basis of this,
decisions were made about which areas should be tackled first.
In the event it was decided to start with the area of number
operations. This was both because it was clearly central to
secondary mathematics, and because, although closely related work
by Collis (1975) was concerned with the structural aspects of number
operations, little appeared to be known about the 'meaning' children
attached to them, in the sense of how the operations were applied
in solving problems.
The 'number operations' study was therefore something of a
pilot in nature. By the time the next four areas (algebra, ratio,
graphs and vectors) were tackled the project's methodology, in
particular the selection of the sample, had become more sophisticated.
Later the areas of rotation and reflection, place value and decimals,
fractions, positive and negative numbers, measurement and matrices
were added to the progranune.
Since the work by Malpas and Brown (1974) and Malpas (1974)
had revealed considerable difficulties in making a theoretical
analysis of cognitive demand levels, it was decided to proceed
empirically within each area.
























































































9by Orton (1970) in his study of the 'concept of function' which was
supervised by Professor Kenneth Lovell. Orton used a modified type
of Piagetian clinical interview built around a number of items to
collect information in depth on the conceptions held by a cross-
section of individual children. On the basis of these an attempt
was made to identify 'stages of understanding' as in the Cenevan
paradigm, although use was made of statistical as well as qualitative
methods.
However the CSMS (Mathematics) team decided that it would be
necessary also to generalise the results across a larger sample, and
therefore decided to follow the science team of CSMS in also adapting
the interview protocols to a 'class-test' format as a final phase to
obtain estimates of the percentages of children at each 'stage' or
'level' in the whole population.
In the event, the team's methodology was gradually modified to
increase the use of class-test data to identify 'levels of under-
standing'. Further details of the methodology and its modification
will be provided in Chapters Three to Six.
The final output of the project has included an attempt to inter-
link 'levels of understanding' across different areas to give more
global mathematical 'stages of understanding'. A start was made
on relating these to Piagetian stages, but this raised problems
which could not be resolved easily. A longitudinal survey over
three years in three areas was also carried out.
The outcome of this work, inasmuch as it is related to the
specific results on number operations and place value and decimals,
will be discussed in the concluding chapter.
3. The Concept-Areas of Number Operatiths, aid Plate Value and Decimals
The studies to be described in detail in Chapters Three to Six
of this thesis were undertaken as part of the CSMS programme
described above, and therefore the aims and objectives of the studies
were those of the total programme which were quoted earlier, with
the exception of objective (iii) which was the subject of a separate
study within the programme and of objective (v) which is the focus
of an extension project to the CSMS programme which is taking place
from 1980-83.
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The work on number operations, being the pilot study of the
prograumie, took place during the period 1974-75, but the data was
re-analysed in 1979 to make the reporting more consistent with that
of later topics. Considerable contributions to the work were made
by other team members, in particular Dietmar Kllchemann and Barry
Blake ley
In the place value and decimals area, the development was done
mainly by the author with contributions from other team members,
during the period 1976-78 after returning to her post on the academic
staff. However the organisation of the wide-scale testing was
carried out by the members of the CSMS team, in particular by Dr.
Kathleen Hart, who succeeded the author in 1976 as leader of the
mathematics side. Michael McCartney, appointed to the team in 1977,




Th Theoretia1 Ftaffi3Otk Of the Rearch
I	 The Nature of 'Mathematica1 Utdetstthiding
1.	 Taxonomies
There have been various attempts to distinguish different
aspects of cognitive behaviour in school mathematics, from the
'mental'/'mechanical'/'problems' split used, for example, by Burt
(1921) to more recent taxonomies following the work of Bloom et
al (1956).
Many of the latter have been made by those responsible for
assessment programmes, or for curriculum development e.g. Husen
(1967); Avital and Shuttleworth (1968); Romberg and Wilson (1968);
Wood (1968); NAEP (l980a); APU (1980). While these differ in
detail they are all essentially similar to that arrived at by
Bloom in adapting his original taxonomy to the specific needs of
mathematics (Indian National Council of Educational Research and
Training, 1966) i.e.
'I The pupil acquires Knowlede of mathematical terms,
symbols, concepts, assumptions, principles, formulae
and processes.
The pupil
(i) recalls mathematical terms, definitions,
formulae, principles and processes
(ii) recognizes terms, instruments, processes, etc.
II The pupil develops Skill in
(a) handling the mathematical instruments
(b) drawing geometrical figures and graphs
(c) reading tables, charts, graphs, etc.
(d) computation
The pupil
(i) handles mathematical instruments with ease
(ii) takes necessary precautions in using mathe-
niatical instruments
(iii) takes measurements with accuracy and speed.
The pupil
(i) draws satisfactory freehand figures
(ii) draws igures and graphs to given specifications
(iii) draws figures and graphs neatly, quickly and
accurately
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(iv) draws figures and graphs to scale.
The pupil
(i) reads tables, charts and graphs quickly
and accurately
(ii) co-ordinates different parts of a table,
graph or chart.
The pupil
(i) does oral calculations with speed and
accuracy
(ii) does written calculations with speed and
accuracy
(iii) does written work systematically.
III The pupil acquires Understanding of mathematical
terms, symbols, concepts, principles, formulae and
processes.
The pupil
(i) gives illustrations for mathematical
concepts, terms, principles, processes, etc.
(ii) explains mathematical terms, concepts, etc.
in his own words
(iii) detects errors in definitions, processes, etc.
(iv) identifies mathematical relationships in
different situations
Cv) compares related mathematical concepts,
processes, figures, etc.
(vi) discriminates between closely related
concepts, terms, processes, etc.
(vii) verbalizes symbolic relationships and vice versa
(viii) verifies results.
IV The pupil Applies the knowledge of mathematics to
unfamiliar situations.
The pupil
(i) reduces an unfamiliar situation to a
familiar situation
(ii) establishes relationships among the data
(iii) judges the adequacy, inadequacy or
superfluity of data
(iv) selects most appropriate formulae, method




(viii) predicts on the basis of given data.'
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It is not proposed to discusss the differences between the
various taxonomies, partly because they were designed to act as a
framework for teaching or assessment and not necessarily to reflect
essentially psychological differences in types of behaviours.
However it is worth noting that the classifications do have in
common the assumptions that:
(a) understanding (or comprehension) is a separate type of
behaviour from knowledge (recall) or facility with algorithms
(skill);
(b) understanding is demonstrated by the identification of
relationships.
To examine the nature of mathematical understanding and its
relations with other distinguishable types of mathematical cognitive
activity it is necessary to penetrate deeper into psychological
theory.
2.	 Concepts and Schemas
Skemp (1979) defines 'understanding' as follows:
'To understand a concept, group of concepts, or
symbols, is to connect it with an appropriate
schema.' (p.148)
and a concept as:
'A mental entity which embodies certain regularities
of experience, and may be changed in the light of
further experience. (This may be experience of
activity, or mental experience.)' (p.312)
A regularity is identified with:
'...vhat is common to...' (p.24)
This definition has much in common with that of Ausubel et al
(1978) i.e.
'Concepts themselves consist of the abstracted
criterial attributes that are common to a given
category of objects, events or phenomena.' (p.86)
although the latter is not so clearly applicable to what are termed
in the following paragraphs 'relational concepts'. The major
requirement of a definition of concept is that it includes the
notion of criteria for discriminating exemplars from non-exemplars,
but since the class of examplars can itself be thought of as an
object, it seems more realistic to adopt Skeuzp's idea of a 'mental
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entity' rather than Ausubel's 'attributes'.
Skemp however is not very explicit about the nature of the
connections between concepts in his schemas. lie makes a useful
distinction between 'associative links', which are essentially
arbitrary and must be rote-learned (giving the example of the
link between a person and his telephone number), and 'conceptual
links'. The latter are themselves concepts, of a relational type,
although Skemp stops short of making this identification, admitting
only that:
'It is the recognition of something alike among all
these connections which gives them their conceptual
quality.' (p.188)
This however is exactly his definition of a concept. Thus there
is a duality between concepts and relations between concepts (what
Skemp calls 'links'). For example 'is included in' is both a
conceptual relation (link) or a relational concept.
Of course Skemp's description of a conceptual schema is, like
that of many other modern psychologists (e.g. Ausubel et al, 1978)
based on that of Piaget. However it is not easy to tie down Piaget's
conception of a schema (more recently translated as 'scheme');
as Flavell (1963) writes;
'...Piaget does not give a careful and exhaustive
definition of the term (schema) in any single place;
rather its full meaning is developed in successive
fragments of definition spanning several volumes...' (p.52)
Piaget's view of a schema (or scheme) was originally that of a
structure the elements of which are actions which become associated.
This was formulated during his work on the sensory-motor period.
However he later generalised it to structures of operations each of
which is a generalised, interiorised action. He does also, as
Furth (1969) remarks, appear at various times to use the words
operatioflh, 'operational scheme', concepI and 'relation' quite
interchangeably. This is perhaps not unreasonable for, taking the
example of 'ad4ition', this has its roots in the child's action of
putting together, which later becomes abstracted into the logico-
mathematical operation of 'adding' applied to particular numbers
and later still into the abstract concept of addition which has
various properties and exists as an entity in its own right. These
three parallel types of schema, each more generalised than the
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previous one, can be matched to Piaget's stages of 'sensori-motor',
'pre-operations/concrete operations', and 'formal-operations'. Piaget
would accept this matching at the first two stages, but it is not
clear whether he would accept the third, although it does coincide
with his notion of formal operational thought consisting of 'second-
degree operations' or 'operations on operations' (Inhelder and
Piaget, 1958, p.254).
At all levels the operation of addition can also be thought of
as a relation, relating particular instances, particular addition
operations, or, at the abstract level, as a relation defined on
(R x R) x R.
Although Skemp also uses examples of schemas relating actions
(e.g. p.170), he rejects Piaget's model as it appears to refer only
to actions or operations. However it seems likely that the two
conceptions of a schema are in fact substantially similar, although
the emphasis of the authors is different.
To avoid the confusion between different levels of schema and
different types of link it is proposed to use the phrase 'conceptual
schema' to refer to
'a structure of concepts linked by relations
which are themselves concepts',
where a 'concept' is as defined as by Skemp in the quotation on
page 13.
This allows a definition of mathematical understanding related
to, but rather narrower than that of Skemp, as
'To understand a mathematical concept, group
of concepts, or symbols, is to relate it
conceptually to an appropriate conceptual schema.'
It should be noted that this definition allows progressive
degrees of understanding of a concept, for, as the present author
has previously expressed it (Brown, 1979)
'...if 'concepts' are thought of as 'junctions'
in the cognitive structure, they can only be built
up gradually by the formation of the operational
schemes (or 'relations') which connect the concepts
together; indeed it is doubtful whether it is
possible to speak meaningfully of completely
acquiring a concept as this would imply that all
possible links with other concepts had been formed.' (p.357)
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Where such relations are independent and at the same level of
abstraction there seems no necessary reason why some should be put
in before others; however some more abstract relations may depend
on others in a structure of conceptual relations just as some
abstract concepts are dependent on more concrete ones. The author
would therefore in general place far more emphasis on conceptual
relations than Skemp appears to do; this may also parallel Piaget's
recent emphasis on the idea of a 'correspondence' which is a relation-
ship between operations e.g. between a particular operation and its
inverse (Piaget, 1976).
Again, the above definition of 'understanding' is closely
related to Piaget's notion of equilibration' which comprises the
process of 'assimilation' and 'accommodation', although Piaget defines
these in terms of actions and operations rather than concepts. It
should incidentally be noted that this aspect of Piaget's theory,
unlike many others, seem to be generally accepted - see e.g. Lovell
(1979); Smedslund (1977). As in Piaget's model the changing of a
schema to deal with a new concept may consist of a minor accommodation
or a major re-structuring.
It seems likely that what we have called 'understanding' or using
Piaget's term 'equilibration', is a basic human drive. It also seems
likely that where an attempt at assimilation produces a cognitive
conflict, this will provide the incentive to restructure an
individual's schemas to resolve the conflict where it is within his
power to do so (see e.g. Inhelder, Sinclair and Bovet, 1974). It
seems possible that such restructuring occurs over a considerable
period of time during which both 'old' and 'new' structures may co-
exist.
It should be noted that what we have called 'understanding' is
synonymous with 'learning' where this is used in the sense of
learning a concept rather than learning an isolated fact or a
procedure. However since the term 'learning' involves this
ambiguity, the term 'understanding' is preferred.
3. The Relation between Understanding and Algorithmic Facility
Numerous psychologists and educationists have tried to distin-
guish between conceptual understanding and facility in recalling
isolated facts or algorithms, although they have often used
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different terms e.g. Ausubel's (1978) 'rote learning and meaningful
learning', Piaget's 'learning in the strict sense' and 'equilibration'
(see e.g. Piaget, 1959) or Skemp's (1976), 'instrumental under-
standing' and 'relational understanding'. In each case it seems to
be agreed that the process of understanding is generally as defined
earlier, whereas the learning of algorithms:
'...can be thought of as the tnemorising of a
store of well-defined procedures. ...Thus the
individual is acting like a computer; provided
he is told which prograune to access he will
recall it and put it into operation on any set
of data which may be provided in the form
specified in the programme.' (Brown, 1979)
Thus the links involved are all of an associative type (Skemp, 1979)
and depend on simple recall by association rather than on any
conceptual basis. These associations are thus only at the level
of Piaget's sensori-motor schemas, although the performance of many
algorithms may be beyond the information-processing capacity of
younger children, and may involve constituent processes which are
operational in nature.
Although the dichotomy referred to above is useful, it is not
often applicable in a pure form for mathematics learning, since it
is in fact rare that an algorithm would have no conceptual links to
a conceptual schema. For instance a child may appear to carry Out
a long multiplication by rote, but since it seems likely that there
is some concept of number, place value and multiplication, however
primitive, within his conceptual structure, the process is unlikely
to be totally detached from any conceptual schema. Similarly a
mathematician with deep understanding may carry out a process by
rote but where pressed e.g. if he had forgotten a step, or wished
to check an answer, would bring a conceptual schema into play.
Thus any mathematical operation is likely to involve some
interplay between associational and conceptual schemas. Children
(and adults) will vary in the relationships which they currently
possess in each type of schema, but it is likely to be very rare
that the schemas available are only of one type or the other. As
Piaget says in the following quotation (where 'learning' refers to
'learning in the strict sense' or 'associative learning'):
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'...all learning presupposes the utilization
of co-ordination not learned (or not entirely
learned); these co-ordinations constitute a logic
or pre-logic on the part of the subject. ....These
co-ordinations that were not learned in the strict
sense are the specific domain of equilibration.'
(Piaget, 1959, p.183)
4.	 Iniplicatiois for the Ratch
A number of consequences for the design of the research follow
from the above discussion.
(a) The 'identifying of conceptual structures' referred to in the
aims of the CSMS project (see page 6) would clearly be a complex
process. For instance the understanding of 'fractions' involves
not only the identification of exemplars and non-exemplars but
also conceptual relationships between particular fractions and
classes of fractions (e.g. equivalence, ordering etc.);
conceptual relations between fractions and ratio, percentage,
decimals etc., conceptual relations between diagrams, words and
symbols, the ability to relate such conceptual structures to
problem situations, and so on. The assessment of children on
each concept area would therefore have to involve as large a
variety of items as possible, each to test one or more of the
above relations. Any assessment could clearly only sample a
few of these relationships, and then rather inadequately.
(b) The representation of a development over time of a vast network
of concepts and relations, at different levels of abstraction,
in which the relations could equally well be thought of them-
selves as concepts, appeared a daunting task. It was clear
therefore that if anything was to be achieved, and conmiunicated,
the model would have to be savagely simplified. The decision
was made to concentrate within each topic area on a fairly
small set of relationships and order these roughly into a small
number of 'difficulty levels', without attempting in any way to
'represent' a conceptual schema as it might exist in the mind
of a child.
(c) It was decided to remove unnecessary 'noise' from the items used
so that, as far as was possible, the items tested a single
relationship in a simple form.
(d) It was clearly going to be impossible to completely separate
associative (rote) learning from conceptual understanding.
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Except where a comparison was felt to be of interest, each item,
as far as possible, was designed as a 'problem' which the child would
not easily be able to solve by straightforward application of a
standard algorithm. Nevertheless it was not easy in a topic area
like 'decimals' to find short problems for which no children would
have already been supplied with an algorithm. Where terminology or
symbolism appeared to be unavoidable, an attempt was made to explain
it so as not to handicap either those whose conceptual links
appeared to be stronger than their associative ones, or those who
had not met the terminology before but were capable of assimilating
the new idea quickly into their existing schemas.
II The Identifiatidn of Cognitive Levels
1.	 Piagetian Stages - their Validity
As has been recorded in Chapter One, one aim of the CSMS research
was to match the levels of mathematical conceptual difficulty, which
it was hoped would be identified, against the Piagetian developmental
levels of pre-operations, concrete operations and formal operations
as defined, for example, in Piaget (1972).
There had, to some extent prior to the start of the CSMS project,
and to a much greater extent since, been considerable criticism of
Piaget's levels of cognitive development (e.g. Bruner, 1959;
Parsons, 1960; Pinard and Laurendeau, 1969; Lunzer, 1973; Brown
and Desforges, 1977; Donaldson, 1978; Bryant, 1974; Fodor, 1976;
Gelman, 1969, 1972; etc.).
The criticism has referred to three features of the theory:
(a) the design and interpretation of particular experiments,
(b) the existence of distinct stages rather than a continuous
development,
(c) Piaget's characterisation of the stages in terms of both
verbal description and mathematical models.
These are discussed separately below.
(a) The deSigt and intetpretaticsfi of patticulare,petimnts
Although Piaget's empirical results have not in general
been questionned (see e.g. Lovell, 1979), a number of workers
e.g. Hughes (in Donaldson, 1978), Bryant and Trabasso (1971),
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Bryant (1974), Celman (1969, 1972), Freudenthal (1972) and so
on, suggest alternative interpretations of the difficulties
children experience in attempting to succeed in the various
tasks.
Not all of these would seem to be justified; for example
Furth (1977), Halford and Galloway (1977) and de Boysson-Bardies
and O'Regan (1973) have challenged Bryant and Trabasso's hypo-
thesis. However even if they were it would not invalidate the
whole structure of the stage theory, although it might alter
part of the descriptions.
Other experimenters who have shown that small variations
in a task may significantly affect the success rates, especially
at the pre-operations/concrete operations interface (e.g.
McGarrigle and Donaldson, 1974), are merely supporting Piaget
and Inhelder's (1969) view that concrete operations are not
context-free.
(b) The existence of distinct stages The existence of distinct
stages of cognitive development would require:
(i) that some general characteristic structure can be
identified across a number of cognitive operations;
(ii) that these operations appear at aproximate1y the
same. time in any child;
(iii) that the stages appear in the same order in different
children.
(These criteria are the author's but embody the central features
of Piaget's own (1956) which are comprehensively discussed by
Pinard and Laurendeau (1969).)
The latter property is not in dispute; the second, known
technically as 'synchrony', has become rather relaxed by
Piaget's introduction of the concept of 'horizontal decalage'
i.e. the same operative structure appearing at different times
in different content-areas due to the complexity of the
particular factors involved. However his stage-theory does
depend on the fact that at the end of a period the child achieves
a kind of equilibration which incorporates the completed and
integrated elaboration of these 'structures d'ensemble'.
There is some doubt as to the satisfying of property (i)
above i.e. whether Piaget has succeeded in defining generalised
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structures (see (c) below). There is also considerable debate
over the question of synchrony; even within the CSMS project
the science team would claim that there is considerable evidence
for it (e.g. Shayer, 1978, 1979) whereas this is not supported
by the data obtained within the area of mathematics (Hart, 1980).
Brown and Desforges (1977) review the evidence for synchrony
and note the low correlations obtained by many researchers.
The existence of the Piagetian stages would imply what
Lovell (1980) calls 'age-related restrictions on the organisation
of thinking', although this is a little misleading since it is
not the age per se but rather the developmental stage which
imposes these restrictions.
An alternative position is that of the 'skill integrationists'
e.g. Gagn (1970), Schaeffer et al (1974), Carey (1979), Bryant
(1974), Gelman (1969, 1972) who would generally claim that
cognitive structures are content-bound with no underlying general
structure. These structures are built up gradually over a
period of time but there are no general limitations on their
construction, merely restrictions imposed by the existence of
the necessary pre-requisite structures.
Although the latter position seems attractive, it does not
explain the slowness with which children appear to acquire
concepts. Thus, according to their theory there should be no
reason why a young child should not acquire a very complex
hierarchy of mathematical concepts, provided these are presented
in the 'correct' otder, without necessarily understanding any-
thing else. Although we cannot be sure that this is not possible,
the fact that it has not so far been demonstrated to be viable
argues strongly against it.
(c) Piaget's characterisation of the stages in terms of both verbal
description and mathematical models Piaget used mathematical
models ('grouping' at the concrete operations level and 'INRC
group' at the formal operations level) to try to describe the
common structure underlying all the operations he had identified
at each of these levels. These have been criticised on logical
grounds (e.g. Parsons, 1959; Freudenthal, 1972) and on
psychological grounds (e.g. Lunzer, 1958; Smedslund, 1977;
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Sheppard, 1978). For it is generally unclear whether these
structures can in fact be identified as common to all the
operations, nor can they easily be applied to categorise other
operations not known to be at one level or another. It may be
that, even if the stages outlined by Piaget do exist,
descriptions other than these will, prove more helpful. Indeed
there is evidence that work is proceeding in Geneva on
alternative models (Piaget, 1976). In section 3 other
alternative attempts at characterising the stages are described.
2.	 Piagetian Stages - their Applicability
Much of the first wave of work to be based on the Piagetian
tradition was concerned with replication, sometimes with minor
adaptations of the experiments.
More recently attempts have been made by educationists to apply
the stage theory to areas and operations outside those considered by
the Geneva school,
For instance in the Nuffield Mathematics Project (Nuffield
Foundation, 1967-72) it is claimed that the curriculum outlined is
appropriate in terms of the Piagetian stage which pupils are likely
to have attained (see the 'Nuffield map' in Figure 1.1 on page 3).
However as has been noted in Chapter One the early stages of the map
in general contain entries which make direct reference to Piagetian
experiments, whereas many of the later ones, which are outside the
Piagetian tradition, e.g. algebraic symbolism, vectors, place value,
would appear in the light of the CSMS results to be wrongly placed,
or at least not sufficiently broken down into constituent elements
to enable each to be correctly placed. No justification is in fact
given for the placing, and it seems that the attempt to apply the
Piagetian stage framework without further empirical evidence has not
been totally successful.
As well as science projects in the U.S.A. and Australia, four
other curriculum projects in Britain have claimed to use Piagetian
theory; one in the overlap area between mathematics and science
which developed materials for the teaching of area, weight and
volume (Bell et al, 1975), and three in the science area: Nuf field
Junior Science (Nuffield Foundation, 1967), Science 5/13 (Schools
Council, 1972-5), Progress in Learning Science (Schools Council, 1977).
foremost on what was directly available from
Piaget. Clearly in the subject area involved,
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study of Piaget's work only provided a
beginning and so the final interpretation
was the writer's own.
(Orton, 1980 p.2O4)
Other researchers have started from a Piagetian standpoint and
have been led to modify the Piagetian model in order to apply it
to their own data (e.g. Collis, 1975; Halford, 1978; Karplus and
Karplus, 1974; Peel, 1971 etc.). Some of these are reported in
the following section.
3.	 Neo-Piagetiai Stage Models
(a) Within mathematics Malpas and Brown (1974), finding that it
was difficult to apply the Piagetian criteria for concrete and
formal operations to some areas of mathematics, proposed a
modification which made use of the idea of concrete and formal
'models'. A 'concrete model', following Piaget's notion of
'interiorised physical actions', is defined as
'an image of the situation modelled i.e.
there must be a one-to-one mapping of the relevant
aspects of the model onto the physical Situation
which is modelled.'
(Malpas and Brown, 1974, p.156)
On the other hand:
'A 'formal' thinker can handle non-intuitable
data, and what is essentially involved here
that is different from concrete thought is
working with second order relations, that is,
handling the relationships which may or do
subsist between the relations between intuitable
data... The concrete operational thinker can
start from the real world and make (concrete)
models of non-real but logically possible
systems, but in general he does not work in the
opposite direction i.e. by considering whole
sets of possible cases and singling out suitable
actual ones for
(Ibid, p.156-7)
A graph of the height of a flower growing over time would be a
'concrete model' since the flower can be visualised at different
time intervals and there is a one-to-one mapping between the
actual height and the height on the graph. However a graph of,
say, 3y = 5x which is given as an example of a formal model,
clearly has no physical realisation.
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To give another example it can be justified that x + 3 - 8
is a concrete model since it can easily be visualised in terms
of sets of dots, and hence solved by one-to-one correspondence.
However x + 273 584 is less visualisable, and x + 27
	 4 - 3x
would probably be considered formal on this criterion, but it
is difficult to draw an exact line.
(These conceptions of 'concrete' and 'formal' have much in
common with Fischbein's (1973) notions of 'primary' and
'secondary' intuitions.)
This definition has the advantage of simplicity, but it
still leaves a wide margin of uncertainty in application, which
is demonstrated by the fact that in 17 per cent of the items
the judges disagreed among themselves as to whether they were
concrete or formal, and the rate rose to 40 per cent if sub-
stages (i.e. early/late formal) were included.
Nevertheless Malpas and Brown's paper demonstrates even the
systematic use of such a simple criterion does seem to be
capable of predicting the items with which children will
experience difficulty.
Collis (1978) adopted a similar position but gave more
specific rules to deal with cases such as the algebraic equations
above. He defines the stages with reference to Inhelder and
Piaget (1958) and adds results from his own studies as quoted
below:
'Early concrete operational children (Piaget's stage hA)
(1) both elements and operations of ordinary construction,
to be meaningful, need to be related directly to physically
available elements and operations; e.g.
___	
n(C)	 n(A) + rt(B)
	
7	 3+4
(2) again, to be meaningful to the child, there should be
no more than two elements connected by one operation, and
the results must be actually closed (e.g. 3 + 4 - 7) to
avoid the problem of any doubt about the uniqueness of
the result;
(3) the only notion of inverse is physical e.g. what is
put down can be taken up as a meaning for subtraction.
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Middle concrete operational children (Piaget's stage IIB)
(1) children begin to work with operations as such, but
only where uniqueness of result is guaranteed by their
experiences both with the operations and the elements
operated upon. This in practice means two (or more)
operations closed in sequence with small numbers or
one familiar operation using numbers beyond the range
which they might regard as physically verifiable;
(2) the developing notion of the inverse of an
operation tends to be qualitative. They seem to
regard subtracting as destroying the effect of addition
without specifically relating to the operations them-
selves, e.g. to find the value of y in y + 4 - 7,
they regard y as a unique number to which 4 has been
added - subtracting 4 happens to destroy the effect
of the original addition and the destroying notion
makes the process involved non-reversible.
Late concrete operational children - concrete
generalisation period (Piaget's stage lilA)
(1) the development of an apparent ability to work
with operations and abstractions as such, but even in
this stage the uniqueness of the outcome of an operation
must be guaranteed in some way e.g. the child might very
well be able to determine that 382 ,t 743 is equivalent to 672 x 743
382	 672
but would not necessarily be able to understand and use
meaningfully the generalisation m.a ri.a
m	 n
(2) the inverse process becoman 'undoing' of an
operation previously performed and generally can only
be applied with familiar operations e.g. in solving
for y in y + 4 - 7, y and y + 4 are still regarded
as unique, but unknown, numbers, but adding 4 can be
'undone' by subtracting 4 - the undoing notion makes
the process involved reversible.
Formal operational adolescents (Piaget's stage IIIB)
(1) tend to look upon closure or uniqueness as
being an abstract condition which makes certain
things possible;
(2) regard the inverse process as working directly
with the operations themselves in such a way as to
balance or compensate without necessarily affecting
the existence of the earlier operation, e.g. these
students can handle well such items as:
if (p o r) o q - (a o b) o q then p o r - a o b;
(3) look upon the propositions and conditions
themselves as the reality; they do not require that
a link be established with the physical world prior
to working on a problem where the system is defined.'
(Collis, 1978, pp.245-7)
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It will be noted that Collis chooses to re-name the 'early
formal' period as a period of concrete generalisation preceding
the abstraction of the late formal period. This is not out of
line with Inhelder and Piaget's (1958) formulation. As referred
to previously there have been varioUs other studies which have
identified stages in development of a mathematical process or
concept area which are more or less related to Piagetian stages
(e.g. van Hiele, 1959; Reynolds, 1967; Orton, 1970, 1980;
Fischbein, 1971; Karplus and Karplus, 1974; Rosskopf, 1975;
Bell, 1976; etc.). Since most of these are defined in terms
of a specific process or content-area which is not directly
related to the present study, the results of these are not
considered further.
(b) General stages Lunzer (1978), in criticising Piaget's formula-
tion of formal operations puts forward as alternative
suggestions Collis's notion of 'acceptance of lack of closure
(ALC)' i.e. tolerance of ambiguity, and his own 'multiple
interacting systems (MIS)' i.e. 'more than one system of
co-variation is involved in the solution strategy, and
successful solution depends on the interaction of the two
systems...'
It should be noted that this formulation is very close in
some respects to that of Halford (1978a, b) who builds on
Collis's work but goes further in producing a structural model
of the various cognitive levels.
He (1978a) characterises Piaget's pre-operational stage
as one of
'...binary relations, simple functions, and unary
operations... There are three kinds of relations:
symbol-symbol (S-S) relations, symbol-object (S-0)
relations, and object-object (0-0) relations. An
example of an S-S relation is any association between
purely mental events (mental elements), such as the
thought that a man is bigger than a boy... The
simplest example of S-0 relations is naming...
The 0-0 category of relationships refers to
relations between objects and events in the real
world, such as the size of a man and the size of




He suggests that the ortctCte Opettioita1 period can be
best described by children's ability to
'learn systems which are based on binary
operations (i.e. S,S^S). Thus they understand
that quantities depend on the addition of units,
understand transitivity, recognise.that the whole
is more than any of its parts (disjunctive
classification), or that elements can be categorised
by reference to two attributes (conjunctive
classification) and interpret stimuli as attributes
on a dimension.'
(Halford, 1978, p.301)
Halford then proposes that only in the formal operational
Deriod can a child cope with 'compositions of binary operations',
although he is careful to distinguish 'composition' from
'repetition' as in 3 + 4 + 5	 12, say.
Halford's characterisation would appear to be an important
one, although his application of it in this paper to results of
a mathematical experiment is less than convincing. (For example,
he claims that 8 - 3 it - 8 is 'formal' as it requires co-
ordination of two operations, whereas 3 + 8 g • 3 is 'concrete'
since there is comrnutativity which obviates any rearrangement.
Our interviews however suggest that children of this age are
very unlikely to recognise that 3 - 8 has a different meaning
from 8 - 3, but accept the two as interchangeable expressions.
This would mean that the difficulty is less with the process
of solving the item than with the recognition that the answer
3 is not valid.)
Halford also (1978b) gives an alternative related formula-
tion for concrete operations as requiring 'symbols... related
to environmental elements in pairs (S x S - E x E)', (E is
used in this reference in place of 0), and for formal operations
in terms of 'symbols are related to environmental elements in
sets of three (S x S x S - E x E x E)'. He then relates this
to the Binet and Wechsler results on digit span which show that
children have a digit span of two at the age of two, four at
the age of five, and six at the age of eleven. He suggests
therefore that the limitation on a child's cognitive ability
can be expressed in terms of the amount of information the
child is able to process simultaneously. This is expressed
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(Halford and Keats, 1978) as follows:
'A stage results not from the possession of a
specific structure or set of structures but
from possession of sufficient information processing
capacity to organise symbolic systems at a
particular level of complexity. This would mean
that information processing capacity, in some
form, would be a necessary but not sufficient
condition for successful performance at a given
level. Once sufficient information processing
capacity was attained, performance would be a
function of experience and task variables - in
a word, of learning. We can therefore distinguish
two regions in the development of any cognitive
ability; an information processing capacity-
limited region and a learning-linked region.'
(Halford and Keats, 1978, p.416)
This information processing approach is broadly similar
to that of Pascual-Leone (Pascual-Leone, 1970; Pascual-Leone
and Smith, 1979), Case (1972a, b) in the United States and
McLaughlin (1963), which also use the concept of the size of
the information-processing space to predict success on Piagetian
and other tasks. There are other information-processing
approaches e.g. that of Klahr and Wallace using computer
simulations and production systems (1970, 1972) and by Baylor
et a]. (1973) and Baylor and Cascon (1974).
However Halford's description appears more comprehensive
and more applicable than the others mentioned, although there
must still be some doubts as to whether all cognitive tasks
can really be identified as belonging to one of his types of
system. However his descriptions do appear to relate to the
CSMS results on stages described in Chapter Seven.
In addition there has been other work (e.g. Peel, 1971,
1976; de Silva, 1972; Rhys, 1972; Jurd, 1978) on the
identification of stages in other subjects, mostly concerned
with textual understanding and explanation. This is not
discussed here since it appears to have only distant links with
the present study.
4.	 ImplIcátioiS for the Research
At the beginning of the CSMS project the present author and the
mathematics team in general felt that although the Piagetian stage
model seemed to provide the best framework available against which
to match the development of mathematical concepts, there were a
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number of shortcomings, in particular the difficulty already expressed
in applying it to areas of mathematics outside the Cenevan work, and
the structural formulations of the concrete and formal operations
stages.
In addition there was some doubt as to the feasibility of
classifying particular children as belonging to one or other sub-
stages, especially after the variations in level across the Science
Reasoning Tasks had been observed.
However there seemed no alternative theory available which could
fulfil the necessary function of providing such a theoretical frame-
work. Although some of the information-processing approaches seemed
attractive, they were not sufficiently worked out to be usable.
Hence it was decided to proceed on an empirical basis while
attempting to make links with Piagetian theory. This meant tackling
mathematical areas in which the Cenevan work appeared to be least
applicable, attempting to arrive at a set of levels of understanding
on mainly empirical grounds but using some Piagetian insight and a
roughly Piagetian methodology, and hopefully matching them to the
Piagetian substages by various means, both theoretical and empirical.
It was hoped that by taking this line the research would both
stand up on its own independent of the Piagetian viewpoint, and
would contain the possibility of extending the Piagetian descriptions
of levels.
The 'number operations' study follows these lines quite closely,
the correspondence with Piagetian levels being provided by (a)
comparisons with the literature (b) direct cross-classification of
number operations levels against Piagetian levels for a sample of
children, using two or more of the Science Reasoning Tasks (Shayer
et al, 1980), (c) comparison of item facilities with percentages of
the population expected to be at each substage using the results of
Shayer et al (1976). (See Chapter Four for details.)
The use of the Science Reasoning Taks, however, vas not entirely
satisfactory, partly due to the difficulty of obtaining a sample of
children with results on two mathematics tests and at least two
science reasoning tasks. It was decided therefore to develop a
series of Piagetian mathematics tasks to be given in a single session
and this was eventually done during 1977-78 with results obtained
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from a sample of 500 children. However when the results were analysed
the correlations between the tasks seemed unacceptably low (Hart,
1980) and hence the mathematics team did not feel a sufficiently
valid measure of the 'stage' reached by an individual child had been
achieved. There was indeed some doubt as to whether this aim was
realisable.
This meant that the final CSMS results have been presented as
a series of empirically determined levels within different concept-
areas, generalised, again empirically, into four overall stages,
with Piagetian comparisons only in the case of individual items
(Hart, 1980, 1981).
The more recently developed neo-Piagetian proposals have been
put forward while the project was proceeding; in any case it would
not have been wise to base the project on a new and relatively
untested theory. However in Chapter Seven the links between
Half ord's work and the CSNS stages will be discussed, along with
the implications of the CSMS results for psychological theories in
general.
III Related Research on Number 0perations
1. The Relation between Understanding and Computational Facility
It is not proposed at this point to review the whole field of
literature concerned with children's computational skills, mainly
because this would appear to have little connection with their
understanding of the meaning of number operations which forms the
focus of this study.
However since the CSMS work has incidentally shed some limited
light on the relationship between understanding and computation,
previous results in this area are considered below.
The studies tend to split into two types: the wide-scale
testing reporting results in the form of correlations or factor
analyses, and the individual child interviews.
In the former area typical studies are those of Williams (1958),
Sohns (1974) and Rappaport (1958) who report low correlations between
'understanding' and computation. (Rappaport's correlation
coefficient was in fact 0.63, which is hardly 'low', although he
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notes individual pupils with widely discrepant scores.) In the two
former cases 'understanding' was assessed by Piagetian-type tests
of conservation etc. while in the latter a test of 'meanings in
arithmetic' was specially constructed. However Steffe (1968),
LeBlanc (1968) and Howlett (1974), all working, like Williams and
Sohns, at the infant level and using Piagetian-type tests to assess
'understanding', found high correlations between understanding and
computation, as did Burt (1917) who used tests of 'problems' and
'mechanical arithmetic'.
In the area of factor-analytic studies Saad (1957), Wrigley
(1958) and Evans (1968) all claim to have separated out a 'number
skills' factor although in the case of Saad, working with fourth
year grannar school pupils, the 'problem-solving' test loaded
highly on this whereas Evans, also working at secondary school
level, identified a separate 'problem-solving' factor.
Thus the overall evidence from the large scale studies is
somewhat equivocal, and seems to be highly dependent on the age
and ability of the pupils and the nature of the test instruments
used. At secondary level there would appear to be some fragile
justification for the identification of computation as an ability
separate from 'understanding'.
The reason for this may well lie in the magnitude of the gap
between children's actual level of understanding and that necessary
to underpin the techniques to which they are introduced. Glennon
(1949) concludes from his results on a multiple-choice 'Test of
Basic Mathematical Understandings' that
'The seventh grade pupils tested have mastered
an average of 12.5% of the understandings basic
to computational processes taught in grades one
through six.'
(Glennon, 1949, p.63)
The figures given for ninth and twelfth grades are 18 per cent
and 37 per cent respectively. Rappaport (1958) quotes 37 per cent
and 42 per cent for seventh and eighth grades respectively. No
clear interpretation can be given to these figures other than as a
test score, in either of the studies.
On the other hand the methodology of the individual child
interview is favoured by Ginsburg (1977). The thesis of his book
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is that child have and use a store of informal procedures in
arithmetic. In particular he states:
'Children often make mistakes in school
arithmetic.., children failing in school
nevertheless possess hidden competencies
of an informal nature... But often children
do not use the algorithms as taught.
Instead they use invented procedures of
several types. Sometimes they solve arithmetic
problems by counting methods of one kind or
another, like addition by counting on from
the larger number... Sometimes they convert
difficult problems into simpler ones, as when
they solve a multiplication problem by
adding. And occasionally they develop novel
approaches, as when they use clever re-
grouping strategies to facilitate addition.'
(Ginsburg, 1977, pp.106-7)
He supports these statements with numerous transcripts of
interviews, mostly with children of primary school age.
It is clear that his findings, which come from the United
States and were published after the CSMS number operations work
had been completed, match very closely to ours both at the general
level and at the detailed level of particular favoured strategies.
Similar results were reported by Lankford (1974), also in the
United States, working with secondary-school pupils. He also notes
the following tendencies:
(a) counting, often on fingers, in simple addition problems
(e.g. 45 out of 176 13 year olds used their fingers to
count on to determine the answer to 9 + 8 - )
(b) doubling (e.g. in 6 + 7, '6 and 6 are 12, plus 1 is 13')
(c) counting in multiplication problems (e.g. for 7 x 8,
'7 times 7 equals 49; 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56)
(d) taking the smaller from the larger number in subtraction
(e.g. 86 - 49 is 43).
Vergnaud (1979), working with secondary school children in
France makes a similar observation as regards the variety of
calculation procedures used to solve an arithmetical problem, and
concludes that these imply differences in the cognitive structures
of the children.
Jones (1973), working with Il year olds in the U.K., found
that even when questions were set which involved only symbols
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e.g. 17 x 6, over half the 320 calculations were successfully
completed by non-standard methods, and Plunkett (1979), also in the
U.K., bears this out using a sample containing both children and
adults. He gives a very useful characterisation of the contrasts
between formal written algorithms and informal mental methods of
calculation. (It is interesting to note that the latter research
arose partly from the CSMS work on number operations.)
In the United States, Carpenter and Moser (1979) obtained
similar results with a much younger age-group (6-7 year olds)
interviewing on addition and subtraction 'word-problems'. They
found '...a high level of uccess... in solving verbal problems
prior to formal instruction,..' (p.46) and '...tremendous variability
between and within children in the solution processes used...' (p.46).
Gibb (1956), also working in the United States but with 7-8
year olds on subtraction problems, found that around 80 per cent of
children used strategies related to informal verbal rather than
formal symbolic formulation. She also found a high proportion who
solved 'complementary addition' problems by additive rather than
subtraction strategies.
The use of additive strategies for subtraction problems was
also found in the 'practical test' component of the 1978 APU survey
in England and Wales (APU, 1980a). In the test pupils were given
two word problems, both of a 'complementary addition' type, which
involved two and three-digit numbers, and were later presented with
the corresponding calculation in horizontal format. It is reported
that, in spite of the offer of pencil and paper:
'Most pupils worked out the verbal problems
in their heads and by far the most frequent
method used (by about three-fifths of pupils)
was some form of complementary addition or
counting on from the lower of the two numbers
to the larger... Sometimes counting on was
mixed with subtraction... Pupils using
subtraction only generally managed to avoid
methods which involved 'borrowing'... Only
a few pupils used the routine computation
procedures equa addition' and Idecompositjo•,
The opposite was the case when pupils were
presented with the calculation and asked to do
it 'as they would in class'. It is estimated
that four-fifths of the pupils used one of these
methods on paper as compared with about one in
ten who used themfor mental calculations.
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...Some testers reported that pupils saw
little or no connection between the verbal
form of a problem solved mentally and its
algorithmic equivalent solved on paper...
On the other hand there were pupils who not
only saw the connection but had more conf i-
dence in the mental method.'
(APU, 1980a; pp.95-97)
Thus the conclusions reported in Chapter Four are confirmed
by a large scale study carried out after the publication of our
findings.
Similarly in the U.K., McIntosh (1978, 1979), in two follow-ups
to the CSMS work with children aged 9-11, found children using a
variety of methods, both formal and informal, to solve 431 - 145
and 16 x 3. In the latter case many methods were addition-based or
were counting-based. He also replicated the CSMS finding that some
children who could calculate 72 - 29 and many who could calculate
6 x 3 could not produce appropriate 'stories' to illustrate the
expression.
In the CSMS work on the understanding of ratio (Hart, 1980, 1981)
it was found that many of the children used addition-based strategies,
often incorporating 'doubling' and 'halving' which were normally
successful in problems involving simple numbers but led to errors
with more complex ratios.
This latter group of results, mostly resulting from detailed
interviews, suggest that
(a) formal computation tests may not be very good indicators
of ability to arrive at answers in problem situations
(b) a wide variety of informal strategies are used in calculation,
many of which do depend on conceptual schemas rather than
simply on associative ones. Some of these informal strategies
are even used in relatively formal items
(c) these strategies are often 'concrete' in that they are
based on counting, or at most on addition.
2.	 'Word Problems'
There is a substantial research literature, mainly American and
Russian, devoted to 'word problems', which suggests that they form
a more significant part of the curriculum and assessment system in
those countries than they do in Britain, or at least that they are
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recognised in those countries as a separate aspect of mathematics,
and thus solution-strategies are taught systematically.
(a) Ameriean literature Much of the literature is concerned with
an analysis of the contributions of various factors to the
difficulty of solving the problem (e.g. Suppes et al, 1969;
Jerman and Rees, 1972; Jerman, 1973; Searle et al, 1974;
Nesher and Teubal, 1974; Nesher and Katriel, 1977, 1978;
Caidwell and Coldin, 1979; Carpenter and Moser, 1979).
Øithough Nesher's work is based in Israel it is largely U.S.
inspired.) Some of these studies present contradictory
conclusions on the effect of the problem length, or the role
of verbal cues, for instance. Many of them, which are not
further referred to here, are only marginally relevant either
since the problems are of a more complex type than concerned
us or since they investigate factors which it was decided to
control in the present study (e.g. number of different
operations, number of steps, problem length, verbal cues,
concrete/abstract context, difficulty in calculations etc).
In particular the variables investigated are in some cases
superficial ones in that they refer to the verbal formulation
of the item rather than its mathematical structure whereas,
Nesher and Teubal (1974) point out:
'...the main goal in a genuine arithmetic word
problem should be to reveal the underlying qualitative
relations, whatever the verbal formulation might be.'
(Nesher and Teubal, 1974, p.50)
Although knowledge of the effect of variation of the
verbal formulation are useful probably the only findings
relevant to the concerns of the present study are that of Jerman
(1973) and Jerinan and Rees (1972) that the presence of multi-
plication, and, to a lesser extent, division, makes a problem
significantly more difficult. Suppes at al (1969) and Searle
et al (1974) found that 'conversion of units' is a significant
factor in causing increased difficulty which supports the above
result since, as is demonstrated in Chapter Three, most types
of simple word problems involving multiplication and division
involve the notion of rate, either implicitly or stated as an
explicit conversion of units. Both these results are consistent
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with the CSMS results reported in Chapter Four which show, not
surprisingly, that generally speaking multiplication and division
problems are harder than addition and subtraction ones, and that
multiplication problems are in general harder than division ones.
There has also been considerable interest in the United
States in the 'information-processing' model for understanding
the process of solving word problems (e.g. Paige and Simon, 1966;
Bobrow, 1968). However this too is on the level of direct
translation of natural language into mathematical expressions,
and gives little insight into cases tere there are no 'verbal
cues'.
Nesher and Katriel (1977) analyse the form of word problems
in terms of predicate calculus, and conclude that addition and
subtraction problems are identical whereas multiplication and
division problems	 have a far more complex structure. The
only way therefore of distinguishing between addition and
subtraction problems is 'on the basis of a hypothesis concerning
the inclusion relations between the sets of objects... (which)
are expressed by a variety of linguistic devices.., numerically
qualified arguments, adverbs of time and place, verbs...'
Nesher and Katriel (1978) go on to describe the distinction
between 'dynamic' and 'static' descriptions, which is related
but not identical to, to our distinction between uflay
operations (operators) and 'binary' operations. (See Chapter
Three, pages 81 to 82 for details of the CSMS addition!
subtraction classification.) A major difference is that their
classification is described in textual terms, whereas the CSMS
classification has attempted to relate to the mathematical
structure. Nesher and Katriel demonstrate that 'word-problems
designating dynamic situations are cognitively easier than
word-problems designating static ones.' (Nesher and Katriel,
1978, p.239).
(This corresponds to our findings in subtraction and
multiplication; in addition there was no clear difference, and
in division the distinction was not tested.)
The classification which comes nearest to our own is that
by Carpenter and Moser (1979), which relates only to addition
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and subtraction and was published after the CSMS Number 
Operations study. This distinguishes three components: 
(i) discrete/continuous (defined as for our study) 
(ii) contextual relationships or actions on entities. 
This is divided along three dimensions: 
(a) presence/absence of set inclusion 
(b) action/static 
(c) order (larger/smaller for static, increase/ 
decrease for action) 
(iii) canonical/non-canonical sentence model 
(i.e. a ± b = 0 or either a ± [] = b or o ± a = b) 
This latter distinction relates to ours between direct 
and inverse models. 
They also differentiate on the grounds of number s~ze, and 
presence/absence of apparatus. 
Under the contextual relationships component they use the 
terms 'join~ng' for inclusion/action/increase (i.e. what we 
have called 'adding on'), 'separating' for inclusion/action/ 
decrease (i.e. our 'taking away'), 'part-part-whole' for 
inclusion/static (our 'union' and 'complementary addition (i)'), 
'comparison' for non-inclusion/static (our 'adding on' and 
'complementary addition (ii) and (iii)' and 'comparison') and 
'equalizing' for non-inclusion/action (our 'complementary addition 
(ii) and (iii)' and 'comparison'). It is thus clear that there 
is not a one-one relationship between Carpenter and Moser's 
categories and our own, but that there is nevertheless a close 
relationship. 
Excluding the CSMS 'vector' types, and distinctions between 
large and small numbers, our addition/subtraction model classi-
fication has 16 basic cells whereas theirs has 32. However at 
our planning stage a 'set inclusion/non-inclusion' factor was 
considered, but finally rejected as it would have greatly 
increased the variety of models. Had this been included there 
would have been 32 cells in each classification although aga~n 
these would not have matched one-to-one. In the authorVs view 
the Carpenter and Moser classification ~s useful, but still 
contains some redundancy,in particular catego~ies (ii)(b), 
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(ii)(c) and (iii) are not independent.
Carpenter and Moser's preliminary results were generally
similar to ours, although they were working with a sample of 6-7
year olds. For instance they found that in addition the choice
of strategy in 'joining' and 'part-part-whole' problems
presented little difficulty, but 'comparison' was more difficult.
In subtraction they found children generally chose appropriate
strategies, although, as with addition, the manipulation of
the numbers caused problems.
Steffe (1970), also working with 6-7 year old children, had
also used the action/static dichotomy which he called 'trans-
formation/no transformation' for categorising addition problems.
Again his definition is similar to but not identical with our
unary/binary split ('union'/'adding on' in the case of
addition problems). In contrast to Carpenter and Moser, Steffe
had found that the problems involving a transformation were
significantly easier.
In an earlier paper Gibb (1956), working with 7-8 year
olds, had also used a classification of models in subtracting
and addition. Her system, which was very similar to ours, used
three categories:
(i) subtractive problems (a) 'left' (similar to our 'take-away')
(b) 'taken' (similar to our
'comparisons - how many less?')
(c) 'group' (similar to our
'complementary subtraction')
(ii) additive problems	 (a) 'how many in all' (similar to
our 'union' and 'adding-on')
(b) 'more needed' (similar to our
complementary addition (i)
and (ii)')
(c) 'how many had' (similar to our
'complementary addition (iii)'
(iii) comparative problems (a) 'more' (similar to our 'comple-
mentary addition (ii)')
(b) 'less' (similar to our 'comparison-
less')
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This categorisation, which was only discovered by the CSMS
team after the analysis of the 'number operations' results, is
clearly extremely similar to ours, the only differences are,
first, Gibb's failure to distinguish unary from binary (i.e.
'adding' from 'union'), and second, our failure to distinguish
set inclusion from non-set inclusion i.e. comparison from
complementary addition. Cibb's study (Gibb, 1954) compared the
difficulty of three types of subtraction problems:
(1) 'subtractive-left' (i.e. our 'take-away'); (ii) 'additive-
more needed' (our 'complementary addition (ii)'); (iii)
'comparative-more' (also similar to our 'complementary addition
(ii)'). She found, as we did, that the 'take-away' problems
were easiest, and the comparative ones hardest. She also
found that three-quarters of the 'complementary addition'
problems were solved by addition rather than subtraction.
This study was replicated by Schell and Burns (1962) who
obtained similar results with a small sample of children, again
aged 7-8. The only novel feature of this study was that an
analysis of the problems in textbooks was also made, which
showed that 'take-away' problems predominated (66 per cent),
followed by 'comparative' problems (20 per cent) and then
'how many more' problems. Thus the success of the pupils with
'take-away' problems reflected the textbook emphasis, although
the order of ease of the other two types is the reverse of the
order of frequency.
Another American study, by Weaver (1971), although not
directly concerned with word problems, showed that where children
aged 6-10 were asked to solve 'open sentence' problems of the
type a ± b c or c a ± b with two of the three letters
replaced by a number and the third by a placeholder (
	 ), the
problem was very much easier if the sign involved was addition
rather than subtraction, or if the placeholder occurred in the
position of b or c rather than a. However there was little
difference between b and c, although c was slightly easier. A
similar result was obtained by Grouws (1972). This suggests
that of our forms 'complementary addition (iii)' and
'complementary subtraction' should be the hardest. (In fact
the latter was not tested and the former did not turn out to be
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harder than complementary addition (ii), although it was found
more difficult than 'take-away'.)
In the area of division, Cunderson (1964), working with
second graders, found that division problems involving partition
(sharing) situations were more difficult than problems involving
measurement (grouping) and this was supported by Zweng (1964),
also working with eight year olds. However Hill (1952), working
with pupils in the intermediate grades, found as we did that
the performance of pupils was similar on both types, although
they indicated a preference kor measurement (grouping) situations.
The differences between the results for the different age groups
may be partly explained by the fact that teachers tend to use
'sharing' problems when introducing division, and thus younger
children are more adept at recognising this type. However the
two types would seem to have basically the same structure (see
Chapter Three), and hence the older children, who are dependent
on their own internalised models rather than on their recent
school experiences, perform equally well on both.
The final American studies to be considered are the large
scale NAEP studies. From the first reports (NAEP, 1975) as from
those of the APU referred to later, it is difficult to draw any
conclusions since very few simple word-problem items are released
and, of those that are, the recognition of the operation is
confounded with the calculation of the answer.
The reports of the second study (NAEP, l980b) are more
helpful in that the performance on word problems are compared
with those on the comparable computations, but even here few items
are released.
A simple addition problem of the 'adding on' type involving
the numbers 21 and 54 was solved correctly by 82 per cent and
96 per cent respectively of 9 and 13 year olds, whereas the
facilities for the corresponding computation were 90 per cent
and 98 per cent. For a problem involving addition of three
decimal numbers, although these represented decimals of a dollar,
the facilities were 58 per cent and 92 per cent, again for 9 and
13 year aids respectively. For a subtraction problem, the
facility was 15 percentage points lower than for the corresponding
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calculation for the 9 year olds, and eight percentage points
lower for the 13 year olds. Only between two and seven per
cent of the 9 year olds added when they should have subtracted,
and fewer than two per cent of the 13 year olds chose the wrong
operation for any subtraction problem. Although no multiplication
or division problems were released, it is reported that 9 year
olds had considerable difficulty with them. For instance a
straightforward problem involving a 'rate' model of multiplication
with one number between five and ten and the other between 20
and 100 was answered correctly by only 20 per cent of 9 year
olds, and in fact only 34 per cent of them could do the corres-
ponding formal computation. In contrast 77 per cent of 13 year
olds solved the problem, and 84 per cent the corresponding
computation. Of the 9 year olds, 27 per cent added instead of
multiplying although this was only true of five per cent of 13
year olds, with a further two per cent dividing. A division
item, involving a 'sharing' model, was correctly done by only
one per cent of the 9 year olds and 40 per cent of 13 year olds
but this was attributed to the difficulty of the calculation
since only 13 per cent attempted to multiply and four per cent
to add. In general facilities of verbal problems tended to be
about 15 per cent below the facilities of the corresponding
'pure' computations. However this does not seem to take into
account those children who may succeed on a problem using
informal methods of computation but fail on the corresponding
formal computation.
(b) Russian literature Kilpatrick and Wirszup (1969, 1972) and
Krutetskii (1976) report a number of studies relating to the
solution of 'model' arithmetic word problems, which clearly
form a central part of the Soviet curriculum. However many of
these deal with more complex items than those used in the CSMS
study, and hence only a few of the studies are quoted here.
Menchinskaya (1969) describes an interesting study on
methodology of solving verbal problems, and identifies four
stages of development. At the first stage, typical of children
aged up to about nine years she found that the primary
motivation for action was in the data, and not in the question.
She quotes an experiment very similar to ours in which children
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were asked to invent problems, and notes that
'It is in fact characteristic of pre-school
children and beginning first graders to make
the mistake of setting up a problem without
a question:
'I had 5 watermelons; I ate one.'
(Six year old girl from the older
kindergarten group.)'
(Menchinskaya, 1969, p.1!.)
This was also found in the CSMS study to be typical of 11 and
12 year old children, although we did not record the rate of
incidence as we were focussing instead on the correct inter-
pretation of the operation itself. In most cases during the
interviews children could in fact produce the appropriate
question when prompted, but somehow felt that it must be clear
to the interviewer and it was therefore unnecessary to state it.
She also notes that one weak first-grader, (seven years old)
is below this first level since she:
'...asked about data irrelevant to the problem...
did not resort to operations with numbers at all...
had no understanding whatsoever of the problem...'
(Ibid, p.14)
This corresponds to a level of understanding that we found among
11 and 12 year olds and which we describe as 'pre-operational'
(see Chapters Four and Six). She also cites children of seven
to nine years old who were able to give correct numerical
answers but who could not say what question they were answering.
In fact the explanation for this behaviour seems much more
likely to be due to a lack of information-processing capacity
than a failure to note the question; as soon as children
recognise what arithmetic operation is required they may well
not have enough storage capacity to retain the question itself
in addition to the processing of the numerical operation,
although the question was well understood in the first place.
Alternatively it may relate to the 'mental effort' that children
were willing to expend, and thus to attitudinal factois. Hence
the characterisation of this stage seems a little misleading
and might be more accurately described by the size of the
short-term memory,
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She also describes difficulties experienced by this age-
group over 'inverse problems', which would appear to correspond
to 'complementary problems' in our classification although
this is not quite clear since the paper referred to (Menchinskaya,
1941) is untranslated. She also notes that children at this
first level although capable of obtaining a correct numerical
answer are not able to give a correct explanation of the course
of their solution since:
'In solving the simplest problems, these children's
approach is still characteristic of the initial




'Stronger first-grade pupils performed external
operations with numbers (for example, '3 added
to 5 is 8').
(Ibid, p.23)
She again notes that slightly older children were able to retain
both the context and the arithmetical operation (e.g. 3 kilograms
of rye flour added to 5 kilograms of white flour is 8 kilograms'),
again demonstrating the increase in information-processing
capacity.
Although the later stages in the development of 'problem-
solving' identified by Menchinskaya are not quoted here, for
they concern word-problems with intermediate stages, it is worth
noting that one behaviour found to be typical of the second
stage (11-12 years) was that:
'the pupil may correctly state the question
in the problem and yet perform a wrong operation.'
(Ibid, p.23)
Again this was found by us in many children of a similar age,
although some of them were more typical of her first stage in
obtaining an answer by informal procedures and being then unable
to identify any single corresponding arithmetical operation to
match their concrete process. Thus her first two stages could
be similar to
	
and 'late' concrete operations, and the
preliminary range to 'preoperational' in our interpretation of
Piagetian stages.
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Menchinskaya, like Krutetskii (1976), gives some
interesting examples of the use of visual images in the solution
of problems. It seems likely that this is an important factor
in the recognition of which number operation is appropriate
to a word problem, and It is regrettable that in the CSMS study
it was not possible to concentrate in more depth on this aspect.
Botsmanova (1969a, b) also investigated the role of images
in the solution of word problems, but this time by supplying
them with the problem rather than by studying those spontaneously
invoked by the subject. She claims to have shown that the
presence of 'object-analytical pictures' (i.e. those where
objects are represented in some schematic structure) assisted
pupils to solve simple word problems although 'object-illustrative
pictures' made little difference. However in the case of more
complex problems neither 'object-analytical pictures' nor
'graphic diagrams' (i.e. abstract structured diagrams) proved
useful unless they were explained by the experimenter
(Botsmanova, l972. The second study (Botsmanova, 1972b)
showed that pupils could be taught to use graphic diagrams, and
that these then proved to be of great assistance in the
solution of word problems. However the samples were small and
the descriptions of the experiments are not sufficiently
detailed to give any insight into the meaning of these results.
Like Menchinskaya, Yaroshchuk (1972) attempts to identify
stages in the solution of arithmetic problems. However this
study is of less relevance since it is mostly concerned with
the ability of pupils to name 'problem-types' in the case of
rather complex problems. There are however some conclusions
which bear upon our own work, in particular that where problems
were presented in parallel forms, one involving concrete objects
and the other pure numbers, the problem involving objects was
solved more easily than the numerical problem. This is
attributed to the fact that the child was able to visualise the
objects, which helped to identify the structure of the problem.
It is also interesting to note Yaroshchuk's definition of a
'concept':
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'a relatively stable, but at the same time
changing, system of associative relationships'
(Yaroshchuk, 1972, p.55)
This is very similar to that of Skemp quoted earlier in this
chapter, a variant of which was adopted by this author. In
addition he makes a statement, similar to that of Vergnaud re-
ported on page 33 of this chapter, that
'when pupils solve the same problem correctly,
their mathematical solution processes are
identical (with the exception, of course, of
those problems that can be solved by two, or
more, different methods), but in their
psycho1oica1 structure the solution processes
can be differentiated in essential ways.'
(Ibid, p.54)
The last Russian study to be quoted in this section is
that of Luriya (1969), who in contrast to the above authors,
was working with adult subjects suffering brain-damage in later
life. He particularly notes the tendency of such subjects to
interpret the phrase 'n times greater' to mean 'n units
greater', and similarly 'n times less' as 'n units less' i.e.
to substitute addition/subtraction strategies for multiplication/
division. This happened even in subjects who retained con-
siderable skill in computation of all kinds. Luriya suggests
that the addition/subtraction interpretation of 'n units
greater/or' less' :
'has to do with concrete objects (units), which
the child can add to or subtract from... The
former (n times greater/smaller) forces the
child to deal not with concrete objects but
with abstract relationships ('ii times') and
exceeds the limits of simple concrete counting.'
(Luriya, 1969, p.6O)
(This type of example in multiplication/division corresponds
to our 'multiplying/dividing factor' category described in
Chapter Three.)
Luriya (1969) also records examples, some of his own and
some of other workers e.g. Kirschner, in which
'all operations were replaced by simple addition,
but the latter was expressed in the simplest of




This gives considerable support for the fact that addition,
in the sense of 'union' at least, is the most primitive
operation of the four from a psychological as well as a mathe-
matical point of view.
(c) Btitish literature Lunzer, Bell and Shiu (1975) carried out
a comparison between four subtraction models
(i) pure subtraction (our 'take-away')
(ii) complementary addition (our 'complementary addition (i),
(ii) and (iii) )
(iii) difference (included in our complementary addition (ii)
and comparison 'less than')
(iv) complementary subtraction (our comparison 'less than?)
They used both vector and discrete referrents, and both inter-
view and test formats.
In the interviews, which involved only four children from
each of two age-groups (7 and 9 years old), pure subtraction
and difference problems were the easiest to solve and record,
followed by complementary subtraction and thcomplementary
addition. With the younger subjects in particular the cue-
words used in the problem appeared crucial and the mathematical
symbols were interpreted with reference to these. Discrete
referrents were found much easier than vector ones.
Results from the first test, which involved only 12
children for each of the four age groups 8-11 years, again
confirm that discrete referrents were found easier, but the
results on the comparison between different models were somewhat
equivocal, due to a failure to control other factors.
The results of the second test showed that the presence of
a relevant diagram was helpful, whereas unhelpful diagrams
were confusing, and that in general a 'sum' presented purely
numerically was easier than a corresponding problem, although
there were exceptions.
The large-scale APU testing programmes (1980a, b) have also
included word-problems. However very few have been released,
and,in those that have,no distinction is made between the
ability to select the correct operation and the ability to
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calculate the answer, so that few conclusions can be drawn
except that the presence of larger numbers greatly reduces the
item facility, and that the facilities on the small-number
items reported are not inconsistent with those obtained by
CSMS. For instance in the APU Primary report where the sample
was of 11 year olds, all the examples released are of the
grouping type of division, and had facilities ranging from 83
per cent (18 * 6) to 53 per cent (256 * 8), compared with 71-72
per cent of children in the CSMS study who were able to select
the correct expression.
Cd) French literature The other major centre of research into word
problems is a collaboration between the IREM at Orleans and the
Psychology Laboratory at the University of Paris.
Vergnaud (1979) stresses the significance of such problems
in the testing of concepts:
'Solving a problem by choosing the right calculation
is a very strong criterion for the acquisition of
concepts.., a concept that is not operational is
not really a concept.'
(Vergnaud, 1979, p.263)
He defines the term 'relational calculus' to refer to the
process of transforming and comparing relationships in a
problem to arrive at the answer. He states three subtraction
problems (our 'take-away', complementary addition (iii), and
'complementary vector addition, opposite signs') to illustrate
the fact that they all require different 'relational calculi'.
He also refers to the importance of 'operations in time'
(similar to our 'unary operations') and to the distinction
between number used to represent discrete and continuous
quantities, and concludes:
'This analysis, if we want it to be systematic,
must include many aspects: relational aspects
(i.e. model-type), amount of data, subsets of
chosen values (i.e. size of numbers), physical
or other concepts that are involved.'
(Ibid, p.266)
This corresponds closely to our own list of factors on page
of Chapter Three.
In a later section he refers to the importance of
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repreentations, not only mathematical symbolic but also
representations of thinking in terms of diagrams, and
suggests four different systems of representing simple word
problems:
(i) state transformations (see below)
(ii) algebraic equations
(iii) Venn diagrams
(iv) vector transformations in the number line.
He illustrates how these may lead to different procedures for
calculating the answer. In an earlier article (Vergnaud and
Durand, 1976) he proposed the categorisation of addition or
subtraction problems in terms of 'states' and 'transformations'.
He lists five such categories of additive number relations, of
which the first three are related to our own:
I Composition of two 'states' to obtain a third: SSS
(similar to our 'union' model and its subtractive inverse)
E1 
n
II Transformation from one state into another: SIS (similar
to our 'adding on and 'taking away' models)
EYE1
III Composition of two transformations to obtain a third: TTT
(similar to our 'vector addition/subtraction' models)
The categories IV and V are concerned with 'relative states'
which depend on integers rather than natural numbers for their
representation and hence are not so relevant to our study.
Thus, although Vergnaud's work was published after the
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CSMS number operations work was complete, and the paper containing
the above classification (Vergnaud and Durand, 1976) was not
obtained until a late stage in the writing of this thesis, the
classification system is identical to our own, and the
representation diagrams are also very similar. (Those used in
Chapter Three were independently generated, but Vergnaud's
representation of 'vector addition/subtraction' was adopted by
us as superior to our own.)
Vergnaud and Durand (1976) go on to quote some comparisons
between different types, including the various complementary
forms, although as in our study this is based on single items
and the types tested do not represent all the possibilities.
The numbers used in the items were small. The sample was made
up of primary school children, 28 of each of five classes from
six to 12 years old, drawn from two different schools.
They found that the STS type ('adding on'/'taking away')
was in general easier than the TTT type ('vector addition!
subtraction'); the difference between the two was of the order
of one year's development for b < 0, c unknown (i.e. our 'taking
away' as against 'vector addition opposite signs'), of the
order of three years's development for b < 0, a unknown (i.e.
our 'complementary subtractiot?, as against 'vector subtraction,
opposite signs'), and minimal for b > 0, b unknown (i.e. our
'complementary addition (ii)', as against 'vector subtraction,
same signs').
The results were as follows, the figures for each age-
group representing the total successes out of 28. (The class-
ification is in the CSMS terminology.)
Table 2.1	 portions of children successful in Vergnaud's (1976) study
'complementary subtraction'
'complementary addition (ii)'
'vector addition, same signs'
'vector addition, opposite signs'
'vector subtraction, opposite signs'
	
7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 years
	
14	 24	 27	 27	 27
	
4	 15	 27	 25	 26
	
5	 16	 24	 28	 26
	
2	 11	 19	 25	 (7/10)
	
(8	 14	 24	 21	 23
	
(2	 11	 17	 23	 24
	
(-	 4	 12	 16	 24
	
(1	 2	 7	 8	 13
	





The results are reasonably consistent with ours, given that the
children chosen were 'average' for each year group, except in
the case of 'vector subtraction, opposite signs' in which our
example (SIGNPOST) was considerably easier, probably due to a
spatial context and representation.
Marthe (1979) also quotes results showing the comparative
difficulties of these three forms (SSS, STS, TTT) in the case
of complementary operations for the lst-4th years in the secondary
school, but since they involve directed numbers (over a hundred)
they are not always comparable to our data. He also found TTT
to be consistently the most difficult form (which corresponds
to our similar result in the case of the one addition item).
STS and SSS were found to be more equal in difficulty, with
STS a little easier when the signs of the two given numbers
were the same, but since the STS and SSS comparison was based
on only four examples, one of each type with the same signs and
one with different signs, the conclusion must remain rather
tentative.
Vergnaud et al (1979), in another report published after the'
CSMS work had been completed, also distinguish, in the case
of multiplicative structures, between
	 of measures'
and 'product of measures', which correspond respectively to
our 'rate'/'sharing'/'grouping' and our 'Cartesian product'
models. The results they cite suggest that the 'product of
measures' form may be more difficult, but again it is difficult
to generalise from the one or two examples used since the
factors are not fully controlled. They reach the conclusion that:
'...les structures multiplicatives, couime la
plupart des connaissances, s'elaborent sur une
longue periods et se heurtent h des obstacles
durables. On a done tort de les considrer
comme acquises a la fin de la classe de cinquieme...'
(Vergnaud et al, 1979, p.32)
This is very similar to a statement made earlier by CSNS:
'In general we feel that the results show that
teachers of first year secondary school children
should not, except in the case of very bright
children, take their understanding of multiplication
and division for granted.'
(Brown and KUchemann, 1977, p.10)
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One of the informal reports produced by the Orleans IREM
relates to the experimental introduction of calculators into the
12 year old classes in four schools (Rgnier et al, 1977). This
includes observations of the use of calculators to solve word
problems, and hence relat to the number operation items
included in the CSMS test 'Place Value and Decimals'. In two
classes they note for example, with reference to a division
problem:
'Tout le monde a pens 	 choisir la division
mais près de la moiti des 1èves s'est trompe'e
dans le choix du diviseur et du dividende.'
(Rgnier et al, 1977, p.13)
This accords with our results reported in Chapter Four on the
failure to recognise non-commutativity.
With other classes in a second school a similar result is
observed in subtraction examples involving large numbers.
In the two examples where the large number occurred first
in the question 18 per cent and 80 per cent respectively of the
children reversed the order in the calculator, but where the
smaller number occurred first the proportions were 35 per cent
and 50 per cent (p.38). In these classes it was not found that
the presence of large numbers affected the difficulty in choosing
the correct operation, although introducing 'cue words' ('more'
and 'less') into the problems did inflate the facilities when
the word corresponded with the operation and depressed them
where it did not.
When three classes from the third school were given a set
of pairs of natural numbers and asked to use their calculator
to perform any operation with each pair, very few chose sub-
tractions or division when the first number was less than the
second, and the report notes:
'...les quotients compris entre 0 et 1 semblent
peu familiers aux lèves de sixjme.'
(Ibid, p.54)
They also record that where decimals were contained in the
question,
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'le choix opratoire correspond souvent
une prevision d'ordre de grandeur
du r4sultat escompte: une multiplication
laisse prejuger tin resultat superieurs aux
donnes, une division tin resultat inférieur
au dividende. Avec les decimaux compris
entre 0 et 1, nos eleves se trouvent en
pleine contradiction avec cette structure
mentale et rejettent certains choix
operatoires, en particulier multiplications
et divisions par des decimaux inferieurs a 1.'
(Regnier et al, 1977, p.13)
They go on to quote an example where children were given
that the weight of 1 cm3
 of iron is 7.8g and asked for the
mass of various volumes, some involving quantities expressed in
natural numbers, others in decimals greater or less than one.
About ten per cent of children correctly multiplied but in the
case of those decimals smaller than unity rejected their
answers, several of them proceeding to divide for these numbers,
so as to obtain a result greater than 7.8.
All these results referring to number operations with
decimals are extremely similar to those obtained in the present
study.
It can thus be seen that in general the work in Orleans
and Paris is very similar to our own and gives similar results.
3.	 Piagetian and Neo-Piagetian Literature Relating to Number Operations
Although Piaget's work could be said to relate to 'word
problems' in the widest sense, his findings are on a rather
different level from those in the above section and are thus dealt
with separately.
He recognised (Piaget, 1952) that the concept of addition
depended on the simultaneous recognition of parts and whole, and on
the understanding of the relationship between them, and that this was
as true in the context of composition of classes (sets) as in the
context of addition of numbers. lie confirmed experimentally that
the operation of additive composition of numbers was attained at
the same time as inclusion of classes, and that both of these were
characteristics which marked the beginning of the concrete
operational stage (Piaget, 1952).
In the same work he also examined multiplicative composition of
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numbers in the context of composition of relations i.e. if the two
equivalent sub-sets of set A were separately put into one-to-one
correspondence with a second set B, then set A could be put in two-
to-one correspondence with B. This was also symbolised by Piaget as
n + ft - 2n, ft + n + ft a 3n, although it might more appropriately be
symbolised as a x n ft x a. This he showed was also attained
simultaneously with set-equivalence, and that 2 x n - it x 2 in the
concrete sense was readily generalised to 4 x n - it x 4 at the
early concrete stage.
In the final chapter he purports to show that the multiplication
of asynmuetrical relationships and the multiplication of classes arise
simultaneously with the multiplication of numbers, considering these
numbers as repetitions of a standard unit. However the reasoning here
as to what exactly constitutes a 'multiplication of asymmetric
relations' is rather obscure.
Thus Piaget claims that addition and multiplication of numbers
are attained simultaneously at the stage of early concrete operations.
However the two examples (repetition of matching of flowers,
repetition of wits) involve the 'repeated addition' form of
multiplication.
In a later work (Inhelder and Piaget, 1964) this claim is
repeated more strongly:
'...the construction of additive operations
and that of multiplicative operations are
bound together. It is wrong to think of
additive structures as being established
first and then generalized... That these
two structures develop through parallel
stages, and in close mutual dependence,
shows that they constitute a single operational
organisajofl•••
(Inhelder and Piaget, 1964, p.195)
However the experiments upon which this judgment is based are
generally concerned with dichotomous classification by two variables,
which is seen to be possible at the early concrete stage. The one
example involving an interaction of two rows of pictures each
containing more than one element was solved correctly rather less
well by the younger children (13 per cent of 5-6 year olds, with
30 per cent of 7-8 year olds, and 50 per cent of 9-10 year olds, with
about 20 subjects in each age-group). This suggests that a spontaneous
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classification of double-attribute material where the attributes are
not dichotomous would not arise until late in the concrete operational
period, and does not fully support Piaget's claim stated above.
There is more evidenca given in the multiple seriation' experiments
where it is stated that multiple seriation is harder than simple
seriation. Large-scale results are not given but it is stated that
the operational stage starts at 7-8 years. It could be argued that
spontaneous multiple seriation is likely to be easier than spontaneous
multiple classification since the ordering is implicit in the materials.
At no point does Piaget consider 'Cartesian product' multiplica-
tion in the sense of multiplication of numbers rather than classifica-
tions and seriations, but it seems likely that he would claim that
this evolved simultaneously with the additive and multiplicative
structures mentioned earlier. ilowever as we have seen there is some
support in his experimental evidence for the fact that a 'Cartesian
product' model of multiplication may only be attained late in the
concrete operations period.
It is however rather difficult to compare the type of 'Cartesian
product' word problems used in the CSMS study with the materials
used by Piaget.
Other work by Piaget relates to proportionality. Piaget et al
(1968) noted that it was only at age 10-11 years that a majority
(13/24) of the children interviewed could recognise a 'doubling'
relationship; the remainder insisted on attempting an additive rule.
In another experiment using ratios of the form 1:2 and 1:3 the
majority of pupils (5/5) first achieved this at age 9 years. However
this is explained by the fact that the sample were taken from an
international school which tended to have a high-level intake.
Piaget suggests therefore that the ability to use relationships of
doubling and trebling is an early formal ability (stage IVA) arising
generally between 10 and 12 years.
Re also supports this conclusion in the context of enlargement
of figures (Piaget and Inhelder, 1967). Although children can handle
a simple doubling or trebling relationship at 9-10 years it is only
at 11-12 years (i.e. the early formal stage) that they can cope
with a ratio of n:l.
Thus Piaget's work seems to suggest that the simplest type of
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'repeated addition' multiplication is attainable at the early concrete
stage. The 'Cartesian product' somewhat later, and the 'multiplying
factor' and 'rate' aspects may be delayed until the beginning of the
formal operational stage. However the contexts he used to arrive at
these conclusions are rather removed from that used in the CSMS study
of the 'word problem'.
Collis, one of the main neo-Piagetian workers in the mathematics
education field, has also investigated number operations, although
he has been particularly interested in the structure rather than in
the application of these (Collis, 1975, 1978). In particular he
rarely differentiates between the four operations, but concerns
himself rather with the format of the symbolic 'expressions and the
nature of the elements represented in the expressions. However he
does suggest that while 70 per cent of 8 year olds can solve a
simple problem requiring one closed operation using numbers which are
within their physical experience (i.e. up to ten), the presence of
larger numbers outside this physical grasp (i.e. over 100) means
that parallel problems are solved only by 70 per cent of children
in the 11 year old age group. These ages are stated by Collis to
correspond to the early concrete and late concrete stages of Piaget,
which Collis chooses to re-name as 'early concrete' and 'middle
concrete'.
IV Related Research on Place Value and Decimals
1.	 Research Relating to Place Value ut Whole Numbers and Decimals
Dienes (1959) distinguishes between three types of concept:
(i) pure mathematical (i.e. dealing with relationships
between mathematical entities)
(ii) notational (i.e. dealing with relationships which
are dependent on symbolic notation)
(iii) applied (i.e. related to the real-world e.g. length,
area etc.)
It is clear that place-value is a notational concept related merely
to arbitrary conventions for recording numbers. For this reason
there is no Genevan literature which relates to it since Piaget
preferred to deal with either applied concepts, or 'pure mathe-
matical' ones. Indeed as Suydam and Dessart (1980) note:
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'Place value has consumed relatively little
attention from researchers - despite its
importance, despite the difficulty many
teachers experience in teaching it, despite
the fact that assessment evidence...
indicates that the knowledge of place value
is poorer than should be expected.... It
would seem that establishing a hierarchy of
place-value tasks would not be difficult....'
(Suydam and Dessart, 1980, p.211)
Probably the most comprehensive study of the understanding of
place-value is that of Bednarz and Janvier (1979) in Canada, the
full results of which are not yet available. They interviewed
children of 6-7, 8-9 and 9-10 years old on 18 items which tested
the use of obvious, disguised and conventional syinbolisation in
familiar and non-familiar contexts at various levels of complexity.
To test the concept of grouping they used one situation involving
peppermints, some loose, some gathered in rolls, and in some cases
some in rolls collected together in a bag. When asked to solve a
subtraction problem presented diagraninatically, 60 per cent of the
75 8-9 year olds did not perceive the need to find out either how
many peppermints were in a roll or how many rolls were in a bag.
Thirty per cent obtained a correct solution, half by numerical
computation and half by more concrete methods.
In another situation they let children toss dice marked 0 to 5,
with the aim of collecting digits to make up a number greater than
423, Only ten per cent of the 75 8-9 year olds used a completely
rational strategy of accepting four as well as five in the hundreds
place and any suitable digits in the final two places.
These results suggest that although children may appear to
master superficially the terminology of whole number place-value,
the basic concepts are themselves rather difficult and unlikely to
be firmly gasped by many children in the late primary and early
secondary years.
Ginsburg (1977) gives evidence that many children learn to
count up to quite large numbers, even a thousand, before they learn
to deal with the system of written numeration. lie notes a tendency
to write 'twenty-three' as 203, 'seventy-one thousand, eight hundred
anrve' as 71000845, and so on, which is an exact correspondence
which makes limited or no use of a place-value system. Similarly
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with reading multi-digit numbers he quotes a 7 year old who read 53
as 'five and three; eight' (p.83) ancr 503 as 'fifty-three'.
It is interesting to see that these are identical to the
mistakes that Luriya (1969) noted were made by a number of his
severely brain-damaged patients in reading and writing numbers. He
also notes a number of patients who retained the ability to perform
routine tasks and manipulations e.g. determining the number of
hundreds, tens and units in a given figure, carrying out standard
algorithms, but who were unable to consciously reflect on what they
were doing and hence could not transfer their skills to cases in
which the numbers were, for instance, arranged in a non-standard
manner.
Ginsburg (1977) suggested that children passed through three
stages in their understanding of place value:
Stage I:	 can write number correctly but can neither explain
any reasoning for doing so nor conceive of any
alternative
Stage II:
	 as above, but can conceive of alternative representations
Stageill:	 can meaningfully explain the use of place-value
conventions.
He states in relation to children of primary school age that:
e III'.'not many children reach Stag 	
(Ginsburg, 1977, p.89)
Flournoy et al (1963) used 25 items on place-value in whole
numbers to test the understanding of 106 children aged 12-13 years,
also in the United States. Because of their relevance to the
present study the items and the results are quoted below. However
since the sample was well above average in attainment and I.Q. it is
the relative rather than the absolute facilities which are of
interest. Flournoy noted that even in this above-average sample of
secondary children there was more than 30 per cent error on 15 of
the 25 items, and over 50 per cent error on ten of them. lie
notes in concluding that:
'The items very frequently missed ... related
to: (a) the additive principle (i.e.
333 300 + 30 + 3); (b) making 'relative'
interpretations (i.e. 2346 - 23 hundreds and
46 ones or 234 tens and 6 ones as against the
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Table 2.2 Facilities ott place-value items obtained by
Flourttoyet al (1963) among high-abi1
12-13 yat olds
1. Which is read forty thousand, four hundred tour? 	 92%
A. 4404	 C. 40,404
B. 40044	 D. None of these
2. Which tneans 25 hundreds and 4 tens? 	 25%
A. 25,040	 C. 2504
B. 2540	 D. None of these
3. 4128.roundcd to the nearest ten is	 80%
A. 4L3	 C. 4140
B. 4130	 D. 4100
4. Which is read twelve million, four thousand, twenty..ix?	 80%
A. 12,004,200	 C. 12,400,020
B. 12,004,020	 D. None of these
5. How many groups of 10 objects equal 25,160 objects?	 81%
A.6	 C.5lG
B.'251	 D. 2516




B. 4000	 D. None of these
7. 100 hundreds 20 tens means the same as 	 37%
A. 10,020	 C. 10,200
B. 10,110	 D. 12,000
8. 13,250,000 equals how many Len thousands?	 42%




9. Another iame for 10,600 is which of these? 	 82%
A. 10+600	 C. 10,000+600
B. 1000+000	 D. 106+100
10. How many thousands does it take to make a million? 	 357
A. 0 hundred	 C. 1 hundred
B. I thousand	 D. 10 thousand
11. A moaning for 100,000 is which of these? 	 67%
A. 1000 ten.	 C. 10 thousands
B. 1000 hundreds	 D. 100 tens
12. lOXIOXlOXlOequals	 687
A. 100,000	 C. 10,000
B. 1000	 D. None of these
13. By how much must you multiply a million to make a billion?	 492
A. By 10,000	 C. By 100
B. By 1000	 D. fly tO
14. Using Romnn numerals to count by one., the next number after CXLIX 	 18%
would be written
A. CLIV	 C. CL
B. CXLX	 D. CXLIX!
15. A meaning for 15,320 is which of these?	 367.
A. 15,320 tens	 C. 1532 tens
B. 15 hundreds 320 tens	 D. 1532 tens 20 ones
16. Which is the Roman numeral for 296? 	 57%
A. CCXLVI	 C. CCXCVI
B. CCCXCVI	 D. None of these
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Table 2.2 continued
17. Look at the examples in the box. Annexing two zeros to the right of 245
increased its value by how many tunes?
/ 245 / 24,500/
A. 10	 C. 1000
B. 100	 D. None of these
iS Which of the following numerals has the largest digit in th ten thousands
•	 pince?
A. 76,726,160	 C. 9264
B. 681,174	 D. 10.000
19. The circled 3 is how many tim'a larger in value than the underlined 31
I® 3. 3 3 3 /
A.3	 C.10
B. 100	 D. 1000
20. Which numeral stands for a number that is 100 times 6007
A. 6000	 C. 600,000
B. 60,000	 D. 6,000,000
21. In 1,864 the 8 represents a value how many times as large as the 4?
A.2	 C. 100
13.200	 D.20
22. The circled 4 is how many times larger in value than the underlined 47
4, 4 4 4 /
A. 400	 C. 1000
B. 10,000	 D. 100
23. In whkh of these numerals does the 8 mean cight million 7
A. 87,260,000	 C. 138,427,000
U. 68,491	 D. 428,603
24. Which numeral p hows another way to write this?
thousands	 hundreds	 tens	 ones
2	 35	 18	 6
It. 3486	 C. 5688
B. 5386	 D. None of these
25. The cmrcied 6 is how many times as large in value as the underlined 6?
/8, ® 0 6/
A. 10	 C. 1/10











'absolute' 2 thousand, 3 hundreds, 4 tens
6 ones); (c) meaning of 1000 as 100 tens
and as 10 hundreds and so on..,;
(d) expressing powers of ten, as 10,000 is
10 x 10 x 10 x 10; and (e) the 10 to 1
relationship of each place in a numeral
going to the left from the ones place, and
the 1 to 10 or 1/10 relationship to the
previous place in going to the right in
the numeral.'
(Flournoy et al, 1963, p.91)
These correspond to categories (b), (c) and (d) in the design of the
CSMS test (see Chapter Five) and to the descriptions of levels 4 and
S of the formal hierarchy of difficulty described in Chapter Six.
Thus the evidence of Flournoy is similar to our own that under 50
per cent of secondary children understand these equivalences.
Other than the above studies, the major source of research
literature other than methodological studies which relates to place
value in whole numbers and, more particularly, in decimals seems to
relate to surveys of attainment which lack a coherent design
structure.
The results of several such surveys (Ward, 1978; API!, 1980a, b;
NAEP, 1975, l980b) are presented below. Some of the questions
are not released but where a general description of an item is
available this has been given.
Table 2.3 Results of wide-scale assessment surveys which relate
to place-value in whole numbers and deima1s
Age 9 years (NAEP, USA: 1st survey date 1972






What number is one more than 79?
'Writing a 3-digit number from verbal dictation'
'Arranging four 2-digit numbers in order'
























Which is one and twenty-four hundredths?




Age 10 years (Ward, England: survey date 1974-5)
Underline the number that is the best
approximation for 698
600	 700	 - 800	 900	 74%






Which of these towns has the
	 smallest population:	 70%
with the smallest:
Write these numbers in order of size starting
1.3	 2.1	 0.6	 1,7	 61%
I 0 1 6 1 2 1 9 1 91 What is the next number this
meter will show?
Write it in here
	
. 111	 41%
The value of the 4 in the number 347 is 40
The value of the 4 in the number 481 is 	 47%
The value of the 4 in the number 3214 is 	 46%
The value of the 4 in the number 4917 is 	 47%
3.0 - 0.4	 40%
Age 11 years (APU, England: survey date 1978)
Put a ring round the number which is the same as
7 tens
107	 70	 7	 710
'Adding two 4-digit whole numbers with carrying'
Which number is ten times 100?
'Adding numbers with 2, 3 and 4 digits




The number which is one less than 2010 is 	 64%
'Subtracting whole numbers involving borrowing' 	 50-65%
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Put a ring round the line of numbers which is
in order of size:
275	 752	 725	 572
257	 527	 275	 752
572	 752	 - 527	 275
257	 275	 725	 752
572	 527	 257	 275
Tick the line that is correct:
0.56 is less than 1.3
0.56 is greater than 1.3
0.56 is equal to 1.3
816	 8
How many times is 0.1 greater than 0.01?
'Adding two decimals with different numbers
of places expressed in horizontal format'
'Converting tenths to decimals'
'Converting decimals e.g. 0.5 to fractions'
What number is 10 times 0.5?
'Converting hundredths to decimals'
'Knowing decimal equivalent of '
'Subtracting two decimals with different
numbers of places expressed in horizontal format'


















Age 13 years (NAEP, USA: 1st survey date 1972
2nd survey date 1977)
	
(1972)	 'Ordering of whole numbers'
	
(1972)	 'Selecting 5.0 as greater than
0.5, 0.05 and 0.005'
	
(1977)	 'ten more than a two or three digit number'
	
(1972)	 'choosing 0.022 as being smaller than
2.002, 0.22 or 0.202'
	







Age 15 years (APU, England: survey date 1978)
'selecting from a list of four alternatives
the number which is lesi than 210'
	
90%
'whole number addition and subtraction'
'placing whole numbers in order of size'
'choosing the largest of 0.075, 0.09, 0.1, 0.089'
6 x 0.5
What is the value of the figure 7 in 1728?
1.83	 3
'decimal addition and subtraction'
Write a number in the box to complete the
statement:
73.45	 70 + 3 + 0.4 +
What is the value of the figure 1 in the
decimal 2.31?
'choosing the smallest of
0.625, 0.25, 0.375, 0.125, 0.5'
40	 0.8
Write a fraction in the box to complete
the statement:
6.28 = 6 x 1 + 2 x













It is not proposed to draw any detailed conclusions from these
results, most of which have been published since the CSMS work was
done, other than to note an overall feature that is well summarised
in the APU Primary report:
'The sub-category which tested pupils' concepts
of natural numbers and decimals demonstrated
that they had difficulties with the idea of place-
value, especially in relation to decimals, and
this (computation) sub-category has shown how
skills of computation are affected by this lack
of understanding.'
(APU, 1980a, p.44)
The individual items quoted above all relate to various aspects
of the understanding of place value which are listed in Chapter Five
and on which results are presented and discussed in Chapter Six.
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Since the results on the above items are without exception consistent
with our own, it will simply be taken that they provide further
support for the conclusions to be drawn in Chapters Five and Six.
The only other studies relating to place value are those which
compare the effect of using different bases to that of using only
base ten (e.g. Brownell, 1964; Schlinsog, 1965; Jackson, 1965;
Diedrich and Glennon, 1970). In some cases the results of these
are themselves equivocal, and certainly results of some of the
studies contradict the evidence from others. It may well be that
the value of the introduction of bases other than ten is dependent
on the level of understanding of which the individual child is
capable at the time the material is introduced.
Because of the problems of interpretation of such studies which
report mainly on quantitative changes in performance these studies
are not analysed in greater depth at this point.
2.	 Research Relating to the Understanding of Rational Number
A decimal is essentially a rational number expressed in base ten
place value notation. Hence the understanding of the system of
decimals depends partly on the understanding of the notation, as
discussed in the previous section, and partly on the concept of
rational number itself.
Kieren (1976) lists seven interpretations of the concept of
rational number:
1. Fractions, which can be manipulated according to certain
procedures.
2. Decimals, which form an extension to whole numbers via the
numeration system.
3. Equivalence classes of fractions.
4. Ratio numbers expressing the ratio of two whole numbers.
5. Multiplicative operators.
6. Elements of an infinite ordered quotient field.
7. Measures, or points on a number line.
As Rieren recognises, these aspects are not independent. For instance
he rightly condemns the first as entirely skill—oriented, while
admitting that it is the normal approach taken in the curriculum.
However there can be few curricula which do not start with the
'parts of a whole' approach which is probably closest to the seventh
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aspect in the list.
Similarly although the second aspect, that of decimal fractions,
was the concern of the CSMS study, this depends to a greater or
lesser extent on all the other aspects except the first.
Although Kieren's list was published after the CSMS work was
piloted, it is possible to relate his interpretations to the ten
aspects of place value and decimals which formed the basis of the
CSMS study which appear in Chapter Five on page 217 . To take each
of Kieren's interpretations in turn:
2. Decimals - the place-value aspects of decimals have already been
discussed in the previous section, and relate to the following
CSMS aspects:
(a) correspondence between name and place
(b) the 'carrying' aspect of addition i.e. ten in one
place is equivalent to one in the next place on the left
(c) the 'borrowing' aspect of subtraction i.e. one in one
place is equivalent to ten in the next place on the right
(d) comparative size of two numbers (using place-value
principles)
(f) significant figures and approximation
(g) the effect of multiplication by a power of ten
(h) the effect of division by a power of ten.
3.	 Equivalence c1asss of fractions - The notion that, for instance,
	
1 = 10	 100, etc. underlies the basic principles of place
10	 100	 1000	 -
value in decimals (i.e. (b), (c), (d), (f), (g), and (h)
referred to above). In the analysis of the CSMS results such
equivalence was not surprisingly found to be a key idea in
the understanding and use of decimals.
4.	 Ratio numbers - In relation to decimals this aspect reduces to
the fact that a ratio, or more commonly in applications, a rate,
can be expressed as a decimal. Hence this links with the
following CSMS aspects:
(1') knowledge of the type of real situations in which decimals
are normally used
(,n) recognition of the correct number operation to apply in
a problem involving decimals.
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It also links with (j) decimals as the result of division
operations, an aspect which was added at the stage of analysis
(see Chapter Six).
5. Multiplicative operators - This again relates to the 'rate'
aspect used in (1) and (in) above from the CSMS list. It also
underlies
(i) the notion that multiplication by a number less than one
decreases the initial number, whereas division by such a
number increases it.
6. Elements of an infinite ordered quotient field - The 'quotient
field' aspect relates to (j) decimals as the result of division
operations by another. The 'infinite' nature of the field
reduces to (k) the infinite nature of the set of rational numbers.
7. Measures, or points on a number line - This is presumably the
'part-whole' aspect as it relates to a continuous unit of
length, area or measure (although Kieren lists this under the
equivalence class' aspect) and relates to:
(e) visual correspondence with fractions, by both length, as
used in reading scales, and area.
Thus each of the CSMS aspects relates to one or more of the
Kieren interpretations, and similarly each of the Kieren interpretations
except the first, relates to one or more of the CSMS aspects. However
this first 'skill' interpretation links to some of the items in the
test which were put in for comparison reasons and are discussed under
various aspects in Chapter Six. The scope, therefore, of the two
lists is very similar.
Kieren's interpretations are more basic, mathematically
speaking, than the CSNS aspects which were perhaps more behaviour-
oriented. Neither can be said to be the unique definitive list; in
particular there are some aspects of Kieren's classification which
seem unsatisfactory. However it is not proposed to argue the merits
of one against the other, nor to suggest any compromise, but rather
to treat both as adequate breakdowns of a complex structure of
relationships. Indeed Kieren concludes that rational numbers form
a 'conglomerate' with 'complex cognitive structures which relate to
(or form a foundation for) a child's idea of rational number'
(Kieren, 1976, p.127). He therefore denounces any attempt to teach
rational number using only one or two of the above interpretations.
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Wagner (1976) puts Kieren's point even more clearly:
'the need for looking at the fraction concept
as a complex 'megaconcept' made up of a variety
of components or sub-concepts.., not sequential
in nature. Instead, the development of the
fraction concept can be visualised as strands of
sub-concepts that become increasingly more
intertwined, each enhacing the understanding of
the other, until they become so interwoven that
they are one. In addition, strands for other
subject areas (mathematical and otherwise)
become intermeshed, contributing understanding
to and deriving understanding from the developing
fraction concept... This development was viewed
as a gradual process of internal construction.
The culmination, which involves an understanding
of the isomorphic character of all the models
for fractions, is the concept of the system of
rational numbers.'
(Wagner, 1976, pp.l92o-792l)
This matches the definition of a conceptual schema given earlier
in this chapter and also fits the CSMS results quite closely in that
during the interviews it was clear that children were at many
different stages in forming these complex cognitive structures, and
while most of them had sorted out some aspects of the system, few
had anything approaching a complete and consistent picture of the
entire structure.
Kieren further includes a classification of the cognitive
structures underlying each of his seven interpretations. It is not
proposed to list these in full, in particular some (e.g. 'transfer
from one set of behaviours to another') are so vague as to be almost





measurement division (our 'grouping')
proportionality
The first four are recognised, according to the Piagetian
literature (e.g. Piaget, 1952; Inhelder and Piaget, 1964; Piaget,
Inhelder and Szeminska, 1960) tobe acquired at the coninencement of
the stage of concrete operations, and the fifth could reasonably be
assumed to be concurrent with the fourth (indeed the CSMS 'Number
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Operations' work give some support for this). However Inhelder and
Piaget (1958) stated on the basis of their evidence that the develop-
ment of the schema of proportionality was one of the major criteria
for the attainment of formal operational reasoning. This contention
has stimulated a number of related studies of proportionality (e.g.
Lovell and Butterworth, 1966; Lunzer and Puinphrey, 1966; Steffe and
Parr, 1968; Fischbein et al, 1970; Karplus and Karplus, 1972;
Noelting, 1978; Hart, 1980). These in general bear out Inhelder and
Piaget's results, although it is apparent that children can recognise
simple equivalent proportions (e.g. 2:3 	 4:6) by the end of the
concrete operations period (see Noelting, 1978).
Thus from the existing research on the basic cognitive structures
underlying the development of the rational number system it would be
expected that some aspects of rational numbers (e.g. part-whole etc.)
would be attained by children at the beginning of the concrete
operational period, others (e.g. the notion of equivalent fractions)
towards the end of this period, while others which demand the full
proportionality schema (e.g. a comparison between 3/5 and 5/8) would
only be attained late in the period of formal operations.
Again, this research accords well with the CSMS results on the
area of decimals to be reported in Chapter Six.
Most of the remaining research on the understanding of rational
numbers, as summarised by Payne (1976) and Suydam (1978) relates to
teaching programmes. These generally appear to bear out the fact
that the part-to-whole relationship using a visual division of an
area is the easiest aspect of fractions to learn, and considerably
easier than the part-to-whole relationship using a set of discrete
objects, or using a ratio, or using a number-line or other represen-
tation which requires identifying an arbitrary unit when more than
one unit is shown. (e.g. Green, 1969; Coburn, 1973; Muangnapoe,
1975; Williams, 1975; Galloway, 1975). The equivalence of
fractions was consistently found to be the most difficult aspect.
(Morton, 1924; Becker, 1940; Hindlernan, 1956; Bidwell, 1968;
Anderson, 1969; Steffe and Parr, 1968; Wilson, Cohen and Beagle,
1968; Bohan, 1970; Coburn, 1973).
Galloway (1975) found that pupils aged 8-9 and above could
generally successfully master the basic ideas of decimals after a
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period of instruction providing only 'tenths t
 were Introduced.
However this involved only conversion between symbol and name, and
reading a number marked in tenths of a centimetre. Thus it
corresponds only to the CSMS Level Two as described in Chapter Six,
which was generally attained by 65 per cent of 11 year olds. Thus
the finding does not contradict the CSMS result.
Teaching studies which have investigated whether emphasising the
rational number, as opposed to the place value, aspect of decimals is
helpful to the children appear to give equivocal results. Wilison
(1972) found no difference, Faires (1962) reported that emphasis on
place value with no reference to fractions improved the scores, and
O'Brien (1967) found the opposite. It thus seems likely that the
results are dependent on the type of instruction and assessment
which took place.
More specifically on the understanding of decimals Rees (1978),
in the U.K., notes two findings similar to those of the CSMS study:
'The majority of pupils appear to treat numbers
less than unity as if they were integers.'
(Rees, 1978, p.28l)
She gives one example where 0.3 x 0.3 is performed as follows:
'Three threes are nine; point
(Ibid. p.28o)
and also cites the fact that children tend to expect multiplication
to make the answer larger even when the multiplier is less than one.
She attributes both these misconceptions to the fact that the
effect of operating with decimal numbers does not appear to be
'explicitly taught and emphasized'. We have already noted on page 1
-similar results obtained by Regnier et al (1977) i.e. that 30 per
cent of three classes of 12-13 year olds considered 0.375 to be larger
than 0.98, presumably because of the whole-number analogy. Also
that the majority of pupils expected a larger result when multiplying
by a decimal number less than one, and that they were reluctant to
divide a smaller by a larger number. These three findings relate
to the number-line (measurement), multiplier and quotient field
aspects, respectively, of Kieren's seven interpretations of rational
number.
Very little research seems to concern the infinite nature of
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the set of rational numbers. Piaget and Inhelder (1960) investigated
the related question of how many points the child considered there
to be on a fixed line-segment, and found that only at the stage of
early formal operations was this set considered to be infinite,
which was consistent with their results in other infinite processes.
This was replicated by Fischbein (1963) who found that even applying
criteria generously, only 50 per cent of 11-12 year olds considered
the process to be infinite. If harder criteria were applied the
percentages were:
	
ages 7-9 :	 0 per cent
	
9-10 :
	 4 per cent
	
10-11 :
	 9 per cent
11-12 : 40 per cent
Fischbein et al (1979) also tested a sample of children in each
age group from 10 to 15 on a series of tasks involving the concept of
an infinite process. Those items comparable to the divisibility of
a line segment had facilities of around 40 per cent and were fairly
stable across age groups except for the 10-11 year olds. However
one item on triangles had facilities of around 80 per cent. These
proportions are considerably higher than those which occur in the
three CSMS areas in which a question involving an infinite process
was asked (fractions, graphs, decimals), which all give facilities
between 5 and 25 per cent, increasing with age. The differences
may be due to the fact that Fischbein's sample was rather small and
appears not to have been very representative, or alternatively may be
due to the different nature of the quantities involved.
In addition to the research quoted above, there is considerable
evidence for large-scale surveys of the relative difficulties of
understanding and operating with rational numbers. The major ones of
relevance to this study are NAEP (1975, 1980b), Ward (1978) and
APU (l980a, b). (The comparison with the CSMS results on fractions
will be discussed in Chapter Six.)
Only those results from the above studies which appear to be of
importance for understanding decimals are quoted below:
Recognising fraction shaded of set of
discrete objects
a/b of c (a,b,c given whole numbers)
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e 9 (NAEP, USA: survey date 1972)
Identifying standard fractions of a
rectangle or circle




Age 10 (Ward, England: survey date 1974-5)
Write these fractions in order of size
1/4	 1/6	 1/2	 2/3	 52%
There are 40 children in a class; 3/5
of them are girls. How many girls are
there in the class?	 22%
Age 11 (APU, England: survey date 1978)
Identifying standard fractions of a circle 	 70%
6/10 + 3/10	 69%
1/a of b (a,b, given whole numbers)	 60%





25%Selecting a fraction equivalent to 8/12
Ordering, adding and subtracting fractions
with different denominators 10-25%
Age 13 (NAEP, USA: (1) survey date 1972
(2) survey date 1977)
(1977)
	
Reduce to lowest terms 3/9	 78%




(1972)	 Which fraction is between two given fractions
	
(1977)	 Adding simple fractions with different
denominators








Estimate the answer to 12/13 + 7/8:
1 / 2 / 19 / 21 / I don't know
Which is nearest to 3/16:
1/4, 5/32, 5/16, 3/8
Ag 15 (APU, England: survey date 1978)
Identifying shaded fractions of a circle
Cancelling fractions
In square with 30 out of 100 small squares shaded:
?/l0 shaded
?/l00 shaded
Converting decimals to fractions
Providing correct numerators of
equivalent fractions, given denominators
Adding and subtracting fractions with
different denominators
Providing correct denominators of











It is difficult to suminarise these results, except in that they
reinforce the research results referred to which suggest that
identification of shaded regions is the simplest aspect of a fraction,
and is done relatively well by children in the secondary age-group,
whereas anything involving the idea of equivalence is more difficult.
Thus the most simplified concrete concept of a specific fraction
is relatively well understood, whereas the concept of a rational
number as an equivalence class of fractions is probably not attained
by the majority of 15 year olds.
It is noticeable that a number of Kieren's interpretations e.g.
ratio, quotient field, measure, receive little attention to judge
from the items in these surveys.
If an attempt is made to match the survey results in the place-
value aspect of decimals with the understanding of fractions there
is some evidence that those questions which test understanding of
the basic definition are found rather easier in the case of fractions,
perhaps because the symbolism is more direct. On the other hand, the
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decimal notation appears to make the ordering of numbers easier,
although even in the case of decimals the facilities are quite low.
However such comparisons are difficult due to the design of the
surveys and to the small number of released items in each case.
This chapter has attempted to summarise the research literature
which is of relevance to the studies to be described in Chapters
Three to Six. It is clear that although there is a considerable
research literature dealing with, for example, word problems, and)
the understanding and manipulation of fractionsf a lesser extent,
place value in whole numbers, much of this is focussed on the
primary school age range and, correspondingly, on the very basic
aspects of the conceptual networks involved. There is a noticeable
lack of work relating to the understanding and application of
nutneracy in the secondary school age-range, which constitutes a
gap that the CSMS project hoped to start to fill, and thus stimulate
other workers in this area.
It can also be seen from the above account that such work as
is relevant dates for the most part from the period 1975-80 after
the design of the CSMS programme, which does suggest increasing





Research Design aid Methodology
I	 Background
It was decided in 1974 to adopt 'number operations' as the concept
area for the CSMS pilot study for the following reasons:
(a) this area was central to the whole secondary curriculum and
a grasp of it was essential as a basis for most other topics;
(b) the area was acknowledged to be of importance by children,
teachers and the general public, and hence the 'usefulness'
of the project would be more easily established, both to trial
schools and in the later dissemination;
(c) there appeared to be surprisingly little valuable research in
the area; although there were numerous studies relating to
algorithms the only work in a Piagetian framework was that of
Collis (1975) which related to structural aspects only.
There would appear to be three main aspects of the understanding of
number operations
(1) the 'meaning', which relates to how children conceptualise
number operations, visually, verbally and symbolically, and
to how applications of them are recognised;
(ii) the 'structure', which relates to the mathematical properties
of number operations, like commutativity, subtraction as the
inverse of addition, and so on;
(iii) the 'methods of calculation', which relates to the use of mental
arithmetic, the justification of standard algorithms, and so on.
These aspects, although distinguishable, are inter-related and in
making the choice of only one (otherwise the scope would have been
impossibly large) it had to be born in mind that the remaining two could
not be entirely excluded. Area (iii), 'methods of calculation' was
rejected since it seemed the least relevant in a calculator age. Provided
the meaning and structure of the number operations is understood the
calculations can always be carried out by a machine, whereas calculating
ability without any feeling for how to apply the operations is relatively
worthless. In addition it would have been difficult to disentangle
undetanding from proficiency in the instrumental learning of facts and
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algorithms, and hence it might have been less easy to relate it to the
child's conceptual structure. It would, probably, have been more closely
linked to school experience than the other areas. Thirdly the justifica
tion of algorithms relies heavily on the understanding of place-value,
and it was felt that this would complicate the study at this stage.
The choice between 'meaning' and 'structure' was more difficult but
finally the area of 'meaning' was selected, partly because there seemed
to be little previous work in this area and partly because it was likely
to prove more attractive and more relevant to children and teachers.
Although the final choice was that of 'meaning', evidence on the
efficiency of calculation was collected alongside both interviews and
class-tests. During the course of the interview children were often
asked how they would work out the answer after they had indicated what
operations was required, indeed in many cases they volunteered this
information anyway.
Most of the children completing the class-test were asked to also
work through, usually at another time, the first sheet of the 'Stafford-
shire Arithmetic Test' (1974) which is a traditional computational test.
This was to provide a comparison between computational skills and
understanding of 'meaning'. Two schools had results for each pupil on
the SPA diagnostic arithmetic tests,	 which again included only
traditional computations, but which provided separate scores for each
operation.
The data was collected both in the interviews and class-tests so
as to give some evidence on certain aspects of children's understanding
of structure, in particular relating to the recognition of inverse
operations and non-commutativity.
II Design of Materials
The translation between 'real-life' contexts, verbal abstractions
and symbolism was used as a means of eliciting information on children's
understanding of the 'meaning' of number operations.
6-life'	 > 7l	 (lism
proble,) <	 çction
Both directions in this translation are central to the ability to use
mathematical models to solve problems occurring in everyday life,
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employment, research, and so on. In fact the materials used in this
study provide one of the simplest possible examples of the complex process
of 'mathematical modelling'.
There was a choice as to whether to use concrete apparatus, as in
the Genevan studies, or simply 'word problems'. (For instance a typical
multiplication problem might involve presenting the child with a
rectangular piece of paper marked out in squares and asking him to find
the total number of squares. The 'word problem' equivalent would be to
state the problem, giving the relevant dimensions, putting it in an
everyday context, but without using any concrete materials.)
The former would have provided more detailed information, but would
have allowed fewer problems to be posed to each child and would have
been harder to adapt to class-test format to allow generalisation of the
results. Also it was felt that children at secondary level would be
able to cope with the verbal situation without necessarily requiring
concrete material. So with some regrets it was decided to adopt the
'word-problem' approach on the basis that the CSMS programme was a very
broad one and to progress on such a broad front would require some
sacrifices as to the depth in which each situation could be explored.
The items relating to the translation ''real-life' + verbal
abstraction - symbolism' were known as 'problems'; those involving the
translation in the opposite direction were called 'stories'.
1.	 'Stories': Symbols ^ Context
It was decided to present children with an expression involving
a single number operation e.g. 9 + 3, and to ask them to provide
'a story which matches the 'sum''. (In fact in the interviews the
answer was also included, e.g. 9 + 3	 12, but this appeared to
provide a distraction and it was thus omitted from the class-test
version; see Appendix B.)
The aim was to collect information on the type of'concrete
referents in terms of which children interpreted the symbols.
The two factors which could most usefully be varied seemed to be:
(a) the operation (+, -, x, +)
(b) the size of the numbers (large/small)
Collis (1975) had suggested that children at an early concrete level
could successfully apply number operations only to 'small' numbers,
whereas 'late concrete' children ('middle concrete' in Collis's
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terminology) could cope with 'large' numbers. Although Collis's
'large' numbers were all over a hundred, we took the definition of
a large number to be one that was not easily intuitable i.e. one
greater than fifteen, whereas in both cases 'small' numbers were
those in single digits.
The expressions selected were:
+	 x	 ^
'small' numbers	 9 + 3	 9 - 3
	
9x3	 9+3
'large' numbers	 184 + 28 I 84 - 28
	
84 x 28 I 84 ^ 28
There was a problem over equalising the size of the numbers over
the four operations; we chose to use the same numbers in the four
expressions for small numbers and for large numbers, with the result
that the 'answers' were of very different orders of magnitude
(compare for instance 84	 28 with 84 x 28).
Alternative, and in retrospect perhaps preferable, strategies
would have been either to equalise the largest of the three numbers
involved (i.e. the two numbers in the expression and the answer) or
to minimise the total differences between all three sets of corres-
ponding numbers in as far as it was possible. There is no clear
optimum strategy and a choice had to be made.
2.	 'Problems': Context -'- Verbal Abstraction - Symbolism
In the 'problem' items it was decided to present children with
a	 problem' which involved two numbers, and to ask what
operation would need to be performed on the numbers to solve the
problem.





However during the initial interviews children found difficulty in
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writing down the symbolism. This seemed to be at least partly
because they were not clear what was wanted; neither 'number
sentence' nor 'expression' nor 'sum' invoked the desired response.
Thus the alternative procedure was used of asking children to
identify 'sums' which matched the 'problem' out of eight expressions
which were provided. The set of expressions was produced only after
the children had attempted to give a verbal answer. (They were
written on a section of the card which was initially folded over.)
It was emphasised that sometimes more than one expression was
appropriate. The eight expressions always included the inversion
(e.g. 3 + 12 as well as 12 + 3) and the inverse operation (e.g. 3 x 4
as well as 12 ^ 3). There was also at least one expression where
the two numbers in the question were linked by each operation.
(Appendices A and B, which are in fact class-test versions, give
examples.) In interview children were often also asked to calculate
the answer when it seemed reasonable to do so, as a check on
whether their calculation method corresponded to the expression they
had selected.
Some modification was necessary in the class-tests as children
could less easily be asked for a 'verbal abstraction'. In one of
the trials they were asked to select the operation from + - x +,
but this gave similar results, with less information, to asking for
selection of the expressions. Hence children were eventually asked
simply to 'choose the one 'sum' which you think best matches the
problem', after it had been made clear in a trial item using 3 + S
and 5 + 3 that more than one might be correct. (Asking for all the
correct expressions, as was done in the first class-test trial,
produced difficulties over the marking.)
In one of the class-test trials children were also asked to
calculate answers, showing their working, but the information provided
was difficult to use as many children simply wrote down the answer,
and in others working was very difficult to interpret. (In the
final class-test children were asked to write down answers to the
items, but this data was not used in the analysis.)
Thus the class-tests investigated only the translation
/roinviin?'
	 le Ct ion
context	 symbolism
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Clearly there were a large number of possible variables in the
problem items. It was decided to allow the contexts to vary but to
keep them familiar, as straightforward as possible, and to make the
language simple, avoiding 'key' words (see Nesher and Teubal, 1975). In
the first set of interviews some problems were used which required
two steps, and others which involved letters instead of numbers, but
both these sets were abandoned so that all 'problems' then involved
only one step and two numbers.
The factors which were allowed to vary were
(a) the operation (+, -, x, +)
(b) the size of the numbers (large/small)
(c) the use of the number (discrete/continuous quantities)
(d) the type of model (easy/hard)
The first two factors were as for the 'story' items; the latter two
are discussed below.
The use of the number referred to whether the number was used
as a cardinal of a set of discrete objects (e.g. six cows) or as a
measure of continuous quantity in standard units (e.g. six litres).
One of the reasons for including this variable was the finding of
Piaget and Inhelder (1966) that there was a delay of around six
months between the child's ability to handle numbers relating to
discrete and Continuous quantities. The situations in the Genevan
studies involved concrete objects rather than word problems, and
related to much younger children, so the results were not expected
to be directly comparable.
The 'type of model' variable was the most complex of all. There
are in the case of each number operation a number of physical
operations which do not appear to be isomorphic but which can be
appropriately synibolised by the same expression.
Some of these variants are referred to in a number of references
(e.g. Lunzer, Bell and Shiu, 1976; Nuffield Project, 1967-72) but
there did not appear to be any full listing which could be taken as
a starting point.
A possible classification of all the models of each operation
is given below in symbolic form. Names are provided in the case of
those models which are generally referred to in the literature or








chosen for inclusion in the testing, reference to the appropriate
item is given (e.g. CHOC A4 refers to item 4, which is about a bar
of chocolate, on the second draft of the test, which appears as
Appendix A).
Some models are complementary in the sense that 3 + ?
	 9 is
complementary to 3 + 6 = ?; these pairs are indicated by a dotted
arrow (-4).
In general the binary operations are appropriate to a 'sets'
model of number, the unary operations to a 'sets' and 'operations'
model or to a number line model with fixed origin, and the vector
operations to a number line model with no fixed origin.
Un a ry
'adding on'






(Subtraction has no binary form
since it is asymmetric, although
there is a 'symmetric difference'
operation which is symmetric.)
'complementary addition (ii)';
'comparison (how many more...?)'
(JOHN, A15 and B3)























































(DAFFODS, A17 and B8)
'grouping'; 'quotition'
(CHOC, A4 and Bi)
(PLAY, A6 and B4)
(TEACHER, A14)
Vector
6 times	 ? times
'repeated addition subtraction'
(JANET, A7)
(BUCKET, A19 and B5)	 ±
6 times
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One major difficulty was that although the mathematical 'diagrammatic'
forms of the models appear to be distinguishable, it is not always
clear which model is most appropriate in the case of a particular
physical situation.
For example,
'John had 3 sweets and Jane had 6; how many did they
have between them"
would appear to match the 'union' model, whereas
'John had 3 sweets and Jane had 6 more than John;
how many did Jane have?'
seems to fit the 'adding on' model. However
'John had 3 sweets; Jane had 6 sweets and gave them
to John. How many did John have then?'
is somewhere between the two.
Similarly
'John cycled 6 miles further than Janet; Jane cycled
3 miles further than Janet. How much further did
John cycle than Jane,'
is clearly 'vector subtraction, positive signs'. The 'GREENS'
example could be argued to be similar to this, but because of its
'fixed origin' is classified instead as 'complementary addition (ii)'.
A particular difficulty also arises in distinguishing between
'repeated addition' and 'rate' and between 'repeated subtraction' and
'grouping/partition', since the latter are limiting cases of the
former.
Within the limits of the testing it was clearly impossible to
include examples of all the above models. Hence a decision was made
to include at least two, and at most four, models for each operation,
and that these should in general be commonly occurring, referred to
in the literature, and straightforward. In the cases of addition and
multiplication one variant was included because it was thought that
it might be significantly more difficult than other models.
The problem items selected for the initial form of the class-
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Notes: 1.	 The labels +1 , +2)	 etc. refer to different
for Table 3.1 models of the four operations as listed below:
+1	 'UniOn'





2	 'complementary addition (ii)'
	
3	 'complementary addition (iii)'
	











(These models are as defined in pages 81 to 83.)
2. The arrows join items which were parallel in form
and differed only in the size of the numbers.
3. Appendix A, the second draft of the class-test,
shows all these items in full.
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Ideally there would have been several items in each cell to
help reduce the 'context' factor, but again the limits of the study,
in particular the time available for a class-test, prevented this.
The items used in the interviews and in the first draft of the
class-test were generally similar to those in Appendix A except possibly
for minor changes in numbers and wording. However in two cases
(CRISPS -- SHOP, CYCLING -- ALAN) the contexts had been changed as a
result of information gathered in the interviews and in the first
class-test trial.
In the early class-tests the collection of 'problem' items were
presented as a single test, without the inclusion of any 'story'
items. Where the latter were tested on the same sample, it was
during a separate session.
However it was decided that the final version of the class-test
would include both 'story' and 'problem' items. It was the intention
that it should be possible to complete this with a class in a single
mathematics lesson of 35 minutes. (In retrospect this time limita-
tion was probably not completely necessary; indeed it was not found
possible to conform to it with the remaining CSMS tests.) (In fact,
again in retrospect, it might have been better to use all the items
but to construct sub-tests drawn from the item-set to use on
different subsamples of children.)
This necessitated a selection being made from both the 'story'
and the 'problem' items. This was a matter of considerable regret,
as it no longer enabled so many detailed comparisons to be made
between the items. However it was considered that even with the
small sample already tested some conclusions were possible.
It was, for example, true that of the 'problem' items almost
all children succeeded on the 'union' model of addition with a
discrete variable, and hence this model was omitted, leaving only
the 'vector subtraction' model of addition, in the large-number
form (SIGNPOST).
Similarly the 'take-away' model of subtraction was found to be
relatively easy. The 'complementary addition (ii)' model produced
some interesting replies on interview, and hence this model was
left in as the only subtraction model, although both small and
large number versions were retained to provide this aspect of the
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comparison. Other models of subtraction seemed rather more obscure
and not commonly used.
It was felt that multiplication and division produced most
problems for the age-group in question, and hence three questions
were retained from each operation, in each case enabling a comparison
between at least two important models, and one comparison between
large and small numbers in the case of division. Because the
'repeated addition' model was later distinguished from the 'rate'
model, the multiplication items unfortunately provided fewer
comparisons than intended.
In the case of the 'story' items it was decided again to focus
on multiplication and division and hence both small and large number
items were included for both operations. The addition items and the
small subtraction had again proved relatively easy, and hence only
the large-number subtraction was retained, although one of the
addition items was used as a trial item.
The final choice of items was also influenced by the data from
the early class-test trials. In general items which discriminated
relatively poorly were dropped from the final version of the test.
(The method of assessing the discrimination is described in the
next section..)
In the final version of the class test the addition and subtrac-
tion sections were therefore combined, to give the design illustrated
in Table 3.2.
3.	 Number Operations with Decimals
As part of the study on 'Place Value and Decimals' it was
decided to incorporate several items similar to those used for
'number operations' but involving numbers expressed in decimals
rather than simply whole numbers. Because of pressure of time it was
possible only to use a small number of such items which were













































































































































































































































































Table 3.3 Design of Number Operations items occurring in Place










CAR TANK	 MILES	 BEEF*	 TABLE	 COST*
Notes: 1. The models of the operations are as in the list on
pages 81 to 83.
2. * denotes an item where a number less than one
occurred in the problem (in the case of BEEF) or in the
answer (in the case of COST in which the divisor was
larger than the dividend).
All the quantities clearly had to be continuous.
It was decided to only distinguish the size of the numbers
according to whether they were less than or greater than unity.
(In fact they were all less than a hundred.)
The CAR TANK item embodied the third variation of complementary
addition, the MILES and the BEEF item both corresponded to the
'rate' model of multiplication, and the TABLE and COST were examples
of the 'grouping' and 'sharing' models respectively. In the case
of these latter three, the models were somewhat generalised from
those involving whole numbers. The 'sharing' model involves a
total number of 'A-objects', and a number of 'B-objects' with the
number of 'A-objects per B-object' to be found. This generalised to
finding a rate, whereas its two complements involved using the
rate together with the number of B-objects (for multiplication) or
A-objects (for division) to find the number of A-objects or B-
objects respectively. The latter is a generalisation of 'grouping'.
The format of the 'problem' items was similar to those
involving whole numbers; on both interviews and class-tests
children were asked simply to select the 'sum which best fits the
problem' out of the eight alternatives.
An attempt was made to include 'story' items using decimals,
one involving subtraction and the other division. However these
turned out to be extremely difficult in the interviews (no child
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succeeded unaided with either) so that only an 'addition' story was
retained. Here the real problem was finding a quantity which was
suitably measured by decimals, rather than modelling the addition.
All these items included in the work on 'Place-Value and Decimals'
are reported in Chapter Six, rather than Chapter Four.
III The Programme of Testing
1. The Interviews
As stated in Chapter One, it had been decided at the start of
the CSMS project that because the aim was to investigate children's
understanding of mathematical concepts, in.particular within a
Piagetian framework, the interviewing of individual children should
constitute a major part of the methodology.
However since CSMS was aiming at breadth of coverage (the
secondary mathematics curriculum) rather than psychological depth,
it was decided to modify the Piagetian 'clinical interview' as
follows:
(a) Many different problems would be presented during the course of
an interview to increase the coverage.
(b) These problems would in general be presented simultaneously both
orally and in writing, but without involving actual concrete
materials.
(c) The protocols would be flexible, although interviewers were
expected to maintain the same manner and the same neutral,
non-judgmental standpoint as in the classical 'clinical
interview'.
(d) The interviewer would supplement his or her notes with a tape--
recording. (Full transcriptions were made of the 'number
operations' interviews, although in later CSMS studies only
passages felt to be of particular interest were transcribed.)
(e) The analysis would be quantitative as well as qualitative.
The interviews were carried out mainly during the Spring Term
of 1975, by three members of the permanent team together with a
visiting lecturer who became attached to the project. These
interviewers listened to, criticised, and learned from each other's
interview tapes so that the protocols became reasonably uniform.
The interviews were carried out in schools, normally in an
empty classroom or store-room, and the children were extracted from
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mathematics lessons. In general the interviews lasted 30-60
minutes, although some had to be cut short at the end of a lesson.
Because of the time-factor it was not always possible to use all
the items, but care was taken to ensure that it was not the same
items which were omitted in each case by using a 'check-list' of
'children' against Ij5• The order in which the items were
presented was also varied.
The interview was prefaced by an introductory explanation of
the aims of the project in terms of 'finding out ... how you think
when you are doing mathematics; ... what things you find easy or
hard' etc. It was stressed that it was independent of the teacher
(although in fact feedback was given to teachers) and that there
would be no 'mark' or 'score'. Although some of the children
appeared a little nervous at first, they all seemed to relax after
the first one or two questions and to find the experience worth-
while; there was never any lack of volunteers! All without
exception appeared to treat it seriously.
The items were presented on cards; each included an illustra-
tion alongside the text of the problem. The interviewer asked the
child to read out the problem, and usually repeated it at least once
himself. The child was then asked 'What would you do to solve the
problem?' and was often asked to proceed with the solution. He or
she was then asked to select out of the eight expressions, which
were then produced alongside the problem, the ones which best
matched what he or she would do (or had done). The degree to which
the answers given were further probed was left to individual
interviewers.
In the case of the story items the child was asked for a 'story'
which matches this 'sum'', and if no response was forthcoming an
example for a different expression was given to illustrate what
was required.
Children were provided with pencil and paper and encouraged to
use it, although many seemed loathe to do so.
The interviewees were also asked during the interview to do a
Piagetiart task in order to give some guide to their operational
level. The 'Spatial Relationships' task of the Science Wing of
CSMS (Shayer et al, 1980) was used for this purpose as it seemed
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to cover an appropriate range.
The team met frequently during the interviewing phase to
discuss possible modifications to the items and methodology. A
particularly careful watch was kept for language difficulties in
the items which made them more obscure than was intended.
A total revision of the items took place at two stages in the
interviewing, as indicated below.
First revision This involved radical changes to the set of items.
The three two-stage items and the two items involving letters
were abandoned, as were the eight 'story' items. (The latter
were later re-introduced in the second draft of the class
test and, after having been found to function adequately in
this setting, were retained in the final version.) The
reason for this change in direction was partly in order to
focus on the various factors now seen to be involved in the
problem items, and partly because all these three types of item
which were abandoned had given difficulties to children who
did not realise what they were required to do.
Six new items were written to supplement the initial
collection of nine 'problem' items, and the latter were them-
selves slightly modified.
Second revision Seven new 'problem' items were added, in addition
to further minor modifications in the phrasing and numbers in
the previous set. The initial group of items were used only
occasionally in the next phase of interviewing since it seemed
more important to thoroughly test the new set.
Since the set of items changed throughout the interviewing
phase, the analysis of the interviews (reported in Chapter Four) is
mostly qualitative rather than quantitative.
The sample for the interviewing was made up as follows:
1st year	 2nd year
Boys' comprehensive school	 -	 22
Girls' comprehensive school	 9	 5
Mixed comprehensive school	 1 (girl)	 -
All these schools were in South London. Unfortunately, due to
timetabling difficulties, no first year boys were interviewed, but
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we were satisfied nevertheless that the range of responses for the
boys covered the full range.
It would have been preferable to interview children from more
than two schools, but other schools approached were either unwilling
to allow children to be extracted from lessons, or could not
provide the facilities for interviewing.
No attempt was made at this stage to provide a representative
sample in terms of either social background or ability. However it
was required that a full range of responses should be obtained, and
hence that the children would be drawn from the full range of ability
as uniformly as possible; teachers were asked to provide such a
sample. Where it seemed that the sample was rather short on one
particular part of the range, teachers were asked to select children
whom they thought would fill this gap. In the end it was felt that
most parts of the ability range, except perhaps the very top, were
adequately represented but that the sample was probably rather
biassed in favour of the lower ability groups.
The interviews were used to provide a range of responses to
each item which could then be grouped into 'levels'. They also
provided some match between types of response and Piagetian level,
although this was rather tentative. Much other qualitative informa-
tion, some not directly related to the aims of the study but never-
theless extremely important for mathematics education, was also
collected. The type of analysis used is described in Chapter Four,
alongside the results.
2.	 The Class-Test Trials
The CSMS team decided that although much of the most important
information as to the way pupils understand mathematical concepts
would come from the interviews, it was also necessary to be able to
generalise these findings using larger samples of children. Thus
the initial aim was to determine 'levels' of understanding from the
interview responses, and to then use large-scale class-testing
procedures to estimate what proportion of children in the English
population were operating at each 'level'. (In fact even in this
pilot study the class-test trials were used to help determine the
initial 'levels'; in later studies the 'levels' were based largely




selection of the questions in these and the insights of the team in
analysing the results were derived from the interviews.)
Some trials were necessary to check that the material which
had been used in the interviews was suitable for adaptation to a
class-test format.
The class-test trials were as follows:
Draft 1
March 1975 1 paper with 20 problem items
(already tested in interviews)
2 papers:
Paper 1 with 20 problem items
(only minor changes from
Draft 1)
Paper 2 with 7 story items
(as for initial interviews)













May 1975	 Combined papers:
Part 1 with 8 problem items
(only minor changes from
Draft 2)
Part 2 with 6 story items
(similar to Draft 2)
Part 3 with 3 problem items
(as in Draft 2 but with methods
and answers to be supplied).









A member of the team conducted each class trial, and was there-
fore able to note any items which seemed to cause reading difficulties.
The tests were afterwards discussed with both the pupils and the
teacher. The administration of the test was in general as recommended
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for the Final Version, which is described in Appendix C.
The tests were then marked and analysed by the team. The
discrimination of the items was checked after each trial using a
table of the type shown in Figure 3.1.
It will be seen that ordering the items by facility and the
subjects by total scores enabled a quick visual inspection to be
made of the discrimination of the items. (Unfortunately 'ties' on
facility and total score made the result less clear.) The multiple-
choice format did not seem to have lowered the discrimination as
much as might have been expected.
Item characteristic curves were plotted for each item on each
trial. For these the class was divided into about four roughly
homogeneous groups according to their total scores on the test,
and the proportions of each group succeeding on a particular item
were plotted against the mid-mark for the group (Figure 3.2 shows
sample characteristic curves for SHOP and PLAY with the same sample
as that used in Figure 3.1).
On the basis of discrimination diagrams (e.g. Figure 3.1) and
the item characteristics (e.g. Figure 3.2) decisions were made after
each class trial about which items required modification or
replacement, and later which should be selected for the final version
of the test.
The actual changes which were made between the various drafts
were as follows:
Between Draft land Draft 2 In Draft 1, as in the interviews,
children were asked to ring all the expressions they thought were
correct. This caused problems over the marking, so in later drafts
children were only asked to ring the one expression they thought
'best matched the problem'. They were also asked in Draft 2,
although not in Draft 1, to write down the answers for the 'small
number' items.
The numbers were changed so that on all questions one of the
numbers was a divisor of the other, in order to make the choice of
a division expression realistic.
CRISPS appeared to cause' comprehension problems, as it had done
in the interviews, and was therefore replaced by SHOP which had a
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Figure 3.2 Item Characteristic curves for SHOP and PLAY on
sample class it Figure 3.1
similar structure but different context. BOOKS was replaced by
BUCKETS for similar reasons.
Minor changes were made to the wording of POTATOES and TEAMS
(PLAYGROUND) to make them easier to read.
Also the 'story' items were tried out again in a second paper
forming a second part of Draf.t 2, to see whether they would work better
on class-trials than they had appeared to do on interview. All
eight combinations were present, but the small number addition was
used as a 'trial' item.
Between Draft 2 and Draft 3 The 'problems' and 'stories' were
combined into one paper. Thus 11 of the problems had to be selected
out of the previous 20 to allow the whole test to be completed in
a single classroom period. The selection was made so as to retain
the largest possible number of comparisons between parallel items,
and so as to keep only those items which had reasonable
discrimination in terms of item characteristics. The problem items
themselves were the same as in Draft 2 except that the last
sentence of each was simplified, and a small change was made to the
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wording of SHOP. However in addition to ringing an expression to
match the problem, some children were also asked to ring the
operation (from a choice of +, -, x, +) which they thought was
involved and to give the answer for small-number items. The order
in which these were asked for was varied among the three trial
classes. For the final three 'problem' items children were not
given a set of expressions but were asked to give •the answers and
to describe how they had obtained these, showing all working. The
aim of these changes was to make the information gathered on the
class-test more comparable to that obtained in the interviews, and
in particular to relate the selection of the operation to the method
used for the calculation.
The 'story' items were as in Draft 2 except that the large
number addition was omitted.
Between Draft 3 and the Final Version The items remained the same
as in Draft 3 except that the number of problem items was further
reduced to a total of nine (plus one trial item). The additional
response introduced in Draft 3, the selection of operation from
+, -, x, +, appeared neither to give any extra information from the
selection of an expression nor to make the questions easier, so it
was omitted from the final draft. Also although the request for
simply the answer together with the method calculation for three of
the items in Draft 3 gave information in the case of some individuals,
many others simply wrote down the answer and it was not clear how it
had been obtained (in particular whether they had copied it from a
neighbour). This type of response was therefore also abandoned and
all problem items reverted to the format of Draft 2.
The six story items appeared to function successfully and were
hence retained.
Marking There were four possible types of response to the problem
items:
(a) correct expression (e.g. 12 + 3)
(b) inversion of correct expression (e.g. 3 + 12)
(c) inverse operation (e.g. 3 x 4)
(d) other (or omitted)
In the case of multiplication and addition no distinction was made
between (a) and (b), and (c) was unlikely, although the possibility
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was included.
It was clear from the interviews that many children did not
distinguish between an expression and its inversion (i.e. between
12 + 3 and 3 + 12) and hence chose between them at random (sometimes
taking the first that occurred on the paper). This meant that the
number of responses counted as 'correct' included some which were only
so by chance. Hence on any particular question it was decided to
put together totals for (a) and (b) (i.e. 'correct' and 'inversion')
so as just to obtain the total number of children who chose the
correct operation. This also served to make the answers more
comparable for all four operations, since in each case two answers
out of the eight counted as 'correct'.
However there was an argument that, especially in the case of
the CHOCOLATE item, those choosing the inverse operation (3 x 4
rather than 12 + 3) did understand the structure of the question.
This group was actually relatively large, and included many children
who succeeded with the large number items in division. Hence the
decision was made eventually to count all three expressions as
correct. This made very little difference to the scores except on
the CHOCOLATE item. Unfortunately it now meant that three out of the
eight were correct, improving the changes of 'guessers', but on the
evidence from the class-test trials few if any children appeared
to use a 'random guessing' strategy, and were more likely to omit
the item.
A record of the actual response to each question was kept on
the marking sheet, since it enabled us to determine what proportion
of children consistently gave the 'correct' answer on all questions
rather than a mixture of 'correct' and 'inversion' responses.
Although answers were requested to small number problem items
these were not in fact used. In many cases it was not clear whether
a mistake was due to an arithmetical slip or to a conceptual error.
The 'story' items were marked as correct provided they showed
understanding of the operation (thus arithmetic slips were ignored).
In cases of doubt they were discussed by the team.
The marking of the class-test trials thus in general corres-




















































































3.	 The Class Test (Final VerSion)
The total sample of children who completed the final class-test
was composed as follows:





(Final year Mixed Primary












Girls' Comprehensive South London
Mixed Comprehensive Essex
Boys' Comprehensive South London
Mixed Secondary
Modern	 Suffolk
Mixed Comprehensive Central London
Mixed Comprehensive South London
Boys' Comprehensive South London








As can be seen the main emphasis was placed on the first year in the
secondary school (or its equivalent in other school types), with small
samples from the previous and following year to give an indication of
trend.
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The testing was completed between May and November 1975; thus
some groups were tested at the beginning of the school year and
others at the end.
The use of a stratified random sample of schools for the final
testing was considered, but rejected, partly because the project
team did not have the resources necessary to test on the scale which
would have been necessary, and partly because it was not thought
that teachers identified in such a way would necessarily co-operate
in the considerable amount of work which was being demanded.
Hence it was decided to use only schools where someone either
was already known to us, or had volunteered to help in response to
a request in an article appearing in the Times Educational Supplement.
In addition two schools which had been used in the sample for the
Science Reasoning Tasks (Shayer et al, 1980) by the Science Wing of
CSMS, and on whose children we therefore had data referring to
Piagetian stage, were approached and agreed to join the sample.
An attempt was made however within these limitations to ensure
that many different regions of the country, and urban, surburban and
rural schools were included, and that different school-types were
included. A balance of the sexes was attempted but in the Year 1
sample boys did actually outnumber girls in the ratio 5:4.
We asked all schools if they would give the Test of Non-Verbal
Intelligence DR (Calvert, 1957) in order to check that the sample
accurately represented the distribution of non-verbal intelligence
in England and Wales. However not all schools complied with this
request, and scores were available for only 43 out of the 63 classes.
As well as comparative data on Piagetian stages which was
available for two schools, two schools also had full results on the
SRA diagnostic arithmetic tests.	 Four of the other schools
agreed to complete the first sheet of the Staffordshire Test of
Computation (Hebron and Pattinson, 1974) to provide a further
comparison with computational ability.
The initial analysis of the data was performed using the complete
sample as specified above. However it was decided to change the
sampling method in two ways for the later CSMS testing:
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(a) all testing would be done in the June/July period
(b) the check that the sample represented the full ability range
(as measured by non-verbal IQ) would be rather stricter.
Hence in order to bring the results into line with those from
other tests, the 'Number Operations' data was re-analysed in 1979
with certain changes. Those children tested at the beginning of
the school year (September-November) were deemed to have been tested
at the end of the previous year, and all children without an IQ
score were omitted from the sample, leaving only 1075 out of the
original 1580.
The distributions of the IQ score in each year group were then
re-tested to see if they still conformed approximately to the
normal distribution with mean 100 and standard deviation 15, using
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Siegel, 1956).
Significant differences from this distribution were found in
the case of the Year (-1), Year 0 and Year I samples. Hence the
sample was adjusted by removing at random enough children from those
IQ ranges which appeared to be over-represented to enable a good match
with the required distribution. The final distributions are shown
in Figures 3.3 to 3.6. A total of 99 children were removed for
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TOTAL REVISED SAMPLE 	 43	 976
Unfortunately it can be seen that the effect of this
reclassification was to concentrate the focus on the last year of
the primary school rather than on the first year of the secondary
as had been intended, although many of those in the Year 0 sample
were in fact at the beginning of the secondary school.
It also upset the balance of IQ and of other factors like
spread of schools and sex, and meant that only one or two schools were
represented in two of the year groups. Had it been possible to
define the final testing policy right at the start of the project,
naturally the selection of the sample would have been different.
The administration and marking of the tests was done by the
normal class-teachers. Instructions, which were similar to those
used on the trials, were Sent to all schools in the form of
Teachers' Notes (see Appendices C and D) along with the copies of
the test (Appendix B).
The use of teachers for the marking was found to lengthen the
period over which results were obtained, and it was felt that some
teachers were reluctant to undertake this extra work. Hence in all
further CSMS testing it was decided that the papers would be marked
centrally by a team of paid assistants.
However the teachers were found to mark fairly reliably. A
sample of at least ten per cent of each class was re-marked by a
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member of the team; a larger proportion was chosen if the results
appeared unexpected. Only in two or three cases was it necessary
to completely remark the papers.
The papers were also examined to determine whether the class
had appeared to take the test seriously, and whether correct
instructions had been given by the teacher. There was only one
class for which the papers had to be discarded for the latter reason,
and none for the former.
The first analysis of the data, using the total sample,was
done by hand-calculator. Later, after the team was able to etip1oy
a data analyst, the data was transferred to coding sheets and the
final analysis on the reclassified sample was performed by computer.
The methods of analysis are given in Chapter Four alongside
the results.
A summary of the results was also sent to all participating
schools.
(The methodology for the number operation items using decimals
which were included in the Place Value and Decimals test was as for




Anä1SiS ätd Coflclus ions
I	 The Interviews
A	 Results and Analsis
1.	 The Items All the 37 interviews were transcribed so that all the
responses to each of the 30 items could be extracted from the
transcripts. There were insufficient responses to some items,
in particular the 'story' items, so that these responses were
ignored. In other cases responses to items with similar
structures were pooled to give a larger sample. This resulted
in a total of nine item-sets, each corresponding to one 'problem'
item on the final test.
For each item-set, the responses were gradually grouped
together into categories which appeared to have similar
characteristics which could be described. This sorting was
essentially subjective, but it was arrived at by the whole
CSMS mathematics team after considerable discussion. In one
or two cases, especially where children had modified their
strategies during the interview, it was difficult or even
impossible to allocate a response to any of the categories.
These 'response-categories' were ordered for each of the
items according to the apparent sophistication of the strategies.
In some cases this was a partial ordering; for instance for
the GREENS/JUG item in the list that appears in Appendix E the
categories are labelled a, b, c, c 1 , d, e with the implication
that a, b, c, d, e and a, b, c 1 , d, e appear on logical grounds
to be strict orderings, but it is not clear how c and c 1
 should
be ordered.
Descriptions of the response-categories for each item or
item-set are given in Appendix E, with in each case one or more
examples of responses which seemed to typify that category.
(A	 response was one that seemed to be based either
on counting, or on building-up or down by addition or subtraction.)
Tables 4a, 4.lb, 4.lc and 4.ld show an attempt to co-
ordinate the response-categories across all the items, so that
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types of responses which appear to be similar are shown in the
same horizontal band.
2. The Childten The initials of the children are given in Tables
4.la, 4.lb, 4.lc and 4.ld against their various response cate-
gories; where it was difficult to classify a particular response
it was omitted. (In Tables 4.la to 4.ld, * signifies a 'typical'
response, and + and - denote responses which were considered
slightly more, or less, sophisticated than the remainder in
that category.)
It will be seen from Tables 4.la to 4.ld that children were
not generally consistent in the types of responses used in
different items.
Each operation (-, x, 3) was then considered systematically
and in each case the children were grouped according to their
response categories in the various items involving that operation.
Finally the above groups were co-ordinated and eight types
of performance over the three operations were described. These
are listed in Table 4.2 along with the names of the children
who constituted each group. (The three-digit codes assigned to
each child refer to a coding system, described in Section It,
which was arrived at later using the results of the class-test
trials. The codes are not relevant at this point, but will be
referred to in Section II.) The Piagetian levels (e.g. 2A/B)
after the names of the children are those assigned on the basis
of their responses to the 'spatial relationships' task (Shayer
et al, 1980) in which the lowest level attainable was lB (pre-
operational/intuitive) and the highest was 2B+ (above the level
of fully concrete operational).
Although the groups in Table 4.2 are labelled A to H there
was no clear evidence of a strict ordering between them. For
instance although in general the children in group E appeared
to have a firmer grasp of subtraction and division than those
in group C, some of the group F children seemed to handle
multiplication items more readily than many in group E.
There is discussion of how best to order particular
patterns of responses in the analysis of the class-test results
in Section II.
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a, b, c, etc. refer to response categories, which are
exemplified in Appendix E.
Children whose response falls in a category are listed by
their initials. (see Table 4.2)
The items are given in full in Appendix E.
represents a 'typical' response; + or - represents a response
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Notes: 1. a, b, c, etc. refer to response categories, which are
exeniplified in Appendix E.
2. Children whose response falls in a category are listed by
their initials. (see Table 4.2)
3. The items are given in full in Appendix E.
4 * represents a 'typical' response; + or - represents a
response which appears superior or inferior to this.
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Notes: 1. a, b, c, etc. refer to response categories,
exemplified in Appendfx E.
2. Children whose response falls in a category
their initials. (see Table 4.2)
3. The items are given in full in Appendix E.
4. * represents a 'typical' response; + or -






































Notes: 1. a, b, c, ejc. refer to response categories, which are
exemplified in Appendix E.
2. Children whose response falls in a category are listed
by their initials (see Table 4.2)
3. The items are given in full in Appendix E.
4. * represents a 'typical' response; 	 + or - represents a
response which appears to be superior or inferior to this.
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Table 4.2 Anlysi of Intviews
(A) Correct and fast throughout, and 	 Claire C	 (222, 2B+)
consistently recognised non-
commutativity
(B) Correct and fast throughout (but 	 Stephen A	 (222, 2B)
did not consistently recognise	 Russell F
	 (212, 2B+)
non-commutativity)	 Ellis J	 (212, -)
Patricia N
	 (212, -)
(C) Correct throughout, but with 	 Tracey Y	 (221, 2A/B)
some evidence of a concrete
	 Linda C
	 (212, 2A/B)
approach on one question (either
	 Anthony A	 (212, 2A/B)
use of the inverse expression 	 Tony Z
	 (212, 2A/B)




(D) Correct throughout with
concrete approaches to more
than one question
(E) Mostly successful but definite
difficulty with multiplication
(F) Some grasp of all three
operations, but for two of the
operations at least one example
of definite failure to find a
correct strategy
(C) Successful but very concrete
strategies for most questions,
but failure to select correct
expressions in some cases
since problems were solved by

















































(H) Failures on all three operations;	 Dennis Pi	 (100, 2A/B)




Notes: 1. The three-digit codes after the children's names (e.g. 212)
refer to a coding which will be described and discussed in
Section II and can be ignored until then.
2. The Piagetian stage of the children (2A/B etc.) as determined
by the Spatial Relationships Task (Shayer et al, 1980) is
given after the three-digit code mentioned above.
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However a rough partial-ordering of the present groups












Many of the conclusions arrived at as the interviews were
analysed were further supported by data collected during the class-
test8. These will therefore be described in later sections when all
the results are available.
However some conclusions relate only to the interviews, usually
because of the restricted nature of the information gathered in a
class-test. Only these conclusions are considered at this stage.
1.	 Most children succeeded in finding a correct strategy, however,
primitive, for obtaining an answer to the problems.
Table 43 Numbers Of childtertinteru'iewed who (a) found correct
strategies (b) seleted anepression involving th correct
operation
Item	 Operation	 Number	 Number with
	 Number recognising
attempting correct Strategy expreSsiOn involving




JUG	 -	 20	 13
CRISPS/SHOP	 x	 24	 18
CAKES	 x	 22	 16
CHOC/TEAC}1ER	 +	 28	 27
DAFFODILS	 +	 23	 19
PLAY	 ^	 22	 15








This suggests that although in general children who can correctly
- answer a problem can select the correct symbolism, this is by no
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means a necessary condition for solving the problem. (See, for
example, the responses of TZ to G1EENS, DB to CAKES, SB to
CRISPS, JH and SB to CHOCOLATE, SB to DAFFODILS and DPo to PLAY
given in Appendix E).
2. Many children when asked how they would calculate the answer
suggested 'concrete' strategies i.e. counting-on or adding-on
for subtraction problems, and repeated addition or subtraction
for multiplication and division problems. (An extreme case
occurred in one of the class-test trials when a child drew 25
rows each with 16 dots and counted them to obtain the answer
to the CAKES item.)
Table 4.4 below summarises the relevant information from
Tables 4.la-4.ld. The small letters refer to response categories
described in those tables; the intials indicate those children
whose 'typical responses' can be found in Appendix E.
Table 4.4 Numbers of children interviewed who suggested concrete strategies
Number suggesting concrete strategy







-	 41	 5+	 5
JUG	 (b:AA)	 (c:TZ)
CRISPS/	 x	 46	 15	 5
SHOP/	 (b:MBa, MBe)	 (c:SB, DB)
CAKE S




DAFFS/	 *	 45	 6	 5
PLAY	 (large nos.	 (c:JN, YG)	 (d:SB, DPo)
The numbers given in this table are very tentative; in some
cases the strategy is only deduced from the language used. Also
there may well have been other children who suggested a formal
strategy but who might have preferred actually to use a concrete
strategy in calculation.
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The CHOCOLATE item in particular raises problems over class-
ification. Although many children saw the equivalence between
3 x 4 and 12 + 3 (or 3 * 12), several of these preferred the
multiplication to the division expression. This appeared to be
because it reflected the method they had used to work out the
answer. (See for example the response of MBa given in Appendix E).
The choice of a multiplication rather than the equivalent division
expression does not appear prima facie to be a more 'concrete'
strategy in the sense defined earlier. However on studying the
transcripts of many of those interviews where the child finally
chose 3 x 4, it appeared that in practice the answer was usually
obtained by repeated addition. (See for example the responses of
DP, MBa and SB in Appendix E who all go through the sequence
'3, 6, 9, 12'.)
The larger numbers in the parallel PLAY problem rendered
the 'repeated addition'strategy much less obvious than in the
CHOCOLATE item, and this pushed some of those choosing it with
small numbers towards the division expression (e.g. RF, MBa, LC,
TO, JM) while others failed to make this step and were left with
nothing to fall back on (e.g. JH, MBe, RO, HW).
Taken together, these results suggest that a significant
number of children use informal strategies to solve word problems.
In some cases this is because it is the only method available to
the child, since he or she does not recognise the operation
involved. However in other cases it may be because the child is
not confident in using formal algorithms (see below) or simply
because he or she may not see the need to do so.
3. Some children who appeared from their answers to be of at least
average ability could not recall formal computation algorithms.
The best example of this was CC, who answered all the
questions correctly and whose performance was superior to any
other of the children interviewed. (The results of the class —
tests would suggest that her understanding of number operations
was matched by not more than 25 per cent of her age group.)
In response to the DAFFODIL question:
CC: I think I'd go 23 into 391, but I don't know
how much the answer would be.
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NB: No, I don't expect you to do that. Which of
these (expressions)?
CC: That one I think (indicates 391 + 23)
MB: Yes. Any of the others?
CC: No, I think that's the only one.
MB: You wouldn't think that that was the same?
(indicates 23 ^ 391)
CC: No.
MB: If you did have to work it out, how would you do it?
CC: I'd do one of those things (waves her hand).
MB: Would you like to draw it on a piece of paper.
CC: Yes. (writes 23J391). But I don't think I
know how to work it out like that, I've had it
explained to me but I don't know if it's long
division or not.
MB: You're not sure what to do next?
CC: No, not with two numbers (digits?), you know.
MB: Suppose you had to work it out not using long
division, suppose you actually had to work that
(the problem) out?
CC: I'd have to do it the long way and get 23 separate
things and divide them up into it I suppose.
Similarly the response of AA, whose overall performance
was at least average for his age, to the JUG problem (see
Appendix E) illustrates difficulty in recalling the subtraction
algorithm.
Unfortunately rather few children were actually asked to
proceed with the calculation, since this was not the main
purpose of the research, so little indication of the relative
frequency of this phenomenon is available from the interview
data. However some children who did the class-test also had
results of computation tests available, and these are discussed
in Section II.
4. A very few children gave responses which appeared similar to
those classified by Piaget as preoperational/intuitive in
nature, in that they were idiosyncratic and related to details
of the child's experience rather than the logico-mathematical
structure of the question. Specific examples are those of DP
on JUG, ZC on CHOCOLATE and YG and DP on DAFFODILS (see
Appendix E). These responses were not necessarily 'stupid';
they may in some cases be regarded as quite sensible. However
they show that the child was preferring to answer the questions
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according to his or her own perceptions rather than being willing
to accept the mathematical framework imposed by the interviewer.
5. It was difficult to make any hypotheses from the results of the
Piagetian task, except maybe that children assigned to the top
two groups for 'understanding of number operations' (see Table
4.2) seemed generally to be at least 'fully concrete operational'
as assessed by the task given.
The Piagetian task used did not seem to provide a very
reliable indication of cognitive stage. There was for instance
considerable inconsistency between the results of individual
children on the four sub-tasks, and since almost all children
were finally classified as being at stage 2A, 2A/B or 2B on the
overall mean, the discrimination provided was rather crude.
One of the problems might have been that many of the children
were aged 12/13 whereas the original Piagetian research related
to children of a rather younger age-group.
II The Class Test
The results are given for both the initial version and the final
version of the class-test, so that they may be considered together.
1.	 The Items
A. Results and Analysis The facilities of the items in the initial
class test (Appendix A), relating to 81 children in three
different classes, are given in Table 4.5. It should be noted
that in comparison with the final results it would seem that
the sample was biased towards the low end of the ability range.
In spite of this the results are considered here since they
afford the only comparison between the full set of problem items.
As in most of the other tables the percentages include, in
the case of division and subtraction, children who selected the
inversion and the inverse operation. As will be discussed later,
many children did not recognise the non-commutativity of sub-
traction and division and hence it would have been difficult to
separate out those deliberately selecting the correct expression
from those who selected the correct expression by chance,
considering both the expression and the inversion equivalent.
Children selecting the inverse operation were also included as
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'successful' although it was only in the case of the CHOCOLATE
item that significant numbers of children opted for this. Had
those selecting the inverse operation been excluded the
CHOCOLATE item results would have appeared anomolous in comparison
to the division items involving larger numbers for, as has been
noted, many of those interviewed who selected the inverse
operation for CHOCOLATE could recognise the division expressions
as appropriate, but were choosing the multiplication expression
to best describe their own strategy in the small-number case.
Hence it seemed wiser to pool the percentages selecting
correct expressions, inversions and inverse operations to
represent those children who recognised the operation needed to
solve the problem. In doing this there was a s1igh bias in
favour of the subtraction and division items since in each of
these three out of eight responses were counted as correct, but
only two out of eight for addition and multiplication.
The results for the final class test are given in Table 4.6,
which includes facilities for the 'story' as well as the
'problem' items.
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate graphically the data con-
tained in Tables 4.5 and 4.6.
B.	 Conclusions The results town in Tables 4.5, 4.6 and Figures
4.1, 4.2 are considered under the following headings which relate
to the design of the materials as described in Chapter Three:
(a) various models within each of the four operations
(b) comparison between the four operations (+, -, x, *)
(c) the size of the numbers involved
(d) the use of the number (discrete/continuous quantities)
(e) problems and stories
(f) inversions and commutativity
It should be noted that in the remainder of this section
the standard errors of the differences between two supposedly
equal facilities are as follows:
Initial sample (n = 81): 	 7.9 per cent
Final sample 11 year olds (n = 497): 	 3.2 per cent
12 year olds (n = 247): 	 4.5 per cent
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Thus, many of the differences in facilities discussed below
are not statistically significant. In general when these
differences are significant at the five per cent level, this will
be noted.
(a) VatiOug thodel of éch Opetation
1. Addition The two models incorporated in the iiütial class
test were 'union' and 'vector subtraction, opposite signs',
and the results were as shown in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7 Facilities of addition items in the irtitial t1ass test
Model	 Items	 Symbol	 Large/small	 Fai1ity -
DiScrete/
continuous




Subtraction ALAN	 Sc	 88%
(oposite	
Lc	 73%signs)	 SIGNPOST
It is clear that the 'Union' items were extremely easy,
especially in view of the fact that the initial sample was
biased towards the lower end of the ability range.
It is not certain why the MARKET item proved more difficult
than the other two, but it does not seem likely to be due
entirely to the fact that it was a continuous, rather than
discrete, quantity involved. Out of the eight children inter-
viewed on it only one failed to do it immediately:
Yvette (U): (Reads question) Don't think I know that.
BJ: Well, let's think about it. He works at the
market... for six hours on Saturday and then
on Sunday he does three more hours. Now how
do you work out how many hours he works at
the weekend?
YL: You times... I don't know...
BJ: Well, say you worked on Sunday and you worked
six hours on Saturday and three hours on Sunday,
how many hours would you have worked over the
weekend?
U: Oh, sorry... Nine.
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BJ: Yes, that's right. How did you do that?
YL: Six and three.
BJ: Now over here, which one of these (expressions)
then did you use?
YL: Six and three (indicates 6 + 3).
Taken with the fact that Yvette did well on many of the harder
items, the above transcript suggests a preliminary misunder-
standing about what was being asked which seemed most likely to
be due to the context or wording (perhaps the meaning of 'weekend')
rather than any more fundamental confusion. This may well provide
the explanation for the poorer overall result for the MARKET
item.
The second model, that of 'vector subtraction, opposite signs'
had been chosen as it seemed to provide, in contrast, a rather
difficult model of addition. This proved to be the case, with
SIGNPOST having a significantly lower facility in the initial
test of 73 per cent compared to the 95 per cent for CRICKET,
which was the comparable 'union' item. In the final test the
facilities of the SIGNPOST item were 74, 78, (74) per cent for
the 11, 12 (and 13) year old samples respectively, which made
it marginally harder than the subtraction items and more
comparable to the division items in difficulty. Some of the
interviews suggested that it was the orientation of the
distances which caused the difficulty. Two such responses to
an earlier version which differed only in the numbers and units
used from the final version are given below:
Tracey (TC): Does it mean that is, er, 18 kilometres to Grange
and 23 kilometres to, er Barton, does that mean
it's from the same place?
BHB: That's right; from this signpost here. It's
18 miles that way to Grange and 23 miles that
way to Barton.
	
TC:	 Take 18 away from 23... five.
Hilary (HF) was only able to do it when the situation was made
more concrete:
HF:	 Oh, no, I'm no good at these... (pause)... you
times two together, don't you? ... No, you
can't... (long pause).
DK:	 Imagine standing there and you're looking up at
the signpost, OK? Now that way it's 18 kilometres
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to Grange and that way it's 23 to Barton; we
want to know the distance between the two.
HF: 23.
DK: 23?
HF: ... (long pause) I'm not very good at doing
kilometres...
DK: Let's try something else. We're sitting here,
right? Say someone said it was three paces
to the window and it was five paces to the
window that way...
HF: You'd add them.
DK: ...How far from one window to another?
HF: ... (long pause) ... eight.
DK: Yes, what are you doing?
HF: Adding them!
The addition 'story' (84 + 28) was only given to five of
the children interviewed and to a total of 53 children in the
class—test trials. Very few omitted to answer it or gave
answers which did not reflect some knowledge of the meaning
of addition.
The results were:
Table 4.8 Types of addition model given ii story item for
trial sample
model	 29
'Adding on' model	 23




It is clear that almost all children opt for either the
'union' or 'adding on' models (an example' of each is given
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In some cases it was difficult to decide how to classify
the story since the model was essentially that of 'union' but
a temporal element suggested that one of the two qualities was
'prior' to the other
e.g. Pino:
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One of the interview responses was interesting in that it
showed an initial confusion between the two prevalent models
which was later cleared up by the child:
Tracey (TC): (after long pause) John had 84
marbles but Peter had 28 more.
BHB: Peter had 28 more. Airight, that's telling us
about John and Peter - what are you asking us
to find out about them if we're going to do this
sort of sum?
TC: Wouldn't make it up to 112, so Peter had 84 but
John had 28.
BHB: Yes, well that's telling me about Peter and
John. What bit of the story makes us want to add
the 84 and the 28 together?
TC: They both wanted to put them together...
2.	 Subtraction In the initial class-test where there were
four models of subtraction the results were:
Table 4.9 Facilities of subtractIônitems ofl initial c1ass-test




Take-away DEBBIE	 @-	 Sd	 86%
Complementary JUG
	 3	 Lc	 60%
addition (i)	 +
Complementary JOHN	 +?	 Sc	 70%
addition (ii) GREENS	 Le	 44%
Complementary POTATOES 	 +3	 Sd	 75%
addition (ii4 	
_j	 _______________ ____________
It is difficult to draw any very firm conclusions due to the
small size and biased nature of the sample, the fact that these
models are each represented by a single item, and the failure
to control fully for the different factors.
The data does however suggest that:
(& the 'take-away' model is the easiest, not surprisingly
perhaps since it is generally used by teachers as the
major, if not the on1y, example of a subtraction model.
(8) although it is difficult to compare the second and
third forms of complementary addition directly, it
seemed likely that the second form was more difficult
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to recognise than the first. The reason for this would
appear, from the interview results already referred
to, to be that the 'natural' strategy is a concrete
one of 'adding-on', and some children who solved the
question this way are unable to match this to a
subtraction expression which they probably think of
as 'taking-away'. (The response of TZ in Appendix
typifies this.)
('r) The third form of complementary addition requires
the recognition in a concrete situation that the
inverse of 'adding' is 'taking-away', and it can
then be translated into a 'take-away' form. This
would suggest that it might lie somewhere between the
'take-away' and the 'complementary addition (ii)'
models in difficulty, and the results do not refute
this.
The first form of complementary addition would
seem to contain elements of the second and third, and
it is therefore not clear why the single item of this
type (JUG) was found so much easier than the GREENS
items (although in fact the difference is only just
significant).
In the final class-test it was decided to retain only the
most difficult models of addition and subtraction. In the case
of subtraction the items caused fewer problems:
Table 4.10 Faci1itie of subtractioit items in fit1 test















Thus it would seem that even the most difficult form of
subtraction was recognised by 80 per cent or more of children
in these age groups.
The subtraction story item (84 - 28) was also completed
correctly in the final class test by 77, 85, (89) per cent of
11, 12, (13) year olds respectively, which is a very similar
result to that above on the GREENS large-number problem item.
Since this test, unlike later ones, was marked by teachers




models given in the stories.
However for the sample of 53 children in the class-test
trials referred to for the addition story categories, together
with eight who were asked on interview, the results shoved
that the 'take-away' model was overwhelmingly the most firmly
established:





Complementary addition (i) model 	 1
Complementary addition (ii) model 	 1
Complementary addition (iii) model 	 2











Almost all these stories included physical removal, often
givjng away'.
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(This story is not technically coherent but the meaning intended
seems to be that obtained by inserting a semi-colon after
'sweets' on the first line. Such examples where a child
'changes tack' in the middle without correcting the first
statement were not unusual and appear to indicate a limited
information-processing ability.)
All the 'wrong t stories in this sample incorporated some
addition element, although with different combinations of numbers.
This seems to suggest that addition is either a more logically
primitive or a more firmly established operation than sub-
traction, since the error did not occur in reverse.
3.	 Multiplication The three models in the initial class-test
were 'repeated addition', 'rate' and 'cartesian product'.
The results were:
Table 4.12 Facilities of multiplication items in ittitial class-test





- Sd	 80%Repeated	 JANET )
addition	 )
BUCKET)	 six times	 Sc	 67%
Rate	 CAKES	 +3	 Ld	 44%
	




to the 'repeated addition' model; the latter was only
distinguished by a definite element of temporal repetition.
Unfortunately this distinction was not made until after the
testing and hence the control of the design was less complete
than was intended.
However, even on this evidence, it seems clear that
'repeated addition' is the easiest of the multiplication models,
with 'rate' probably intermediate and 'cartesian product' the
most difficult, although the only significant difference between
parallel items are between 'Cartesian product' and 'repeated
addition'.
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The results for the final class-test confirm the difficulty
of the cartesian product model. This is again significantly
harder than the other items in spite of the fact that it is
the only one with the simpler context i.e. a small number of
discrete objects.




continuous	 11 year 12 year (13 year
	
olds	 olds	 olds)
Repeated	 BUCKETS	 Sc	 78%	 82%	 (82%)
addition
Rate	 CAKES	 Ld	 66%	 77%	 (82%)
Cartesian	 SHOP	 Sd	 46%	 62%	 (74%)
product
However it is now less easy to compare the 'repeated addition'
and 'rate' models.
As has been noted in the interview results, the 'repeated
addition' and 'rate' models, unlike the cartesian product,
encouraged addition-based strategies. This was both among those
who could recognise the correct multiplication expression
(see response of !4Be in Appendix E), and among those who could
not (see response of OB in Appendix E).
The use of the word 'times' seemed to assist the former
group in moving from their concrete strategy to the multiplication
expression. Phrases used in the interviews included '19 times
28' (DP), '28, 19 times' (RO), '28 times 19' (MB), '19 28's' (IC),
'28 19's' (RF), '28 lots of 19' (IC), and '19 lots of 28' (TC).
These phrases also illustrate that the commutativity of
multiplication was universally perceived.
Other children interviewed, including some of the brighter
ones as judged by their test-performance, used less addition-
based language e.g. 'multiply 28 by 19' (LC), 'multiply 19 and
28' (AA) and even 'times 28 by 19' (11W, TZ).
The reason for the comparative difficulty of the cartesian
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product model was presumably that it was less easy to reduce it
to a 'repeated addition' format, This is illustrated by many
very tortuous attempts by the children interviewed, of which
the following was typical:
e.g. Joseph (JH) on CRISPS:
MB: (reads question, then long pause)... I'll
explain this one... We have four different
flavours, what flavour might we have?
JH: Cheese and onion.
MB: So you'd have cheese and onion, three different
sizes, so in one box we might have small cheese
and onion, in another box we might have middle
size cheese and onion packets... how many
boxes would you need altogether?
JH: Three.
MB: Three for a small, medium...
JH: And big...
MB: All right, that's all right for cheese and onion,
now there are four different flavours, each of
them comes in three sizes. So how would you
work out how many boxes there would be altogether?...
(pause)... You said that for cheese and onion
there'd be three boxes, that's right. Now there
are four different flavours, cheese and onion's
only one flavour, there are three other flavours,
there's four altogether...
JH: Oh, there's four different flavours, one for
each flavour.
MB: Right, but in each flavour we've got three
different sizes.
JH: Oh, small, large and medium..,
MB: Right, so for each... there are three boxes for
each of the four flavours. Row many boxes would
you need altogether?
JH: Four.
NB: That would hold the four different flavours. Nov
for each flavour you've got three different sizes.
JH: Oh!... I know what you mean.
MB: Tell me how many boxes you'd need altogether?
JH: Oh, three! 'Cos there's three different sizes...
MB: That's for each... one flavour, but you'd have
three for cheese and onion, then you might have
three for plain...




















JH: I get that now, you ought t&ve explained that
a bit more().
(JH then selects 3 x 4 as the correct expression, and hesitates
over 3 ^ 4 also.)
Other children after such long explorations did finally
arrive at 12 by adding four threes, but without recognising
multiplication; others did not get to the correct answer at all.
This difficulty in co-ordinating two simultaneous classi-
fications, which seemed to lead children to a tendency to centre
on one and then 'flip' to the other, and back again, relates
to Piaget's work, both on multiplicative classification
(Inhelder and Piaget, 1964) and in the conservation of volume,
where the co-ordination of changes in height and area is
needed Piaget, 1952). This ability is considered by Piaget
to be acquired only at the late concrete operations period,
which would certainly be quite consistent, given the data of
Shayer, Kflchemann and Wylam (1976), with the number of 11-13
year olds who experienced problems both in the interviews and
the class-tests. (Compare the distribution of Piagetian stages
with age found by Shayer, Klichemann and Wylam (1976) given in
Figure 4.3 with the facilities of 46, 62, (74) per cent for 11,
12, (13) year olds.)
Figure 4.3 Distribution of Piagetian stages in British chi1dren
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The story items for multiplication in the final test were
also found to cause problems.
Table 4.14 Facilities of multiplication story items in final test
11	 12	 13 year olds
9 x 3
	 45%	 53% (54)Z
84 x 28	 31%	 41% (49)Z
The difficulty would not seem to lie simply in the failure to
understand what was required, since the facilities of the sub-
traction story were very much higher, as has been noted.
Again, the models given in the final class-test were not
recorded, but taking the same sample of 53 children in the class-
test trials as for the other operations, together with the 13
children who were asked for stories for 9 x 3 and the five who
were asked for 84 x 28 in the interviews, the results were:













Repeated addition	 8	 0











It is clear that the large numbers caused many pupils who
had produced a correct story for 9 x 3 to omit this question,
again perhaps because the 'repeated addition' interpretation
was more difficult with large numbers. Indeed no 'repeated
addition' stories were given for '84 x 28' in this sample
whereas eight had been given for '9 x 3'. 'Rate' appeared to
be the most popular model, although there were some giving
'multiplying factor', perhaps because it allowed them to


























After it had been decided on a theoretical level that the
'rate' model was the inverse of the 'sharing' model of division
rather than being a direct multiplication model, it was inter-
esting to find that at least three children out of the 15 who
gave a rate model derived it from the division as illustrated
in the transcript for Hulary (HF):
9 x 3 = 27 DK: What about this one. Nine times three, what
sort of story could we make up?
HF: ... (pause)... Three people have got to share
out 27 apples...
DK: And the answer would be what?
HF: Oh No, that's not right is it? No, three
people... it must be right mustn't it...
(long pause)...
DK: Actually what you've said is quite interesting
really, you've said well, 27 apples, was it shared
among three people, what would the answer be?
HF: Urn.., it would be nine.
DK: Actually so it would be the same number as you've
got there. How would you write that down. 27
apples shared anong three people.
HF: 27 divided by nine. Three divided...




DK: O.K. Now... that was apples, that was people
and what's that number...
HF: Nine apples each.
DK: Let's go back to this one (9 x 3 = 27) it's the
same numbers... could you now make up a story
which is really the same as that, but the way
this is written here? What are the nine and
three?
HF: What do you mean?
DK: Well, what was it the nine was...
HF: Apples and the three were people... Nine apples
divided by three...
DK: No, come on, what's that say?
HF: Oh Times.
DK: Nine apples times...
HF: Three people...
DK: Does that make sense?
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HF: No.., not really...
DK: Nine apples and three people, what could you do
with nine apples and three people?
HF: Eat them...
DK: We're getting confused, what you said there is
harder than that, that's very nice, let's leave
it cause I think we're going a bit round in
circles.
There were, perhaps not surprisingly, no examples of
cartesian product.
4.	 Division The two division models used were 'sharing'
(partition) and 'grouping' (quotitioia).
The results for the initial class-test were:
Table 4.16 Facilities of division items in initial class-test
Model	 Item	 Symbol	 Large/small	 Facility
Discrete/
continuous






This would generally suggest that the two models were very
similar in difficulty. The CHOCOLATE item appears to be more
difficult than might be expected from its structure (although
it is only just significantly harder than the comparable TEAMS
item), It would seem to be the context which causes particular
problems for children. This is supported by the fact that
several of the interviewees, some of whom performed well on the
test as a whole, were initially puzzled (see the response of
DP and ZC in Appendix E).
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The results of the final class test were:




continuous	 11 year 12 year (13) year
	
olds	 olds	 olds
Grouping CHOCOLATES	 Sd	 71%	 78%	 (84%)
PLAY	 Ld	 71%	 75%	 (85%)
Sharing DAFFODILS	 Ld	 72%	 81%	 (82%)
These results confirm the comparable difficulty of the
two large-number items and suggest again that the CHOCOLATE
item causes specific problems since it is hardly easier than
the parallel items with large numbers.
The results for the story items on the final class-test
were:
Table 4.18 Faci1ities of division story items on final test
11 J 12	 (13)	 year olds
9 * 3	 60%	 69%	 (62%)
84 * 28	 42%	 56%	 (58%)
(Although the figure for 9 + 3 drops from the 12 to the 13 year
olds, this is not statistically significant since the standard
errors of single facilities are approximately three and four
per cent in the 12 and 13 year-old samples respectively, and in
addition the older sample was taken from only two schools.)
To examine the models given for he stories the same 53
children from the two trial classes are used as a sample as for
the other three operations, together with ten children inter-
viewed for 9 + 3 and seven for 84 + 28.
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The models given were:





Wrong (addition)	 2	 0
Wrong (subtraction) 	 4	 5




It would seem therefore that children overw-ielmingly opt
for the 'sharing' model when they have a free choice. This
probably reflects the tendency of primary school teachers to
translate + as 'share'. It was certainly true that many of
the stories included the sharing of sweets among children which
suggested a primary school context.
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Two of the 'other wrong' category, in response to 84 + 28 used




It is perhaps surprising in view of the fact that the great
majority of children produced a 'sharing' story that the
'grouping' items in the 'problem' section were found to be no
harder than the 'sharing' ones.
This may be something to do with the language used;
children interviewed seemed to be equally happy to use 'divided
into' which suggests 'grouping', or 'divided by' (or 'divided
between'), both of which suggest 'sharing': e.g. Patricia (PM)
in response to 'PLAY':
PM: You just put 13... division, it would be division.
DK: Division?
PM: 13 divided into 286 (selects 13 + 286).
In view of Patricia's response it is interesting to note
the frequencies with which the two division expressions were
chosen in the case of the large number items for the 11, 12
(and 13) year old samples respectively:
Table 4.20 Facilities for inversions for division items
in class test
391 ^ 23	 23+391
DAFFODILS (Sharing)
	
44, 47, (52)7.	 26, 33, (30)%
386 + 26	 26 +286
PLAY (Grouping)
	
34, 34, (47)%	 32, 36, (37)%
This does indeed suggest that the 'grouping item attracts a
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significantly higher number of responses of the type '26 into
286' than the sharing item, where responses are more likely to
be '391 shared by 23'.
Hence the response to the story items might have included
more stories of the 'grouping' type if the expressions had been
reversed as 3 ^ 9 or 28 + 84. (This issue will be considered
again in the discussion of 'inversions and commutativity' on page
159.)
(b) Comparison between the four operations
The comparison between the difficulty of the four operations
(+, -' x, 4.) is most straightforward on the 'story' items where
the results for the final test for the age groups 11, 12 (13)
years were:
Table 4.21 Facilities of story items in final test




-	 77, 85, (89)Z
+	 60, 69, (62)Z
	
42, 56, (58)%
45, 53, (54)%	 31, 41, (49)%
Thus the order of increasing difficulty would appear to be
fairly clear:
-, 4. , x
The differences are all significant at a five per cent level
for the 11 and 12 year old groups. It should be remembered that
there was difficulty in controlling for the size of numbers in
the expressions; although 84 + 28 and 84 x 28 involve the same
numbers the answers were of very different orders of magnitude.
However for two of the three age-groups the large-number
division was easier than even the small number multiplication.
Thus the ordering of operations suggested above does seem to be
well supported.
It is less easy to compare the 'problem' items since the
variation in difficulty between different models of the same
operation was at least as great as the difference between
models of different operations.
However on the basis that the ittitial class-test was
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designed to contain three examples of 'easy' models of each
operation together with two 'hard' examples, one can claim some
justification for comparing the mean facilities:
Table 4.22 Means and standard deviations of the fai1ities for
sets of items using each opetation in the initial test






Again, the extent of the variation within operations is clearly
very large. However the order
+	
-, *1 X
is still supported, with addition being (at the five per cent
level) significantly easier than the other three operations (The
standard error of a difference in means is 5.3 per cent.) (Multi-
plication would still have a slightly lower mean facility than
division even if the maximum possible allowance was made for
the slight bias of having three, rather than two, allowed
answers.)
Addition was obviously a deeply imprinted response. For
instance even in the decimals questions Maria replied 'You add
them', quite incorrectly, on all four problems before wondering
'Hey, how come they're all adds?'. Thus 'adding' had in some
cases assumed a universal role in the same sense as 'sums',
both terms being applied indiscriminately across all the
operations.
In terms of language, the association between 'add' and
'and' was clearly very strong e.g. Yvette (YL) said '6 and 3',
indicating '6 + 3'. This implies that a physical action is
associated with the symbolism.
Similarly in the case of subtraction it has been seen that
- ' was almost always interpreted as 'take-away', and thus
identified with an action. It has also been noted that in a
subtraction problem where there was no sense in which anything
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was physically removed, some children had difficulty in
recognising the operation (e.g. the response of TZ in Appendix E).
The reason for division and multiplication being less easy








This illustrates the difficulty caused by the introduction of
a second type of 'object'. In addition and subtraction two
sets of similar objects are generally combined or disassociated,
whereas it is commonly the case in division and multiplication
that the two numbers represent sets of different objects e.g. a
set of sweets and a set of people. Furthermore, the association
between the two sets has to be made in rather a complex way
which involves a set of equal subsets of a given set, where the
set of subsets is in one-to-one correspondence with the second
type of set. Thus multiplication and division require
operations not simply with the cardinal of a set of objects,
but with the cardinal of a set of sets of objects.
It is less clear however as to why multiplication should
in general be more difficult than division. In the case of the
stories the explanation may well be a linguistic one. We have
seen that	 ^ ' was translated into 'share', which iimnediately
brings to mind the physical action of sharing out, say, 'sweets
to people'. However ' x was generally read as 'times', and
no simple physical action is linked with this. Although
occasionally the word 'times' was used in a story (see e.g.
Jeffrey's story reproduced on page 140), no physical action
is implied. Hardly any of the 'rate' model stories incorporated
the word 'times'.
Although this link between the symbolism, the word and the
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action may make it easier to associate a real situation with an
expression, it may in fact later on make it more difficult to
generalise the meaning of the operation when applied to rational
numbers. It is, for instance, reported in Chapter Six that 50
per cent of secondary children feel that it is not legitimate to
'divide 16 by 20', on the grounds that you can't share 16 discrete
objects equitably among 20 people.
Another possib.e factor is that in the division case the
size of the total set is given, and one operates within that.
However in the case of multiplication the two other sets have
to be combined in a special way to determine the size of this
set. (This explanation would not seem however to be very con-
vincing since it would suggest that addition should be more
difficult than subtraction.)
The difference in facility between multiplication and
division items seemed more difficult to explain in the case of
the problem items. In fact it emerged that in general the two
forms of division and the rate form of multiplication are
similar in facility with the 'sharing' form of division perhaps
slightly easier than the others. This would not seem to be
surprising, since both 'rate' and 'grouping' were shown to be
complementary in structure to 'sharing. The principal
difference lay in the much greater difficulty of the 'cartesian
product' items, for which there was no complementary example
using division.
Thus it may well be the case that the fundamental complexity
of the two operations is similar, but that linguistic considera-
tions may help to make division more easy to relate to physical
actions.
The results obtained would seem to be consistent with
Piagetian theory. In 'The Child's Conception of Number' (Piaget,
1952) it is suggested that addition and multiplication in the
form of simple repeated addition are mastered towards the start
of the early concrete operations stage, whereas, as we have
noted, the cartesian product form is similar to multiplicative
classification which is said (Inhelder and Piaget, 1964) to only
be grasped late in the concrete operations period.
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We have already seen (page 138 ) that the proportion of
children correctly answering the cartesian product item corresponds
fairly closely to that found by Shayer et al (1976) to be at
the late concrete operations stage; similarly the facilities
for the union form of addition (95 and 97 per cent of a rather
below average sample of 11 year olds) are close to the
percentage shown in Figure 4.3 on page 138 to be at the early
concrete operations stage or above. In the case of the more
complex model of addition and the repeated addition and rate
models of multiplication, the facilities lie in the ranges 66-78
per cent for 11 year olds, 77-82 per cent for 12 year olds (and
74-82 per cent for 13 year olds), which would be consistent with
the meaning of these operations being understood by about half
the children in the early concrete stage.
(c) The size of the numbers involved
Where parallel large and small number items were tried,
the results were as follows:




Small numbers	 Large numbers
+	 LESSONS, CRICKET
	 97%	 95%
ALAN, SIGNPOST	 88%	 73%
-	 JOHN, GREENS	 70%	 44%
x	 SHOP, BUTTONS	 43%	 33%
^	 CHOCOLATE, PLAY
	 67%	 53%
TEAMS, DAFFODILS	 83%	 56%
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Small numbers	 Large numbers
-	 JOHN, GREENS	 91, 93, (93)2
	 79, 83, (91)2
x	 9 x 3, 84 x 28	 45, 53, (54)2
	
31, 41, (49)2
*	 CHOCOLATE, PLAY	 71, 78, (84)2
	 71, 75, (85)2
9 + 3, 84 + 28	 60, 69, (62)2	 42, 56, (58)2
This information is shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 in which
the differences in facilities between the two parallel items
are plotted against the facility of the large-number item.
The following conclusions can be drawn:
1. In general the large-number item is considerably more
difficult than the parallel small-number item. The difference
reaches five per cent significance on two pairs in the initial
test (JOHN/GREENS, TEAMS/DAFFODILS), but only just fails to do
so on two further pairs (ALMI/SIGNPOST, CHOCOLATE/PLAY). In
the final test, for the 11 and 12 year old samples, the differ-
ences between the paired facilities reaches five per cent
significance on both samples for three out of the four pairs
(all except CHOCOLATE/PLAY). The mean differences are as
follows:
Mean difference in facility of
paired items for initial test,
11-12 year old sample:	 16%
Mean differences in facility of
paired items for final te8t,
11, 12, (13) year old samples:	 11, 9, (2)2
2. The difference in facility between the two parallel items
varies according to the difficulty of the items (see Figures
4.4 and 4.5). Clearly there is a ceiling effect in that where the
large-number item has a very high facility, the small number
item cannot differ very much in facility (e.g. LESSONS/CRICKET).







Figure 4.4 Differences between facilities of parallel small and





Figure 4.5 Differences between facilities of parallel small and
large number items in final test
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maximum difference when the large-number facility is about
50 to 60 per cent, the differences decreasing gradually either
side of this point.
This could be explained at the top by the ceiling effect
and at the bottom by the fact that those children who can
succeed with a harder item can probably also handle large
numbers nearly as easily as small numbers,
3. Over and above the effect noticed above, there appears to
be some decrease in difference between the facilities of corres-
ponding small number and large number items with mean ages.
There is a small trend in evidence (see Figure 4.5) from the
results for the 11 and 12 year old sample which appear to lie
on parallel curves, and although the 13 year old sample was
both relatively small and unrepresentative, it does seem to
confirm this. This trend may be due to the increase in the
mean competence of the children with age, as the largest
differences occur in the initial test with the least able,
although not quite the youngest, sample.
4. The CHOCOLATE/PLAY facility difference does seem less than
one would expect. On page 142 it is suggested that this may be
due to the difficulty children experienced in understanding
the context.
If this item is removed, the recalculated mean differences
are as follows:
Mean differences in facility of
paired items for initial test,
11-12 year old sample:	 16X
Mean differences in facility of
paired items for final test,
11, 12 (13) year old sample:	 14, 12, (4)
5. Collis (1975) suggested that children at the 'early
concrete' level could successfully comprehend number operations
on small numbers whereas 'late concrete' children in Piagetian
terms ('middle concrete' in Collis's classification) could also
handle large numbers. However Collis's work related to the
understanding of the structure of the operations rather than
the meaning, and therefore there is no cogent reason why his
results should be comparable with ours.
11
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The fact that some large-number items were done success-
fully by almost all of a low-ability 11-12 year old sample
suggests that the presence of large numbers per se does not
cause the problem. Many children who could be assessed as below
the 'late concrete' stage, according to Shayer, Ktichemann and
Wylam (1976) (See Figure 4.3 on page 138) must have been able
to recognise the operation even though large numbers were
involved.
It was decided nevertheless that it was worth investigating
whether a particular group of children failed on all large-
number items while being able to succeed with the corresponding
small-number items, and who perhaps felt like Joseph (JH) who
expressed the view during his interview:
JH: Urn... You see I think they had, er..
0h	 I don't know... I don't like all these
big numbers.
I: The big numbers make it harder, do they?
JH: Yes.
To do this, children were grouped into seven different levels
on the basis of their performance (See Section 2.
	
for
details) and the distribution of 'large-number errors' (i.e.
item pairs where the child succeeded with the small number
but not the large number item) was plotted. (See Figure 4.6.)
Thus children were more likely to make one such error
than three at all levels of performance.
These two results would seem to support an alternative
hypothesis to that of Collis, namely that for children who are
unsure of a particular operation, the presence of large numbers
may push it beyond their grasp in spite of the fact that they
can work with large numbers in examples using operations of
which they are sure.
This would seem to predict a constant difference in
facility between small and large number items, except for a
ceiling effect. This corresponds more closely to the results
obtained, but does not explain the decreasing difference with
age/ability, nor with facility.






























between the two hypotheses, i.e. that for all children the
presence of large numbers causes extra difficulty when operations
are not well understood, but that this difficulty is especially
acute for children at a particular stage, which probably
corresponds to that of a somewhat below average 11 year old.
On the evidence of Figure 4.4 the 'peak' of the curve would
seem to lie at around the 50 per cent facility mark, suggesting
that the difficulty is greatest for the group between the 50th
and 75th percentile in a sample biased towards the lower end.
In Figure 4.5 there is not enough data to locate the maximum
difference point, but a comparison with Figure 4.4 would
indicate that for 11 year olds it might be expected to lie
around the 60 to 70 per cent facility mark (for the large-
number item), thus suggesting that the difficulty is greatest
for the group in about the 60th to 90th percentile of 11 year
olds. According to the evidence of Shayer, Kllchemann and
Wylam (see Figure 4.3 on page 138) this would be exactly that
group at the Piagetian stage of 'early concrete operations',
thus lending some support to Collis's hypothesis.
(d) The use of number to describe discrete ot continuous
quantities
In fact after more of the
	 of the operations were
distinguished than was the case at the stage of design of the
items, there were very few discrete/continuous comparisons left
even in the initial test. Those remaining were all small-
number items. The results for the initial test are given in
Table 4.25.





+	 LESSONS/MARKET	 97%	 85%
x	 JANET/BUCKET	 80%	 67%
+	 CHOCOLATE/TEACHER	 67%	 78%
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It was not possible to include parallel discrete/continuous
items in the final test.
The interpretation of Table 4.25 is complicated by the fact
that it contains two items, CHOCOLATE and MARKET, which were
both thought to present more problems from their context than
would be expected by the structure (see pages 127 and 142
respectively).
It is thus extremely difficult to draw from the 'problem'
items any conclusions about the relative difficulty of items
including numbers used to refer to discrete and continuous
quantities. In the case of the 'story' items, almost all of the
contexts supplied by the children involved discrete rather than
continuous quantities. This may have been because the
'counting' use of number is logically more fundamental than its
use for measuring. Another explanation is that primary teachers
are much more likely to introduce and practise number operations
using discrete referents. It is not easy to distinguish these
causes.
Ce) 'Problem' and 'story' items
The two types of item were included to test different
abilities: the 'problem' items tested the ability to formulate
the mathematical model in symbolic terms, while the 'story'
items tested the ability to 'realise' a symbolic mathematical
expression in an 'everyday' situation. (These two uses in
fact correspond to the two different academic mathematical
uses of the term 'model'.)
It is clear that as expected the 'story' items were found
more difficult than the 'problem' items, with the exception of
Ssubtraction where the facilities were very similar.
However because the 'stories' given by the children
embodied predominantly the 'take-away', 'repeated addition'/
'rate' and 'sharing' models, the most meaningful comparisons
are probably those underlined in the table, all nine of which
give highly significant differences in facility of between 24
and 36 per cent, with a mean of around 30 per cent.
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Table 4.26 Facilities of comparable 'ptobleffi' and 'stoty' items
in final test
Operation	 Size of	 Facility of 'problem' 	 Facility of 'story4
numbers	 items for 11, 12,	 items for 11, 12
(13) year olds	 (13) year olds
-	 large	 79, 83, (90)%	 77, 85, (89)Z
x	 small	 (46, 62, (74)%)	 45, 53, (54)Z
(78, 82, (82)%)
large	 66, 77, (82)%	 31, 41, (49)Z
+	 small	 71, 78, (84)Z
	 60, 69, (62)%
large	 (71, 75, (85)%)
	 42, 56, (58)%
(72, 81, (82)%)
Thus just less than a third of the sample were able to
recognise the mathematical expression which acted as the model
for a particular problem (allowing inversions and inverse
operations) but could not supply a problem of similar structure,
to match an expression.
Three possible explanations for this difference spring to
mind. Some children may not have realised what was required
of them in the 'story' items e.g. Russell (RO), aged 12, who
when interviewed on '9 + 3' replied
'two sixes'
and then
'Nine and three was walking down the road
and nine met three so they made twelve'
and finally
'One day I was in class and I tried to get
nine add three is twelve'.
The fact that the facility for the subtraction item, at
least,is relatively high suggests that this is not a major
contributory factor.
The second explanation might be that children had
sufficient mathematical understanding to perform the task but
lacked either the motivation or the creativity to generate
their own examples. This would not appear to be supported on
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a large scale as the omission rates for the small number items
in the final test never reached more than nine per cent for any
age group, and were generally below five per cent.
The most probable explanation in most cases however would
seem to be that creating a problem with a certain structure
required a deeper understanding than simply recognising one.
(f) Inversions and coinmutativity
All children interviewed worked on the assumption that
addition and multiplication were commutative; no doubts were
expressed.
It was clear that very many children also regarded division
as commutative; to a lesser extent this was true for
subtraction.
In the case of subtraction and division items in the final
test the numbers choosing the various expressions were as in
Table 4.27.
Table 4.27 Frequency of inversions for subtraction and division items
in final test
Operation	 Item	 Expressions	 Frequency with which chosen
by 11, 12, (13) year olds
-	 JOHN	 8 - 2	 69, 68, (66)%
2 - 8	 14, 17, (23)%
GREENS	 261 - 87	 60, 60, (68)%
87 - 261	 14, 19, (21)Z
+	 CHOCOLATE	 12 + 3	 32, 32, (36)%
	3 + 12	 14, 13, (20)Z
PLAY	 286 + 26	 34, 34, (47)7.
26 + 286	 32, 36, (37)%
DAFFODILS	 391 + 23	 44, 47, (52)%
23 ^ 391	 26, 33, (30)%
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(It should be noted that the remaining 25, 34, (28) per cent
of 'successful' 11, 12, (13) year olds chose the alternative
3 x 4 for the CHOCOLATE item, presumably for the reason noted in
the conclusions drawn from the interviews i.e. that this related
most closely to their method of solution.)
In the case of subtraction, some light is shed on this by
interview responses for the GREENS item:
e.g. Antonio (AR): Take 87 away from 261.
BJ: Which one here says exactly what you're saying?
AR: This one (indicates 261	 87). This one
(indicates 87 - 26l)
BJ: Are they the same?
AR: They're the same, yeah... like. They're
turned around.
BJ: Turned around, that's right. Do you get the
same answer?
AR: The same answer? Yeah.
Similarly with Michael (MBa):
MBa: 141...
DK: I think that's right but I don't quite follow you.
MBa: I take away 87... 87 from 228.
DK: Which of them do that?
MBa: 87 take 228 and 228 take 87.
However Russell (RI) is working towards a distinction:
RE:	 ..14l.
DK: How did you work it out?
RF: Oh - I took 87 from 228...
DK: So which of these on the back?
RI: Er,.. that one (87 - 228).
DK: How do you read that one?
RI: 87 take away 228 and er... that one.
DK: How do you read that one?
RE: 228 take away 87.
DK: Yes, are they both as good as each other?
Does it matter that the numbers are round the
other way?
RI: Yeh, it does...
DK: It does matter?
RI: You can't do it... that number's bigger than that.
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DK: You can't do 87 take away 228? Cos that's bigger?
RF: Yeh.
The reluctance to distinguish may be due to the admissable
use of the two alternative linguistic forms 'take 87 from 228'
and '228 take away 87'. Some children (e.g. MBa) also happily
used '87 take away 228' interchangeably with these, while to
others (e.g. RF) it gave rise to doubts.
Some of the interviews for the division items show a
similar confusion between language and symbolism,
e.g. Ian (IC): 391 divided into 17 (indicates 391 ^ 17) and this
one, 17 divided	 391 (indicates 17 + 391).
Similarly with Yvette (U):
U: You divide.
BJ: You divide what?
YL: That (391) by that (23).
BJ: And which one over here says that?
YL: (indicates 391 + 23)
BJ: Is there another division there?
U: Yeah, that one.
BJ: Would that one work? Are they the same?
YL: Think so, yeah.
BJ: What does that one (391 + 23) say?
YL: 23 divided by 391.
BJ: And this one (23 + 391).
U: 23 divided by 391.
There were however, as we have seen, some children who, at
least eventually, deliberately chose only the inverted response
for linguistic reasons,
e.g. Patricia (PM): You just put 13... division, it would be
division.
DK: Division. So what would you divide into what?
PM: 13 divided into 286.
DK: O.K. Let's have a look at the back now. Which
of those, if any, could do that for you?
PM: That one.
DK: how does that read?
PM: 13 divided into 286.
DK: O.K., any others'
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PM: That one.
DK: How do you read that one?
PM: 286 divided into 13.
DK: Now, let's just sort that out. You said that
was 13 divided into 286, you say this one is
286 divided into 13, O.K.? Why do you reckon
they give you the same answer?
PM: Two ways, you can put 13 into 286; 286 can't
go into 13.
DK: It can't go into 13?
PM: No, that won't go into that (286 ^ 13), but that
will go into there (13 + 286).
DK: I see, so how do you read that one then?
PM: 286 divided into 13.
DK: I see, and so... you say that one
	 go
into that?
PM: No, that one's no good, that one.
As discussed earlier it can be seen that the 'grouping'
item (PLAY) seemed relatively more likely to provoke the
'13 itito 286' response than the sharing item (DAFFODILS),
perhaps not surprisingly.
In the class test it was therefore relatively difficult to
sort out those who chose randomly, accepting both expressions,
those who deliberately chose the inverted expression for
linguistic reasons, and those who deliberately chose the right
expression for either linguistic reasons or because they
recognised the mathematical convention.
However taking children's responses over all the items of
such operation we have the results in Table 4.28.
This suggests that no more than 20 to 30 per cent of
children aged 11-12 recognise the mathematical convention
adopted in using the division sign, with between about 50 and
75 per cent in the case of subtraction.
The reasons for this seem to be partly linguistic; in
each case there are acceptable linguistic forms in which the
large number occurs either first or last. It is also the case
that provided the universe is that of the natural numbers, there
can be no confusion over the answer, in whichever order the
numbers are written. This would appear to be a contributory
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factor, since children generally do tend to assume a universe
of natural numbers, as is demonstrated in Chapter Six.
There may also be school experience factors, in that although
teachers are unlikely to invert the expression themselves, they
are also unlikely to explain that the inversion is not correct
since it may never occur in practice in the classroom. (The
inversions did occur in all schools and there were no schools
where the proportion of them was markedly greater or less than
would have been expected.)
Table 4.28 Percentages of children recognising orreet fOrmat for
subtraction and division 1tmS in finitst




	 52%	 51%	 (54%)
At least one inversion
	 22%	 27%	 (32%)
Division (3 items)
All three answers in correct format
	 19%	 17%	 (28%)
Two answers in correct format, the
third not inverted	 9%	 9%	 ( 7%)
One or more inversion
	 45%	 49%	 (49%)
It is not clear however why the proportions differ between
subtraction and division.
It is perhaps worth noting that this research was carried
out in a period when hand—held calculators were just starting
to be widely purchased. It would be interesting to note
whether ready access to calculators will have any effect on
the results in future.
Summary of conclusions onparticular items from class test
1. Addition and subtraction were generally well understood in
all models although it was possible to find problems for both
operations which are not recognised by 20 per cent of the 12
year old population. The models most readily supplied by
children were those of 'union' and 'adding on' for addition,
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and 'take-away' for subtraction; others appeared comparatively
rarely.
2. The Igroupjng and 'sharing' models of division were
equally easy to recognise. The same is probably the case for
the 'repeated addition' and 'rate' models of multiplication,
which are comparable in difficulty to the division models, but
the 'Cartesian product' model was significantly more difficult
and only recognised by about 60 per cent of the 12 year old
population. When asked to supply stories, the 'rate' form of
multiplication and the 'sharing' form of division were chosen
by the great majority of children.
3. It seems possible that the fact that children found it
easier to supply a problem for division than for multiplication
could be explained by the closer relation between symbols, words
and physical actions in the case of division.
4. In general the order of increasing difficulty was
+, -, +, x; although the variation between different models
in any operation was large compared with the difference between
operations.
5. The presence of large rather than small numbers made the
identification of the correct operation more difficult in all
cases. This seemed to cause particular problems for children
who might be thought to be at the early concrete stage in
Piagetian terms.
6. It was significantly more difficult to create a problem
embodying a particular model of an operation than it was to
recognise that model in a given problem.
7. At most 20-30 per cent of 11 and 12 year olds consistently
followed the mathematical convention of the order of the
figures in a division expression, the proportions for subtraction
being between 50 and 75 per cent. This seemed to be partly due
to the presence of adniissable linguistic orderings in the case
of each operation. There appeared to be no ambiguity perceived





A.	 Results and Analysis
In order to identify different stages of development in
the number operations area an attempt was made to group children
on the results of the class-tests in a similar way to the
grouping that had occurred on the basis of the interviews.
This was eventually done by two alternative methods.
Method (i) was used initially; method (ii) was developed
specifically in order to analyse the second round of CSMS
mathematics tests. For purposes of consistency the Number
Operations data was therefore later re-analysed using method (ii).
Each method will be described in turn, and the conclusions,
which in many cases are supported with reference to both
analyses, will follow at the end.
(a) Method (1)
(i) Class-test tri1 aitalysis Method Ci) was evolved using the
results of the 105 children who at the trial stage had completed
either Draft 2 or Draft 3 and thus for whom results on both
problem and story items were available. The reason for settling
the grouping at this stage, in contrast to the practice adopted
in later topics, was to arrive at a final marking scheme which
could be used immediately by the teachers who would be marking
the final test. In addition it provided a basis for selecting
the items which would appear in the final version. The grouping
was carried out using those 17 items common to Drafts 2 and 3
which comprised the fourteen items finally chosen together
with BUTTONS, TEAMS and t9 - 3?,
Initially each child's responses were recorded in
diagrammatic form on a slip of paper and the CSMS mathematics
team, working together, attempted to sort these out into
patterns of performance which were broadly similar. During the
course of this operation it was decided to
(v) combine the addition and subtraction problem
items into one group;
(x) combine the division problem items into one group;
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(y) combine the multiplication problem items into
one group; (this was done at a rather late
stage after initially working with the
'cartesian product' and the 'repeated addition'!
'rate' items separately on account of their
differing facilties);
(z) consider the 'story' items separately from the
'problem' items.
For each operation-set of problem items children were then
sorted into different performance patterns. These patterns of
response were not well ordered, but to simplify the final
classification it was decided to impose an ordering by con-
sidering only the total number of 'correct' (allowing 'inversions'
and 'inverse operations') items in the case of each of the
operations. This gave a three-dimensional classification for
the problem items, with a total of 4 x 5 x 5 possible cells,
most of which were in fact empty. This was eventually further
simplified so as to record for each operation only whether less
than two-thirds, or at least two-thirds of the items were
correct.
The 'two-thirds' criterion was chosen because it was the
proportion finally settled upon by Shayer, KUchemann and Wylam
(1976) in the science side of the CSMS project for their
assessment of Piagetian levels, based on an examination of
other studies in the literature.
The two-thirds criterion meant that the 'addition-
subtraction' set with three items was treated differently from
the four-item multiplication and division item-sets. It was
known that some items would need to be omitted to enable the
final test to be completed within 35 minutes. Hence it seemed
reasonable to decide to omit one each of the multiplication
and division items so that exactly three problem items would
remain for each operation, allowing an equitable application of
the 'two-thirds' criterion. Thus 'BUTTONS' and 'TEAMS' were
removed. (However in hindsight it might have been preferable to
remove the 'CHOCOLATE' item rather than 'TEAMS' since it was
later felt to cause problems of interpretation).











code, each digit depending on whether he or she had answered
correctly at least two of the three remaining problems for
addition/subtraction, multiplication, and division, respectively.
This gave a total of eight groups for the problem items with
codes ranging from 000 to lii, but only the four groups coded
111, 101, 100 and 000 contained eight or more of the 105
children, the groups 001, 011 and 010 each containing less than
four children.
A similar procedure was used in the case of the stories,
except that since there were only two items for each operation
the two-thirds criterion was not appropriate. Instead the child
was allocated 1 or 0 for each operation according to whether
or not he or she had successfully completed the 'large number'
story for that operation. (This allowed the small number
subtraction story to be dropped from the final test, although
the two for the other operations were retained to assist in the
small number/large number comparisons.) For the story items
all of the children were contained in just five of the possible
eight categories.
Each child was thus assigned two 3-digit codes, which were
distributed as follows:
Table 4.29 Distribution of 3-digit codes for trial 1as-test
'story' items (±, x, +)
ill	 101	 110	 100	 000
Since there were only 12 of the 64 possible cells with four
or more children, a means of further reducing the possible
categories was sought which preserved the largest groups of
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children on this matrix.
The addition of the two 3-digit codes appeared to fulfil
this criterion, resulting in each child receiving a single 3-
digit code in base 3. The distribution was as follows:
Table 4.30 Distribution of combined codes for trial class-test
222 212 221 211 112 111 202 201 101 210 200 110 100 000
Frequency 10 15	 6 13	 1 5 2 12 9
	 2 10 5 9
	
6
This resulted in ten of the previous groups of four or more
children being retained as separate (sometimes with the
addition of a few extra individuals) ard only two of them being
combined. Again only fourteen of the possible 27 cells were
filled, and only 11 containing four or more children.
Thus a further reduction in the possible categories seemed
possible. It was felt that if possible this final set should
be strictly ordered.
An obvious way of doing this would have been to simply
total the digits to give a possible seven groups from 6 (2+2+2)
to 0 (0+0+0). However it was decided that it would be better to
go back to the total profile of results of the children in the
14 groups in order to combine together those with generally
similar performances, rather than to apply a rather crude
mathematical procedure.
The final grouping arrived at was therefore as follows:
Table 4.31 Distribution of levels for class-test trials
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This satisfied the criteria of a smaller number of strictly
ordered levels, and each level contained a reasonable proportion
of children. However compared with the 3—digit codes there were
three disadvantages:
(x) what appeared to be distinct types of performances
(e.g. codes 200 and 110) were now combined into a
single level;
(y) the levels numbered 1 to 7 were much less easy to
interpret than the codes;
(z) although the levels appeared to be strictly ordered
in terms of the mean total scores of the children in
each level, it was possible for a child with a higher
total score than another to be assigned to a lower
level.
To satisfy the first point and to some extent the last, it was
decided to retain all three stages of classification, both for
the purposes of teachers and for that of research. Whichever
was used in any particular situation would depend on the desired
balance between simplicity and crudeness.
To assist with the second point the actual performances of
all children at each level were summarised in order to provide
a general description. Also the children who had been inter-
viewed were assigned to the approximate code and hence to the
level which would seem to fit their performances. This
procedure was extremely tentative since few of the interviewees
had been given all the 14 final items, and moreover it was not
always easy to decide whether a response should be marked
'right' or wrongV• However it was thought to be a worthwhile
exercise since it appeared to give some insight into the type
of reasoning which could be expected at any particular level.
The results of this categorisation are given in Table 4.2
on page 116. It can be seen from this table that there was
considerable similarity, although not complete agreement, between
the levels arrived at by the above coding and those resulting
from previous classification of the interview responses.
On the basis of the detail of the interview responses and
the complete results profiles of the children, the following
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general descriptions were producted for each level.
Level	 Codes	 Description
7	 222	 These pupils have a sound understanding of the
arithmetic operations and in many cases also recognise
the importance of the way the operations are written.
They are probably ready for work in simple algebra
as they should be able to cope with more abstract ideas.
6	 212	 These pupils are generally sound but have difficulties
221	 with one operation only, usually multiplication. They
202	 may also have occasional lapses with the other two
operations. One or two pupils in this group may
realise the fact that the order of the numbers matters
in the written expression but on the whole they are
fairly concrete in their thinking.
5	 211	 Many of these pupils can cope with 'the problem items'
111	 adequately (though not perfectly) but have trouble
with 'the story items'. There may be a special reason
for this (e.g. they may have misunderstood the story
items completely, in which case they might more
properly fit into Level 6 (or 7)). Otherwise it
probably indicates that they have some problems with
multiplication and division.
4	 201	 Very weak on multiplication, with no real idea of what
101	 this operation involves. Rather better on addition!
subtraction and division, but still a little shaky in
these areas.
3	 210	 A fair grasp of addition/subtraction but very weak in
200	 both multiplication and division. These pupils are
110	 very concrete in the way they think and are likely to
need work with apparatus in order to help them build
up concepts of multiplication and division.
2	 100	 Like the group above, but also their grasp of addition
and subtraction is rather shaky. Again all mathe-
matical work should be very concrete.
1	 000	 Very backward and in need of remedial help
individually or in a very small group.
It should be noted that there was not unanimity in the
CSMS team at this stage over the acceptance of a two-thirds
criterion for understanding of a particular operation. The
two-thirds criterion appeared not to distinguish those children
who had a completely firm grasp of the operation from those
who had a fair idea. Hence all results at this stage were
worked out twice, using both 2/3 and 3/3 criteria for the
problem items, and using the 2/2 as well as the 'large number'
criterion for the story items.
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(ii) Final class-test analysis The initial marking was done
in accordance with the 'marking instructions' given in Appendix D.
However not all possible codes could be assigned in advance
to levels since some had not arisen during the trials. It was
necessary to scrutinise the papers of all children allocated
such codes in order to make a decision as to which level they
best fitted into. At the same time decisions previously based
on performance of only one or two individuals were reviewed.
The decision was finally taken after the marking had been
done to accept the two-thirds criterion, but to attempt to
distinguish those children with a firm grasp of all operations,
and also of non-comtnutativity, by creating a 'level 8', which
contained all pupils who correctly answered all items on the
paper, this time not allowing inversions or inverse operations.




8	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2
222	 222
(All items	 (Some items
	 212	 211	 201	 200	 100 000
correct; no incorrect or 221	 111	 101	 210
inversions	 with m yers- (122) (112) (202) (110)
or inverse	 ions or





(The codes in brackets arose relatively rarely; those not
included in the table were not obtained by any child in the
testing.),
The results for the final class test are given in Tables
4.32 to 4.35 and Figures 4.7 to 4.10 in both tabular and
diagrammatic form. (The figures for the ten year olds are
included, although they are based on a single school, only to
give a tentative indication of the trend in development over
the whole four year-groups.)
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Table 4.32 Distribution of codes fot problem items in final class-





(10)	 11	 12	 (13) year oldr
111	 (37%)	 58%	 66%	 (72%)
011	 ( 4%)	 27.	 2%	 ( 27.)
101	 (18%)	 12%	 11%	 (10%)
110	 (14%)	 6%	 10%	 ( 87.)
001	 ( 1%)	 3%	 2%	 C 2%)
010	 ( 0%)	 1%	 0%	 ( 1%)
100	 (18%)	 13%	 5%	 C 4%)
000	 ( 9%)	 5%	 4%	 ( 2%)
Table 4.33 Distribution of codes for story items in final class-
























































Table 4.34 Distribution of combined codes for final cIass-






(10)	 11	 12	 (13)
222	 (117.)	 21%	 32%	 (35%)
212	 (17%)	 11%	 13%	 (15%)
221	 ( 27.)	 5%	 6%	 ( 8%)
211	 (12%)	 18%	 13%	 (14%)
111	 ( 4%)	 6%	 7%	 ( 5%)
202	 ( 5%)	 3%	 3%	 ( 3%)
201	 (13%)	 6%	 5%	 ( 2%)
101	 ( 3%)	 4%	 5%	 ( 4%)
210	 ( 5%)	 3%	 6%	 ( 2%)
200	 (10%)	 5%	 2%	 ( 2%)
100	 C 9%)	 8%	 4%	 ( 2%)
000	 ( 3%)	 3%	 1%	 ( 0%)
rear olds
(All codes assigned to less than two per cent of the total sample have
been omitted.)
Table 4.35 Distribution of levels in final test for
(10), 11, 12, (13) year olds
Level
Age
(10)	 11	 12	 (13)
8	 ( 2%)	 7%	 7%	 (11%)
7	 C 9%)	 14%	 26%	 (24%)
6	 (19%)	 18%	 19%	 (25%)
5	 (17%)	 26%	 22%	 (22%)
4	 (24%)	 14%	 13%	 (10%)
3	 (19%)	 10%	 9%	 ( 6%)
2	 (9%)	 8%	 4%	 (2%)





Figure 4.7 Distribution of codes for problm-itetns in final class-test
for 11, 12 yat'o1ds (Percentages are only given for codes
to which more than% of the total sample are assigned.)
Figure 4.8 Distribution of codes for story-iteinsinfitta1 c1ass-tst
for 11, 12 year olds (Percentages are only given for codes
to which more than 3% of the total sample are assigned.)
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Figure 4.9 Distribution of combited cOd
	 for problemafideories
on final 1ass-test fot 11, 12 yeät olds
(Percentages are only given for codes to which more than 2%
of the total sample are assigned.)
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Figure 4.10 Percertages of each ytar group of (10), 11, 12(13)




It was decided after the Number Operations test was
analysed that 14 items were insufficient to support any very
firm conclusions. Therefore in the remaining CSMS areas much
more extensive tests were used containing between 40 and 80
separate items.
The analysis method reported above, method (1), is largely
an informal ad hoc system arrived at by working as closely as
possible with the original data and making very limited use
of statistical procedures. It thus follows closely the
'exploratory data analysis' paradigm (Tukey, 1977) rather than
that of more traditional psychometrics.
With the larger number of items involved in later tests
the same type of analysis would have been more difficult. Also
with a large number of test-areas to process a more standard-
ised and less time-consuming method appeared to be needed. It
was still required that items would be classified into coherent
groups and that children would be described in terms of their
mathematical attainment according to those item-groups on which
they had scored at a criterion-level.
The method most similar to that described above appeared
to be to take the various lists of aspects of each topics which
had formed the basis for the test-designs (see e.g. the list on
page 217 later for an example for the case of 'Place Value
and Decimals'), and to use this as the framework for grouping
the items. However this appeared to have two major problems;
first that sometimes the facilities for the items related to a
single aspect were very diverse (this had been to a lesser
extent true in the Number Operations groups) and, second, that
some items appeared to embody a number of different aspects and
were therefore not easily classifiable.
It was decided therefore to attempt to form the groups on
an empirical rather than on a theoretical basis.
In order to cluster the items a 'distance' function was
required which measured the 'similarity' of any two items.
Although most of the items were in fact coded according to
different answers thought to reveal different strategies, a
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decision was made to treat the data, for clustering purposes
only, as dichotomous, so that all responses were considered as
correct/incorrect.







where a is the number of children answering item 1 incorrectly
and item 2 correctly, b is the number of children answering both
items correctly, and so on.
A measure of distance was therefore required which was
based on this type of data. A number of such coefficients were
investigated including Yule's Y, Yule's Q, Loevinger's II, 4) (the
four-fold point correlation coefficient) and a coefficient
invented by the author which was christened 'B', the derivation
of which is given in Appendix F'. (In fact the first four of
those named above are technically coefficients of association
rather than of distance, but can be converted by subtraction
from one.)
Loevinger's H was rejected since it was asymmetric and
therefore could not properly act as a distance function. Also
we ideally required a d 0 as a necessary as well as a
sufficient condition for the distance function to take a zero
value. Thus Y and Q (and H) were all rejected since d = 0 was
in each case a sufficient condition for zero distance. In
practice this meant that those pairs of items with low 'distance'
using these indices were generally those pairs with very
different facilities, whereas it was decided that our groups would
contain items with similar facilities.
The final choice was therefore between B and 4), and as
shown in Appendix F these two turned out to be quite closely
related and indeed 1-4) and B are shown to give similar values
for items with similar facilities. It is the author's view
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that B is preferable for theoretical reasons, but the CSMS team
in the end chose 4) since it was already a recognised coefficient,
being the dichotomous form of the Pearson product moment
correlation coefficient, and since it could easily be tested
for significance using the relationship 4)
'in
A 'correlation' table for all pairs of items was thus
printed out for each test using the 4) coefficient. (In the
case of Number Operations and Place Value and Decimals a
distance matrix was also printed out using the B coefficient
for comparison.)
Then various statistical techniques were tried on this data
from the second round of CSMS tests in order to try to group
the items. The 'Graphs' and the 'Algebra' data were factor-
analysed. In the former case it produced only one factor, and
in the latter case it was found that the two or three groups
produced simply represented 'easy' and 'hard' items, the
splits occurring where there were breaks in the range of
facilities. Various forms of cluster analysis and linkage
analysis were also tried on the Graphs and Ratio data, all of
which appeared to give similar but slightly different results.
The team did not consider that any of these methods was clearly
superior to the others; in fact the literature suggests
(e.g. Everitt, 1974) that each has drawbacks. Hence it was
decided once again to operate in a more subjective way but
using the correlation matrix data as a basis. A similar
procedure was used for all the areas tested, and was finally
extended to the Number Operations area, providing a second
method of analysis which would be consistent with the remainder
of the project.
The exact technique used is explained below with reference
to the Number Operations data.
1.	 First the results were transferred to computer coding
sheets. The responses to the 'problem' items were coded as
follows:
correct answer	 coded 1
inversion	 coded 2)	 subtraction and
inverse Operation	 coded 3)
	
division items only
other answers	 coded 9
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The 'story' items were simply coded 1 for an appropriate story
and 9 otherwise.
The data was then transferred onto computer files for
analysis.
2.	 The 4)-correlation matrix was then computed on the basis of
the sample total, together with the B-distance matrix. These
are reproduced in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 respectively. It was
not decided at this stage whether code 1 alone, codes 1 and 2,
or codes 1, 2 and 3, should be taken as constituting a 'correct'
answer. Hence in the correlation matrices statistics are
included for all three categories so that a decision could be
taken according to whichever best correlated with other items.
Hence in the matrices we have apparently three different
'items' all of which relate to item 6 i.e.
	
6:	 taking only code 1 into account for item 6
	
612:	 taking codes 1 and 2 only for item 6
	
623:	 taking codes 1, 2 and 3 for item 6.
A similar system is used for items 3, 4 and 8. It should be
noted that in general the values of 4) are lower than in the
case of other tests. This seems likely to be due partly to
the multiple-choice nature of the problem items, partly to the
fact that the facilities are mostly quite high, and partly to
the fact that each item was designed to test a different
combination of factors. (It was clear from other tests that
items with high facilities generally had low 4)-values with
most other items, perhaps since a higher proportion of the
errors were 'random' ones.)
It will be seen that in general 1-B and 4) give very similar
results, the difference being, as shown in Appendix F, that
1-B is always lower, with the difference being greatest between
-	 items of very different facility. Thus on empirical as well as
theoretical grounds B appears to be superior. However in view
of the fact that the choice of 4) was a team decision and that
in almost all cases they produce the same results for the
grouping, the further analysis reported here is based on 4).
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3. A diagram was then drawn (see Figure 4.13) to illustrate
where the strongest item intercorrelations were, using different
colours to represent 4)-values in different ranges between .3
and 1. On the basis of this diagram and the $-matrix it was
decided that:
(a) Item 2 (the addition) should not be included in any
grouping Since it had no 4)-values greater than .3 with
any other items, but that all the remaining items should
be included.
(b) For items 1, 3, 4, 6 and 8 (the subtractions and divisions),
inversions should be counted correct. No decision was
made at this point as to whether inverse operations should
be allowed or not.
This left the items 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 together with
either 123, 323, 423, 623 and 823 or 112, 312, 412, 612 and 812.
4. An attempt was then made to group these items on the basis
of the criteria that items within each group should be
(a) mathematically similar
(b) of similar facility i.e. within a range not greater than
around 15 per cent.
(c) linked together by high 4)-values. The 4)-value between
each item-pair within a group had to exeed some criterion-
value.
The criterion values of 4) did in fact vary both between
different CSMS tests and between different facility ranges
within tests. In particular it was found that the items
within a test which had the highest,and sometimes also
those that had the lowest, facilities rarely had such
high 4)-values as did items of intermediate facility.
When a set of item-groups was suggested, it was also
checked that
(d) items within each group had high 4)-values with items in
neighbouring groups
Ce) the groups fitted the data for each of the separate
age-ranges
(f) the groups were 'scalable' in that all but a small percent-
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Figure 4.13 4-links for Number Operations items 	 -
Note: Item 6 represents item 6 with only code 1 counted as correct
	
" 612	 " 6 i? codes 1 and 2 "	 "	 "
	
623	 tI	 6	 " codes 1., 2 and 3 counted as correct.
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criterion of succeeding with two-thirds of the items
in any particular group only having done so also on
all groups withhigher facility items.
This latter criterion was taken as two-thirds for the same
reason as in the case of method (1); where the item-total was
not a multiple of three the decision as to which of the two
nearest figures to accept was based on
methods; that producing the lowest proportion of 'non-scale-
type' children being selected.
These six criteria were used in all the CSMS analyses of
mathematical areas. In each case two or more team members were
asked to independently suggest groupings of items, working from
the -matrix and the related graph. Discussions then took place
until a short-list of up to four possible groupings was agreed.
These alternatives were then carefully checked again against all
the criteria in order to make a final decision. In particular
the mean, median and minimum +-values in each group were com-
pared, as were the percentages of non_sca1_ypI children, for
each 'short-listed' grouping. In fact the latter figure was
eventually kept below seven per cent for all the tests,
indicating that in general the groups were reasonably 'well-
ordered'. The agreed item-groups were therefore known as 'levels'.
In the case of the Number Operations test two systems of
groups were tried out, one including the inverse operations as
correct and one without. In both cases different criterion
levels were tried out where the group-size was not divisible
by three.
The A-groups were:
Al:	 323, 623, 10 :
	
criterion level 2/3
A2: 5, 123, 823, 423, 9 :	 criterion level 3/5
(or 4/5)
A3: 7, 11, 12, 13 :	 criterion level 3/4 (or 2/4)
A4: 14	 :	 criterion level 1/1
Al.5 Al + A2: criterion level 5/8
A3.5 = A3 + A4: criterion level 3/5 (or 4/5)
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The B-groups were:
Bi:	 312, 612, 10
B2:	 5, 812, 412, 9
B3: 7, 11, 112, 12, 13
B4: 14
B1.5 = Bi + B2










The criterion levels given in brackets were later
discarded since they gave higher percentages of 'non-scalable'
children. The figures for the remaining permutations were
Table 4.36 Percentage of 'non-scalable' children for various
systems of item-groups
r	 GrouDs	 I Percentaae of non-scalable children


















Thus the set of groups Al, A2, A3.5 had the lowest
percentage of non-scalable children. (It also had the highest
coefficients of reproducibility (.96) and of scalability (.85)).
This grouping was also preferred since the inclusion of
'inverse operations' was consistent with the earlier analyses
in method (i), and since the presence of item 1 in the second
rather than the third group made the groups more mathematically
coherent.
It was decided therefore that there should be three
'levels' of items for Number Operations as follows:
LEVEL 1: SUBTRACTION ITEMS
Items 3, 6, [0	 (allowing inversions and inverse
operations)
Criterion level 2/3
LEVEL 2: RECOGNITION OF DIVISION MD MULTIPLICATIONS
(NOT CARTESIAN PRODUCT)












LEVEL 3: CONSTRUCTION OF MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION;
RECOGNITION OF CARTESIAN PRODUCT
Items 7, 11, 12, 13, 14.
Criterion level 3/5
The facility-range for each level for each of the three
years are illustrated in Figure 4.14.
In fact the facility-range of level 3 is considerably
larger than would normally be considered reasonable for a single
level. This is entirely due to the decision to combine the
previous groups A3 and A4. Without Item 14 the facility ranges
for level 3 are (25.4), 17.9, 16.6, (19.3) per cent. Had
there been more harder items in the test it seems likely that
item 14 would combined with others to form a level 4. The
+-statistics for the three levels agreed are given in Table
4.37 below.
Table 4.37 c-statistics for levels




10	 .158	 .099	 1.000
	










123	 .281	 .301	 1.000
	
423	 .204	 .386	 .314
	



















12	 .385	 .277	 .479
	
1 • 000	 Minimum = .21
	
14	 .358	 .310	 .507	 .557	 1.000
11	 7	 13	 12	 14
As has already been noted, these values are considerably
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j i Nurfiber Operations
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The proportion of children in each level in each year is
shown in Figure 4.15. Those who did not achieve any level are
shown as level 0.
The 5.8 per cent of children who were 'non-scale' types
are included at the highest level on which they attained the
criterion mark. The distribution of the 'non-scale type'
children was as shown in Table 4.38.
Table 4.38 Distribution of 'non-ca1e type' children
ercent
Level 2 but not level 1(or 3)
	 28	 2.9
Level 3 but neither level 2 or level 1
	 3	 0.3
Level 3 and level 1 but not level 2
	 22	 2.2




For purposes of comparison with the eight levels arrived
at by method (1), the two sets of proportions are shown
together in Figure 4.16 and the cross-tabulation of combined
codes and two sets of levels is given in Tables 4.39 and 4.40.
It can be seen that, roughly speaking, level 3 under
method (ii) corresponds to levels 6, 7, 8 in method (i), level
2 corresponds to levels 5 and 4, level 1 to level 3 and level 0
to levels 2 and 1.
Table 4.39 Cross-tabulation of percentages in combined codes (using
method (i)) and level (using method (ii)) for whole sample
[o 100 101 110 lii 112 200 201 202 210 211 212 221 22fl
(method 2
	 0 0
	 2	 1	 6	 1 0 4	 1	 213	
524
The above figures are percentages of the total sample
expressed to the nearest whole number.
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Figure 4.15 Perntage of each yat group of(1O), 11,



































Figure 4.16 Percentage of each year group at each level -
comparistht of methods (1) aid (ii) for
-	 Nunibet Operations
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Table 4.40 Cross-tabulatiot of 	 artived at by




1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7 .8
0	 2 3 1 1 0 0 0 0
1	 0 3 7 3 0 0 0 0
2	 0 0 1 8 20 3 0 0
3	 0 0 0 2 4 16 17	 7
The measure of association between the two alternative
methods of grouping ,wàs calculated using Kruskal's 
-r was 0.93.
This coefficient (Goodman and Kruskal, 1954) indicates the
degree to which children are similarly ranked by the two
methods, and is calculated using the formula = P-Q where
P+Q
P is the number of 'concordant pairs' i.e. those pairs of
children with levels using the two methods of (X 1 ,Y1 ) and
(X2 , Y2 ) where X1 > X2 and	 > Y2 or	 < X2 and	 < Y2 , and
Q is the number of 'discordant pairs', where X 1 >	 and
<	 or X1
 <	 and	 > Y. (This was preferred to the
use of a Pearson product-moment correlation since the data was
both ordinal and grouped). This value of y indicates that
there is, as expected, a very close association between the
results of the two methods.
B. Conclusions
These are based on the results of the analysis using
either method (i) or method (ii) or both.
It should be noted that these conclusions are based on a
small number of items (14 in the final test) and, as previously
noted, it was not feasible to include many of the potentially
interesting variations, especially the variations in
of each of the operations. Moreover, some of the steps in the
analysis are subjective, although always based on group
consensus. Nevertheless the results are generally coherent
and are supported by interview as well as class-test data.
In the list of conclusions which follow it should in
particular be borne in mind throughout that when reference is
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made to the degree of understanding of one or more of the
number operations, this is assessed by performance on a limited
set of items, all of the word problem types (whether analysis
or synthesis), and cannot justifiably be generalised to a
wider range of contexts.
In addition to these context-based limitations in
interpretation, conclusions 8 to 10 follow from a somewhat
dubious process of drawing developmental conclusions from
cross-sectional data. Although there is considerable
precedence for this procedure (in the Piagetian and other
literature) the conclusions must remain very hypothetical,
and await validation from longitudinal data.
1. A considerable majority of children have a reasonable
grasp of the 'meaning' of addition and subtraction. On method
(i) the percentages of children scoring less than a two-thirds
criterion on the group of addition/subtraction problems were
(14), 11, 8, (7) for (10), 11, 12, (13) year olds respectively,
and for those scoring less than the maximum of two for addition/
subtraction on the combined code for problems and stories
together the percentages were (26), 28, 21, (17). As previously
noted the figures in brackets are rather more tentative than
the others, being based on small samples. On method (ii) the
percentages not achieving the two-thirds criterion for the
subtraction group were (6), 7, 5, (2). However even the
latter figures suggest that in a representative mixed ability
class on entry to secondary school two children might be
expected not to have a clear grasp of the meaning of subtraction,
and eight would not be able to think up a 'subtraction story'.
2. The percentage of children who appeared to have a firm
grasp of division was rather less, at (33), 35, 48, (53) of
(10), 11, 12, (13) year olds, respectively. (This is the
result of considering those who achieve on method (i) at least
the two-thirds criterion on the 'combined code' for problems
and stories together). Thus it is only in the 13 year old age
that this reaches half the child population.
3. Multiplication was even less well understood than division,
with the corresponding percentage to that given above for
division here being reduced to (13), 26, 38, (43) per cent of
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the (10), 11, 12, (13) year old age groups.
4. A child's understanding of the meaning of addition and
subtraction is likely to be greater than, or at least as great
as, his or her understanding of multiplication and division.
There were, using method (1), only five per cent who had a
lower final code for addition/subtraction than for either of
the other operations, and these were split between nine
different codes, none containing as many as two per cent of the
sample, which was well within the margin of 'random error'.
Using method (ii) under four per cent achieved the multiplication/
division levels (2 or 3) without achieving the subtraction
level (1). This was in spite of the fact that only the hardest
addition/subtraction models were retained in the final test
whereas the models for multiplication and division covered the
whole range.
5. Although most children seem to have a grasp of the meaning
of division which is firmer than, or at least as firm as, that
of multiplication, there appears to be a significant minority
who seem to be stronger in multiplication. Using method Ci)
there were 28 per cent of the sample with a final code which
was lower in multiplication than in division and 12 per cent
with a final code which was lower in division than in multiplica-
tion. (The remainder had equal codes for both.)
6. Fewer children in this age-range than might be expected
have a reasonably clear understanding of the meaning of all four
operations. Using method (i) no more than about one third of 12
or 13 year o].ds achieved a level 7 or 8, and only jO to 20 per
cent of 10 or 11 year olds. Using method (ii), around 40 per
cent of 10 or 11 year olds and 60 per cent of 12 or 13 year
olds achieved level 3 (i.e. succeeded with most of the stories/
cartesian product items). To apply a stronger criterion, the
children who answered correctly all items on the test, irrespective
of whether they could recognise the non-commutativity of
division and subtraction expressions, were only (3), 10, 18, (22)
per cent respectively of the (10), 11, 12 (13) year olds samples.
7. The recognition of non-commutativity of division and
subtraction increased with the understanding of the meaning
of the operation. Thus, using method (i), the proportion of
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those in each level for the whole sample over all age-groups
with no inversions was:
Table 4.41 Percentages of children in each level (using
method (i)) who recognise the nott-corninutati'u-ity

















(It will be appreciated that children were only assessed as
having 'no inversions' if they had selected the correct non-
commutative operation in four or more cases, so that in
practice many of the children at lower levels would not
'qualify'.)
The total percentages of children recognising non-
commutativity at each age-level were (18), 24, 26, (33) for
the (10), 11, 12, (13) year aids respectively.
8. It is suggested by the results that most children first
acquire an understanding of the meaning of addition and sub-
traction (probably in that order, taking into account the item
results for the initial class-test), and then their under-
standing of multiplication and division grows simultaneously
with division usually being ahead.
There would appear to be no unique path of development
in the case of the development of the whole area of multiplication
and division, but there do seem to be some preferred routes in
that some ideas are generally, but not always, grasped first.
9. The child of average ability appears at the age of ten to
have a fairly firm grasp of addition and subtraction together
with some idea of multiplication and division. Through the
years 10 to 13 he or she is developing an understanding of
multiplication and division. This is illustrated in Figure
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4.16 on page 190 where the median child is seen to progress from
level 4 to level 6 (using method (i)) and from level 2 to level
3 (using method (ii)).
10. The progress of any particular child would seem to be
relatively slow. However, as in the case of conclusions 8 and 9,
this developmental interpretation must only be made with
reservations as it depends on the fact that the ordering of the
children doe8 not change from year to year. If this is assumed,
then Figure 4.10 would seem to indicate that, using method (i),
no child would progress as much as three levels (out of the
total eight) over the three-year period 10-13 years, and only
35 per cent would progress as much as two levels. Using method
(ii) Figure 4.15 would suggest that of the 60 per cent not at
the top level at age 10, about two-thirds move exactly one
level and one-third remain at the same level over the three-year
period.
It should again be re-iterated here that all these
conclusions are based on a limited number cf items of a
particular type, and that developmental implications of the
type drawn in cnc1usions 8 to 1.0 are especially tentative.
The most convincing explanations of the patterns of attain-
/	 nient and development embodied in the above conclusions would
seem to derive from Piaget.
As has been noted on page 56 his experiments would suggest
that addition would be acquired at the beginning of the concrete
operations period (substage 2A), together with the repeated
addition form of multiplication, but that cartesian product
form would not be understood until late in the concrete
operations period (substage 2B). This would suggest the
following equivalences:







213, .213/3A.	 6/7	 . .	 . . . 3
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Figure 4.17 shows the relative proportions of children in the
two sets of levels compared with the proportions found to be
at various Piagetian stages by Shayer, Kflchemann and Wylam
(1976) - see Figure 4.3 on page 138 for reference.
It can be seen from this that the hypothesis above is
generally borrout, given that one would expect some allowance
to be made for sampling error, test validity and test reliability.
Further evidence on this correspondence between level and
Piagetian stage will be considered in the next section.
$	 Comparisons with Other Measures
The comparisons in this section are reported using method
(i) of assigning levels, since the results were analysed
shortly after the'testing was done. It was not considered
necessary to repeat the analyses using method (ii) since it has
been shown in the previous section that the two produce
effectively very similar rankings of the children, and hence
it seems unlikely that the results would be very different.
(a) Piagetian stages Since one of the aims of the CSMS project
was to match mathematical concepts, in terms of their demand, to
Piagetian stages, an attempt was made to assess the Piagetian
stage of a number of the children doing the Number Operations
test.
It was noted on page 121 that the attempt made at the inter-
view stage using the Science Reasoning Task in Spatial
Relationships (Shayer et al, 1980) was not particularly
successful, probably due partly to the unreliability of the
Piagetian task and partly to the tendency of the children to
• cluster round the 2A/B level.
It was therefore decided that results in the Number
Operations test would only be compared with Piagetian level
where this was arrived at on the basis of two or more of the
Science Reasoning Taks. Two of the schools which had been
included in the sample for the Science Reasoning Tasks kindly
agreed to take the Number Operations task, which meant that 161
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Figure 4.17 Perentges of each year group at Nurtther
Operatiot 1eve1, bymethods (1) aid (ii),
aid at Piagetiait 1e'1s
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it should be noted that not all of these children did all three
of the Tasks I (Spatial Reasoning), II (Volume and Density) and
[II (Pendulum); some did only two of them, generally Tasks I
and II. The final Piagetian stage assessment is therefore
based on the child t s mean stage for the two or three assessments
available.
The results for method (i) are given in Table 4.42
Table 4.42 Cross-tabulatibn of Piagetian stage and Number Operations
level (method (1))
	
3B 0	 0	 0	 0 0	 0	 0	 0
	
3A 0
	 0	 0	 0 0
	 0	 0	 1
	
B/3A 0
	 0,	 0	 2 0	 1	 1	 4
Piagetian	 2B 0
	 1	 4	 4 5	 12	 8	 6
stage	 2A/B 0
	 4	 14	 15 14




	 2	 5	 6 2	 3	 0	 0
1	 2	 0	 1	 1	 1	 0	 0	 0
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
Number Operations level (method (i))
This gave a coefficient of association of y = 0.50 which,
although highly significant, is not particularly large. (The
product-moment correlation coefficient was r = 0.48 which
indicates about 25 per cent of common variance.) However it
should be noted that it is of the same order as the inter-
task correlations reported by Shayer et al (1976) which were
0.41 (Task I with Task II) and 0.57 (Task II with Task III).
Again there were also problems of the 'bunching' of
children at 2A/B, in some cases arising from the results of
taking the average of two Piagetian assessments.






























Table 4.43 Cross-tabulatiot of Piagetin stg (Task'IIl only) and
Number Operatiot lvl '(method (i))
O	 0	 0	 0	 0
O	 0	 0	 0	 1
O	 1	 0	 0	 0
O	 2	 0	 6	 6
1	 1	 2	 1	 0
2	 3	 4	 5	 6
Number Operations level
This gives a rather greater degree of association, y 0.74,
than the mean of several assessments, but the spread of the
sample, which was' all from the oldest age group, was rather
different and this may well account for the improvement. The
product-moment correlation coefficient was still only 0.54, but
the distribution was very skewed so that this does not provide
a good measure of association.
The median Number Operations level for the children in each
Piagetian stage in the sample of 161 worked out rather
felicitiously to be:
Table 4.44 Median Number Operations level (method (1) for children
in each Piagetian stage
However it is only fair to point out that the inverse procedure
gave the following table:
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Table 4.45 Mediatt Piagetian stage fot childreninchNiimber
0pertiôn lv1 (method(i))
Number Operations level









Thus although the Piagetian theory gives a good prediction of
the Number Operations results on a global level, it is clearly
an unreliable predictor at the level of the individual child.
This is analogous to the 'uncertainty principle' in physics in
which the populations of electrons behaves according to
theoretical predictions if treated statistically, but the
movement of a specific electron cannot be predicted exactly.
In fact the DH test (Calvert, 1958), a rather crude test
of 'nonverbal intelligence' which was used to check the
representativeness of the sample, proved to be a rather better
predictor of Number Operations level (the product-moment correlat-
ion coefficient between 'raw score' on the DH test and Number
Operations level was r = 0.62 with n = 947). This seems likely
to be due to poor within-task reliability, poor discrimination
and low between-task correlation in the Piagetian assessments.
In fact to try to eliminate some of the problems the mathe-
matics team of CSMS later attempted to put together their own
Piagetian test, assembled from a number of disparate mathe-
matical tasks reprinted in the Piagetian literature. But again
the inter-task correlations proved to be rather low, and hence
the data were not included in any further analyses.
(b) Computation scores It was thought to be of interest to
compare children's levels of understanding, as assessed by the
Number Operations test, with their facility in computation.
Two schools had scores for most of their pupils on the
SRA Diagnostic Arithieti Tests. Comparisons were made between
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these and the Number Operations results both for separate
operations and as a combined score. The cross-tabulations
are given in Tables 4.46 to 4.49.
The first sheet of the Staffordshire Arithmetic Test
(Hebron and Pattinson, 1964), a composite test including all
four operations, was completed by children from four different
schools in the Number Operations sample. The results were as
shown in Table 4.50.
The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients for the
two computation tests were as in Table 4.51.
For each of the separate arithmetic operations it was
possible to correlate the number of items involving that
operation correct on the number operations test with the
corresponding subscore for that operation on the SRA test.
The product-moment correlations were:
addition/subtraction (combined )	 r 0.44 (n = 614)
multiplication	 r = 0.61 (n = 591)
division	 r	 0.48 (n
	 558)
It is difficult to get much insight from global scores, but these
results, taking into account the cross-tabulations rather
than the correlation coefficients, suggest:
(1) In general children with a higher score on number
operations were more likely to be better at computa-
tion that those with lower scores, and similarly those
with higher scores on computation were likely to be at
a higher level for number operations than those with
lower scores. This is perhaps not surprising as
success on both may be partly attributable to some
overall 'general ability factor', whether this is
described in terms of 'Spearman's g', Piagetian stage,
information-processing capacity, or some other
construct.
However there is still a weak correlation even
when the effect of a test of 'non-verbal intelligence'
is partialled out. This does suggest that there is
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Cross-tabulation of scores in Staffordshire and Number
peratiOns tests
0	 0	 0	 0	 2	 1	 2	 1
0	 0	 0	 0	 3	 7	 21	 7
0	 1	 3	 1	 11	 15	 21	 9
1	 1	 2	 14	 27	 28	 14	 3
0	 7	 8	 11	 10	 11	 1	 0
0	 1	 13	 5	 10	 6	 2	 0
2	 4	 5	 4	 2	 0	 0	 0
3	 1	 0	 0	 2	 0	 0	 0
.,rt	 5-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-55
Score on Staffordshire Test
Table 4.51 Product-moment correlation coefficients between
computation scores and number operations 1ev1s
SRA mean score
	 Staffordshire score
(n	 575)	 (n	 305)
Number operations
level (method (i))	 0 • 69	 0 • 60
Number operations
level with raw score
if Calvert DH test




of the meaning of number operations and facility in
computation, although it is not clear whether this
is due to school experiences or to some more direct
cause, for instance that understanding is sometimes
of some assistance in recall of algorithms.
(ii) However the relationship between the computation
score and the number operations levels is not very
strong, particularly at the level of the separate
operations, so that there is no clear dependence
of one on the other.
(iii) Children 'who were very weak on the number operations
test only very rarely scored high marks on the
computation tests. This leaves open the validity of
the often expressed view that children with very
little basis of understanding can generally be
taught to calculate efficiently.
(iv) Some children who appeared to have a good under-
standing of the meaning of an operation were very
poor at computation. Again it is not clear whether
this is due to educational or psychological factors.
In evaluating the evidence on both the Number Operations
data and on the computation test scores, it would have been
desirable to have some information about children's previous
experience of classroom learning in the number area. However
this would have been almost impossible to collect. This was
partly because much of this experience would have happened in
children's primary schools, so that within any secondary class
children 'would have many different backgrounds. But even in
topics introduced only in the secondary school the CSNS team
found that sufficient information on which to base any analysis
was rarely available (Hart, 1980).
To see if there was any overwhelming school or teacher
effect, for instance if one class performed markedly better
on computation compared with number operations levels than
others it was decided to plot the class mean scores on the
computation tes-ts against the class mean scores on the Number
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It can be seen that in general the relationship between
the class means on the two types of test is quite close (r
0.92, with n = 22 and r 0.94 with n
	 11 for the SRA
and Staffordshire test respectively) and there are no classes
who are' clearly better at 'understanding' than 'computation',
or vice versa. However in both cases the mean scores do cover
quite a wide range. To try to see to what extent this range
reflected extremes of good or poor teaching, or just the
'general ability' of the members of the class, it was decided
to plot the class means for each of the tests, SRA,
Staffordshire and Number Operations, against the class means
for the Calvert DH test of non-verbal intelligence (Figures
4.20, 421, 4.22). This latter measure was chosen as it was
thought to be less affected by previous school experience than
the other tests, and even if it was not a very valid test of
the general ability of individuals it would at least give some
indication of the overall level within a class.
Again the degree of relationship between class means for
each of the SRA, Staffordshire and Number Operations tests and
the class means for the DH test was quite strong (r =0.96 for
SRA, r = 0.83 for Staffordshire; and r 0.8 (n 41) for
Number Operations).
The obvious implication to draw would be that performance
on all these tests is generally independent of the teaching and
is fairly closely dependent on some 'general ability' trait,
at least for classes if not for individuals. However there
are alternative explanations, for instance that classes who
receive 'good' teaching do better on all kinds of test,
including the one purporting to measure non-verbal intelligence.
It is interesting to note that the age of the class seems
to make in itself very little difference.
(c) Other CSMS areas It was not possible to obtain a very firm
comparison with other CSMS tests since the Number Operations
sample did not overlap with any of the others and since in any
case the only year of the secondary school for which a full
set of Number Operations results is available is the first
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sample are Fractions, Decimals and Measurement.
However an approximate comparison may be obtained by
comparing (a) the facility-range of the different levels in
each of the four areas (see Appendix .i, Figure 1), (b) the
cumulative percentages of children at each level (see Appendix
1<, Figure 1). (Here the number operations levels are those
arrived at by Method (ii) since this was the method used in
the case of the other tests.)
It can thus be seen that on a very approximate comparison:
(i) levellof Number Operations is roughly comparable
with level 1 of Fractions.
(ii) levels 1 and 2 of Number Operations taken together
are roughly comparable with level 1 of Decimals in
facility range, although they cannot be compared
in any other way.
(iii) level 3 of Number Operations is very roughly
comparable to level 3 of Fractions, level 2 of
Decimals and level 2 of Measurement. The comparison
is even closer if item 14 is omitted from level 3
(as, in retrospect, perhaps it should have been).
After the analysis of all the individual CSMS tests was
completed, it was decided to try to identify 'Stages' which
ran across topics, by empirical means taking into account all
the inter-test comparisons available. (Further details of the
procedure used are given in Hart, 1980.)
The stages are shown diagrammatically in Appendix .L, where
the levels for the different topic areas are shown against the
facility-ranges for the third year sample.
It can be seen that, taking into account which levels of
the three tests that can be directly compared with number
operations fall into which stages, the approximate placing of
the Number Operations levels would be
Stage 1:
	
Levels 1 and 2
Stage 2: Level 3
It is not a straightforward matter to describe theoretically
the underlying common property of all Stage One items, but in
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many cases it can be seen that completion of a simple binary
operation is sufficient to obtain a correct answer (e.g.
plotting a point or vector, reading off a fraction from a
visual picture, or a simple number operation). Thus it seems
appropriate that levels 1 and 2 of Number Operations fall in
this stage.
Stage Two items proved even more difficult to categorise,
but in general appeared to have the same overall binary
structure as Stage One except that one further step was required -
either a repetition, or an interpretation.
This is not inconsistent with the items in Number
Operations level 3.
It is possible to suggest that Stages One and Two can be
very tentatively identified with early and late periods of
Piaget's concrete operations; certainly our descriptions link
very closely with Halford's (1978), referred to in Chapter Two,
which was published only after our own description was
formulated.
It is not proposed to enter into details of such a
Piagetian comparison here (some further discussion is included
in Hart, 1981) but it should be noted that this interpretation
of the CSMS stages is consistent with the direct Piagetian
comparisons reported in section (a) above.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Pläc Value and Decimals:
Research Design and Methodology
I	 Background
As a result of the pilot study on 'Number Operations' it was possible
to decide on a methodology which would be followed for all other mathe-
matical areas investigated as part of the CSMS programme. The overall
structure of the 'Number Operations' work was adopted, but some of the
details, especially in the stages of class-testing and analysis, were
modified. This was partly as a result of experience and partly because
of the change of direction in the mathematics area when the present
author completed her period of secondment in August 1976.
Four studies took place during 1975-76: 'Graphs', 'Algebra',
'Ratio' and 'Vectors'.
The 'Place Value and Decimals' study was one of a further six
which had their wide-scale testing in June/July 1977, the others being
'Fractions', 'Rotation and Reflection', 'Positive and Negative Numbers',
'Measurement' and 'Matrices'. The development of 'Place Value and
Decimals' was started in the Summer Term of 1976, but the analysis was
not completed until 1978.
The title 'Place Value and Decimals' is somewhat tautologous. The
place-value system of numeration, imported into Europe from India via the
Arabic culture, was initially used for the natural numbers and later
found to extend in a consistent way to allow representation of rational
numbers. Thus the understanding of the place value system should include
the understanding of what are commonly called 'decimals', and more
accurately known as 'decimal fractions' i.e. rational numbers expressed
in a base ten notation. However since the term 'place value' is most
frequently employed by primary school teachers in the context of natural
numbers, it was decided to entitle the study 'Place Value and Decimals'
so as to convey the fact that it was concerned with the understanding and
use of the place value system in both natural and rational numbers.
Much of the teaching of number in the primary school between the
ages of five and eleven is either directed towards an understanding of
place value in natural numbers, or, as in the case of standard computation
algorithms, depends on this understanding as a foundation. The HMI
Primary Survey (DES, 1979), for instance, notes with respect to classes
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of seven, nine and eleven year olds that 'In almost all the classes some
work was undertaken which was designed to help children to understand
place value'. It has generally been assumed that by the time they arrive
at secondary school children have grasped this concept, although it is
accepted as a source of difficulty with primary age children. For this
reason the study did not place very much emphasis on the natural number
area but concentrated rather on rational numbers; in retrospect this
was a pity as considerable misunderstandings of the representation of
natural numbers were revealed.
Decimals have traditionally been introduced in the latter years of
the primary school, although the use of the decimal system for money
probably occurs earlier.
The 111(1 Primary Survey (DES, 1979) reports:
'In a few seven year old classes children were
introduced to the notion of decimals, normally
associated with the recording of amounts of
money or metric measures. It was more common
for such teaching to be introduced at a later
stage, within the programme of about three-
quarters of nine year old classes and almost
all eleven year old classes. Nine out of ten
eleven year old classes were taught to carry
out calculations involving the four rules of
number to two decimal places or more.'
Again it has until recently been assumed that all that was needed in the
secondary school was a quick revision of methods of computation from
time to time. There has however been more emphasis on the understanding
of the conceptsin recent schemes like the Kent Mathematics Project (1978)
and SMILE (1974).
The importance of the place value system is that as the only common
representation system in use for natural numbers, and the most frequently
used system for rational numbers, an understanding of it is essential to
basic numeracy. It underlies not only the standard computation
algorithms, but, what is much more important, it is the basis for
appreciating the magnitude of numbers, for comparison and ordering,
estimation and approximation, measurement, and hence the intelligent
use of a calculator.
With much recent concern over the general lack of basic numeracy,
particularly among school leavers, the understanding and use of the
numeration system is being increasingly recognised as being of great
importance.
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For this reason, and because again there seemed to be a lack of
previous relevant research, the area of place value in natural numbers
and decimal fractions was chosen for study by the CSMS project.
The emphasis in the 'number operations' work had been placed on
'meaning' although some useful information was gathered on 'structure'
and to a lesser extent on 'computation'.
The structure of the system is however a major aspect of 'place
value', so that the study attempted to cover both the aspects of meaning
and structure. The computational aspect was touched upon, but not
investigated in any depth. This is the concern of a smaller study
arising from the CSMS work and due to be reported by Dickson in 1981.
The aim of the present study was therefore as follows:
To investigate the extent of children's understanding of
the meaning and structure of the base-ten place-value
system for both natural and rational numbers, in the sense
of understanding how it works and how to apply it in
appropriate situations both mathematical and drawn from
real-life.
II Design of Materials
As in the number operations study there was a basic decision to be
made as to whether to include a small number of Piagetian-type tasks
which would employ concrete materials (for instance manipulating a system
where one red stick was equivalent to five blue, and one blue to seven
yellow) and which would be analysed in depth; or whether to go for a
much wider selection of questions which could be expressed in written
form without apparatus and which were closer to the school syllabus.
Again it was decided to adopt the latter strategy for the same
reasons as before, namely that the nature of the study was broad,
relating specifically to the perceived needs of teachers, rather than
a psychological study in depth. Also the ease of adaptation to a wide
scale class-test had to be borne in mind.
In all the CSMS studies there was a problem of distinguishing
between rote-learned performance of skills and understanding of concepts.
This was particularly accentuated in this area of investigation as so
many widely employed 'rules' (e.g. 'moving along the decimal point',
'adding a nought' etc.) relate to the manipulation of numbers expressed
symbolically in base-ten form. This made it especially difficult to
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design items which would probe understanding rather than rote techniques,
although the interviews did help in revealing the nature of the methods
used.
The close relationship between decimals and fractions also caused
difficulties in designing the items. Clearly since the concept of a
fractional part is basic to the understanding of decimal representation
it was neither possible nor desirable to exclude this from the test.
However in order that fractional symbolism would not cause too much
confusion it was decided to avoid it and refer to '.7' as either 'seven
tenths' or as '7 tenths' but never as 	 In fact out of all the 39
interviews only one child spontaneously introduced fractional represen-
tation, to check on a decimal calculation.
There was only one reference to the decimal system in the context
of money, and that was in one of the 'number operations' items testing
recognition of operation rather than understanding of structure. This
was a conscious decision since the money system is often not operated as
a complete decimal system for four reasons:
(i) it is commonly utilised on the basis of experience and
with reference to 'concrete' objects i.e. coins and notes;
(ii) there are effectively two units, pence and pounds. This
means that £1.42 is read as 'one pound and forty-two pence'
rather than as 'one point forty-two pounds';
(iii) £6.4 has no clear meaning, at least to children;
(iv) f6.42 is allowable notation.
It would thus have been difficult to separate out the understanding and
use of the numeration system in general from its particular application
in this instance. (It would however be in the interests of teachers of
mathematics that this should be attempted in a more focused study.)
Some of the above points, in particular (i) and (ii) are also true,
although to lesser extents, of applications of decimals to other systems
of measurement. Hence most of the items used arbitrary units to try to
avoid such confusion.
It might be expected that the use of more than one unit in a system
would make it easier for children to handle as it may avoid the necessity
of the concept of a fraction. (For example, interpreting 1.42 metres
as 1 metre and 42 centimetres obviates the need to interpret 0.02 as two
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hundredths, etc.) Thus one cannot necessarily always generalise from
the results of this study to children's ability to use decimals in
money and common measurement systems, except in the 'number operations'
area.
As a result of studying curriculum and assessment materials,
including items from 'Tests of Attainment of Mathematics in Schools
(TANS)' (Sumner, 1975), which was later to form the basis of the APU
bank, a list of different aspects of place value and decimals was drawn
up as follows:
(A) Use in measurement - reading of scales, interpolation.
(B) Decimals as representations of rational numbers - arising
from division of two natural numbers.
(C) Place-value structure - naming and ordering of numbers,
relations between figures in different places, as foundation
for algorithms (all in various bases).
(D) Approximation and estimation.
(E) Meaning of number operations with decimal numbers (parallel
to 'number operations' work with natural numbers).
This list, together with possible items to illustrate the categories,
was discussed by the team. As a result of this some decisions were made.
In particular it was regretfully decided that the use of different
number bases was not practicable. It seemed likely that a significant
number of children would not have met them before (this is supported by
evidence from the APU Primary Study; DES, 1980). When an attempt was
made to construct items using bases other than ten so that they would
readily be understood by a child meeting the idea for the first time, it
became clear that these items were too long to fit into the paper.
There was also known to be some previous research in this area (see
Chapter Two). Hence all items were restricted to base ten representation.
As a result of further analysis following the team discussion the
preliminary list was refined to give that which follows, with the
exception of aspect (j) which was identified only at the analysis stage.
Also indicated are the numbers of the items on the final test (see
Appendix H) which relate to these various aspects either with whole
numbers (W) or decimals (D).
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(a) Correspondence between name and place, including use of zero as
place-holder.
W:	 la, ib; 3a, 3b; 4a, 4b; Sai, 5bi, 5bii, 5di, 5dii; lObi.
D:	 2a, 2b, 2c; 4c; 5aii, 5c1, 5cii; 6b; 9; lOa, lObii, lObiii;
ila, lib, lic, lid; l3a, l3b, 13c.
(b) The 'carrying' aspect of addition i.e. ten in one place is
equivalent to one in the next place on the left.
W:	 5ai, 5bii; 7; 16a; 17a.
D:	 5cii; lib, lic; 16b; 17b.
(c) The 'borrowing' aspect of subtraction, which is the reverse of (b),
i.e. one in one place is equivalent to ten of the next place on
the right.
W:	 5dii; 8; 12a, l2b; 16c.
D:	 lid; 12c, 12d; 16d.
(d) Comparative size of two numbers.
W:	 lObi; 12a, 12b.
D:	 lOa, lObli, lObiii; l2c, l2d.
(e) Visual correspondence with fractions, by both length, as used
in reading scales, and area.
W:	 6a.
D:	 6b, 6c, 6d, 6e, 6f; 13a, 13b, 13c.
(f) Significant figures and approximation.
W:	 i8ai.
D:	 9; l8aii, l8aiii, l8bi, l8bii, i8biii.
(g) The effect of multiplication by a power of ten.
W:	 l4ai, l4bi; ha.
D:	 l4aii, l4bii.
(h) The effect of division by a power of ten.
W:	 l4ci.
D:	 l4cii, l4di, l4dii.
(i) The notion that multiplication by a number less than one decreases
the initial number, whereas division by such a number increases it.
D:	 15; 17b, 17c, l7e; l9c.
(j) Decimals as the result of a division operation.
D:	 l4cii, l4di, l4dii; l8biii; l9a, l9d.
(k) The infinite nature of the set of rational numbers.
D:	 12e.
(1) Knowledge of the type of real situations in which decimals are
normally used.
D:	 20.
(m) Recognition of the correct operation to apply in a problem involving
decimals.
D:	 19a, 19b, l9c, 19d, l9e.
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(It will be appreciated that some questions touch on many aspects,
which may depend on the child's strategy, so that the above list
is not definitive.)
A trial set of items (Draft 1) for use in interviews was then
prepared by the author on the basis of the above classification. This
was thoroughly discussed by the whole CSMS team, who also contributed
ideas for new items. Teaching and assessment materials were again
consulted at this stage to ensure that no type of item which was
particularly appropriate had been omitted from the selection.
The second draft which was used for the first group of interviews
(Appendix C) did not differ substantially from the final version
(Appendix H). The only complete questions which were added later were
numbers 4, 7, 8 and 15. No questions were wholly dropped after the
second draft although many were substantially amended as a result of
experience during the interview and class-test trial stage.
The fact that there was rather less change in the test between
initial and final versions than there was in the case of number
operations may indicate the increased experience of the author and team
at this stage of the project.
The test in fact went through five different drafts; the second
(Appendix C), having been used for the first set of ten interviews, was
modified as a result and the third draft was used for the second set of
ten interviews. The results of the first 20 interviews were analysed,
using a 'discrimination table' of the same form as that in Figure 3.1 on
page 97, and on the basis of this analysis together with the inter-
view experiences a fourth draft was prepared for the class-test trials.
This was found to function fairly satisfactorily, and only minor changes
were made as a result to arrive at the final class-test version. A
further set of 19 interviews was carried out using the final class-test
version in order that interview information would be available on all
the questions included in the wide-scale testing.
It will be seen from the numbers of items under each heading (a)
to (in) in the classification on page 217 that the items in the final
version were far from evenly distributed between these aspects. This
was for three reasons:
() Some aspects of understanding were regarded as being
adequately probed by a single question whereas others,
perhaps more complex, required a variety of items to
explore different facets.
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(y) Some aspects of understanding appeared to be more important
than others, as far as secondary school teachers were
concerned.
(z) Some aspects (e.g. the correspondence between name and
place) occurred in almost any question on decimals. In
general these were the more straightforward aspects and
they were not usually found to confound with the other
aspects which formed the major justification for the
inclusion of the item.
In all the interviews and class-tests an introduction was provided
in order to remind children of the basis of the notation and the
appropriate terminology. Thus they were asked to 'fill in the (names
of the) empty columns' (see Appendix H) for the place-values in two
numbers, which required the place-value names from thousands down to
hundredths. Where the child was not able to do this with complete
success, the names were supplied (by the interviewer or, in the case of
the class-test, on the reverse of the page). The attention of all
children was drawn to the meaning of 'a tenth' and 'a hundredth' and
their relationship to each other, by the use of drawings of a rectangle
representing a unit, a congruent rectangle divided into ten with one
tenth shaded in, and a rectangle where the previously shaded tenth was
further subdivided into ten with one such hundredth shaded in (see
Appendix H). Theoretically this provided sufficient information to
complete the remainder of the test even for a child who had never
encountered fractions or decimals before, but in fact it appeared to make
very little difference to the performance of weaker children. It is
however possible that without it some of the facilities of the questions
would have been even lower.
In the test, as in modern texts, British Standard notation was
adopted (i.e. 'thirty thousand' was written 30 000 and 'four point seven'
as '4.7'). Since many teachers use 30,000 and 47 respectively when
writing on a blackboard, it was necessary as part of the introduction to
check that the former notation was comprehended. (In fact it appeared
from the interviews that the different usages only seemed to confuse
those few children who appeared to have very little understanding of
the concepts in any case.) Children were then asked to work straight
through the questions, omitting any they found difficult, and providing
their working on the paper.
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III The Programme of Testing
1.	 The Interviews
The interviews were conducted in a similar manner to those in
the 'Number Operations' study. The only significant difference was
that instead of being presented with cards and asked all the
questions orally the child was given the test paper at the beginning
of the interview. (This was not entirely true in the case of the
first ten interviews where the 'introduction' was conducted before
the child was given the paper, but later this was incorporated into
the paper.)
The child was asked to work through the paper, and the extent
to which the interviewer intervened was left to him or her to judge.
Thus able pupils on the whole worked through the paper on their
own, being stopped occasionally to ask for explanations of their
reasoning both in cases where they obtained correct and incorrect
answers. However for very weak pupils the interviewer read out
each question and conducted the interview on a much more 'oral'
basis.
In the first set of interviews most children were asked to
tackle all the questions to give as much information as possible.
However because there was a large number of items and a great
variety of difficulty, the interviewer was allowed especially in
later interviews to exercise some selectivity where it seemed
appropriate and omit questions which on the basis of the child's
answers to prior questions would be expected to be too easy or too
difficult.
Thirty-nine interviews were conducted, mostly by the author.
However the three other members of the team each interviewed at
least one child in the first set of 10 interviews in order that
they could make useful comments and suggestions on the behaviour of
the items based on this experience. This was used in the production
of the third draft. The interim sample of seven interviews were
conducted by a mature student. By this point of the CSMS project
all members of the team were considered experienced enough at
interviewing not to need further training, and as a result of the
previous team discussions they were familiar with the items and
their objectives. The student was however given considerable briefing
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which included listening to tapes and reading transcriptions of
interviews conducted by the team, discussing these afterwards.
The programme of interviewing was as given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Programme of interviewing for Place Value and Decimals test
Sample	 Date	 Items	 -Number of children








Interim May	 1977	 Final version	 7
(Appendix H)
Final	 June	 1979	 Final version	 12
The constitution of the sample was as given in Table 5.2
Table 5.2 Constitution of initial sample
School	 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
Girls' Comprehensive (A)	 2	 4	 2	 -
Girls' Comprehensive (B)
	 1	 3	 -	 -
Boys' Comprehensive	 -	 2	 4	 2
All these schools were in South London. The teachers were asked
to provide, as far as possible, children of varied ability within
each year group.
Table 5.3 Constitution of interim sample





This was the group interviewed by the mature student. (In fact 19
children were interviewed, at least one from each of three bands in
each of the four years, but only seven of the tapes were sufficiently
audible for transcription.)
Table 5.4 Constitution of final sample
In each year group one child was chosen from each of the three
ability bands within the school (which was again in South London).
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The purpose of the initial interviews was, as in the Number
Operations work, to gain insight into children's thinking about
place-value and decimals. This also enabled extra questions to be
added and the initial questions modified in order to pick up the
strategies that were found. The interviews were also used to test
out the items themselves and ensure that they were fully understood
and functioned as intended.
The purpose of the interim interviews was to gather further
information on the final test itself and to ensure that it was
satisfactory before it was completed by the large sample. The
children's responses also helped in drawing up the marking scheme.
The purpose of the final interviews was to check the levels
obtained from the class-test data by seeing whether they appeared
to give a reasonable description of the thinking of actual children.
As for the 'Number Operations' interviews it was not possible
to obtain a balance by region, school or socioeconomic background.
However we were satisfied that the full range of ability present in
the first four years of the secondary school was represented at each
stage of the interviewing.
Some of the tapes were fully transcribed. For others only
selected portions were transcribed when some point of interest arose.
Detailed notes were however made of the type of response of each
child to each item.
2.	 The Class-Test Trials
As a result of the initial interviews a fourth draft of the
test was given to three classes as follows:




Boys' Comprehensive I Year 3
Girls' comprehensive Year 1










All these schools were again in South London. The trials were
all conducted by the author personally in order to observe children's
reactions to the test. The introduction was undertaken as a class
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activity, the place values being left on the blackboard throughout
the lesson. A particular issue which could only be investigated by
class trials concerned the length of the test. In fact all the
children finished comfortably within a double period of 70 minutes.
and some did so within 30 minutes.
All the responses of each child to each item were noted and
classified. These, together with the data obtained from the inter-
views, formed the basis of the marking scheme for the final test.
3.	 The Class Test (Final Version)
(a) The sample
The sample of children who completed the final class test
in June/July 1977 was as in Table 5.6.
Table 5,6 Constitution of sample for final version of class test
Note: Where two similar schools were used from the same geographical
area they are distinguished by letters.
_________	 School type	 Area	 Number of children
Year 1 Girls' Grammar	 Plymouth	 21
Mixed Middle (A)	 Sheffield	 27
Mixed Middle (B)	 Sheffield	 25
Mixed Middle (C)	 Sheffield	 44
Boys' Comprehensive 	 Kent	 53
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Year 2 Mixed Comprehensive (D Herts 	 23
Mixed Comprehensive (E Herts 	 28
Mixed Comprehensive (F: Herts	 39
Mixed Middle	 Leeds	 30
Girls' Comprehensive 	 Leeds	 29
Mixed Comprehensive (G: Somerset	 58
Mixed Comprehensive (K: Sheffield	 64
Mixed Comprehensive (1 Sheffield 	 23
294
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________ School type	 Area	 Number of children
Year 3 Boys' Comprehensive 	 Herts	 18
Mixed Comprehensive (J) Herts
	 25
Mixed Comprehensive (K) Cbs
	 48
Girls' Grammar	 South London	 19
Mixed Comprehensive	 Coventry	 74
Girls' Grammar	 Plymouth	 31
Mixed Comprehensive	 Salford	 32
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Year 4 Mixed Comprehensive (L) Herts
	 35
Mixed Comprehensive (F) Herts
	 35
Mixed Comprehensive (N) Cbs
	 22
Girls' Independent	 South London	 15
Girls' Comprehensive 	 Leeds	 29
Mixed Comprehensive (N) Somerset
	 48
Mixed Comprehensive	 Kent	 55
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TOTAL SAMPLE	 950
Again the sample for each year was chosen so as to be
representative of the ability range. While every effort was
made to ensure also that a balance of sex, socioeconomic
background, region of the country and type of area (rural,
urban etc.) was present, a complete stratified sample was
beyond the resources of the project.
Again, the schools were all volunteers, many of whom had
offered their help as the result of learning about the project
during talks at teachers' centres given by one of the team
members.
En the 'Number Operations' study the final sample was
selected to be representative of the ability range by testing
whether the distribution of non-verbal IQ scores for all the
children in any year group was normally distributed with mean
100 and standard deviation 15.
This method was found to be inappropriate however when
the age-range went up as far as 15, since the version of the
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IQ test used was not standardised on children of this age. The
alternative tests which were available were either thought to
depend too closely on school experience, or to take too long.
Hence in 1976 and 1977 the method of standardisation was to
give the Non-verbal Test ml, as used before, only to the whole
of the second year in a school. Where the school agreed that
there was no obvious reason why the quality of the intake should
differ between different year-groups, other year groups in that
school were sumed to have the same distribution of scores as
the second year group.
In 1976 therefore each test was given to complete year
groups within several schools. This meant that since a
reasonable number of schools had to be included for each year
group, the sample was larger than was strictly necessary.
(Two hundred had been selected as the minimum target number;
this would allow facility values to be quoted with 95 per cent
confidence limits of at most ± seven per cent, whereas a sample
of four hundred would only reduce this to ± five per cent.)
With more topics being tested in 1977 it became necessary
to reduce the size of the samples and therefore the strategy
was used of giving a test to exactly one quarter of a year's
intake in a particular school, every fourth child being
selected from the class-lists provided by the school. Since
the year group sizes were large this still gave a mean of around
30 children in each year group in each school completing a
particular test. It was assumed that the IQ distribution of
this year group would not differ significantly from that of the
complete second year intake.
The children's names were written on the test-papers before
they were distributed to the schools to ensure that there was
no confusion.
This sampling enabled a greater number of schools to be
represented in each year-group sample for each test without
increasing the sample-size too much.
Each child in general took two tests, to enable a comparison
to be made across most pairs of tests.
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Details of the Non-verbal IQ score distribution for the
total second year intakes for the schools in each year-group
of the sample are shown in Figur5.l to 5.4.
The combined distributions in no case differ significantly
from the Normal distribution with mean 100 and standard
deviation 15, as measured by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
(Siegel, 1956). (Details of this are shown Figures 5.1 to 5.4.)
Thus it can reasonably be assumed that the samples for each
year-group for this test represented the ability range of that
age-group in England and Wales.
(b) Marking and data processing
As from 1976 it was decided to process the data from the
testing by computer. Ideally this meant that for each question
the response could be coded using one of the digits 0-9. It
was decided that, throughout, 0 would be reserved for 'omitted',
6 for 'not reached' and 9 for 'other miscellaneous wrong
answer'. This left seven codes which allowed seven different
types of answer to be distinguished.
In general codes 1 and 2 were available for correct
responses, 3 for an ambiguous one, and 4, 5, 7 and 8 for
mistaken responses of various types. Not all codes were
assigned on any particular question.
All the responses which were given during the course of
the interviews and class-test trials were analysed and divided
into 'response-categories'. Some items had been designed so
that various responses which occurred seemed to indicate
different mathematical conceptions, whereas in others only the
distinction between correct and incorrect appeared to be of
interest.
A marking scheme was then drawn up indicating which codes
should be assigned to the various response categories. (It
was necessary on grounds of cost, to use only one punched
card per test per child. There were not enough spaces on the
card to allow one per item, and hence one space sometimes had
to be used to record the response to two questions. This
explains why it was not always possible to collect information
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The actual 'marking', i.e. the coding of answers from the
child's answer sheet onto the coding sheet, was done by
temporary clerical assistants, almost all of them students on
vacation. The team first of all discussed the project and
its aims and methodology with the markers, and then asked them
to work through the test that they were going to mark. (In the
initial period each student was assigned to only one test.)
The students then talked with one of the team about the
questions and all the answers so far identified together with
what they might signify. They were then asked to use the
marking scheme provided to mark a sample set, and encouraged
to ask when any point was not clear. These scripts were all
thoroughly checked by a member of the team, and any difficulties
were discussed. The students were then asked to complete the
marking of the remaining scripts. Ten per cent of these were
checked by the author or some other tmmember to ensure the
marking was properly done. Where answers occurred which were
not easily classifiable, or which appeared to be of interest,
a note was made of them and each was referred to the author.
In one or two cases the marking scheme was amended to take
these into account.
The data was transferred onto punched cards and thence
onto a computer file for analysis.
As in the case of the number operations study, the
schools taking part were informed of the results of each




Place Value and Decimals
I	 The Initial Interviews
(A) Results and Analysis
After the 20 initial interviews a 'discrimination diagram' was
drawn up similar to Figure 3.1 on page 97 , with the children in
order of total score along one axis and items in order of facility
along the other. On the basis of this the children were divided
into seven groups as shown in Table 6.1. This was done on a
subjective basis and hence the split was somewhat arbitrary; had
the sample of children differed it was recognised that the cut-off
points might well also have differed. With so many items (68 on
Draft 3 and 86 on Draft 2) it was extremely difficult to spot
subjectively similar patterns of overall performance, or to pick
out particular items as being useful discriminators. This had been
very much easier on the Number Operations Test, with 28 items of
which only 17 were common to a reasonable number of children.
Hence it was decided to delay the grouping process until after
the results of the class-test were available, as had been the
practice for the Graphs, Ratio and Algebra studies the previous
year, and to then use a statistical method.
The interim interviews were not used for the analysis, but
mainly for checking the final format of the class-test.
The final twelve interviews, carried out after the class-test
had been analysed, are reported in Section III since the objective
at this stage was to validate the class-test grouping procedure.
(B) Conclusions
Most of the tentative conclusions from the interview data
were given further support by the class-test data, and they are
hence reported together in Section II.
There is only one conclusion which concerns the initial inter-
views solely, although even in this case further evidence could be
found from the class-test data if necessary.
It was clear even from the early interviews that it was not
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Table 6.1 Tentative grouping of children frbm initial set of interviews





	 GG	 2	 62	 6
6	 Wendy	 H	 1	 53	 4/5
5	 DannyK	 W	 3	 48	 3/4
Billy W	 W	 3	 48	 3/4
Frances T	 H	 1	 48	 2/4
Julie W	 H	 2	 47	 3/4
4	 Kevin Fo	 W	 4	 44	 2/3
DianeR	 H	 2	 43	 2
KevinFi	 W	 4	 41	 3
Cecilia	 CG	 2	 40	 3
Mandy	 H	 3	 23*	 2
3	 TimS	 W	 3	 36	 3
Peter L	 W	 3	 34	 2/3
2	 JulieP	 GG	 1	 30	 1
Shakeel B
	 W	 2	 28	 1
Raymond	 W	 2	 23	 1
1	 MariaA	 H	 3	 15	 0
Notes: 1. *Interview incomplete but performance estimated.
2. The remaining three interviews (Jane Ty, Jane Ta and Jean P)
were not complete enough to enable the children to be grouped
with any confidence.
3. Although some of these children were tested on Draft 2 rather
than Draft 3 their performance on the Draft 3 questions could
be estimated fairly accurately since most of these questions
appeared on Draft 2 also.
4 'Final level' denotes the level the child was assessed to be
at later when the final grouping procedure was agreed on the
basis of the class-test data (see Section 11.2 for details).
Where two levels are given, this is because one or more of
the criterion questions for the higher level were not
included in Draft 3 and hence in these cases a definite
decision could not be made. (The levels go from 0 to 6 and
their estimated distribution in each year group is given in
Figure 6.5 on page 355.)
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possible to 'strictly order' the items, or indeed the children;
some children seemed to have assimilated one aspect of the topic
first while others had grasped another. In many cases children
performed inconsistently on items designed to test the same idea.
For example, the performances of Frances (School H, 1st year),
Julie (School H, 2nd year), Cecilia (School CC, 1st year), Billy
(School W, 3rd year) and Peter (School W, 3rd year) on a small
group of questions were as follows:
Table 6.2 Summary of answers of a small group of children interviewed
on a selection of items (Item numbers refer to final class-
test in Appendix F)
Item	 Summary of item content	 Frances Julie Cecilia Billy Peter
5cii	 add one tenth to 2.9
	 /	 2.19	 2.19	 2.10	 /
lie	 write eleven tenths as a
decimal	 I	 /	 . 11	 .11
llb*	 write eleven hundredths as
a decimal	 /	 0.011	 /	 .011	 /
9	 Is 4.90 the same as 4.9?
	 4.90>	 4.90>	 /	 /	 /
4.9	 4.9
lOa	 Which is bigger, 0.8 or 0.75
	 /	 /	 /	 /	 /
l4aii	 Multiply 5.13 by ten
	 5.130 50.130 50.130 	 /	 can't
Note: Item llb* above was changed to 'eleven thousandths' in the
final draft.
1.	 It can be seen that in the case of all the children except
Billy, there would appear, at least at first sight, to be some in-
consistency in their answers since the three items 5cii, ilc
and lib were each thought to test a single idea, as were 9
and iOa.
In the former case it was the 'carrying' aspect of place-
value as in addition that was the basis of 5cii, lie and llb.
However Peter said correctly, for 5cii 'I just carried on to
three', whereas he wrote .11 for eleven tenths. He seemed
therefore to be thinking in terms of the place value rather
than the underlying fraction, and hence found the symbols
(2.9) easier to work with than the words (eleven tenths).
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Julie and Cecilia however seemed more at ease with the
fractional aspect (e.g. Julie said 'ten tenths is one, and one
over') and got confused by the place-value, failing to
distinguish 'one ten' and 'one tenth' (e.g. for 5cii Cecilia said
'add ten to the tenths and you'll get 19'). This difficulty
with place-value probably explains their failure with lib (Julie
hesitated here between 0.11 and 0.011 and finally chose the
latter 'cos that's the tens column').
In the case of 9 and lOa the questions concerned the use
of place-value in comparing a single digit decimal with a two-
digit decimal. Here Frances appeared to be the most inconsis-
tent as she replied in answer to 9 'Dave got 4 whole ones and
nine tenths, and Lynn got 4 whole ones and 90 hundredths - so
Dave got more' whereas on the next question she stated 'Oh,
eight tenths is eighty hundredths' in order to correctly
conclude that 0.8 was greater than 0.75. However in retrospect
this appeared to be due to learning take place during the
course of the interview; the 'Oh' prefacing the last remark
was said with some satisfaction as if something had just f1len
into place, and it seems likely that had she been taken back
to her previous answer she would have amended it. Julie seemed
to be more affected by the 'whole number' analogy; in 9 she
explained her answer as '4.9 is ones and 4.90 is tens', but
in lOa concluded that '0.75 is 7 and 0.8 is 8'. Thus
although children appeared to be inconsistent to our view,
they were consistent in their own terms, often tending to one
interpretation rather than another due to an apparently
superficial difference in the question.
2.	 The children appeared to be inconsistentbetween themselves, in
that given two questions it was often the case that one child
answered only the first correctly and the other only the
second. Thus of this particular group of five, who had
overall interview scores ranging between 34 and 48 out of 68,
but who were all finally assessed as being between the
boundaries of levels 2 and 3 and levels 3 and 4, the only
pairs that can be strictly ordered according to their
performance on these six questions are Frances and Julie,
and Cecilia and Julie. In fact if one other question is taken
into account (e.g. 6d), even these two orderings break down as
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Julie was the only one of these three with a correct answer.
The reason for this would appear to be the same as that
for the apparent internal inconsistency discussed above, since
small differences in the question lead to differences in
interpretation which prove to be significant when that idea
is just at the child's threshold of understanding. Although
some interpretations are more common than others, there is
still some variety.
Since the results of even six children on seven questions
cannot be scaled, this illustrates the impossibility of
accurately classifying children's understanding on any crude
linear scale. That every child is unique in terms of his or
her understanding of mathematics is extremely important for
teachers and researchers to realise, but nevertheless to
attempt to prescribe a teaching programme, or even to begin to
understand the exact point a particular child has reached, it
would seem necessary to work in terms of such linear approxi-
mations if any progress is to be made. Once a crude model is
available, an attempt can be made to refine it to more exactly
match the true complexity of the situation.
3.	 The items themselves are no more scalable than are the children.
According to the above data there are some strictly ordered
pairs e.g. lOa is easier than all the remaining items, lib is
easier than 5cii, and 9 is easier than l4aii. However if all
the other children interviewed are brought into the sample,
all but the ordering of 9 and l4aii disappears, and if one
of the classes who did the trial final test is also included,
even this is overthrown. Thus although the overall facilities,
as determined by the final class—test, of these items range
from 33 to 67 per cent, it is still possible in a group of 20
interviewees for all but one of the 15 pairs of questions to
find both a child who has only the first right and another child
who has only the second right. And it was only necessary to
extend the sample to include one of the trial classes to find
a similar inconsistency for the final pair of questions.
Hence however much one question appeared to be easier than
another, it was not difficult to find a child who appeared to
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be able to do only the more difficult of the pair. This again
suggests that although the analysis of the class-test data is
based on facility values, that this should not be seen as
providing more than a crude comparison of difficulty which is
unlikely to be exactly applicable to any particular child.
II The Class Test
The class-test trials are not reported separately as they give
similar information to that obtained in the wide-scale testing. The
interview evidence quoted generally relates to 32 interviews, the 20
initial interviews and the 12 final ones. (Details of the children
interviewed in the initial phase are on page 233, comparable information
for the final interview sample appears on page 358.) The number after
the name of the child indicates the level (between 0 and 6) at which he
or she would have been assessed using the procedure described in section 2
(pages 343 to 356). (The estimated distribution of these levels in each
year-group is given in Figure 6.5 on page 355). Three children, Jane Ty,
Jane Ta and Jean, did not complete enough of the test to make it
possible to assign them to a level, but they are nevertheless referred
to where their answers are of interest.
The quotations from interviews are included to give insight into
the type of strategies some children used to answer the items. There
is no evidence that these children are representative in any sense.
Although in some cases it can be seen that a certain percentage of the
class-test sample arrived at the same answer, there clearly can be no
guarantee that it was in all cases for the same reasons. However in
the absence of full information or strategies used by the complete
sample, the interviews at least provide some data on which hypotheses
relating to general strategies can be put forward. The fact that levels
are stated after the names of the children should not be taken to
suggest that these children are 'typical' of children at that level,
they are merely included to give some indication of the overall grasp
the child appears to have of the area of place value and decimals.
1.	 The Items
(A) Results
The percentages of children in Years 1-4 of the secondary
school (ages 12-15) giving various answers to the items in the
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Final Test (Appendix F) is given in the table in Appendix I.
(It will be remembered that pressure of space on the coding
sheets meant that regrettably it was not possible in the case
of all items to distinguish between different 'wrong' answers.)
The correlations between questions in terms of the 4-values
(see page 179 for explanation) are given on page 344a.
(B) Conclusions and Discussion
The conclusions are reported under the same headings as
those used for the design of the test i.e.
(a) Correspondence between name and place, including use of
zero as place-holder.
(b) The 'carrying t
 aspect of addition i.e. ten in one place
is equivalent to one in the next place on the left.
(c) The 'borrowing' aspect of subtraction, which is the reverse
of (b), i.e. one in one place is equivalent to ten of the
next place on the right.
(d) Comparative size of two numbers.
(e) Visual correspondence with fractions, by both length, as
used in reading scales, and area.
(f) Significant figures and approximation.
(g) The effect of multiplication by a power of ten.
(h) The effect of division by a power of ten.
(i) The notion that multiplication by a number less than one
decreases the initial number, whereas division by such a
number increases it.
(j) Decimals as the result of a division operation.
(k) The infinite nature of the set of rational, numbers.
(I) Knowledge of the type of real situations in which decimals
are normally used.
(m) Recognition of the correct operation to apply in a problem
involving decimals.
Each heading is considered separately for whole numbers
and decimals, where this is appropriate.
In some cases the items referred to form only a subset of
those listed under the corresponding heading in Chapter Five
(page	 ). This is usually because it was felt that some
other aspect of the remaining items was dominant. Some items
occur under more than one heading.
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(a) Correspondence bets.en name and place, irluding the use
of zto asa p1aeho1dr
Whole numbers Those items involving a straightforward
correspondence in numbers of less than a thousand were
correctly answered by over 85 per cent of children.
The items, together with their facilities for years
1-4 respectively are given below:
1)	 5214
	











a)	 Two hundred and fifty ....... ...............	 91 / 96 / 99 / 97
5di)
	
fTake away one hundred
583 -'	
.	
85 / 85 / 85 / 83
No child interviewed failed to do 3a) correctly; all
seemed very familiar with the written representation of
250. The major error on la) was to write
	
instead
of tens, which indicates a confusion over words but
suggests that children basically understood the idea of
'tens'. If this answer is accepted the facilities for
la) rise to 91 / 93 / 93 / 93, which is more in keeping
with the 3a) facilities. The other chief error on this
item on interview was 'twenty' (Jane Ty and Tim (3) who
both corrected themselves); remaining errors just seemed
to indicate either carelessness or general confusion.
Again in 5di), the errors seemed to be either careless
(Wendy (4/5) subtracted mentally from the wrong column,
although doing well on other items; Cecilia (3) used the
subtraction algorithm and made mistakes), or confused
(Maria (0), had the right figures but inserted a decimal
point).
Two items with numbers over a thousand but in which
the question directed children only to that part that was
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less than a thousand might have been expected to have
similar facilities to the items above. This was so in
the case of lObi), which technically requires comparison
but which seemed to be answered using only an intuitive
knowledge that 100 was greater than 95.
lObi)	 For each pair, ring the BIGGER number:
20 100 or 20 095
	
/ 89 / 91 I 94
The other question, 5bi), proved a little harder.
5b i)	
(Add one hundrJ
21 534 -.-	 •..... ......	 62 / 75 / 84 / 73
This seemed to be because the larger number produced
increased noise and in some cases children later assessed
at the two lowest levels reverted to more primitive
strategies. For instance Stewart (1) literally 'added a
hundred' to arrive at 2153400 and, apparently for similar
reasons, Kim (0) arrived at 210 534. (The confusion in
these cases was not between multiplying and adding, but
rather between 'adding 100' and 'adding two noughts'.)
Other children merely made careless slips, which may have
been due to difficulty in holding the information contained
in a 5-digit number.
Once the value of the place focused on went over a
thousand, this seemed to create considerable further
difficulties e.g.
lb)	 514	 The stands for 2 HUNDREDS
51. 400 The	 stands for 2
	
22 / 32 / 31 I 43
3b)	 Write in figures:




Write itt words, as you would
	 it:
a) 8030	 . • • , • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 	 72 / 82 / 83 / 84
b) 140 000	 .......	 59 I 73 / 78 / 78
The above facilities suggest that translating from numbers
to words was easier than translating from words to numbers.
However even in 4a) and 4b) there were many children,
around 20 per cent or more, who were unsuccessful. This
appeared to be because whereas they could recognise numbers
less than a thousand immediately, they did not have
instantaneous recognition of numbers involving four or more
digits, perhaps because of limitations in information
processing capacity. Hence it was necessary to use
instead a systematic strategy for evaluating the numbers.
Incorrect answers in the final test were not noted;
in the interviews the wrong answers given were:
eight hundred (and)thirty:
	 Kim (0), Stewart (1),
Tracey (2), Susan (1), Jack (1)
eight thousand, three hundred: Shakeel (1)
Similarly, for 4b), answers were:
one million:	 Susan (1)
one million four thousand:	 Raymond (1)
fourteen thousand:	 Julie P (1), Kim (0),
Stewart (1)
Thus the guesses appear to be fairly random, with the most
common error being to omit one of the zeros.
There was little evidence in the interviews of
children systematically working from right to left across
the place values to determine the size of the number.
Instead they appeared to take a guess at the size of the
first number and then to work from left to right. This
was illustrated most clearly by Maria (0), who in her
answer to another question read out 19930 as 'one thousand,
ninety nine, thirty'.
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Whereas the above difficulties in reading numbers
were generally restricted to children in the lowest levels,
translation from words to numbers which required the
insertion of zeros as placeholders proved difficult for
many children of average ability.
Again the interview answers to item 3b) ('Four hundred
thousand and seventy three') were fairly random:
4373:	 Kim (0), who explained 'it's 3 for
thousand, innit?'
41173:	 Stewart (1) who could not explain clearly
but appeared to be trying to translate
'four, (one) thousand (one) hundred and
seventy three'.
400,73:	 Susan (1), Tony (3), Jack (1)
4000,73:	 Tracey (2), who replied when asked 'Why
three 0's?' "Cos it's a thousand, and
then the 73 at the end'.
Thus Kim, at the lowest level, was relying on random
associations and had a very primitive strategy. Stewart
and Tracey also appeared to have little understanding of
place value, whereas Susan, Tony and Jack seemed to have
some idea but omitted one of the necessary zeros.
Jack (1) admitted that his criterion was perceptual:
'I'm not sure whether it looks right or not; it
/	 seems to be alright but I don't think it is, it
just doesn't look right...'
This links with criteria for correctness in spelling,
which is governed by more arbitrary rules. Jack at any
rate did not seem to realise that there was a systematic
method of checking. (The initial interviews used 'forty
thousand and seventy three', and produced a similar set
of results with 4703 and 4073 as the most popular.)
Item lb), involving the identification of the 'ten
thousands' place, was most difficult of all. This is
perhaps not surprising as the place-value method of
reading numbers breaks down for the second time here.
Thus 23456 is read not as '2 ten thousands, 3 thousands,
4 hundreds, 5 tens and 6' but as '23 thousand, 4 hundreds
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and 56'. Thus numbers are read in the English language
as if they had only five columns, i.e.
billions millions
	 thousands hundreds units
with the numbers in those columns generally allowed to
go up to one less place than the column value. (There is
also the alternative system of reading 1300 as 'thirteen
hundred', which is only commonly used up to 2000). Thus
the pronunication of numbers follows different rules from
the symbolisation of numbers.
It is not therefore surprising that 31 I 24 I 26 / 21
per cent of children wrote 'thousands' as their answer,
since by the rules of spoken English the figure 2 does
come in the thousands column. It seems likely that some
of the 31 / 27 / 27 / 25 per cent who gave 'other'
answers wrote wefly thousand', although this was
unfortunately not separated out. Similarly there is a
definite logic in the answer 'millions', since that is the
next 'new column name' after 'thousands'.








Peter (2/3), Billy (3/4), Shakeel (1),
Julie P (1), Jane Ty, Stewart (1),
Jack (1), Richard (3)
Raymond (1), Cecilia (3), Julie W (3/4),
Mandy (2), Diane (2), Jean
Frances (2/4), Maria (0), Kim (0),
Tracey (2), Kevin B (2), Susan (1)
Jane B (4)
Tony (3)
Thus it seems that the symbolic place-value system may
not be really understood above the thousands place by the
majority of children, although, judging from the interview
evidence, many more children than this can read the number
correctly. The particularly difficult step would seem to
be the translation from 'twenty thousand' to 'two ten-
thousands', which is later in this discussion termed
'equivalence', since it is similar to the idea of equivalence
in fractions. It turns out that the facility of item ib)
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is very similar to that of other items which embody the
concept of equivalence.
A summary of the above would be that children are
generally able to recognise on sight numbers under a
thousand. With numbers above that size at least 20 per cent
do not recognise them and have no systematic method of
pronouncing the numbers. However the proportion who
cannot apply the symbolic, as opposed to the verbal,
system of place—value to writing and evaluating numbers
seems likely to be considerably greater than this and it
probably reaches 50 per cent or more of the secondary
population.
Decimals The first group of items required a knowledge
of tenths, with few or no distractions from the remaining
figures.
2)	 0.l6	 The stands for 2 HUNDREDTHS
a)	 0.	 the	 stands for 2.................	 63 / 70 / 73 / 79
6b)




62 / 74 / 83 / 85
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(3 e.)
This is 1 square unit
The area shaded is
	 •	 square units
(Give your answers as DECIMALS)
69 / 76 / 81. / 84
The facilities for these three items all fell within the
ranges 62-69 / 70-76 / 73-81 / 79-85 for the four years.
Item 2a is slightly harder than the others, presumably
because it requires a definite indication of the name of
the tenths place; it might have been even more difficult
without a trial item closely preceding it. The remanitig
items 6b) and l3a) could be done merely by counting,
provided the child kept to the convention of only writing
the number of whole units before the decimal point.
The most frequent wrong answers to item 2a given in
the class test were units (15 / 13 / 9 I 7 per cent) and
tens (7 / 5 / 5 / 4 per cent). This item was not included
in the initial interviews but in the final interviews
Kim (0) and Stewart (1) did not attempt the item as they
'hadn't done those', Kevin B (2) and Susan (1) gave
'units', and Tracey (2), thousands. Susan had earlier
claimed to 'have donetenths but not hundredths'. In all
three latter cases the interviewer had carefully gone
through the trial item in order to explain the decimal
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place value system, referring to diagrams, and had also
worked through the example item in the line immediately
above 2a). However all three clearly failed to take any
of this on board, and reverted to a whole number schema,
Kevin and Susan giving 'units' as it was the last figure,
and Tracey apparently arriving at thousands in relation
to the numbers immediately above and below (0.126, 0.1260)
with which it was lined up and wrongly calling 'thousands'
the figure before 'tens'. Thus out of the twelve children
in the final interviews, covering the whole range in
years 1 to 4, five of them were totally confused about the
places coming after the pooint, and did not seem to have
made the conceptual step of accepting that numbers which
were not whole numbers could also be recorded in this
format.
In 6b) children at the lower levels again tried to
use a whole number schema. Some counted on from 5 to
get 13 (6 / 4 / 3 / 1 per cent in the class test, and
in the interviews Kim (0), Jack (1); others counted the
divisions but failed to relate it to the whole number
parts given, andthus obtained 8 (Susan (1), Shakeel (1)
and Maria (0)). The facilities for this item in the class-
test include those who gave .8 but not 8.0, since the
former seemed to be a more sophisticated answer and was
given by some children on interview who appeared to under-
stand about tenths (Danny (3/4) and Tim (3) both gave it).
However it seems likely that this group would also include
others who had simply counted and written down 8 in a
random position, and hence the facility of the item may
appear to be higher than it should be.
The major source of error on item 13a) was a confused
use of fractions; this will be reported under heading (e).
The next group of items involved only the 'tenths'
place, but the presence of figures in other positions
caused various degrees of added confusion.








The	 stands for 2.......	 53 / 65 / 64 /72
4c)
	
Write in words, as you would z it:
0.29	 , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ......... 	 26 / 32 / 41 / 41
5aii)	
[Add ten
0.15 +	 23 / 25 / 30 / 34
5ci)	
Add one tenthl
4.254 +	 42 / 49 / 48 / 54
9)	 For the answer to a maths question
Dave got 4.9 and Lynn got 4.90
Is there any difference between them?
Why? 
.................	 61 / 70 / 67 / 70
The easiest of these was item 9, except for the fourth
year sample. In fact the comparatively small change of
facility over the age-range for item 9 suggests that it
may be concerned with an aspect which is particularly
emphasised when decimals are first introduced but may
rarely be repeated later.
The explanations listed below which were given on
interview to some extent support this:
Julie P (1), Maria (0),
Susan (1), Raymond (1),
Tony (3), Jane Ty
Frances (2/4)
Yes, because ninety is bigger
than nine
Yes, because nine tenths is
bigger than ninety hundredths
Yes, because one has a nought
after the nine
Yes, because the nine is tens
in one and ones in the other
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Yes, because one has a ten and
a unit and the other only has
a ten
No, because the nought stands
for nothing
No, because it doesn't alter
if you put noughts after the
point
No, because it's bigger
numbers but it's the same
No, because the nought means
there are no hundreds
No, because it's still nine
tenths
No, because nine tenths is
the same as ninety hundredths
Kevin F (2/3)
Mandy (2), Jane B (4),
Richard (3)
David (6), Tim (3),
Danny (3/4), Kevin Fl (3),
Shakeel (1), Jack (1)
: Peter (2/3), Diane (2)
Billy (3/4), Kevin Fl (3)
Cecilia (3), Wendy (4/5),
Kevin Fl (3)
Fung Mei (6)
(No child on interview referred to the notion of
'significant figures' which it was hoped the item would
also test.)
David's (6) reply was interesting and is perhaps
worth quoting in full as an example of a spontaneous
appreciation of symmetry:
	
D:	 No, you could keep on putting noughts and it
won't change. It's a bit like a mirror -
you can put noughts on the front on that side
of the point, and on the end on that side








Well I learned it and I thought it was a
bit like a mirror.





The above set of responses shows that there is a range
of responses for both 'yes' and 'no' which range from
little more than tautological (e.g. Kevin B, Tracey) to a
full consideration of place value (e.g. Frances, Fung Mel),
Thus it seems possible to select the correct response on
a relatively low level of reasoning and the wrong one on
a rather higher level. The more 'instrumental' reasons
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e.g. nough means nothing', 'you can put as many noughts
as you like', suggest the type of approach which may be
used in some primary schools, but there is no hard
evidence on this. Many of the 'Yes' responses again give
evidence of a 'whole number schema' for numbers after
the point.
Both item 9 and item 10, discussed later under
section (d) produced some degree of learning during the
interview. For example Diane (2) changed her method
spontaneously on this item by resolving a contradiction,
and Frances, although she did not succeed with item 9, did
with item 10 which required analogous reasoning. This
suggests that this type of item may be fruitful for
classroom teaching.
Of the remaining items, roughly ten per cent
answered the more straightforward ones correctly but were
thrown by the extra 'noise' in 2b) (O.60). The most
common error was hundreds, or hundredths (23 / 14 / 14 / 9
per cent) which again seemed to show that a whole number
schema was being used.






Raymond (1), Maria (0), Mandy (2), Susan (1)





Confirmation for the 'whole number' schema comes, for
example, from Maria (0), who read out 341.260 as 'three
hundred and forty one point two hundred and sixty' and
Julie (3/4), who read the number out correctly, and wrote
'hundreds', then changing it to 'hundredths'.
MB: Are you sure? What is the one after the point,
always? (long pause). Or does it change?
JW: It changes.




JW: (long pause) I don't know.
Item 5ci) ('add one tenth to 4.254') surprisingly,
caused even more confusion. Again the most common error
was to treat the number on the right of the point as a
whole number and confuse 'tfls' and 'tenths', arriving
at 4.264 (17 / 12 / 17 / 9 per cent), which was the
method used by Kevin Fo (2/3), Raymond (1), Shakeel (1),
Tracey (2), Kevin B (2), Susan (1), Tony (3) and Jack (1),
the latter reading it out as 'four point two hundred and
sixty four' to again illustrate the source of the mistake.
The class test results for item 4c) show the
foil owing:
Table 6.3 Frequency of responses to item 4c) in class-test and interviews
Response
	
	 Class Test	 Interviewees
Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4
(nought) point	 25%	 32%	 30%	 37%	 Jane (4), Kevin B (2), Jack(1)
twenty nine	 Shakeel (1), Tony (3),
Danny (3/4), Kevin Fi (3)
Tim (3), Peter (2/3)
Kevin Fo (2/3), Billy (3/4)
twenty-nine	 19%	 13%	 8%	 10%	 Susan (1)
(nought) point	 26%	 32%	 41%	 41%	 Fung Mei (6), Richard (3),
two-nine	 Lisa (5), David (6), Paul (6)
(correct)
Thus this too confirms the tendency to use a whole number
schema for the decimal part of a number. Thus although not
all the children who read the number as if it were a whole
number made mistakes on, for instance, item 5ci), it was
noticeable that no child below level 3 read the number
correctly, and equally no child at levels 5 and 6 read it
incorrectly. It was interesting to note that Jane B (4)
first read out the number correctly but proceeded to
record her answer incorrectly, illustrating the border
line point.
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Item 5aii) ('add ten to 0.15') above was perhaps
rather unfair, since it predisposed children to confuse
'tens' with 'tenths'. Thus many on the class-test and on
interview gave either '0.25' (39 I 42 / 42 / 39 per cent)
or '25' (11 I 4 / 4 I 1 per cent). The only children
getting correct answers spontaneously on interview were
Fung Mei (6), Jane Ta, Frances (2/4), Wendy (4/5),
David (6) and Paul (6). Even some level 5 children
(e.g. Lisa (5)) made mistakes. The item correlated well
with other items and hence, like item 4c), appeared to be
a good discriminator in spite of some lack of face-validity.
These items, taken together with the previous group,
suggest that although 60 to 80 per cent of secondary
school children (depending on the age-group) have some
knowledge of the first place of decimals, only a very
much smaller percentage, perhaps 25 to 35 per cent, are
sufficiently sure of this to hold to it when distractions
are present. This is so even with items which require
only identification of the place-values without further
complexities.
The next group of items involve later places of
decimals, again at the 'correspondence' level only.
2c)	 0.41	 The	 stands for 2.
	
............	
48 I 58 I 53 I 63
11)	 Six tenths as a decimal is 0.6
a)	 How would you write as decimals:
three hundredths. 	
......................	 I 50 I 60 I 59 / 67
13) b)
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The area shaded is [
	
square units
The area shaded is [_
	
square units
58 / 60 I 72 / 75
32 / 36 I 48 / 55
Item 2c) is only slightly harder, by 5-10 per cent
of each year group, than the similar item 2b) which
involved tenths.
Item 11) appeared straightforward but contained the
complication of requiring zero to be inserted as a place-
holder. The most common mistake on interview was again







: Peter (2/3), Kevin Fo (2/3), Raymond (1),
Julie P (1) and 9 / 6 / 9 / 8 per cent of
class-test sample





Item 13b) proved little harder than the straight-
forward 'tenths' item in the same question, but some of
the interviews showed that one of the reasons for this
was that the correct answer could be obtained by counting
the small squares and simply writing the total number (43)
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after the decimal point. Thus those working in a modified
whole number schema were able to arrive at a correct
answer. For example Tim (2) counted single squares up to
43 and then said 'one and 43 tenths' writing down 1.43,
although he later corrected himself to '43 hundredths'.
Julie W (3/4) wrote 1.43 and when asked replied 'because
it is 4 tens and 3 little ones'.
However Danny (3/4) at a more sophisticated level
recognised that it was 'one and forty—three hundredths'
but recorded the answer as 1.043.
(Other aspects of this item will be discussed under
heading (e)).
Thus 13c) was a better test of understanding of the
second decimal place, although it too required the use
of zero as a placeholder.
Those who had got l3b) right almost by accident
generally wrote 1.7 for l3c) e.g. Kevin Fi (3), Julie P (1),
Julie W (3/4), Tracey (2), Kevin B (2), Jane B (4),
Tony (3), Richard (3). The answer 1.7 was also obtained
by 39 / 35 / 32 / 25 per cent of the class test sample.
Thus we have the not unexpected result that
thousandths, hundredths etc. are slightly more difficult
than tenths in terms of making the correspondence between
position and place. However when a number is less than
one tenth, the necessity for a zero as placeholder in the
tenths column creates an added difficulty, the percentage
successful being reduced to between a third and a half of
first years, and between a half and two thirds of fourth
years, depending on how straightforward the item is.
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(b) The 'carrying' aspect of addition i.e. ten in one place is
equivalent to one in the next place on the left
Whole numbers. The following items involved the 'carrying' aspect:
5a)	 ten
1) 3597 -.
5 b)	 Add one hundredj
ii) 19 930.....
7)	 The meter counts the people going
into a football stand
01613(9191
After one more person has gone in
it will read:
56 / 65 / 74 / 71
49 / 58 / 67 / 69
68 / 77 / 86 / 88
16a)	 Add	 263
+ 978
85 / 89 / 88 / 88
The traditional addition 'sum', 16a), was by far the easiest of
these items. However it correlated relatively poorly with the
remaining items, and in contrast to most other items there was
little improvement in facility across the age range.
This suggests that it was probably done entirely algorithmically
by some children who did not understand the rationale of the
'carrying' process.
For instance Stewart(l) did the addition correctly but
explained his action in carrying the 1 (from 11) into the tens
column as follows:
MB: You carried a one. What's the one?
S:	 Unit.
MB: Where did it go?
S:	 Hundreds.
MB: Why did one unit move into the tens?
S:	 (Pause)
NB: You said '3 and 8 are 11, carry 1'. Why did you carry
a one? Why didn't you put them both there?
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SS:	 It's too big.
And Kim (0) explained, for the 'tens' column, having already
one':
K:	 6 and 7 is 13 - do I add that one in?
2 and 9 •.. 12. (Arrives at correct answer)
MB: Why did you add that one in?
K:	 Cos it's the next number to that so you add it on there.
Diane (2) also refused to give any explanation other than a purely
'instrumental' one. (The question format was slightly different -
see Appendix G).
D: Because he had one too many. If you had a number and it
added up to say 10 you put the nought first and then carry
one to go on the other side and then you add up the others
and you take the one from the bottom and add it on to the
numbers you've added.
Similarly Jane Ty seemed confused although she had completed the
question correctly.
DEK: Why do you carry the one?
J::	 (pause)...
DEK: What does the one stand for?
J:	 Don't get it really ... what do you mean?
DEK: What does the one you've carried mean? What does it
represent? One what?
J:	 (unable to answer)
Maria (0) also completed the computation correctly and explained:
MB: Why did you write the one there?
M:	 Cos it's left over.
MB: Why - what is left over?
M:	 Cos it's fifteen.
MB: Why don't you write down fifteen.
M:	 Cos it's to add on to the other column.
MB: What is in the other column? (indicates tens column)
M:	 Units.
In fact all the interview sample but one obtained a correct answer
to the addition 'sum'; the one who obtained the wrong answer,
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surprisingly enough, proved to be Frances (2/4) who had done quite
well on some of the more difficult decimals questions. However
here she confused the algorithms for subtraction and addition.
(The sum	 38 was already filled in beforehand.)
+ 27
5
F puts a 'one' up at the top of the 8 as if to borrow for subtraction
F: That's wrong.
MB: Don't forget that you are adding the numbers.
F: You pay back the one you borrowed and you've got 2 left over so
it makes 3, and 3 is 8(!)
MB: What are you doing - can you explain?
F: That (borrowed ten) stands for one whole one and I had to
borrow it from the tens column and I added it up to the 8 -
that makes 18, and added it up with the 7 - that makes 25,
put 2 down plus the one I borrowed - I had to pay it back -
that's 3. 3 add 2 is 5, add 3 is 8(i)
(In contrast to the rest of the sample
	
38
+27Tim (3) used his own method for
	 -
T: When I first did it I thought I'd try doing it in my mind -
I said 3 add 2 - 30 add 20 is 50, so I went to add 7 and 8
together. Then I said 8, 9, 10 ... take 2 to (from?) the
7 is 5, and that makes another one, that T s 6. You're
supposed to carry but I don't always do that.)
Thus the above excerpts generally suggest that there is not
necessarily any connection between obtaining correct answers to
simple addition sums and an understanding of place value.
Indeed some of the children who obtained correct answers to
the traditional format 'sum' and provided what appeared to be a
clear explanation of carrying in that context did not carry this
over to the remaining items.
For instance Maria(0) when asked to 'add ten to 3597' replied:
M:	 Three thousand, fifty-nine, seven. Do I add the ten to the
seven?
MB: Which do you think?
M: The seven, makes seventeen (writes 35917)
Point seventeen (Adds a 'point' to read 359.17).
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She applied similar reasoning to item 5bii), for, having read 19930
as 'one thousand, ninety nine, thirty' she added three hundred (thus
niisremeinbering the number to be added) to arrive at 139930, and
inserted a decimal point arbitrarily to finally obtain 1399.30.
Kim(0), like Maria, gave 35917 for item 5ai), saying 'seventeen'
as she did so. (In item 7 she gave an unexpected pre-operational
type response. of
1 0(613191121
because 'it's going up in 3's innit?')
Shakeel(1), who not only like Kim and Maria did the addition
correctly but even later managed one (but not two) long multiplication
of decimals, gave
10161311(001
for item 7, failing to carry over, and when asked in an item similar
to 5bii, 'add two hundred to 19 830', added one of the hundreds to
each of two columns and like Mara inserted a decimal point to arrive
at 20.930.
Raymond(1), after first trying
10(613(91911
then altered it to
[o[6J4j9(9 
1
since 'it can't go there' (pointing to the 9 in the 'units' column)
'cos it makes ten, and can't go there' (indicating the 9 in the
'tens' column) 'cos it makes ten, so...'. However he added ten
to 3597 quite correctly, explaining 'that makes ten so you put
it on the next one', and also completed 5cii) and the formal
addition without any errors.
Jany Ty, asked to add 200 to 19930 was unhappy because 'you
can't add two hundred to one million'. When asked which digit
stood for hundreds she then went ahead giving 11130 which she read
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as tone million, 1 thousand, 1 hundred and thirty', apparently by
adding two to the nine hundred to obtain eleven, and failing to
carry again but merely obliterating the nine in the thousands place.
Julie(l) also did some peculiar carrying procedures showing an
incomplete grasp of place value. She added ten to 3597 to get 4607
(you'll have to change it into 4 thousand cos it'll go over the
hundred'), added two hundred to 19830 to get 21 830, and added 1
to 6399 to get 7000.
Other children made odd errors which could have been merely
careless ones.
It is perhaps worth mentioning in relation to the results
reported in Chapter Four that one or two children chose to use a
complementary addition technique which avoided a formal 'carrying'
and made use of a more intuitive counting knowledge.
For example Kevin Fo(2/3), correctly added ten to 3597 to
obtain 3607, explaining '...put 3 down' (i.e. the 3 which when added
to 97 gave 100), 'changed 5 into 6, as it would go over, then added
the rest on' (i.e. the remaining 7). Similarly in adding two hundred
to 19830 he first tried 2030, explaining 'you add a hundred and
seventy to make it up to twenty thousand... I've missed out a nought
somewhere...' then corrected it to 20030.
These three items 5ai, 5bii and 7 do differ somewhat in facility.
Item 5bii) is very similar to Sai) except that there is a 'double
carry' with two adjacent nines rather than one. However this seems
rather surprisingly to have made little difference to the difficulty
of the item, as the differences in facility are only 7 / 7 / 7 / 2
per cent, respectively, for years 1 to 4. Item 7 however is
significantly easier than the other two, presumably because a
straightforward counting strategy was possible with only an addition
of one unit required. There is some support for this from the
interviews; Shakeel(1) said 'one hundred' as if counting on from
99, before writing down a correct answer, and Susan(l) similarly
said 'I added one on there - one on there makes a hundred'. Both
of these children had made mistakes on one or both of the items in
question 5.
Although all of these items could be done mentally it was
expected that many children would convert them into the vertical
format of a traditional addition 'sum'. In fact only Tracey(l),
30 / 33 / 33 / 31
28 / 35 / 36 / 34
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Kevin B(2), Mandy(2), Diane(2) and Frances(2/4) did so, and in
general their answers were correct.
To summarise, while 85 to 90 per cent of each secondary year group
seem to be able to carry out a simple three-digit addition 'sum'
set out in traditional vertical format, a proportion of this group,
perhaps 35 per cent of the whole first year age group decreasing to
20 per cent of the fourth year group, do not have a complete under-
standing of the place-value principles involved in the 'carrying'
process. At least some of them are able to give valid explanations,
at least as far as the equivalence between ten ones and one ten, but
this is no guarantee that equivalences between higher powers of ten
are recognised and applied when the circumstances are less familiar.
Decimals The relevant items were:
5cii)	
Add one tenth 1
2.9^
11 Six tenths as a decimal is 0.6
How would you write as a decimal:
b) eleven thousandths .....
c) eleven tenths
38 / 44 / 51 / 59
l6b1134 




51/ 48 / 65 / 65
The two parts of item 11 appear to be very much more difficult than the
others. This would seem to be because of the verbal form in which
the question is presented; there are no numbers already represented
in place value format to give any assistance.
Item 16b seemed to be the easiest because it was a form close
to that of a traditional 'sum', and 5cii) was intermediate, presumably
since it incorporated one symbolic and one verbal number.
Item 16b was not included on any of the initial interviews, but
it was given to six of the final interviewees. Of these only one,
Kevin(2), wrote down a 'sum' in vertical format. (He actually got
the point in the wrong place to start with by using the wrong rule:
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'Cos you count the sides - there is two numbers' (i.e. after the point,
one in each of the numbers given)'on that side so that's why I put
the point.., no, it's meant to be followed in line - I just remembered
it's for dividings() - for addings you go in a straight line).
However four others seemed to be doing it this way without actually
recording it. David (6) and Tony (3) wrote down the 'one' carried
as they worked out the answer from right to left, and Susan (1)
explained '7 and 4 make 11, and the 2 and 3 is 5, and add the one, 6'.
On the class test, of the 55 / 69 / 78 I 76 per cent who got a correct
answer, 21 I 32 / 39 / 31 per cent (of the total sample) showed
some working.
Only Richard (3) appeared to do it working from left to right,
and as a result arrived at 15.11, failing to carry across the
decimal point. The percentages giving this answer in the class test
were 11 / 7 / 3 / 3 in years I to 4.
The fact that the choice of strategy seems to link closely with
the correctness of the answer obtained, and that weaker children were
at least as likely to choose a more reliable strategy although not
necessarily for good reasons, would explain why the item, like the
other formal computation items, did not correlate well with the main
core of items, although it did have a 4-value above .4 with item 17b.
The answers given on interview to item 17b (5 x 0.2) were:
10 or 10.0	 : Maria (0), Shakeel (1), Julie (1)
.10	 : Kevin Fo (2/3), Tim (3), Tony (3), Richard (3),
Jane (4)
5.10 or 25.10	 : Susan (1), Raymond (1)
.01	 : Kevin B (2)
2.5	 : Kevin Fi (3), who equated 0.2 with
'I can't do it'	 : Cecilia (3)
The remaining eleven were correct.
It would seem that of the children interviewed, those at low
levels either used a 'whole number schema', ignoring any decimal
points, to arrive at 10, or multiplied 5 x 0 and obtained 5 to give
an answer of 5.10. The answer .10 was more sophisticated and used
by children who knew something about decimals but failed to use the
equivalence 'ten tenths is one unit' and therefore broke the place
convention. In the class test the percentages with 0.10 as the
answer were 17 I 14 / 10 I 9.
The answer 0.10 for item 17b seemed to carry an obvious appeal,
as did several of the answers to item 5cii ('add one tenth to 2.9').
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Table 6.4
	 Frequency of responses to item 5cii in class test
and interviews
Class test (per cent)
Response Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4
	 Interviews
2.19	 11	 5	 6	 5	 Maria(0), Kevin Fo(2/3)
Kevin Fi(3), Cecilia(3),
Julie (3/4)
3.9 10 7 7 2 Danny(3/4), Kevin B(2)
Tracey(2), Julie P(1),
Susan(].)





(correct)	 38	 44	 51	 59	 Remaining 12 out of 28
interviewed
It can be seen that this time each answer attract pupils over
different levels.
Both the answers 2.19 and 3.9 seem to have resulted from a
confusion of 'tenths' and 'tens', but in the latter case there was
usually a carrying process as well. Thus Cecilia(3), arriving
at 2.19, explained 'add ten to the tenths and you'll get nineteen';
while Julie P(].) obtained 3.9 since 'if you add another ten to
that it would be over the tens'.
The rationale for 2.10 is more obvious. For instance Jack
said 'Is that one point ten?' (he continued to take the unit figure
as one instead of two)... 'Add 1... don't think that's right...
I just added one to the nine?
In the case of items llb and llc 6ecording 'eleven thousandths'
and 'eleven tenths' respectively) the main answers given were as in
Table 6.5.
Again the naive strategy is that of using a whole number schema
only. For example Jack (1) and Kevin B (2) give 11.000 and 000.11
respectively for 'eleven thousandths', and similarly the response
of Shakeel(120), Jack (11.0) and Maria (11.00) to lie.
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Table 6. 5 Frequencies of responses to items lib and lie in
the class test and interviews
Class test (per cent)


















15	 10	 8	 6
	
6	 4	 4	 4
	
17	 24	 28	 *36
	
30	 33	 33	 31
	
49	 47	 48	 45
23 I 18 I 16 I 21














Raymond (1) ( . 011)
Maria (0) (11.00)
Jack(1) (11.0)
Remaining 11 out of
25 interviewed
Note: Item lib was introduced at the class test stage (the parallel
item with 'eleven hundredths' had been in Drafts 2 and 3) so
that the interviewees are only drawn from the final group.
The mistake of failing to carry and thus trying to write
eleven in the tenths,or thousandths, column without realising that
this caused an anomaly, was relatively sophisticated and attracted
significant proportions of children in both cases.
Thus it can be seen that the 'equivalence' of 'ten in one place
to one in the next' is very much harder to apply with decimals than
with whole numbers. This is probably partly because of the unfam-
iliarity with the numbers and lack of feeling for orders of
magnitude, and also partly because of the difference between
evaluating the places from the left after the decimal point and
evaluating them from the right before it. (Thus eleven tens can
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be recorded legitimately by writing eleven in the tens column;
whereas eleven tenths cannot.)
The difficulty became greater the more the item departed from
the lay—out of a standard addition calculation, with in the most
extreme cases, which involved words only, a success rate of under
one third. Thus the representation of rational numbers in decimal
form assists the analogy with addition of whole numbers, but when
the assistance provided by the notation is removed the equivalence
idea becomes more difficult to apply. It seems likely that many of
the children who wrote eleven tenths as .11 had a formal knowledge
that ten tenths was equivalent to one whole one, but did not think of
making use of this knowledge in this particular example, being quite
happy with an intuitively obvious answer. Thus this underlines the
fact that applying mathematics is not simply a matter of possessing
the necessary knowledge and techniques to solve a problem, but also
of possessing a rich network of conceptual relations which will
bring the appropriate knowledge into play at the right moment.
Cc) The borrowing aspect of subtraction, which is the reverse of (b),
i.e. one in one place is equivalent to ten of the next place on
the right
Whole Numbers The following items relate to this aspect:
5dii
f
Take away one hundred
30 000+
The number that is 2 less than
17000 is
12
Write down any number between
a) 4000 and 5000
b) 4100 and 4200
37 I 46 1 54 / 55
52 / 59 / 73 / 68
75 / 83 / 89 / 87




61 / 61 I 62 I 66
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Although items 12a and l2b can be solved by this method of place
value equivalence, it seems much more likely that they were in fact
answered by a simple counting strategy, and the significantly
greater facilities would support this.
During the interviews most children who obtained a correct answer to
these did so very quickly and could give no explanation of how they
obtained it. This is even true of the children like Shakeel(l),
Raymond(].) and Stewart(].) who showed little understanding of place
value principles in their other answers. Both these observations
suggest an intuitive strategy based on the principles of counting.
These two items are therefore not very informative on the point
under discussion, and will be discussed instead under the next
heading (d).
The formal computation item, item 16c, did not correlate very
well with any other questions on the paper, not even its additive
counterpart already referred to. This again points to the
distinction between facility with formal computation procedures and
any measure of 'understanding' of the ideas underlying it. A
further interesting point is that, like the addition 'sum', the
facilities remained fairly constant across the age-groups, whereas
in all the remaining questions there was definite evidence of an
increase over the three years.
The interview responses seemed to fall into four main categories:
those who used a faulty technique, those who obtained a correct
answer but could not explain their technique, and those who obtained
a correct answer and justified their method by place-value principles.
The children in each category are shown in Table 6.6 over, which
also distinguishes between the 'decomposition' and 'equal additions'
methods, and private techniques.
It is difficult to draw very definite conclusions from a rather
small sample, especially as the children in the initial interviews
only had a two-digit subtraction	 51
- 28
and hence to justify it only needed the equivalence of one ten for ten
ones, and no higher equivalences which would have been more testing.
However one clear conclusion from Table 64 would seem to be
that although the two methods are not obviously distinguishable in
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Table 6.6 Frequency of response-types for item 16c among interviewees
'Equal additions' 'Decomposition'	 Private
method
Correct answer, method 	 Mandy(2)	 Tim(3)





Correct answer, did	 Richard(3)	 Diane(2)





Faulty technique	 Kim(0)	 Jack(l)	 Stewart(l)
(not just careless 	 Jane T(-)	 Peter(2/3)
answer)	 Maria(0)	 Rayniond(l)
their efficiency, children seem to find it much easier to explain the
'decomposition' method in terms similar to those Danny used
i.e. 'Take one from three, which is one ten'.
Richard(3) was fairly honest about the 'equal addition' method:
(R starts	 2 3 l'2
- 5Y7
5
MBg Explain why you changed that 4 into a 5.
Cos if you take one away you got to put one back to the bottom.
siB: Why do you put it back to the bottom when you took it from the
top?
R: Oh - well I always thought that was funny but it gets them
right. I did try and think but I couldn't work it out.
Susan(l), a fourth year girl, could not explain it either but
suggested that the 'equal additions' method was more effective
for her than 'decomposition':
MB: Why did you make the 4 into 5?
S: I dunno. My uncle taught me that way.
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MB: You say your uncle taught you that - you didn't learn it
at school?
S: No, I couldn't pick 'em up from the teacher -
	 never been
able to pick 'em up you know. She taught me another way
which she thought was easier but I couldn't get it that way.
I had to be taught this way. She does it this way, but she
thought the other way would be easier but I couldn't pick it up that
way - I always got it wrong.
This suggest that at least one weaker child without the backing of
much understanding of place value finds the equal additions method
easier to recall.
Diane (2) gives a similarly uncomprehending answer for
decomposition as she says, when asked why the one (ten) borrowed
makes the one (unit) into eleven rather than two:
'Don't know - don't know why I done that. Just
the way I do it.'
Many of the weaker children however seemed to get confused, whichever
method was used.
Jack(l), for instance, 'borrowed' indiscriminately across




explaining 'you're taking one from that two to give to that two'.





adding 'it's 12, you buzz them out and put eleven, and one there'
(with the one ten).





N: Do you take the top from the bottom? (She writes 7)
N: There's 2, can't take 5 from 2, have to take from one
of these - that one (crosses out the one unit of 51 and
writes it in front of the 5.
MB: Can you explain what you are doing there?
N:	 I crossed out the one and put nought, so I put one onto
the tens...
That's wrong though, I'm supposed to take 15 from 2 and not
2 from 15.
MB: Why don't you try it again, but this time take the bottom
from the top?
M:	 Is that how you're supposed to do it?
Maria then carried out a decomposition procedure quite correctly,
and even gave a coherent explanation in terms of the one borrowed
then becoming ten ones.
Kim(0) started off correctly with 'equal additions' but later
appeared to cross over to 'decomposition' and finally was unable to
cope with the empty space in the thousands column, so subtracted
5 for the second time.
Jane T started off with decomposition but then proceeded to add
the numbers instead of subtracting.
Stewart(l) seemed to have no usable method:
S: How many 2's... No, 2 take away 7
Can't do none of them.
MB: Are you saying you can't take that (7) from that (2)?
S:	 Yeah.
Raymond(1) and Peter(2/3), together with 4 I 5 / 5 I 5 per
cent of the class test sample, solved Stewart's problem by always




since, in Peter's words,'one take away eight is seven, five take away
two is three'.
Tim(3) seemed to have arrived at a private method for
correcting Raymond and Peter's method:
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'Two from five is thirty, then I said eight take away one leaves
you seven, then I said seven from thirty leaves you twenty-three.'
The above results suggest the reason that the correlations between
this item and the others are low but not negligible is because though in
general the children who scored well on the test as a whole found some
efficient method whether or not they understood it, and the very
weakest ones became confused by any method, some of the intermediate
ones obtained correct answers with little understanding.
The remaining two items were item 5dii, which involved taking
one hundred from 30 000, and item 8, which asked which number was 2
less than 17 000.
There was roughly a difference of 15 percentage points between
the facilities for these two items, presumably again because the
subtraction in the units place was both easier in itself and also
allowed a counting strategy.
In the case of 5dii ('take one hundred from 30 000) weaker
children tended to 'take away' the one from whichever place seemed
easiest; thus giving the following results.
	
20 000 or 2000:	 Kim(0), Stewart(1), Raymond(l)
	
29 000 or 2900:	 Susan(l), Billy(3/4), Shakeel(l),
Julie(1), Jack(1), Tim(3)
Tracey(2) and Kevin B(2) were the only ones to attempt a formal
sum. Kevin had trouble using the decomposition method with all the
zeros, and made a mistake, while Tracey obtained a correct answer
using the same method. They both used decomposition also to subtract
2 from 17 000, but here Kevin B was correct and Tracey made a mistake,
carrying a 'one' from the
	
over to the units column.
Thus a formal method could be successful but was unreliable with
the 'borrowing' across several columns.
The remaining eleven children, all later assessed to be at least
at the level 2/level 3 borderline, did a mental subtraction and all
but Peter(2/3) and Tony(3) obtained correct answers. However the
methods varied; Fung Mei(6), for instance said 'Take one from three
hundred', whereas Danny(3/4) said 'I done it taking away from a
thousand' and Lisa(5) explained 'Just take one off of that (indicating
the hundreds column) and one off the thirty - I don't know - I just
did it!
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Thus the more able children were able to obtain correct answers
by re-structuring the number and looking at it as '300 hundreds'
(Fung Mel) or '29 thousand and one thousand' (Danny and Lisa). This
seemed to be done almost subconsciously, as Lisa suggests. It is
this flexibility in changing the unit of reference which seems to
be at the heart of the ability to apply place value ideas, but which
is clearly not achieved easily.
Very similar results were obtained for item 8 (the number two
less than 17 000) with Stewart (1) and Kim(0) obtaining 15 000
('What, take two away? Fifteen thousand'). Susan's(l) answer of
'What do you mean? Two numbers less' seemed to suggest a counting
procedure, although she wrote down 16 098.
It might have been thought that these two items were especially
difficult because they required an equivalence across more than one
column. However in the initial interviews the item 'Take two hundred
from 3104' was used, and it actually had a lower success rate than
5dij). The reason would therefore seem to be that children in
general prefer to work mentally rather than translating into a
vertical computation form, and mental work requires a sound know-
ledge of place value which children do not always have in numbers
over a thousand.
To suninarise, the formal computation again failed to correlate
since it did not require any understanding of the technique, and
children were reluctant to translate other problems into this format.
The possibility of a counting-based strategy helped make items
easier. Item 5dii) ('take one hundred from 30 000') seemed to test
whether children could apply the principles of place-value, and it
had a facility increasing from 35 per cent in the first year to 55
per cent in the fourth year.
Decimals The following items seemed to relate to the regarding of
one in one column as equivalent to ten in the next one on the right.
1 ld)
Four tenths is the same as .....hundredths 1 28 / 31 / 42 / 40
12
Write down any number between
c) 0.4 and 0.5	 42 / 54 / 71 / 75
d) 0.41 and 0.42	 37 / 49 / 66 / 71
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16d ______________
1 8.44 - 6.37 ( =
	
.	 46 / 54 / 65 / 63
Here 16d seemed different from the other three items since it could
be done as a formal sum and in this format it required only an
analogous procedure to that for whole-number subtraction. (Indeed
the facility rates for item 16d and the whole number subtraction
'sum' were very similar in the third and fourth year samples.) In
the class-test 31 / 38 / 50 / 38 per cent of the year groups obtained
a correct answer by writing down such a 'sum' on their paper, while
only 15 / 16 / 15 / 25 per cent of the year groups obtained a correct
answer without showing such working.
In fact the question was biassed against those who used a mental
method since the answer 2.7, reached by subtracting the numbers on each
side of the point separately, was very attractive.
In fact the question did not appear in the drafts for the early
interviews, and was omitted from the final interviews in cases where
time was short, so only five children were interviewed. Three set it
out as 'sum' (Tracey(2), Kevin B(2) and Tony(3) ), and only Kevin B
made an error. David(6) did it successfully by a decomposition
procedure, but without writing anything down. Richard(3) did it
mentally and obtained 2.7.
The remaining items 12c), l2d) and lid) all require extrapolation
to introduce a new place of decimals, but the equivalence between
four tenths and forty hundredths is necessary to lid) and only
sufficient for 12c (and, by implication, for l2d). This, together
with its verbal form, explains the fact that itcJ1d) is substantially
more difficult, especially for fourth year children.
Item ild) does involve proportionality and the idea of equivalent
fractions. Unfortunately there is not an exactly equivalent question
in the CSNS Fractions study. The nearest is 2/3 = ?/l5 which has
facility rates rather higher, around 60 per cent, probably due to
the more familiar symbolic representation as well as the simpler factor
involved.
On interview seven children succeeded with the parts of question
12 without getting a right answer to item lid). At least some of
these did not use the equivalence of lid. For example Billy(3/4)
gave .415 as between .41 and .42 saying 'cos a thousand isanallor
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than a hundredth', thus implying that .415 was seen as .41 plus a
few extra thousandths. Tim (3) and Kevin Fo (2/3) started by
giving O.4 (a popular answer) for lie) and then changed it to
0.45. Tim said 'Oh, of course, it's 0.5 again innit?' Again,
the idea of equivalence is not present, nor is it in Wendy's (4/5)
reply. She had initially said 'You can't' when asked for a number
between 0.4 and 0.5, but after a long pause she suddenly said
'Oh, it will be .41, .42 and up to .5'. This implied some sort of
counting schema, or matching with a visual scale.
Of the five who did both correctly, one at least used the
'equivalence' relationship for items 12c and 12d. David (6) wrote
down 0.45 and explained 'say that (0.4) was 40 and that (0.5) 50
so that (0.45) is in between'. So also did Frances, although she
was not asked item lid. She 8aid in relation to item 12c 'That'd
be 4 hundredths and 5 hundredths, so four hundred and fifty,
forty-five' (writes 0.45). In spite of the jumbled language it
appeared that she was thinking of 0.4 and 0.5 as four and five
hundred (actually four and five hundred thousandths, although it
was not necessary to make the place-value explicit).
Thus a full use of the equivalence relation for decimals of
the kind 'one in one column is equivalent to ten of the next' seems
to be rather more difficult than when whole numbers are involved,
but not by a very large margin. Interpolation, however, say
between 0.4-0.5, is rather easier since it does not necessarily
depend on the notion of equivalence.
(d) Comparative size of two numbers
Whole rtumbers The following items relate to this aspect:
lObi)	 For each pair, ring the BIGGER number:
20 100 or 20 095
	
86 / 89 I 91 / 94
12)	 Write down any number between:
(a) 4000 and 5000	 75 / 83 / 89 1 87
(b) 4100 and 4200	 69/ 80 / 85 / 88
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Items 12a) and l2b) are discussed here, although they were
briefly referred to under the previous heading (c), since an
alternative strategy to a systematic algorithm based on the
symbolic representation is to use an intuitive knowledge of the
number-system ba8ed on the structure of the counting procedure.
In fact, the word, or possibly the concept, of 'between'
appeared to cause some difficulties. Kim (0) required an explanation
before she could start:
K:	 What do you mean, 'between'?
MB: Bigger than four thousand and not as big as five thousand.
K: Could be three
MB: No, bigger ... (pause) ... what number comes after four
thousand?
K:	 Five thousand.
MB: Is anything in between? ... (pause) ... Suppose it was
between forty and fifty.
K:	 Forty-five (quickly).
MB: Between four hundred and five hundred.
K:	 (writes 450)
MB: Now have another go at a number between four thousand
and five thousand.
K:	 (writes 4500)
MB: What number is that?
K: Forty-five thousand ()
Thus once Kim realised what was meant, she was able to answer
quickly provided the size of the number was within the range with
which she was familiar, and was even able to generalise to larger
numbers. (However for 12b) she gave the answer 4200).
Jack (1), Kevin (2) and Richard (3) also offered 3000 initially
fo item 12a) but each was able to proceed quite happily when the
meaning of 'between' was explained to them.
Maria (0) gave 2000 as her answer to 12a) but proceeded to
write 4050 for l2b) explaining 'cos one, and a half is fifty, a
hundred and fifty, and half more is two hundred, so put the fifty
This was the nearest thing given to an analytical method, although
it uses the idea of a hundred as equivalent to two 'half hundreds'
rather than ten tens. It is also interesting that in view of Maria's
many problems with place valud this answer showed at least some
feeling for the size of numbers. When she was taken back to item 12a)
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after doing 12b) she used the same strategy at least to start with
but came unstuck with recording the numbers:
N:	 I done it wrong ... four thousand and a half •.. four
thousand and a hundred' (writes 40100)
Handy (2), Cecilia (3) and Julie (1) also like Maria first
wrote 4050 as a number between 4100 and 4200, presumably for the
same reason. The former two spontaneously corrected themselves,
but Julie (1), when challenged, explained: 'Cos there won't be no
hundreds between one hundred and two hundred. So put a nought for
no hundreds.'
Thus although these two items did require some primitive
equivalence between, say, one hundred and a hundred ones, this was
mainly intuitive and based on familiarity with the numbers and the
counting system.
It was hoped that item lObi), in which the numbers were
larger, children might be driven to use a more analytical approach
based on the place-value symbolic representation. However the
higher facilities suggest that this did not happen, and it seems
likely that children quickly focussed on the fact that the
difference in the ways the numbers were recorded related only to
the sections '100' and '095', and then used an intuitive knowledge
that a hundred was greater than ninety-five.
This is illustrated by interview evidence with several of the
weaker children, Shakeel (1), who when asked in this case to
compare 20100 and 20010 said 'co g
 that's a hundred, that's ten'.
The same words almost exactly were used by Raymond (1) and Maria (0),
even though Maria, again in the same question as Shakeel, misread
the first part and therefore explained 'that's two thousand and
one hundred, that's two thousand and ten'.
Diane (2) did the same on the same item, but added at the end
a justification in terms of the place-value:
DR: (rings 20100) That's two million and one hundred
and that's two million, no thousands, no hundreds and
ten.
KU: So that's bigger because...?
DR: It's got a one before, the ten,
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This suggests at least the justification on place-value grounds is
seen as valid, although it does not appear this was the original
strategy used in obtaining the answer.
Two children gave only a method based on the symbolism, and
both were at a slightly higher level than the group above.
Julie (3/4) immediately ringed 20100 rather than 20010 and
said 'cos that's the third along and that's the fourth', but again
it was not clear whether the justification was post hoc or
whether it represented her strategy.
Frances (2/4) was the only one who relied on the symbolism
having failed in reading the numbers:
F: Twenty thousand and one hundred, and two hundred
thousand ... two
(writes down	 uthtu	 uthtu )
20100	 20010
F:	 That's units, tens, hundreds, thousands, units ()
(she copies the numbers term by term)
Oh, that's the bigger (rings 20100)
Thus, to suumarise, in comparing two whole numbers there would
appear to be two possible strategies. The first depends on a
knowledge of which number comes first in counting order, which may
be helped either by a number-line image or by a verbal trans-
lation. Almost all children could use this very quickly; the
only exceptions being where the number seemed to be outside their
range of familiarity (e.g. Kim with 4000).
The second is an algorithmic approach based on the symbolic
representation which is independent of whether children can
verbalise the number. Only one child gave clear evidence of having
chosen this latter method in preference to the first; other
children used it to justify their answers but it was not certain
that this was the method they had actually used.
Decimals The relevant items were:
10) a) Ring the BIGGER of the numbers
0.75 or 0.8
Why is it bigger?
	
51 I 65 / 69 / 75
b) For each pair ring the BIGGER number:
ii) 7.55 or 7.5
	
75 / 76 / 73 / 82
iii) 4.06 or 4.5	 I 66 / 72 / 83 I 80
Maria (0), Jane Ty, Mandy (2)
Julie (1), Tony (3),
Raymond (1), Tracey (2)
Shakeel (1), Susan (1)
Wendy (4/5), Billy (3/4),
Danny (3/4), Tim (3),
Paul (6), JaneB(4), Diane (2)
Cecilia (3), Richard (3),
Julie (3/4)
Frances (2/4), David (6)
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12)	 Write down any number between:
(c) 0.4 and 0.5	 42 / 54 / 71 / 75
(d) 0.41 and 0.42	 37 / 49 / 66 /61
It is clear that items 12c), 12d) are significantly more difficult
than the parts of question 10, and it seems likely that this is
because of the need to move into the next place of decimals, rather
than the actual comparison. This aspect has already been discussed
under section (c) above in relation to these items, and thus there
seems little need to add anything further here.
Item ba) is comparable in facility to item 9 (Is 4.90 equal
to 4.9) with which it appears to have much in common. That the
improvement is greater over the age range seems due to the fact
that it is less open to solutions using rules of the type 'nought
is nothing', which were discussed under section (a), than was item 9.
The responses and reasons given by the children interviewed
were as follows:
0.75 > 0.8 because
Seventy-five is bigger than 8
(it's a bigger number, it has
a unit on the end, etc.)
That's got two numbers and
that's only got one (or three
numbers against two etc.)
0.8 > 0.75 because
That's eight tenths and that's
only seven tenths (and some
hundredths which don't matter)
That's eight (tenths) and that's
seven and a half
That's eighty (hundredths) and
that's seventy-five
Seventy-five is sort of like a
bigger number but its smaller
The bigger the number after the




I have to add 0.25 to 0.75 to
make a whole one but I only
have to add 0.2 to make a whole
one for 0.8
0.8 has no hundredths;
the other one's got two
figures after the point.
Fung Mei (6)
: Kevin Fi (3), Kevin B (2)
Thus the children later assessed at low levels but who succeeded
earlier with item 9 using 'instrumental' explanations in general
fail here. In fact the item seems on this evidence to be a good
discriminator, with no child below level 2 getting a right answer
and none above level 3 getting a wrong one.
Both the 'explanations' which were put forward to justify the
wrong answer are obviously based on a whole number schema of a type
that has already been illustrated in earlier sections. In general
these children could not get anywhere if pressed.
e.g. Jane Ty ringed 0.75 as bigger because 'nothing before
and seventy-five; nothing before and just eight' and
when asked what the 8 stood for replied 'No, not sure
I'm not very good at decimals - I don't understand them'.
However all the justifications of the correct answer (except
Kevin F1's) were based on an understanding of place value. One
method involved the 'naming' of the place-value digits plus the
intuitive knowledge of the comparative sizes of tenths, hundredths
etc. (i.e. 8 tenths is greater than 7 tenths and the hundredths
do not matter). The other used the equivalence between two columns,
of the sort described in either b) 'carrying' or c) 'borrowing'
above (i.e. .75 as 7 tenths or .8 as 80 hundredths respectively).
The former method was probably the most efficient algorithm, but the
latter one seemed to demonstrate a more sophisticated grasp of
place-value relationships.
It is also interesting to note Fung Mei's (6) strategy which
illustrated an unusual capacity to make flexible jumps round a net-
work of relationships. This was a quality which seemed to
characterise the more able mathematicians. In this sample it was
demonstrated in particular by David (6) and Fung Mei (6), both
among the youngest children interviewed, but both of them seemed
to be under-rated by their teachers.
The remaining parts of item 10 did not throw up any essentially
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different strategies, and were both rather easier. This seemed to
be in the case of item l0bii) (comparison of 7.55 and 7.5) because
the 'whole number schema' gave a correct answer; the item was
included at a late stage partly to test the response of children
who, like Kevin Fi (3), had earlier explained that 0.75 was smaller
than 0.8 because it 'had hundredths'.
However although Kevin B (2) had given this type of explanation
in the case of 0.8 and 0.75, he did get item lObil) right 'co g
 if
you take off the point it would be 755 and the other would be 75'.
He attempted this strategy also in the case of l0biii) to compare
4.06 and 4.5, but recognised it was giving the wrong answer and
simply concluded 'No I think that one's bigger (4.5). I'm not sure
why - just say that one as a guess'. This shows that some children
are able to shift their explanations according to whichever one
agrees with the decision that they have apparently previously
reached on intuitive grounds. Shakeel (1), Tracey (2), Kevin Fo (2/3)
Tony (3), Julie (1) and Handy (2) all changed the explanation they
had given for lOa) in this way, often to cope with the comparison
in lObiii) between 4.06 and 4.5. Those who used the 'whole number
schema' consistently tended to say that 4.06 was greater since
406 was greater than 45, but the group mentioned above seemed to
recognise intuitively that 4.5 was greater, and offered various
explanations from 'that's got a nought' (Julie (1) and Tracey (2))
to 'if you added a nought on the end of 4.5 it's like 450'
(Shakeel (1)). This would explain why this item was easier than
l0a) in the class-test.
Some of the brighter children also changed their strategy;
for example Lisa (5) who had previously justified the fact that
0.8 was greater than 0.75 since 'the bigger the number after the
point the smaller the answer', decided that 7.55 was greater than
7.5 'because that one's only 7 1 but that's 7 1 and a little bit
more', she still refused to reconsider her previous statement.
Thus to sunimarise, it appeared that well over 70 per cent of
first year children increasing to 90 per cent of fourth years could
put whole numbers in order on a rather intuitive basis using a
knowledge of the structure of the counting system. No item tested
how many could do it if the numbers were more complex and outside
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the normal range of familiarity.
However with decimals containing a varied number of decimal
places, a more definite understanding of the place value system was
required and the percentage who succeeded was reduced to 50 per cent
of first years, rising to 70 per cent of fourth years. Many
children (40 per cent of first years dropping to 25 per cent of
fourth years) were tempted to reason by inappropriate analogy with
whole numbers. At all levels there were children who tended to
use different strategies according to the numbers, and few used a
sys tematic procedure.
(e) Visual correspondence with fractions, by both length, as is used
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This number is r 84 / 87 / 84 / 89
GIVE TUE REST OF YOUR ANSRS AS DEcILSJ
b)
5	 6
I 	 I	 .	 I 	 _I_





62 / 74 / 83 / 85
31 / 48 / 66 / 71
d)
I	 I	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I	 r
This number is about
	





3	 4-I	 I	 I
e)	 _______
This number is 23 / 37 I 50 / 58
7	 8
This number is about
63 / 75 / 80 / 84
L)	
1
:i. c- ... ..- -
This is 1 square unit
69 / 76 / 81 / 84
The area shaded is
	 •	 square units
(Give your answers as DECIMALS)
The area shaded U (
	 1 
square units
	 58 / 60 / 72 / 75
The area shaded is 	 square units
32 / 36 / 48 / 55
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Although item 6a) did not require the use of decimals, it
was put in to provide a comparison. Although the facilities were
high, it is perhaps surprising they were not higher for a very
straightforward item, indeed Maria (0) and Kim (0) both obtained
correct answers by counting, although Stewart (1) miscounted to
get 28 and Shakeel refused to write anything other than 7 even when
challenged. Raymond (1) mysteriously gave 500 'Cog you add them
together and put two 0's on', giving some insight into the mind of
a child who clearly perceived mathematics as a collection of
strange rules of an entirely arbitrary nature. Other children at
a higher level misinterpreted the question as requiring something
more sophisticated; Danny (3/4) and Tracey (2) both went via
7 to	 as if it were a 'fraction picture', and Jane (4) worked out
the answer as if the lower figure was -20
Items 6b) and 13a) already referred to in section (a) on
page 244 , proved to be the easiest items on the paper which involved
decimals for the third and fourth years, although the younger
children found some of the purely numerical questions easier,
presumably because this related to how they were being taught.
They can both be solved by simple counting, provided the whole
numbers are kept to the left of the point and the tenths after it.
In fact they do not even require the knowledge that .1 is equivalent
to one tenth, and can be solved by simply using 'small units' and
'large units', separating the two by a point.
Those children who gave wrong answers to 6b) were overwhelmingly
using a 'whole number schema', either counting on from five to get
13 (Kim (0), Jack (1) and 6 I 4 / 3 / 1 per cent for the class test)
or simply ignoring the end-point labels and getting 8 (Susan (1),
Shakeel (1) and Maria (0)).
In the case of 13a), the wrong answers were in general caused
by a misuse of fractions (in spite of the presence of the point in
the answer-box).
Thus Peter (2/3) correctly gave 2j which he changed to 2.310,
Susan (1) gave 2.10, Shakeel (1) gave 	 and Jack (1) gave 23.7.
The latter two, giving the ratio of shaded to unshaded, made a
mistake which is reminiscent of Piaget's 'inclusion' task (Inhelder
and Piaget, 1964) testing the ability to relate a part to the whole,
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which he claims is a criterion for concrete operations. Maria (0)
and Raymond (1) gave 'two and a third', the latter recording it as
3ard2— • Thus in this case almost all children were able to suggest
that the picture represented a rational number, although there was
considerable difficulty among the weaker children in deciding how
to express it both verbally and in writing. It is interesting that
none of this group chose to use a fractional representation in
item 6b); obviously the area representation was more familiar than
the linear one although the latter is probably more useful.
The fact that these two items, 6b) and 13a) can be answered with
little more than the ability to count and the knowledge that the
total of the 'bits' goes on the right hand side of the point,
suggest that they act as a first step in acquiring any notion of
decimals, and should therefore be a prerequisite for any further
work. It is interesting therefore to match the facilities (62 and
69 per cent of children aç the end of their first year in secondary
school and 74 and 76 per cent at the end of the second year) against
the claim made by HMI (DES, 1979) quoted on page 213 that 75 per
cent of 9 year old classes and almost all 11 year old classes were
introduced to the notion of decimals, with 90 per cent of 11 year
old classes taught to carry out calculations involving the four
rules of number to two decimal places or more.
The fact that items 6b) and 13a) can be answered without the
recognition of equivalence between .1 and one tenth is illustrated
by item 6e) in which the divisions are in fact fifths but for
which 48 / 42 / 33 1 21 gave the answer 3.1 obtained by counting
with no check on the size of the divisions. Of those interviewed
on this item only Fung Mei (6), Peter (2/3), Julie W (3/4), Jane B (4),
David (6), Richard (3), Paul (6), Tony (3) and Lisa (5) arrived
at a correct answer. Almost all of those asked to justify their
answer used a 'building up' process e.g. Peter (213), Kevin Fo (2/3),
Lisa (5) and Julie W (3/4) all said simply '2, 4, 6, 8, 10',
knowing they had to get to a total of ten, and Frances said 'three
point twenty', as if doing the same thing using a base of a
hundred rather than ten. Only Fung Mei (6) used a fractional idea
'cos f I divide into ten it would be two, a fifth', and even that
seemed rather post hoc. These strategies however do illustrate the
fact that using decimals to read scales is not dependent on a formal
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knowledge of fraction representation, but can well simply spring
from the more intuitive idea of placing ten or a hundred etc.
intermediate marks between two whole numbers.
Perhaps item 6e) was a harsh criterion for understanding the
prindples behind decimal representation as far as the first decimal
place, since there was a strong distractor present. For when the
marks representing fifths were removed as in item 6f), 63 / 75 / 80 / 84
per cent were able to estimate that a point actually marked at 7.3
was between 7.2 and 7.4 inclusive. (The figures giving 7.3
exactly were 29 / 35 / 43 I 42 with a further 2 / 8 / 12 / 18 per
cent giving another result within the interval 7.25 < x < 7.35).
The percentage of children within the 7.2 to 7.4 interval was
reasonably close, in fact, to those corrtly answering item 6b),
which suggests that as well as being able to count there is in fact
some intuitive notion of how large the divisions should be. By
narrowing the accepted interval to that between 7.25 and 7.35, the
facility of 6e) drops to much the same as for 6d), which suggests
that perhaps a greater degree of understanding is generally
required for a more accurate answer. The interviews largely
support this; those whose answers lay in the interval 7.25 to 7.35
(they were actually all 7.3) were two-thirds of those getting 3.2
for 6d,(Fung Mei (6), David (6), Lisa (5) and Tracey (3)) and
only two-tenths of those getting some other answer. Further support
comes from a +-value of over .45 between the questions.
One technique used successfully by some of the children,
including Fung Mei (6), was to place a pencil point at the centre
of the interval. This suggested that the length represented was
certainly greater than 7.25 units and less than 7.4.
Moving on to the item involving visual representations of
hundredths, it was noted in section (a) earlier that 13b) was not
a very good guide to the ability to match .01 to one hundredth,
since it could be done and indeed was done on interview, by simple
counting and recording of the total number of 'small squares' after
the point, with no reference to the significance of the place-value.
Item l3c) is a more useful test since it requires a placeholder for
the empty 'tenths' column, but may still be done by counting using
the idea of 'no strips and seven little squares', without
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necessarily the recognition that the small squares represent
hundredths. (As was noted in more detail under section (a) the
answer 1.7 for 13c) was very common).
Items 6c) and 6d) involve the idea of progressively dividing
a line segment into ten parts, each of these into ten parts, and so
on, each requiring a further place of decimals.
Probably 6d) was the best test of this idea, although
unfortunately the paper was not large enough to suggest any inter-
mediate point between .6 and .7 other than 65, The facilities
for this item were again remarkably similar to those for 6e), suggesting
that there may be some common link. (However 6d) had its highest
•-values with item 12d, which involves interpolating thousandths
between hundredths, and with 6c)). A common wrong answer to 6d)
was 14.6, given by 18 / 14 / 13 I 9 per cent of the final sample
and in the interviews by Raymond (1), Diane (2), Jane Ty (-),
Richard (3), Susan (1), Kevin B (2). This group seemed able to
operate with one place of decimals but had not extended the idea
of further sub-divisions to the next place. However Peter (2/3),
who gave 14.6.5, was obviously very close.
Item 6c was found a little easier, but again could be done by
counting, unlike 6d, provided a reasonable guess was made as to
where to record the four sub-divisions after 2.7.
To summarise this section, it is clear from the questions in
the fraction paper that 80 to 85 per cent of children in each year-
group can label a simple fraction diagram of the part-whole type
represented by area. Recording a number which is represented by
length or area and involves one place of decimals is only a little
more difficult for first and second years, and of the same order of
difficulty for third and fourth year pupils. However, in many cases
this is achieved by counting, and those children who have mastered
all the equivalences between a tenth, .1 and its spatial representa-
tions and are able to use these freely in solving problems may be
as low as 25 per cent of first year pupils although increasing rapidly
to 60 per cent of fourth years. This rapid increase may be due to
experience of the reading of scales on measuring instruments in
science, craft and so on in the secondary school. It does seem
possible, though, that a substantial proportion of school leavers
are likely to have difficulty with reading scales if there are not
simply ten divisions between each whole number.
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A very similar proportion to that occurring above (i.e. 25
per cent of first years up to 60 per cent of fourth years) seem to
have grasped the idea of progressive subdivisions of a spatial unit
and the recording of these using decimal symbolism which involves
place value.
A fairly high proportion of children (about 60 per cent of
first years up to 85 per cent of fourth years) can estimate a
length lying in between the whole number divisions to a reasonable
degree of accuracy, although most of those who came very close also
had a sound understanding of the correspondence between .1 and one
tenth etc.
(f) Significant figures and approximations
9)	 For the answer to a maths question
Dave got 4.9 and Lynn got 4.90.
Is there any difference between them?
Why? .............	 3 / 1 / 2 / 2
18a)	 Ring the number NEAREST IN SIZE to:
( 182 1 ^ 100/82/180/150/200/190
	
87 / 90 / 93 / 87
ii) L2.9 I + 3/30/2/20/0/ 1 	 50 / 69 / 74 / 79
iii) (0.181^ 0.1/10/0.2/20/0/1/2 	 44 / 48 / 61 / 59
b)	 Ring the number you think is NEAREST IN SIZE
to the answer (d not work out the sum):
) 2.9 x1 .*	 .002/ .02/ .2/2/20/200/2000	 44 / 44 / 57 / 62
0.29 x	 .002/.02/ .2/2/20/200/2000
	
15 / 20 / 25 / 31
1	 + 1901
	
.003/.03/ .3/3/30/300/3000 	 15 / 10 / 13 1 22
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The ability to approximate and estimate is becoming much more
highly valued now that machines are generally available for calcula-
tion. For a long time teachers have felt that it was a difficult
technique to teach, and the above results give much support for
this position.
A decision was made to avoid technical terms like 'significant
figures' or 'express to three decimal places' and so on, so that
only one small aspect of this area was in fact tested. Children
were therefore not asked to approximte, but to recognise
appropriate approximations from a set of numbers presented to them.
This suggests that arriving at an independent approximation might
be rather more difficult than these facilities indicate.
It was hoped that item 9 would reveal those who appreciated the
difference between expressing an answer to different numbers of
significant figures. However none of those interviewed distin-
guished between 4.9 and 4.90 (ex-ept for the wrong reasons), and
even on a very generous marking, not more than two per cent of the
total sample did so - the percentage who really understood the
point may well have been less. In the class test trials out of a
top set of 22 pupils who were all expected to get good 0-level
grades and who were following a 'modern' syllabus, none appreciated
the differing degree of accuracy in the figures of 4.9 and 4.90.
In hindsight, there probably would have been a different
reaction if the question had suggested that the numbers represented
measurement or were set in a scientific context.
Item l8ai) showed that 90 per cent of the children were able
to select the best approximation to a number which was within the
range with which they were familiar; had the number involved been
much greater this facility might have been lower. No child to
whom it was given on interview gave a wrong answer, which suggests
that in ideal circumstances the facility should perhaps have been
even higher.
Item l8aii) contained two further difficulties; the number
given was nearer to the end of the implied interval and oiplace of
decimals was involved. Even so it was a little surprising that only
50 per cent of children were able to state that 2.9 was nearer to
3 than to 2, 20, 30 etc., and it again suggests that at least half
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the children in a junior class are likely to have little basis of
understanding to which to relate the computation procedures for
decimals which they are taught. The percentage who again used a
'whole number schema' and ignored the presence of the decimal point,
giving 30 as an answer, was 14 / 9 / 7 / 5 per cent, while a further
11 / 6 I 5 I 2 per cent gave 2. Of those interviewed on this item,
Tony (3) and Julie P (1) gave 30, Shakeel (1) gave 20, Kevin Fi (3)
and Tim (3) gave 2, Tracey (2) gave 1, and Raymond (1) and Billy (3/4)
gave 0. Tim, Kevin Fi and Billy were all asked to reconsider their
answers carefully; Tim stuck to 2, Kevin Fi moved to 0 ('because
it's lower') and Billy changed to 2, and finally to 3 when challenged
again. Thus even some of the children who were fairly average in
their understanding in terms of their final level were not able to
appreciate an approximate order of magnitude of an apparently simple
one-place decimal.
Item l8aiii) was similar except that a two-digit number, 0.18
with no 'whole-number part' was involved. This seemed to increase
the attraction of the 'whole number schema' and the proportion giving
20 as an answer rose to 30 / 25 /18 / 17 per cent as the facility
dropped to 44 / 48 / 61 / 59 per cent. Susan (1), Jack (1),
Richard (3), Kevin B (2) and Kevin (2/3), out of those interviewed,
changed from a correct answer for 2.9 to an answer of 20, or 10, as
an approximation for 0.18. Even Lisa (5), in the top-stream at the
end of the third year, ringed 1 and stuck to it when challenged.
The interviews were of limited help in understanding why the extra
decimal place made the approximation more difficult. Presumably
it was because the number 2.9 is more familiar and can be readily
imaged on a number line, lying just short of 3. However 0.18 is
altogether a more intangible entity - not clearly near any whole
number. In addition its representation is more similar to 18 than
that of 2.9 to 29 since there is no longer a decimal point between
the digits. The reduction in the number of decimal places in
approximating may have worried some who might have accepted 0.20
as an approximation but not 02. It seems possible that those who
obtained correct answers used a formal technique of 'rounding up'
rather than appealing to any spatial representation. However the
interviews give no evidence for this; children seemed to reach
answers very quickly and those who were asked to justify them tended
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to give tautological responses.
The three items in 18b) required two steps beyond the items
in part (a) of the question. First, approximations had to be made
spontaneously and independently to the numbers in the question,
and these had to be substituted in the multiplication (or division)
'sum' in order to arrive at an answer.
Item l8bi) was In fact comparable in facility to the item
l8aii) above; there was only one number here to approximate to,
and that was the same one as for l8aii) previously. This resulted
in two small whole numbers which had to be multiplied.
In l8bii) one of the approximations, that for 7.1 to 7,
should have been easy, especially bearing in mind the similarity
with the item immediately above, but the approximation for .29 to .3
was less easy and it still left a decimal in the calculation.
Nevertheless it might have been expected that some children would
see that it differed from item l8bi) essentially only by a factor
of 10. Many pupils interviewed admitted they had 'just guessed'
the answers, and they clearly had since their responses were well
away from any reasonable answer. However some 'guesses' were more
informed than others; for instance for l8bi) Tim (3) correctly
ringed 20 Saying 'I just guessed - cos I said it wouldn't be 200
and wouldn't be 2000 and wouldn't be 0.2, so...'. However his
intuition failed for l8bii). Similarly Wendy (4/5) ringed 20 and
when asked why simply said '200 is too big - I don't know why, it
just looks it'. With l8bii) she was more precise; having first
ringed 0.2 as an approximation for .29 x 7.1 she changed to 2;
'it was too small - it's more than a whole one - it has to have
wholes - it just looks it'.
Interestingly enough, of those who did approximate to 2.9 x 7,
few chose to round up the 2.9. Julie (3/4), Billy (3/4), Danny (3/4)
and Richard (3) all arrived at the correct answer of 20, but going
via 'two sevens are fourteen'. However, both Fung Mel (6) and
David (6) rounded up the seven explaining respectively, 'cos say
that 7 was 10, then that would be 29, but its less than that, so 20',
and 'it'd be about 20 - cos it's timesing by 7 and 7 is near 10
so. . .
Jane B (4) was in fact the only child interviewed who did
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round up 29 and she made a mistake in the magnitude, 'I made 2.9
like 30 and seven 30's are about 200'.
For l8bii), which involved estimating the answer to 0.29 x 7.1,
Paul (6) rounded down the 0.29 to 0.2... 'co g 7 times the 2 is 1.4
something and if you take the rest of it, it'll be nearer 2'. Lisa
rounded up the 0.29 to 0.5 but came unstuck over the magnitudes:
'I done a half - I made that into .50 and that into 7. Five sevens
are 35 - it's very rough. So the nearest to that'd be 20... it'd
be a very rough estimate'. David (6) as usual provided the most
analytic explanation: 'Think that'd get smaller (in comparison
with 2.9 x 7) ... yes •.. slightly bigger' (the 7.1?) 'about the
same ... put that back one' (the decimal point?) ... 'it'd be
about 2 ... cos that's like that one but ten smaller'. In fact the
only children interviewed who obtained correct answers to this item
were Paul (6), David (6), Fung Mel (6), Wendy (3/4), and July W (3/4).
(It is worth noting that two of these were first year children, two
second year, and one fourth year).
Some of the children were so obsessed by algorithms that they
were unable to understand the idea of approximation at all.
Frances (2/4) insisted on working out l8bi), but lost the decimal
point in doing so, and in attempting to calculate .29 x 7.1 she
worked out 20 x 71 and multiplied the total by 9. Tracey (2) also
had an odd method for 2.9 x 7 'cos two 9's are 18 and when you do
that you add the 0 and make 280'. Kevin Fo (2/3) correctly ringed
20 for 2.9 x 7 but added strangely 'you're not dividing by any
noughts so there'll be just one nought', while both Peter (2/3) and
Julie (1) made their choice on the basis that 'it's got a point in'.
When it came to item l8biii) (59 4 190) the problem was
obviously less one of approximation than one of appreciating that
it is possible to divide a whole number by another whole number
larger than itself, providing one is working in the field of
rationals. This aspect therefore will be discussed under heading (j)
below. In fact the approximation was rather easier than in the
previous examples since both numbers involved were whole numbers and
within a familiar range. The percentage of children who obtained
either the correct answer of 0.3 or an answer of 3 which would
indicate correct approximation but an inversion of the operation,
was actually 42 I 36 / 49 / 47 per cent, which is very similar to
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the facility for l8bi) i.e. 2.9 x 7.
It had been expected that children might approximate to
59 + 190 by 60 + 180, but only Jane B (4) did so 'co g
 I made 59 into
60, 60 goes into 180 three times'. Richard (3), David (6) and
Fung Mei (6) all used 50 + 150, whereas Lisa (5) used 50 + 100
'I turned that into 50 and that into 100 - half of fifty is about
2' (rings .3).
Neither Tony (3) nor Kevin Fo (2/3) approximated the numbers
given but they did appreciate the need for a rough answer, i.e.
Tony: '59 goes into 100 just over 2 and 90...' and Kevin: '59
wouldn't go into 140 5 times, so it'll be 3' (rings 0.3) because
there'd be some over'.
To summarise, although almost all children seem to have a
reasonable appreciation of the rough size of a three digit number,
this proportion drops to from 50 per cent of first years to 80 per
cent of fourth years who have this in relation to a number with a
whole number, point, and one place of decimals, and about 45 per
cent of first years rising to 60 per cent of fourth years when the
decimal has no whole number part and is expanded to two places of
decimals.
When it came to estimating the results of calculations, the
facilities depend on the numbers involved. For a multiplication
of a single digit number and a two digit one with one place of
decimals, around 45 per cent of first years up to 60 per cent of
fourth years children can select an approximate answer, as can a
slightly lower percentage for a division of two whole numbers, one
2-digit and one 3-digit. The most difficult was a multiplication
of a number only just more than a small whole number, which was
expressed to one decimal place, by a two-digit decimal number with
no whole number part. This was done by around 15 per cent of
first year children rising to 31 per cent of fourth years.
Hardly any children spontaneously used the notion of
'significant figures' to comment on the difference in the accuracy
to which two numbers were expressed, but the context of the
question may have discouraged this.
Some children did not seem to grasp the idea of approximating
to estimate the answer of a calculation. When this idea was
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appreciated, a variety of methods were used and the most usual
method recommended i.e. single-digit rounding, was in fact rarely
used. Thus the ability to approximate, normally thought to be
useful in a calculator age, cannot be assumed to be an intuitively
obvious procedure.
(g) The effect of multiplication by a power of ten






Multiply by one hundred
317 9-
20 x 500 =
74 / 83 / 90 / 90
36/ 45 / 58 / 67
49 / 59 / 68 / 69
It seems a little surprising that less than three-quarters of
first year children knew what the answer was to four multiplied by
ten, although the facilities were high for third and fourth years.
The interviews suggest that the problem was over the meaning of
'multiply', although it is not clear from the few cases in which
this happened whether the difficulty was over the word or the
concept.
There were four children who did not obtain the correct
answer to l4ai) immediately, and three of them wanted to turn it
into addition of ten. After the interviewer had read out, as in
all these cases, the instruction, Susan (1) said 'Add ten onto it?'
but when the instruction was simply repeated she wrote down 40.
This suggested only a problem with the word, but nevertheless on
one of the later parts of question 14 she again reverted to addition,
multiplying 2.3 by 100 mentally to get 3.3.
Similarly with Kevin B (2) the conversation went as follows:
MB: That says 'multiply by ten'. What happens to four
if you multiply by ten?
K: You mean adding.
MB: No, not adding. Write down the signs, add, etc.
K:	 (writes + - x T)
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MB: Which means multiply?
K:	 Taking away (indicates -)
MB: No, it's the times sign which means multiply.
Kevin then quickly wrote down 40, but reverted to addition for
all the remaining examples.
Kim (0) did not understand 'multiply by ten' either, so the
interviewer translated it into 'times by ten'. When this also met
with puzzlement she tried 'four tens' (which in hindsight should
have been 'ten fours'), and Kim quickly said 'forty' and recorded
it correctly. However she had no idea how to multiply by a hundred
and simply guessed that 317 multiplied by a hundred was 770.
Maria (0) simply added for all the multiplication items and
the interviewer did not challenge this. Again this might suggest a
misunderstanding of the instructions, but on the other hand in
item 19 in which children were asked to select which operation they
would use to solve each of five verbal problems, Maria selected
addition on each occasion.
Hence although one might think that the problem was simply one
of vocabulary, in all these four cases there is some evidence that
it goes much deeper. This group of children could in general
provide the answer to 'four times ten' or at least to 'four tens'
since they had recall of that number fact (in all cases responses
were very quick). However they seemed to have little idea of what
multiplication, or even 'timesing', actually meant, and reverted to
the trusted addition at the earliest opportunity. This corresponds
to the finding reported in Chapter Four that around 15 per cent of
first year children and possibly about ten per cent of second years
have not grasped the meaning of either multiplication or division,
in the sense that they know in which problems to apply these
operations. The facility of item l4ai) suggests that for multi-
plication alone the figures may be even higher.
The rule 'to multiply by ten, add a nought' was obviously very
well known. In at least 18 out of the 29 interviews in which the
opportunity arose, there was clear evidence that children were
using either this rule or its extension to multiplication by a
hundred. (Drafts 2 and 3 of the test carried additional questions
on multiplication by ten and by a hundred, which made it easier to
determine whether the rule was being used). However four of the 18
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made mistakes in applying the rule.
For instance Stewart (1) having explained he 'added a nought'
to get from A to 40 then obtained 3017 when he attempted to multiply
317 by a hundred 'cos it's just like the other,think, miss'. He
had certainly added a nought but did not seem to think it mattered
where it went. Similarly Tracey (1) multiplied 317 by a hundred
(item l4bi) to obtain 30170 explaining 'put two noughts in, cos a
hundred's two noughts, and you put it in between there'.
Julie P (1), when asked in another question to multiply 21 by
two hundred wrote 21000 saying 'cos that'd be the next number from
two noughts to three noughts', which seemed to imply that she had
multiplied correctly by one hundred, obtaining 2100 by adding two
noughts, and had added a third nought to multiply by the second
hundred.
Even Jane B (4) multiplied 317 by a hundred to get 3170,
although this may well have been a careless error.
Nine of the 29 children interviewed attempted to multiply a
whole number by ten or a hundred using long multiplication, thus
showing that they did not understand the principle behind the long
multiplication process. Tony (3), Richard (3), Shakeel (1),
Handy (2), Diane (2) and Frances (2/4) got correct answers, but
Susan (1), Peter (2/3) and Tim (3) made errors, mostly concerned
with multiplying by the zero. This suggests considerable
unreliability when a rule is applied by children who do not
understand the principle behind it.
Susan (1) seemed to confuse two algorithms - after obtaining
the right answer to 317 x 100 by long multiplication, she inserted
a decimal point to get 317.00 which she explained I put it there 'cos
there's two there', the 'two' apparently referring to the number
of zeros in a hundred. She therefore had recorded in front of her
317 + 317.00, but failed to see any inconsistency.
For item l7a), 20 x 500, only Shakeel (1), Tim (3), Diane (2)
and Danny (3/4) used long multiplication, and only Tim made any
mistakes. However of the class-test sample 25 / 29 / 35 / 25 per
cent used long multiplication out of which group 11 / 5 / 9 / 3
per cent (of the total sample) made some error.
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Among those children who were asked to explain their methods
on interview, there were two common methods in addition to the long
multiplication already noted. Wendy (4/5), Kevin Fo (2/3), David (6)
and Tracey (2) all used the 'two times five is ten, then add on the
three noughts' (i.e. one for the 20 and two for the 300). Billy (3/4)
and Julie (3/4) both used 'multiply it (500) by ten and multiply it
by ten again (and add)'.
Most of the mistakes were in including too many or too few
noughts. In the latter case this seemed to arise from multiplying
the 500 by 2 and forgetting to correct for the fact that the
multiplier was in fact 20 (e.g. Richard (3), Maria (0) and possibly
Cecilia (3) and Julie (1)). Peter (2/3) compounded this by
multiplying 500 by 2 to get 100000 which seemed to arise from both
doubling the 5 and doubling the number of zeros. Kevin Fi (3)
first multiplied by ten to get 5000 and then added 20, to get 5020,
instead of multiplying by two.
Thus multiplication by a power of ten, or a simple multiple of
a power of ten, is generally handled using the 'add a nought' rule
or an extension of it, although there are a fair proportion of
errors as can be seen from the facilities, which in the case of
item l4bi) and l7a) rise from about 35 and 50 per cent respectively
in the first year to around 70 per cent in the fourth year.
However there is a substantial minority who use long multiplication
to multiply a single digit multiple of a power of ten, thus
revealing a lack of understanding of the basis of the long
multiplication process. Again the proportion of errors is relatively
high, especially among the younger children. At the lower end there
is a group who seem to have little concept of multiplication, so
although they have recall of multiplication facts, there would
seem to be little opportunity to use them.
Decimals The two items which relate to multiplication by a




5.13 4• ............	 137 / 42 / 58 / 65
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l4bii)	 Multiply by one hun4red
2.3 +	 28/ 32 / 36 / 54
Thus item l4aii), which required multiplication by ten of a
dimal, was comparable in difficulty to 14b1), which involved
multiplication by a hundred of a whole number.
The common answers to l4aii) given on interview include
51.3 or 51.30
5.130 or 5130
Danny (3/4), Fung Mei (6), Billy (3/4),
Jane B (4), Shakeel (1), Lisa (5), Tony (3),
David (6)
Kevin Fo (2/3), Julie P (1), Frances (2/4),
Diane (2), Tracey (2), Susan (1), Stewart (1),
Cecilia (3)
50.130 or 50.13	 : Kevin Fi (3), Julie W (3/4), Wendy (4/5),
Richard (3).
Thus the most naive strategy was to again treat decimals as
whole numbers as Kevin Fo (2/3) said 'You add a nought on the end -
my dad told me about that' - without realising that this did not
change the size of the number if it was added at the end. This was
used by a group of children who were generally not eventually
assessed as attaining higher than level 3.
The answer 50.13 was similarly justified; Wendy (4/5) said
'I added a nought to make the five into fifty' whereas Kevin Fl (3)
gave a less valid response when asked why he had not put the nought
on the end, 'cos there's your tens, so your tens go there, that'd
be tenths'. However even so these two seemed to show some
recognition that they had the right order of magnitude.
Those obtaining 50.130 did seem to adopt a more rational
approach and seemed to use more than one piece of information which
they associated with the problem. Julie W (3/4) for instance gave
50.130 'cos 10 times 5 is 50, so just add a nought on' whereas
Richard (3) justified this answer as 'the 5 by 10 is 50, the 13 by
ten is 130'.
Billy (3/4) gave the clearest and most complete example of
modifying his strategy:
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B:	 (pause) ... You can't put a 0 on the end of there, as
it's a decimal ... (pause)
MB: How big roughly...
B:	 50, 51.3
MB: How did you get that?
B:	 I multiplied that (5) by ten first and then that one (1),
ten tenths are one, and then multiplied that (3) by ten
and put it in 3 tenths.
This showed that some children, at least, are able to work out
a correct strategy for themselves using their own knowledge of place
value rather than having to be served up with arbitrary rules. The
motivation to do so in this case seemed to stem from an unresolved
conflict between the application of the rule and a knowledge that
the answer it gave could not be correct.
Fung Mel (6) gave a similar explanation, without appealing to
any rules i.e. 'it's got ten more so it (1) goes into the units and
the hundredths goes into the tenths'.
In fact the only children to volunteer a 'moving along' rule
were Lisa (5) ('to multiply by ten you move the place'), Danny (3/4)
('the decimal point moves one point'), David (6) ('moved the point
that way'), and Jane B (4) ('you move the decimal place one to the
right'). Jane gave a very satisfactory justifiation for this,
'cos you're multiplying by ten and every decimal place you move is
a tenth ... ten times bigger'. David (6) seemed to understand but
found it difficult to express. When asked why he moved the point
that way, he replied 'when you move it the otherway it's like
dividing ... Well it makes the number bigger ... cos if you move
it along it's like multiplying by ten'.
The other children who obtained a correct answer did so by
long multiplication, (Tony (3) and Shakeel (1), as did 2 / 5 / 8 / 6
per cent (of the total sample) Out of the 37 / 42 / 58 / 65 per
cent who got correct answers in the class test. Tim (3) and
Diane (2) also used long multiplication, but obtained incorrect
answers, which gives a 50 per cent error rate for this method.
Mandy (2), Kevin B (2) and Maria (0) all reverted to adding,
but Jack (1) tried to work it out for himself: 'That's 50
60, 70, 80, 81... what I did was 5 tens are 50, and then I went
3 tens are 30, and ten ones are 10 ... oh, hang on, I made a mistake
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there ... 90'. He thus multiplied each digit in turn by ten, but
ignored any considerations of place value.
Similar patterns can be seen in the responses to l4bii)
(multiply 2.3 by a hunded), although this was clearly more difficult,
partly because it needed a two-place move, and partly because this
required that a nought be inserted as placeholder. In the circum-
stances it was pleasing that more than half the fourth form children
in the final class-test obtained correct answers, although only
28 per cent of first year pupils did so. When their strategies
for the two decimal questions were compared it was clear that almost
all the children behaved consistently. Tony (3) and Shakeel (1)
again used long multiplication but this time Shakeel (I) made a
mistake with the decimal place, thus suggesting that although it
may sometimes be possible to train children with very limited under-
standing to obtain correct answers by algorithms, it is probably
not a very reliable procedure.
Thus out of the 29 children interviewed on this question, four
showed evidence of understanding the properties of the place value
system which lie behind the rule, although a further two who were
able to use the rule correctly might have been able to had they
been challenged. The others either did not know or were not able
to apply a 'moving along' rule, and the majority applied an
inappropriate rule instead.
(h) The effect of division by a power of ten
The relevant items were:
14c)
Divide by one hundred
i) 1600 + .. S... ••SS•SI	 52 / 57 / 69 / 60
ii	 3.7 +
	




1)	 24	 + .......I..I..	 9 / 13 / 28 / 34
ii) 16	 -3.	 ..•..........	 7/il / 25 / 36
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The fact that the whole number item seemed easier for all but
the fourth year children, and indeed by a wide margin for first
and second years, than the corresponding multiplication item
(multiply 317 by a hundred) seemed to be because some children
were more able to respond intuitively. Having read 1600 as
'sixteen hundred', it was then a simple matter to divide by a
hundred, which was not the case in the multiplication item. Richard
(3) seemed to do this, while Tracey (2) gave 16 since 'there are
ten hundreds in a thousand and there are six hundreds in 6 thousand'.
Julie W (3/4) used similar reasoning on a slightly different
question. (There is a shortage of interview evidence on this
question since it was not included in the earlier drafts and since
it was omitted in some cases where time was short).
Susan (1), rather more by chance than otherwise (after some
strange manoeuvres with a spurious decimal point) obtained a
correct answer by long division, as did Frances (2/4) on a similar
question.
Lisa (5) and Jane B (4) used a 'moving along the figures'
strategy as they did earlier, as did Billy (3/4), having generalised
to state a rule after his previous reasoning from first principles.
Wendy (4/5) was the only one to say that she 'took off two noughts',
but Cecilia (3) used the reverse process of guessing the answer and
checked by adding two noughts.
At a lower level Maria (0) and Susan (1) both interpreted
'divide' as 'halve' and halved consistently over all these questions
even though Susan on this question started by setting out a long
division sum with 100 as divisor and only then saying 'dividing -
oh that'll be 2' and altering the 100 to 2. 'Halving' would thus
seem to be a primitive interpretation of 'dividing' although it
might just be an unconscious move made to reduce the information
content. (The CSMS Ratio work suggested that 'halving' was a very
simple idea with an item which required halving quantities in a
recipe with facilities in the 94 to 98 per cent range).
In the case of the three items involving decimals (in the answer,
if not in the question) it turned out that the major problem was over
the meaning of division in such circumstances, which will be
discussed under heading (j), rather than with the technique to be
employed.
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With the addition of Paul (6) all the children who had
succeeded earlier with multiplication of a decimal by a power of
ten by some method which involved 'moving along', did so also with
item l4cii), which involved dividing 3.7 by a hundred, although
Jane B (4) made a mistake and ended up with 03.7. Wendy (4/5)
also did the division items correctly; she had earlier 'added a
nought' to the left of the point in the multiplication items, but
had not seemed very happy about her answers. Frances (2/4) and
Julie (3/4), on a slightly different set of items, each managed
one correctly without being able to explain why, but could not
generalise to the others. They thus seemed to be on the verge of
grasping the idea.
Shakeel (1) tried long division this time, but as before made
mistakes. On the more difficult items in 14d), (dividing 24 and
16 each by 20) only Paul (6) and David (6) initially arrived at
correct answers, but Fung Mei (6) realised when asked to look again
that she had forgotten to divide by two. Billy (3/4) and Wendy (4/5)
in a different question divided 26 by 200 by first dividing by
100 correctly to get 0.26, and then moved the figures down one
more to 0.026 instead of halving. Danny (3/4), Frances (2/4)
and Julie (3/4) refused to divide 26 by 200 on the grounds that it
was impossible, although they had all earlier managed to success-
fully divide decimals by a hundred. Jane B (4) and Lisa (5)
reverted to a 'remainder' strategy, although when asked to reconsider
her answer of 0.16 to l4dii) (divide 16 by 20) Lisa did write 0.7
explaining '20 into 16 doesn't go, then add another 0 ... 20 into
160 goes 7 ... no, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160... no it's
8' and corrected her answer to 0.8.
Again, children seemed to in general behave consistently. If
they had grasped an idea in the context of multiplication they were
able to transfer it to division. The only exceptions seemed to
be a few who were on the verge of grasping the relation between
place value and powers of ten, who seemed to improve as they went
through the interview. Those who had earlier multiplied by 'adding
a nought' were left without a possible strategy if there was no
zero in the number they started with.
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(i) The notion that mu1tip1ication 
-:a nUmber 1es than one decreases
the initial nuinbet; whereas divi5ioilbysuth aiumberittcreases_it
The items were:
15)	 Ring the one in each pair which gives the
BIGGER answer:
(a) 8x4	 or	 8*4
(b) 8x0.4 or	 8*0.4
(c) 0.8 x 0.4	 or	 0.8*0.4
13 / 8 / 15 / 18
17)
	 (b)	 5x0.2	 =	 51 1 48 / 65 I 65
	
(c) 0.2 x 0.4	 a	 15 / 19 / 20 / 31.
	
f(d)	 60*3	 =	 .......•.	 (68 / 75 I 80 / 79)
	
1(e)	 60 ^ 0.3	 a	 13 / 22 / 28 / 44
19 c)
The price of minced beef is shown
_____ as 88.2 pence for each kilogram.
What is the cost of a packet
containing 0.58 kg of minced beef?
	
88.2 + 0.58	 0.58 ^ 88.2
18/17/21/29
	




Item 15 was devised to test this idea in a more straightforward
way than the other items, and the facilities were very low; in fact
it was the most difficult question in the whole paper. Almost all
the children interviewed ringed all three of the multiplications on
the grounds that, as Tracey (2) put it 'then you're timesing you get
a bigger answer than when you share'. This answer was also given by
49 / 58 / 47 / 30 per cent of the class-test sample. However some
of the reasons for this choice were less orthodox e.g. Richard (3)
thought that 8 4 was necessarily greater than 8 + 4 'cos you can't
divide 8 into 4' and repeated this for the other two, whereas
Susan (1) did not recognise the * sign and explained 'cog that's
tiniesing and that's taking away'. Stewart (1) also had to have the
+ sign explained, and then had to work out both 8 x 4 and 8 * 4 to
decide which was greater, as did Kim (0), Kevin B (2), and
Shakeel (1), who had thought the two expressions would be equal until
he worked them out. (It was interesting to note that both Kim and
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Kevin B calculated 8 x 4 by saying 4 x 4 is 16 and then doubling,
which again showed some understanding of number structure in the
absence of multiplication facts.)
Jane B (4), who turned out to understand some rather important
ideas although being lacking in more straightforward ones, was the
only child interviewed to get a completely correct answer, explaining
very succinctly that '0.4 will go into 8 more times, because it's
such a small number, whereas if you times it, you won't get very far'.
Even Paul (6), who was the top boy in the fourth year in his
school, did not manage all the way through. Having ringed the
largest number in the first two expressions correctly, explaining
that 'if you times a number by a decimal it gets smaller, if you
divide it it gets bigger' he ringed 0.8 x 0.4 in the third line
cos they're both less than one', and did not change his mind when
challenged.
David (6) was happy ringing the multiplication expressions in
the first two lines, but was undecided about the third and decided
to change them into fractions to check, changing .8 straight into
and .4 into 4 . He then said in order to divide, 'I'd turn
5	 5them up the other way and wrote x , although the comparison
still came out the right way. It seemed surprising that a boy who
was generally very able mathematically in the sense that he was
able to see complex analogies and argue rationally from first
principles should make a mistake over the rule for multiplying
fractions, but it illustrates the fact that this must have been
quite isolated from the rest of his conceptual framework.
When asked if he was now happy with his answer to the second
line he agreed he was, 'well that's got a whole figure in, see,
these ones haven't'. But when the interviewer presented him with
1.8 x 0.4 and asked what happened in this case, he admitted 'I don't
really know, I'd have to work it out'.
Fung Mei (6) first ringed all the multiplication expressions
but when asked to work out the second and third lines she admitted
she was wrong and explained she chose first time 'cos heyre times
and it always seems more than
	 ... but ... 'they've got
decimals in - in 8 x 0.4 you times a little, in 8 + 0.4 you share
between a little so each person gets more' and gave the correct
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answer when asked about 0.8 x 1.2 since although it had decimals
'it's got a whole number as well so it makes it bigger'.
Thus although she had initially made the wrong choice, she
had found a conflict when calculating the answers and this produced
the motivation to reconsider her selection. Because she had the
necessary underlying structure she was able to arrive at a correct
explanation, and it seems reasonable to conclude that learning had
taken place.
Of the other items, 17b (5 x 0.2) seems to have been done on
the basis of place-value principles (as has been discussed in
section (b) above) and there was no spontaneous consideration of
the magnitude of the answer in comparison with 5 in any of the
interviews.
Item 17c) (0.2 x 0.4) was certainly found to be very difficult
with facilities very similar to those of 19c and only a little
higher than item 15) discussed above. There would seem to be three
possible reasons for the difficulties. First, the 'whole number'
analogy is very strong - since 2 x 4 = 8 one might reasonably expect
that 0.2 x 0.4
	 0.8. Second as we have seen in item 15) multi-
plication is generally thought to 'make things bigger', so that the
0.08 answer itself appears counter-intuitive. Third, the result of
a multiplication of decimals is difficult to justify by appeal to a
concrete analogy i.e. whereas 2 x 0.7 can be thought of as 'two lots
of 0.7' and imaged on a number-line, the best model of 0.2 x 0.4 = 0.8
is probably an area representation, which appears much more artificial
and is in any case more complex since the physical quantity
represented by the answer is different from that in the two numbers.
In the event it is not easy to separate these causes of
difficulty, and no particular attempt was made to do so in the
interviews. The majority of the children who were interviewed on
this question did give 0.8 as the answer to 0.2 x 0.4 (or 0.6 as the
answer to 0.2 x 0.3 which was the similar question used in Draft
2). The percentages for the class-test were 44 / 42 / 39 / 34 per
cent respectively. The only reasons given in the interviews were
those of Frances (2/4) for 0.2 x 0.3, 'two tenths times 3 tenths
is 6 tenths' and Julie (3/4) 'I just did 2 times 3', both of which
support the first reason above i.e. the 'whole	 analogy.
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In fact in Draft 2 this item (0.2 x 0.3) was preceded by
0.2 x 3, in the hope that the fact that they had already obtained
0.6 as the answer to this earlier question might cause some further
thought. Out of the four children who obtained the same answer to
both parts, none appeared to notice spontaneously any inconsistency
and when it was drawn to the attention of one of them she did not
appear to accept that there was any problem. Maria (0) seemed to
take the whole number analogy to extremes in giving 6 as the
answer to 0.2 x 0.3, 'two times three is six'. Of the four
children, Kevin B (2), Paul (6), David (6) and Lisa (5), who
obtained the correct answer only two were asked for justifications.
David (6) said 'Ah, I'm better at doing that in vulgar fractions'
and converted it to x =
	
. He then admitted:
D:	 I can't remember whether you times the bottom ones or
not for these type. I haven't done them for quite a long
time. I think you ask 'what did you do with the top ones?'
Times the top ones (he corrects 3 to 2) eight hundreds
25	 25
(writes 8 , then 008). Can you f it in the point? I
100
forgot to put it in (inserts a point to read .008). It
goes before the first nought doesn't it? No, it goes
there (writes 0.08).
MB: Mow can you tell me how you could do it by decimals?
D:	 I've done it, but not for quite a long time. Well,
you'd have said 'two fours are eight ... Yeah, but I
know it gets smaller. .2 times .4 and .2 is a fraction,
less than one, so it'd make it less than .4 so it
couldn't be .8 as that'd be bigger.
David then, at least, did use the principle that multiplication
by a number less than one decreases the number, but this may not be
unconnected with the fact that he had grappled with this problem,
not, as has been noted, with complete success, two questions earlier.
Several times elsewhere in the interview David had referred back to
previous questions quite explicitly, so there is evidence that
unlike most of the other children he was able to make such links.
The only other explanation came from Lisa (5) who seemed to
be employing the algorithm of summing the number of places after
the point in the two numbers to be multiplied, and counting back
this number of places in the result. Her description was rather
unclear though:
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L:	 Two fours are eight and it's the number after the point.
MB: You count up two after the point?
L:	 Yeah.
Items 17d) and e), (60 + 3 and 60 + 0.3) taken together, were
designed to test the knowledge of the effect of dividing by a
decimal. The answers given to 17e) were as in Table 6.7.
Table 6.7 Frequency of responses to item 17e) in class-test and
among interviewees
Response	 Class test (per cent) 	 Interviewees



















Danny (3/4), Peter (2/3)
Tracey (2), Kevin B (2)
Shakeel (1), Maria (0),
Frances (2/4), Richard (3),Susan (1)
Lisa (5), Kevin Ro (2/3)
Thus five children gave an answer of 20 to both 17d) and l7c).
In some of these cases children may not have noticed the repetition,
but Richard (3) spontaneously decided, 'Think they're the same
cos that's 20 as well', and Susan also seemed quite happy that they
were identical answers when she was asked about it. Again, this
type of response seems to deny any intuitive feeling for the size
of a number less than one expressed in decimal notation, and
certainly for the size of the results of operating with it, which
underlies also the difficulties with approximation described under
(f) above.
Those arriving at an answer of 2 seemed to do so largely by
rule although this would have been an intuitively credible justifi-
cation. Thus Tracey (2) said 'cos you just put the decimal (point)
in between there', and Peter also referred to the placing of the
point in similar terms. Similar reasons were given for answers of
0.2 e.g. Lisa 'It'd be .20 - 3's into 60 is 20 but it's after the
point because you're dividing by a decimal.., you move it 2 (places)'.
Fung Mei (6) eventually reasoned her way to the correct answer
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20.
with some help; she had initially written down 0.3160.0 and
then said:
FM: I can't do it.
MB: What did you get there (i.e. as an answer to the division
sum)?
FM: 20.0
MB: Why not put that down?
FM: 20.0 was the same as that there (indicates 17d) answer)
MB: Do you think there's any connection between them?
FM: It's smaller (pointing to 0.3)
MB: How much?
FM: Ten.
MB: So can you guess how big...?
FM: 40, no 200, cos that's ten times bigger.
This was interesting since it took place after Fung Mei had initially
answered item 15 (which involved the comparisons between multi-
plication and division) incorrectly. On going back to item 15)
later she changed her mind, so that the need to reason out the
answer in 17e), which was a particular instance, probably helped
to crystallise the generalisation she later expressed in her final
answer to item IS. The contrast is striking between Fung Mei's
refusal to write down the answer to her calculation since it was
the same answer as that for 17d), and the acceptance that these
answers were likely to be the same expressed by, for instance,
Richard (3).
Paul (6) gave an immediate answer, writing down 200 'cos three
is ten times that - point 3 - so it'll be ten times the answer'.
However David (6) started by using a technique:
D:	 Ah, I remember something. Shall I do it again? (he
wrote 600 ). I added a 0 on each one 'cos you can't
+3
200
divide by that (0.3). I added a nought on so it'd make it
3.
MB: Do you think that answer's right?
D:	 I think you have to put it back again.
MB: You have to put it back again do you?
D:	 Yeah (corrects 200 to 20)
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MB: Would you like to look at that one (60 ^ 3).
D:	 Oh yeah, I could have easily done it that way - that
should be, er ... no, it should be bigger shouldn't it?
It should be 200 I think.
MB: It should be 200?
D:	 Well, that's less than one, you'd be dividing it by less
than one. Divide it by one, it's sixty, so dividing it
by less than one it'd get more. So I think 200.
Again we have an illustration of David's imperfect memory of a
technique contrasted with his ability to reason. This also raises
the question as to whether the teaching of such techniques is likely
to be successful in the case of the majority of pupils when even a
talented boy like David cannot remember them properly.
Jane B (4) gave an immediate exemplary response illustrating
again that she had firmly grasped the principle, '200, cos that's
been moved a tenth, you add a nought after that answer there cos
you're dividing cos 0.3 goes into 60 more times'.
Thus the only children to obtain correct answers to 17e) did not
use 'rules' but used their own reasoning. All those who did try to
use rules made mistakes about inserting the decimal point.
Item 19C), one of the items which paralleled the work on number
operations with whole numbers reported in Chapters Three and Pour,
was designed to be similar in structure to item 19E) in all
features except that it contained a number less than one. The
results for the two items are shown in Table 6.8.
Table 6.8 Percentages of children choosing division alternatives in
multiplication items C and E
Item	 Response	 1st year	 2nd year	 3rd year	 4th year
12 yr olds 13 yr olds 14 yr olds 	 15 yr olds
C	 88.2 x 0.58 (correct) 	 18%	 17%	 21%	 29%
88.2 ^ 0.58)	 37%	 397	 48%	 4270.58 ^ 88.2)
E	 41.8 x 8.37 (correct)	 327.	 42%	 54%	 53%
41.8 + 8.37) 29%	 207.	 227.	 187.
8.37 + 41.8)
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The replies of Jane B (4), Lisa (5) and David (6) to item 19c)
illustrate the reason for these differences in facility between
the two items:
Jane B: Do you divide it?
MB: Why?
JB: I know you wouldn't times it, you wouldn't add it or
anything.
MB: Why wouldn't you times it?
JB: It would get you a bigger number altogether.
MB: And if you add it?
JB: That wouldn't do anything at all (then rings 88.2	 0.58).
(This is interesting in comparison with Jane's clear and well-
reasoned statements quoted earlier in this section).
Lisa: (Rings 0.58 + 88.2) 'Cos 88.2 is for a kilogram but
seeing as you've only got grams you'd have to divide
it for a part of a kilogram.
David: (long pause) Think it's that one... (rings 0.58 x 88.2)
'cos it's a bit like that one (refers to 19k) but
it's got sort of the other way round •.. Should it be
divide?... It should be divide ... 'cos that one's divide
(refers to 19k)... (prolonged hesitation over whether to
change his choice)... Should be less than 88.2 pence
(long pause)...
MB: Would that (0.58 x 88.2) give you something less than
88.2?
D:	 Er ... no •.. it'd be bigger ... no, it'd be smaller
no ... change it (crosses out ring round 0.58 x 88.2 and
rings instead 0.58 + 88.2).
The increased percentages of children who chose the division
alternatives in preference to the multiplication in 19 C) as
compared with 19E) (See Table 6.8 above) would suggest that the
above three responses are fairly typical. The only children
interviewed who gave the correct answer to this question were
Kevin Fi (3), Richard (3), Fung Mel (6) and Paul (6). As will be
illustrated in section (m) they seemed to avoid the problem of
reconciling multiplication with a smaller answer by focusing on
the structure of the problem rather than the magnitude of the
numbers.
To sutnmarise this section, most children confidently believe
that multiplication enlarges and division decreases, irrespective
of the numbers involved. Judging from the facilities of items
24 / 27 / 34 / 41
11 I 16 I 28 / 35*
8 / ii / 26 / 37*
l8biii) Ring the number you think is
NEAREST IN SIZE to the answer
(do not work out the sum):







15), 17e) and 19C), the percentage who recognise that the effect
is reversed when the multiplier or divisor is less than one rises
from between 13 and 18 per cent in the first year to between 20 and
45 per cent in the fourth year, according to the degree of
generalisation required.
It was noticeable that not all the high-scoring children
interviewed had grasped this idea initially, although it turned
out to be well within their reach given appropriate problems.
(j) Decimals as the result of a division operation




Divide by one hundred j
	ii)	 3.7 +





15 / 10 / 13 I 22
19) Ring the CALCULATION you would need to do to find
the answer:	 -_____
A table is 92.3 centimetres long. 2.54 + 92.3 	 92.3 ^ 2.54
About how many inches is this?	 12.54 ^ 92.3	 92.3 - 2.54
(1 inch is about 2.54 centimetres.) 2 .54 - 92.3	 92.3 x 2.54
p
The cost of the 6.44 gallons of
petrol was £4.86.





*Facjlities include 2 / 4 / 11 / 13 and I / 0 I 2 / 1 per cent
















The major problem here seemed to be the acceptance that it is
possible to divide any number by a larger number, provided a
decimal is accepted as an answer.
While interviewing on drafts 2 and 3 it appeared that there
were a number of children who did not think it was possible to divide
by a larger number, and hence on the final draft the instruction to
write 'NO' if they thought there was no answer was included.
Those who wrote 'NO' in the class test and interviews for
items l4cii) and l4dii) are shown in Table 6.9.





	 (Class Test (per cent) 	 Interviewees
Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4
Kevin Fi (3)














*Was not interviewed on other question.
That the percentages were slightly lower for l4cii) was perhaps
not surprising as this item came at the end of a group of items all
involving multiplication and division by powers of ten, and one
might have expected many children to slip into the technique without
reflecting on the nature of the operation involved.
However those children interviewed on both questions were
consistent except in the case of Richard, and the percentages are
generally fairly similar.
The children interviewed in most cases gave an answer such
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as 'it doesn't go' (Tim (3)) or 'you can't' (Kevin Fl (3)), or
'16 is lower' (Susan (1)). However two of them gave answers which
seemed to relate to the technical rather than the conceptual
difficulty; Tracey (2) said 'you can't do it (3.7 ^ 100) cos
there isn't any hundreds column' and Susan, for the same question,
gave 'No, it's got a dot' (i.e. decimal point).
A comparison between the answers given to items l4di) and
l4dii) is shown in Table 6.10.
Table 6.10 Frequency of responses to items l4di) ard l4dii)
Year 1
	 Year 2	 Year 3
	 Year 4
Item	 Response	 12 yr olds 13 yr olds 14 yr aIds 15 yr olds
l4di	 1.2 (no working)	 7%	 9%	 17%	 22%
1.2 (working
shown)	 2%	 4%	 11%	 13%
1. , l.
	2%	 3%	 5%	 2%
1	 7%	 4%	 1%	 1%
1.4	 8%	 16%	 14%	 15%
1 r4, 1
remainder 4
	 12%	 8%	 9%	 3%
'No'	 14%	 12%	 11%	 6%
Other	 32%	 28%	 19%	 23%
Omit	 15%	 16%	 14%	 15%
l4dii	 0.8 (no working) 	 5%	 6%	 13%	 23%
0.8 (working
shown)	 2%	 5%	 11%	 13%
	
1%	 0%	 2%	 1%
0	 2%	 3%	 1%	 0%
0.16	 4%	 5%	 5%	 6%
O r16 or 0
remainder 16
	 1%	 0%	 0%	 0%
'No'	 51%	 47%	 43%	 23%
Other	 19%	 18%	 12%	 18%
Omit	 16%	 16%	 13%	 16%
At first glance it seems odd that there were also 14 / 12 / 11 / 6
per cent of children who also gave 'NO' as their answer to 14d1)
(divide 24 by twenty), since here the divisor is smaller than the
dividend. It was not possible to gain any insight from the inter-
views as to the reason for this, as no child interviewed gave this
answer, but it would seem to be an expression of helplessness in
knowing how to copewith the remainder, which, if it were to be turned
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into a decimal, would again have required division by a larger number.
The more usual response to this item was to give either I
remainder 4, or 1.4 as the answer. The latter was arrived at
presumably by the same method as that used by Kevin Fi (3),
Kevin Fo (2/3), Julie P (1) and Susan (1), who all obtained 1.4,
giving an explanation similar to that of Kevin Fi: '20 goes into
24 once and there are 4 over'. Thus it seems possible that the
answer of 'NO' to 24 ^ 20 might represent a higher level response
than simply giving the remainder, for this latter group did not
seem to view the question as in any way problematic.
Looking at the methods used by those getting correct answers,
Lisa (5) seemed to be doing long division in her head ('20 into
16 doesn't go, add another 0'). Paul (6) went via fractions
('16 is	 of 20 and	 in decimals is 0.8'). David (6) and Fung
Mel (6) 'divided by 10 and then by 2'. (David again used a very
informal method 'I got 16, divided it by 10, divide it by 20, it
come a half. Half of 1.6 is ... half of 1 is half, and half of
.6 is .3, a half is .5 so I added them together and got .7, no .8').
In fact only David, Paul and Fung Mei obtained correct answers to
both the questions, and none of them used the 'orthodox method'
of long division.
The remaining items which seemed to illustrate this difficulty
in accepting that a smaller number can be divided by a larger one
differed from those above in that children were now not allowed
to 'opt out'. However many created their own escape route in item
l8bii (59 + 190 is approximately...) by automatically dividing by
the smaller number to obtain 3 rather than 0.3 as the approximate
answer. The percentages ringing 3 were 27 / 26 / 36 / 25 against
15 / 10 I 13 / 22 per cent giving the correct answer of 0.3. The
remaining answers, however, also attracted a large group
(42 / 50 I 40 / 37 per cent).
This was in fact the most difficult of all the items in this
group (with the exception of the first year, where the total may be
inflated by random guessing), perhaps because it was less easy to
use a conventionally taught technique. Of those interviewed, the
only correct answers came from Lisa (5), Fung Mel (6) and Paul (6),
with Kevin Fo (2/3) apparently giving the right answer for the
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wrong reason ('59 wouldn't go into 190 five times so it'll be
about 3 ... 0.3 as there's some left over'). Even David (6), who
also showed in question 19 that he was unsure of the conventions
over recording division, chose to reverse the order and thus gave
3 as the answer.
The interpretation of items 19D and 19A is again complicated
by the lack of the grasp of non-conimutativity. Thus some may have
obtained the correct answer to 19D by a random choice between the
two division alternatives. The two items are discussed fully in
section (m) in which it is suggested that the percentage choosing
the correct alternative for the right reason in 19D may be as low
as, or lower than, 2 / 8 / 11 / 16 per cent. This would not, in
fact, be very far removed from the facility of item l8biii) above.
To suinmarise, only a group of around perhaps, 10 per cent of
first year children rising to 35 per cent of fourth years accept
that division of a smaller number by a larger number is possible,
and that the result can be expressed as a decimal. It follows
that only this group are able to use decimals to represent the
result of dividing one natural number by another, or indeed to
understand the process of converting fractions into decimals.
The percentage of children also recognising the non-coinmutativity
of division may be only half of this figure.
It seems worthwhile comparing these results with a few items
from other CSMS tests, which are not exactly parallel but require
similar ideas.
Measurement	 Iteni 15b
Using the line EF as base, draw a RECTANGLE which has the same
area as shape B. Put a large cross if you think it is impossible.
Var. 35
B	 E	 F
__	 __ = i_=::
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Table 6.11 Frequency of responses to item 15b ott Measurement paper
Response	 Class test (per cent)
Yrl Yr2 Yr3	 Yr4
3 x 4	 13	 20	 25	 -
'impossible'	 52	 53	 53	 .	 -
Fractions: Item 5 (1st and 2nd years), Item 3 (3rd and 4th years)
5. A piece of ribbon 17cm long has to be cut into 4 equal
pieces. Tick the answer you think is most accurate
for the length of each piece.
a) 4cm remainder 1 piece





Table 6.12 Frequen	 of responses to item 5(1st and 2nd years)
	




Class test ( per cent)
Yrl Yr2 Yr3 Yr4
(c) 43	 54	 61	 61
(b)	 37	 30	 27	 27
(a)	 9	 7	 4	 4
(d) 9	 7	 6	 6
Fractions: Item 3 (computation - 1st and 2nd years), Item 2 (computation -




Table 6.13 Frequency of responses to itms3 and 2 rspatively from
Fractioit5 computatIofipapers for 1st and 2nd years and
3rd and 4th years
Response	 Class Test (per cent)
Yrl Yr2 Yr3 Yr4
3,	or^.	 36	 37	 46	 48 -
	
3 remainder 3	 24	 17	 13	 11
Fractions: Item 15 (1st and 2nd years)
15.
Three bars of chocolate are to be
shared equally between five children.
How much should each child get?
Table 6.14 Frequency of responses to item 15 from Fratio*is otnputa -
tion paper for 1st and 2nd years
Response	 Class Test (per cent)
Yrl Yr2
__________	 36 30




Table 6.15 Frequen of responses toItem1fromFrations
computation paper •
 (1st and 2nd years)
Response	 Class Test (per cent)
Yrl	 Yr2
	
or .6	 35	 31
5	 2
	
or 13.	 	 9
	
5	 9
1 or 2	 18	 18
Won't go	 1	 0
The Measurement item gives very similar results to the Decimals
items, but the Fractions items were found to be rather easier,
presumably because the numbers involved are intuitively easier to
handle.
(k) The infinite nature of the set of rationil numbers
The only item concerned with this aspect was:
12d)	 Write down any number between:
0.4landO.42
e)	 How many different numbers could you write
down which lie between 0.41 and 0.42? .......
	 12 / 10 / 21 / 20
The responses given were as in Table 6.16.
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	 Class Test (per cent)
	 Interviewees
Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4
Infinitely many,	 David (6), Fung Mei (6)
as many as you	 7	 7	 16	 16	 Tim (3), (Jane B (4)
like etc.
	 [Paul (6)1
Hundreds, lots	 5	 3	 5	 4	 Wendy (4/5)
100, 99, 1000 etc. 	 1	 3	 2	 3	 [Lisa (5)]
10, 9, 8	 22	 39	 36	 38	 Kevin Fi (3), Peter (2/3)
Billy (3/4), Julie P (1)
Julie W (3/4), Richard (3)
Tony (3)
1	 17	 8	 8	 9	 Kevin Fo (2/3) Shakeel (1)
Tracey (2), Susan (1)
None	 9	 5	 4	 2	 Kevin B (2)
Other	 17	 13	 12	 13	 Danny (3/4), Jack (1)
(both giving 2)
Omit	 23	 22	 18	 14
One of the problems with setting this question on the class-
test was that it was not possible to probe more deeply into answers
given. All the children interviewed were asked 'Are you sure?' or
'Can you find another?' which was enough to prompt some of them
(those whose names are given in square brackets) to change their
minds and opt for a more considered response. This suggests that
the facilities on the class-test are probably underestimates.
The 'none' response is self-explanatory. Kevin B (2) had for
instance earlier replied that there were no numbers between 0.4 and
0.5 either, and the presence of 0.41 in the next part did not seem
to persuade him to change his mind.
In general the responses of 'one' or 'two' represented halves
or quarters e.g. Susan (1) gave O.4 as a number between 0.41 and 0.42
and could not think of any others, and Jack (1) said 'there's three-
quarters and half and ... No, I don't think there are any more'.
The response of 10 (or 9 or 8 etc.) was an obvious one which
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represented the ten decimals 0.411, 0.412 and so on, although
Richard (3) seemed to be counting up all the fractions he could
think of, starting with halves and quarters.
Lisa (5) started with eleven, but seemed very slow to enlarge
this beyond a finite number:
Lisa: 11, including both those.
MB: Are you sure you couldn't write any more?
L:	 Yeah, you could, it's hundreds. You could go .411,
.411.5 (sic) or point one (?) - there's hundreds.
MB: Could you tell me exactly how many there are?
L:	 About 20, 22, or 23.
MB: Are you sure that's all.
L:	 You could go 4.111, 4.113, about 10.
MB: How many would there be altogether?
L: About a hundred.
MB: Are you sure that's right?
L:	 Yes.
(The interviewer then left that question but returned at the end
of the interview.)
MB: Could you explain to me again how you get 100.
Write them down as you do it.
L:	 You could have 0.41, 0.411, 0.412, 0.413, until you come
to 0.419, and then you'd have...
MB: How many there?
L:	 About 10 there.
MB: Could you remind me how you got 100?
L:	 I dunno how, 0.411, ... Oh, you could have 0.411,
0.4115 then 0.41 - you could have 0.4112, 0.4113
MB: So how many would that be about?
L:	 About 10, 15, 25... 10, 20, about 25.
MB: So that would make 35 altogether?
L:	 Yeah.
MB: Have we got them all?
L:	 You could have 0.4111, 0.412222... you'd have 1, 2, 3,
that'd be another 10, 20, 30 ... about 100, yeah.
MB: You'd stop at 100. That would be all?
L:	 You could go on for ever - you could have 0.411111111 -
you could go on to infinity.
MB: Where have you met the word infinity?
L:	 It's general knowledge - could go on for ever.
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This illustrates the benefit of persistence, as well as the
impossibility of arriving at any accurate estimate of the number
of children who could if pushed arrive at this answer. Lisa
clearly had the concept of infinity avaiable but was very slow to
use it. Tim (3) was quicker:
Tim: Ten, I expect - it could be thousands 'cos you can
keep on doing it down even further - shall I put... in...
infernal () is it?
MB: Inf...
T:	 Infinite (spells it infenate)
MB: Who told you about infinite?
T: My mum - she teaches me a lot - my dad's good at maths,
my mum is good at spelling and English... I can't
remember where I learnt it... Dad does astronomy -
infinite numbers of stars.
MB: What does your dad do for a living?
T:	 He's a builder and decorator.
MB: Is astronomy just a hobby?
T:	 It's not exactly a hobby, he's just interested in it.
This last transcript also illustrates the relative independence of
the idea of infinity, as Tim's technical grasp of decimals, both
principles and techniques, was not particularly strong (for instance
he thought 'add one-tenth to 2.9' gave 2.10, could not multiply by
ten, and so on).
However all the other children interviewed who volunteered a
notion of infinity did score at least at level 4 or above.
Paul (6) and Jane B (4) also had the idea of infinity available
and arrived there quickly after their initial answer of 9 had in
each case been questioned. However when Jane was asked for an
example she gave fractions, and never quite got to the idea of
infinite subdivisions:
J:	 9.
MB: Any more, or just nine?
J:	 Oh, it'll be infinitive()
MB: Why?
J:	 Cos there's so many decimals that you can get in between.
MB: Can you give me an example?
J:	 Half, or sixths, eighths...
MB: They're all fractions. Can you think of a decimal?
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J:	 .4
MB: There are only a few like that though.
J:	 .25
MB: OK. Any more? What are some of this infinity that
are between 0.41 and 0.42?
J:	 0.71, 0.83.
MB: OK. What do you mean by infinity?
J:	 Goes on for ever.
So Jane seemed to have the name, but not quite the concept of the
way the infinite structure of rational numbers in their decimal
representation are built up.
In contrast Wendy (415), David (6) and Fung Mel (6), the
former two in their first year and latter in the second, seemed to
have the concept without the name.
David: (very quick) Millions - you could go .411111
MB: Just a million or more than a million?
D:	 More, it goes on and on for ever.
Fung Mel (reads the question)
FM: What do you mean?
MB: Tell me what you think I mean.
FM: Cos I could put them in points as well.






MB: Could you stop counting?
FM: No, cos when you stop counting you could go point so
many millions, millions, millions...
Wendy:
.411, or you could have the others.
LB: How many could you have?
W:
	
Ten, no, a hundred, no it's a thousand. No, it's not,











It is impossible to know whether any of these three children
had been introduced to the idea of an infinite process before, but
it seems quite likely that they arrived at the idea on their own.
In all cases they seem very certain of what they are describing,
without necessarily having the appropriate language. Certainly
the speed with which they gave their answers contrasts with the
earlier transcript of Lisa who was an 'average' top stream girl
at the end of her third year, who had the language available but
was slow to use it.
It is interesting to compare the results of this item with
those of comparable items in the CSMS Fractions and Graphs tests,
which are given in Tables 6.17 to 6.19 below.
Table 6.17 Frequency of responses to item 18 from 3rd and 4th
years on Fractions test (How many fractions lie
between 1/4 and 1/2?)
Responses	 Class Test (per cent)
Yr3	 Yr4





Table 618 Frequency of responses to item 3.5 on Graphs Test
(How many points do you think lie on the line altogether?)




Infinite	 6	 6	 20
Hundreds, lots etc.
	 13	 5	 10
Finite number > 1
	 64	 69	 52
1	 1	 2	 0
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Table 6.19 FreqUety cf responses toitem 3.6ofi Graphs Test
(Are there any poInts oil the line beteen the points
(2,5) and (3,7)? If So, ho'many? ...)
Response	 Class Test (per cent)
Yr2	 Yr3	 Yr4
Infinite	 4	 4	 11
Hundreds, lots etc.	 6	 3	 8
Finite number > 1	 26	 22	 21
1	 37	 42	 34
No	 15	 18	 13
Although there is some variation between the frequencies of
the various answers, even within the Graphs test, due to the context
of the question, it does seem that there is an element of consis-
tency running through these results. In particular the percentages
giving an answer involving a fairly complete concept of infinity
was in the case of Graphs and Decimals in the range 4-7 per cent
for Year 2 up to 11-20 per cent of Year 4, and if this is added
together with the 'hundreds' category, and the Fractions test
results included, the ranges are from 10-14 per cent of Year 2
up to 16-30 per cent of year 4.
To sum up, there was a significant minority of children who
seemed to have grasped the idea that the rational numbers formed
an infinite set, although not all of them had the appropriate
language to express this, and one or two of them did not score at
much above the average mark on the rest of the questions. Other
children could be brought to the idea with some effort, although
it is not clear how large this group would in fact be.
(2,) Knowledge of the type of real situation in which decimals are
normally used
Initially, the intention had been to include a set of 'story'
items parallel to those used in the Number Operations study.
However since no child was able to succeed with these items in the
first batch of interviews, it was decided to retain only a single
'addition story' item. It then became clear that the item was
testing children's knowledge about contexts in which decimals could
be used rather than the understanding of the operation of addition.
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The item was:
20) One story which matches this sum is:
Linda had 6 records. She got another
	 C)-)
tG2=81 2 for her birthday.	 So now she has 8.
Write a story which matches this sum
F+ 2.3 = 8.7 —Story:
33 / 40 / 40 / 41
The responses given were broken down as in Table 6.20.
It was clear that there was not a very high correlation with
other items since some weaker children managed to do the question
and this was borne out by the 4>-values, which were under 0.35 with
all other questions. The contexts were sometimes accepted even if
the examples contained unrealistic amounts. This happened
especially in the case of examples concerned with mass; Jack (1)
gave'Peter was baking a cake and he used 6.4 grams of flour',
Paul (6) used the purchase of 6.4g of rice, and, whereas Jane B (4)
and Danny (3/4) each 'bought' 6.4 grammes of sweets, Kevin Fo (2/3)
bought 6.4 kilogramxnes Tony was presumably dealing with dollTs
furniture but revealed other errors when he wrote the table was
6.4" and the chair was 2.3 so the area which they took up was 8.7"
Tim (3), Richard (3) and Julie (1) played safe with gallons
of petrol, which they had encountered in the previous question (over
the page).
21	 21 4! 3
	
Julie W (3/4), Peter (2/3)
Billy (3/4), Maria (0)
10 I 12 I 12 I 11
	
Wendy (4/5), Kevin Fl (3)
Kevin B (2)
141 151 131 8
	
Shakeel (1), Tracey (2)
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Table 6.20 Frequency Of responses to item 20 in class test and
among ii1teviewees









Frances (2/4), Fung Mel (6)
Tim (3), Julie P (1),
Danny (3/4), Kevin Fo (2/3)
Paul (6), David (6),
Jane B (4), Lisa (5)
Jack (1), Tony (3)
Richard (3)
21	 41 5! 7
	






be split into tenths
but are not sensibly
or usually split e.g.





ther	 211 ill 121	 8
Omit
For length, it seemed much easier to choose appropriate units;
Frances (2/4) used a carpenter measuring lengths of wood (it turned
out later that her father was a carpenter), Fung Mci (6) used metres
to record combined lengths of a table and chair, David (6) used
centimetres to record lengths of pieces of wire, and Lisa (5) gave
a nice example involving a boy growing over two periods of time,
using cm.
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In the author's general experience both children and teachers
often suggest dealing with money as the most common area in which
they use decimals. Those who tried to use money here obviously
experienced problems. Mandy (2) seemed to start with £6.4 and then
rapidly changed to £640, perceiving the problem. Billy (3/4),
Peter (2/3) and Julie W (3/4) all used £6.4, but even they had some
experience of unease since Billy changed £6.4 to 6.4 pounds (still
referring to money though), Peter and Julie W altered £6.4 to £6.4p,
but none of them really appreciated the difficulty. Maria (0)
cited 'giving change', but could not see how to use the figures.
The possible but inappropriate contexts suggested included
cheese slices (Kevin B (2)), bars of chocolate (Kevin Fi (3) and
Wendy (4/5)), while records (Tracey (2)) and pence (Shakeel (1))
were clearly inappropriate, at least in the examples given.
The saddest responses were those of Diana (2), Raymond (1)
and Susan (1).
KH: Now a real-life problem when you would need to work that
out. Any idea where you might need to work that out?
Diane: No.
KU: Do you ever use decimals in real life?
D:	 No, I don't.
MB: (repeated question in the test twice, there was a long
pause) Might you use decimals in a job?
Raymond: No, I don't think so.
MB: Or at home? (long pause) What about in any other
lessons in school?
R: Not really - you only do them in maths lessons.
MB: What would you use decimals for? Can you think of a
situation in which you had to use decimals?
Susan: What, add?
MB: Yes, can you think of a situation, except for a maths
lesson, when you have to add decimals?
S: What, you mean you have to put the point there?
MB: Yes, not how you do it but why you might have to do it.
Can you tiTk of any real S ation in which you might
have to add decimals, or is it just in maths lessons?
S:	 Long multiplication you have to do, don't you?
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MB: Yes, you would have to, but can you think of why you
might be doing it, outside - when you leave school for
instance?
S:	 Yeah, they're bigger than money aren't they?
MB: OK, in money you would. Anything else where you might
use decimals apart from money?
S:	 Take away.
MB: Yes. Just in money, that's the only time you'd use them?
S:	 Yeah.
It should be noted that this latter conversation was with a girl
at the end of her fourth year in secondary school.
To summarise this section, only about a third of the children
tested could think of any 'reasonable' (within a generous
definition) application of addition of decimals expressed to one
decimal place. Others gave inappropriate applications, and a few
seemed to find the question virtually meaningless, as if they had
never considered the handling of decimals to be anything other than
something to fill in time in mathematics lessons. However the
knowledge of possible applications is demonstrated not to be beyond
the capacity of weaker children.
(m) Recognition of the correct operation to apply in a problem
involving decimals
The relevant item is item 19 for which the facilities are given
Qfl the following page in Table 6.21.
1Q)	 Ring the cATION you would need to do to find the answer:
A.	 A table is 92.3 centimetres long.	 2.54 + 92.3
	 92.3 ^ 2.54
About how many inches is this?
	
2.54 ^ 92.3	 92.3 - 2.54
(1 inch is about 2.54 centimetres,)	 2.54 - 92.3	 92.3 x 2.54
B.	 My car tank was full after I put
in 6.44 gallons of petrol.
The tank holds 8.37 gallons.



















Liie price ot minced beef is shown
	 88.2 + 0.58
	 0.58 ^ 88.2
as 88.2 pence for each kilogram.
	
	
•82 ^ 0.58	 0.58 - 88.2
______	 What is the cost of a packet
	
88.2 - 0.58	 0.58 x 88.2containing 0.58 kg of minced beef?
The cost of the 6.44 gallons of
petrol was £4.86.
What would the price of one
gallon be?
My car can go 41.8 miles on each
gallon of petrol on a motorway.
how many miles can I expect to
travel on 8.37 gallons?
6.44 + 4.8o	 4.86 ^ 6.4
6.44 ^ 4.86	 4.8o - 6.4
6.44 - 4.86	 4.86 x 6.4L
41.8 + 8.37
	 8.37 ^ 41.8
	
41.8 ^ 8.37	 8.37 - 41.8
	
41.8 - 8.37	 8.37 x 41.8
Table 6.21 shows the percentages of children giving the
correct answers, and the inversions, to item 19 above.
Table 6.21 Percentages of children in different year-groups gi''ing
various responses to queStion 19
Percentages of children giving response
	
Question Response	 __________ _________
1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year
A	 92.3 ^ 2.54	 27%	 35%	 44%	 45%
	
2.54 ^ 92.3	 17%	 15%	 19%	 12%
B	 8.37 - 6.44	 52%	 52%	 68%	 63%
	
6.44 - 8.37	 11%	 15%	 8%	 6%
C	 88.2 x 0.58	 18%	 17%	 21%	 29%
D	 4.86 + 6.44	 19%	 23%	 30%	 28%
	
6.44 ^ 4.86	 34%	 39%	 43%	 40%
E	 41.8 x 8.37	 32%	 42%	 54%	 53%
Note: The response listed first is in each case the correct one.
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These items were generally found to be rather difficult. No
child out of the 39 interviewed across the ability range in the
first to fourth years of the secondary school succeeded on all
five problems, and only one, David (6), did if inversions are
'allowed'. In the class test trials it was given to an 0-level
class of 22 fourth year top stream pupils, and again only two
girls had completely correct answers, with one more if inversions
are included. In many cases in the interviews children seemed
unable to start e.g. Tim (3) to part A:
T: Afraid I can't convert...
MB: Are you not sure what to do?
T:	 No.
or openly admitted like Shakeel (1) that:
S:	 I just guessed.
Possible reasons for this difficulty are discussed below.
The conclusions are reported under the same headings as used
in Chapter Four in the case of natural numbers, where this is
appropriate.
(i) Various models of each operation
Subtraction The only subtraction model (item B) was that
named 'complementary addition (iii)' and symbolised as:
It was recognised as a subtraction by around 65 to 75 per cent
of children, which would seem to show that the notion of
subtraction is fairly well established.
The subtraction items with natural numbers were also
complementary addition models using a continuous variable and
had very high facilities, so it was already apparent that few
children find it difficult to generalise from the physical
action of 'taking away' to the rather more abstract situation.
Some children still used very concrete language e.g. Mandy (2)
said:
M: You have to take away to find out.
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The only major difference between the decimal and the
large number continuous complementary addition in the inter-
views seemed to be that whereas before many children had
mentally calculated the answer in a concrete way, quite
gratuitiously, before selecting the operation (see e.g. the
response of TZ on page 417 in Appendix E ) this was never
done with the decimal numbers and a decision therefore always
had to be made in advance of any calculation. This may have
accounted for a drop of around 20 per cent in the facilities
of the items between large whole numbers and decimals. (See
Figure 6.1 on page 330 ).
Multiplication The two multiplication items (C and E) both
embodied the 'rate' model i.e.
+8.370
the rates being 'cost in pence per kilogram' and 'number of
miles per gallon', respectively. The decimal items thus
incrporated more explicit rates than the 'number of cakes per
tin' in the natural numbers example.
The major difference between the two multiplication items
was the presence of a number less than one (0.58) in Part C,
which appeared to give rise to differences in facility between
the two items ranging from 14 per cent to 33 per cent over
the four year-groups. (See the discussion in section (1)
above which relates to this.)
It is interesting to note that David alone of those
interviewed (see excerpt quoted on page 306 ) spotted the
connection of item C with item A i.e. that they are both
inverses of the 'sharing' model of division. In fact it was
the realisation of this similarity, taken together with the
'division makes it smaller' belief, that helped to lead David
into mistakenly altering his answer from multiplication to
division.
Of the four children interviewed who obtained correct
answers to item l9C (Kevin Fl (3), Richard (3), Fung Mei (6)
and Paul (6)), none appeared to show any hesitation. For
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instance Richard explained 'cos it's one kilogram for 88.2
and you just times that', and Paul generalised this further
to 'cos price is going to be times whatever you buy of it'.
These two at least seemed to have a clear grasp of the 'rate'
structure underlying the item, and argued from this rather
than from any consideration of the magnitude of the numbers. Thus
demonstrating one of Krutetskii's criteria for mathematical ability:
'The ability for formalized perception of mathematical
material, for grasping the form structure of a problem...'
(Krutetskii, 1976, p.350)
Division One item (D) had the structure of the 'sharing'
model of division i.e.
whereas the other (A) embodied the 'grouping' model i.e.
However it was difficult to compare the results since item D
incorporated the further complication of requiring a small
number to be divided by a larger one.
If one were to make the assumption that this affected
only the choice of order in the expression rather than the
choice of operation in the first place, then one would once
again come to the conclusion that the two models were similar
in difficulty with the 'sharing' one being a little easier.
(The facilities differ by about ten per cent in each year
group if 'inversions' are included.) This could well be due
to the fact that sharing, from the evidence with natural
numbers, seems to be the best established model in terms of
the stories children create. But since 'grouping' is
logically related in the sense of being an inverse, it is not
surprisingly not very much more difficult to grasp.
Again, as in the case of subtraction, some children showed
considerable ability in generalising their concepts of the
operations e.g. Fung Mel (6), to part A:
F: (rings 92.3 + 2.54) 'cos I said two centimetres...
I would share between that to get that...
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Thus the physical sharing action between people has become
generalised to a relationship between two lengths.
There was a considerable difference in the proportions
of inversions in the two division items; this seems likely
to be due to the size of the numbers rather than the model
and is discussed in section (j) above.
(ii) Comparison between the four operations
The order of difficulty of the number operations was the
same as was found for natural numbers, If the totals of those
recognising the correct operation are taken (i.e. inversions
are allowed) then Figure 6.1 (page 330) and Table 6.21 (page
325) illustrate that the increasing order of difficulty is
very definitely:
-, +, x
with the differences between all subtraction and multiplication
items, and all division and multiplication items, being
significant at the five per cent level in all four years.
Only the difference between the subtraction and the harder
division item reaches significance at five per cent, but again
over all four years,
When allowance is made for a proportion of random guesses,
which might be necessary because two responses would be
counted as correct for division and subtraction but only one
for multiplication, then the only differences which remain
significant are those between all subtraction and multiplica-
tion items for 12, 13 and 14 year olds, between the subtraction
and the harder division item for all four years, between the
easier division and the easier multiplication items for 13 and
14 year olds, and between the harder division and the harder
multiplication for 13, 14 and 15 year olds.
Thus in general the order of the operations is still
preserved but the ranges of facility of the multiplication
and division items now overlap slightly. If only the
proportions selecting the correct expression are considered,
then the subtraction becomes significantly easier than all
other items. However now both the easier multiplication and
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division items and harder multiplication and division items
are comparable, with the easier multiplication 8lightly easier
than the division, and the harder division slightly easier
than the multiplication. None of these differences are
significant. It must also be remembered that some of the
children selecting the correct division expression choose it
at random believing the two division expressions to be equiva-
lent (see paragraph (iv) for a further discussion of this).
}ence when it comes to selecting the actual expression
correctly it seems possible that multiplication is at least
comparable to division and many in fact be slightly easier,
due to the extra difficulty in getting the order right for
division.
The reasons why subtraction remains an easier operation
to identify than the other two would seem to be similar to
those suggested in the case of natural numbers i.e. that one
has only to consider a single variable (e.g. capacity) with
its range split into two subsets rather than two separate
variables (e.g. capacity and price) related by a constant
function (rate).
The reason why multiplication and division are generally
similar in difficulty would seem to be the fact that they are
logically inverse to each. The suggestion that has already
been alluded to that the 'sharing' model seems to be the
'canonical model' from which the 'rate' model of multiplication
and the 'grouping' model of division are derived as inverses,
would lead to the expectation that multiplication items
incorporating this form would be rather more difficult at
least than the sharing form of division.
In the case of natural numbers the role of the actions
implied by the words 'share' and 'times' was proposed as an
important factor. This is less easy to justify where
rational numbers are concerned since the 'sharing out sweets'
model seems far removed from the division of rational numbers.
However the quotation from Fung Mei on page 328 does suggest
that some children are able to generalise without rejecting
the more primitive model, although most children clearly
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found difficulty in moving outside the natural number domain
in which the concrete model is more readily applied. No
child used the word 'times' in these items in the 'Place
Value and Decimals' interviews, but this may have been because
no items incorporating the 'multiplying factor' model of
multiplication were included. Thus whether the language
relating to physical actions helps children to generalise or
hinders them for doing so is rather unclear.
(iii) Comparison between items containing natural numbers and decimals
The items were in all cases significantly more difficult
for 12 year olds than the parallel items using natural numbers
which had appeared in the Number Operations test (see Figure
6.1 for the results). Although the samples were different
they were both chosen so as to be representative of the
population in terms of distribution of non-verbal IQ score,
and hence the facilities can be compared with some justifica-
tion.
The differences in facility between the easiest decimal
problems and the most difficult whole number problems were
around 20 per cent in the case of multiplication.
Thus it would seem that for a significant proportion of
children, their own scheinas for relating number operations
to real situations apply only in the case of whole numbers.
To some extent this may be attributable to the difference
between discrete and Continuous quantities, but where whole
numbers were used for continuous quantities it did not appear
to make a very great difference (see page 156 ), although as
has been noted, the evidence from the initial number operations
test was somewhat ambiguous. It seems more likely therefore
that the differences were at least partly due to children's
difficulties in extending the physical actions of e.g.
removing, or sharing, in terms of which they assimilated whole
number problems, to entities which contained fractional parts.
It also seems likely that the size of the numbers now gave less
cue to the operation needed, since the magnitudes were less
easy to imagine and the answers could not readily be obtained
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or even, for many children (see section (f) above) approximated.
Thus the procedure which children had used in the natural
number problems of arriving at the answer by concrete means
and then reconstructing the formal operation was no longer
possible. The choice of operation had now to be based to a
greater extent on the quantities measured and their relationship
than on the relation of the numbers themselves. This suggests
that, at least for the multiplication and division problems,
an appreciation of the proportional relationship between two
variables is involved. According to Piagetian theory
(Inhelder and Piaget, 1959) one might thus not expect children
to be able to cope with such division and multiplication until
the formal operations period. While it is true that the
proportions succeeding with D (excluding inversions) and C
are very similar to those given by Shayer et al (1976) as
having reached early formal operations in each of the four
age groups (see Figure 4.3, page 138) the other problems were
obviously correctly answered by many children who would have
been assessed as 'late concrete'. In Piagetian terms they
would suggest that such children may have been able to
assimilate the situations in these examples in terms of
physical actions in spite of the fractional numbers and
continuous quantities involved. Examples of where 'concrete'
language was used for subtraction •and division have been
given in (i).
It might be thought that one strategy for reducing the
complexity of the problems would be to approximate to the
rational number using natural numbers. This would allow a
rough answer to be obtained, a process which seemed to assist
in identifying the operation involved.
In fact only two of the children interviewed explicitly
adopted this strategy. One was Fung Mei (6) whose answer to
part A has already been quoted on page 328 and who answered
part D by
FM: If I take six gallons and share between E4 it would
be one point something for each.
MB: One point something gallons, or pounds?
FM: Price (incorrectly rings 6.44 ^ 4.86)
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Although this was not correct, the strategy seemed a good one
and enabled her to obtain correct answers to the other three
items.
The other child was Peter (2/3) who in fact inverted in
A and D and chose the wrong operation for B and C. In part
A he replied:
'See how many twos go into 92' (rings 2.54 ^ 92.3)
This suggests that where children are able to successfully
approximate the strategy can be a useful one and need not be
confined to the brightest children.
(iv) Inversions and counnutativity
Under the discussion of this area for natural number
examples it could be seen that there were three categories
of answers
(a) those where the two expressions were considered
equivalent;
(b) those where only the inversion is selected, for
linguistic reasons already considered;
(c) those where only the correct expression is selected.
The proportion of children consistently giving responses of
type (c) was thought to be around 50 per cent for 11 to 12
year olds for subtraction, and around 20 to 30 per cent for
division.
These three cases were again evident in the decimals
examples e.g. Peter (2/3) in the transcription given above
comes into category (b) as he says correctly, for part A,
P:	 See how many twos go into ninety-two. (But then
rings 2.54 ^ 92.3 and explains)
MB: Are these two (2.54 + 92.3 and 92.3 ^ 2.54) the same?
P:	 No, in that 2.54 comes at the back.
Although this is on the face of it tautologous, he appeared
to attach importance to the positions as he refused to ring
the correct answer.
Into category (a) fell those like Kevin Fo (2/3) and
Frances (2/4):
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Kevin Fo: (rings 2.54 + 92.3 for A)
MB: Could it be 92.3 + 2.54? Is there any difference?
K:	 No, that's just written the other way.
Frances: (rings both 2.54 + 92.3 and 92.3	 2.54
for part)
MB: They're both the same?
F:	 Yes.
However there is a further complication going outside the
domain of natural numbers since, in division (and in subtraction),
the larger number is not always written first in the expression.
Thus those answers previously in category (c) might be
expected to subdivide into
(c) those where the expression selected is that in
which the large number occurs first
(d) those where only the correct expression is selected.
A comparison of the results for the two division items
A and D suggests that a large number of responses were in the
(c) category:
Table 6.22 Proportion of inversions to division questions
Percentage of children
Question	 Response
1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year
A	 92.3 + 2.54 (correct)	 27%	 35%	 44%	 45%
2.54 + 92.3	 17%	 15%	 19%	 12%
B	 4.86 L 6.44 (correct)	 19%	 23%	 30%	 28%
6.44 ^ 4.86	 34%	 39%	 43%	 40%
An example of a response in category (c) to item A is
that from Julie W (3/4):
JW: They're different ones 'cos that's got 92.3 divided
by 2.54 and that's got 2.54 divided by 92.3.
MB: Why is that one right?
JW: 'Cos you can get that into there, but you can't get
that (i.e. 92.3) into 2.54.
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(A further discussion of this appeared in Section (j) above.)
The expected answers to parts A and D respectively for
children who give each of the four responses-types would be
(using C for correct and I for inverted):
(a) CC or II or CI or IC
(b) II (or IC for cases where the inversion only occurs
for the grouping model)
(c) CI
(d) CC
The presence of significant numbers of children likely to fall
into response-type (a), which in the case of first year
children was suggested could be as high as 70 to 80 per cent
(page 162), makes it difficult to draw any very firm
conclusions as to the proportions of children in each response-
type. Also of course the picture is further complicated by
the fact that many children failed to pick either of the two
expressions involving the correct operation.
The only firm conclusion would seem to be that an upper
limit for those who were able to both choose the correct
operation and the correct order consistently in the case of
division is that obtained from the facility of item D
i.e. 19, 23, 30 and 28 per cent respectively of 12, 13, 14
and 15 year olds. However if it is assumed that as many
select the correct answer in D at random as select the
inverted answer in A (i.e. ignoring the presence of category
(b)) the true proportion of those who could consistently
select the correct expression for division problems would be
estimated at 2, 8, 11, 16 per cent of 12-15 year olds
respectively.
Further evidence is given by the results of the interviews
and class-test trials. Out of the 39 children interviewed, only
two selected the correct expression for both division examples
and even then one of them inverted the subtraction expression.
A further three answered part A correctly and changed their
answers to part D after some extra questioning.
In a fourth year top-stream 0-level class in the class
test trials, only four girls out of 22 had correct answers to
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both parts A and D.
This suggests that the latter figures for those who can
select the correct expression for a division problem i.e.
2, 8, 11, 16 per cent of 12-15 year olds, respectively, is
unlikely to be an underestimate and may well overestimate the
true proportions.
In the case of subtraction (part B) the percentage of
inversions was as shown:














11%	 15%	 8%	 6%
The percentage of inversions is thus considerably smaller than
in the case of division, even though the figures in the
question are given in the order corresponding to the inversion.
It would suggest that a lower limit of the percentages
of those who could select the correct expression (when the
answer is positive) would be 41, 37, 60, 57 per cent respectively
for years 12-15. The results for natural number examples
suggests that the figures were 52, 51 per cent for 11, 12 year
olds respectively, which would be reasonably consistent when
it is remembered that some of these would probably not select
even the correct operation in the example incorporating
decimals, and others would have given the correct order in the
two natural number items by chance.
(v) The presence of numbers less than one
It has already been noted earlier that the two items which
caused particular difficulty, namely C and D, both involved
numbers less than one, in the question in C and in the answer
in D. This has been discussed in more detail in sections (i)
and (j) above.
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To suinmarise, children found it much more difficult to select
the operation to apply in a word problem if it contained decimals
rather than whole numbers. Differences in facility were at least
20 per cent, and in some cases around 40 per cent. This seemed to
be partly because in the case of whole numbers children had often
worked out or at least started to work out the answer by an informal
procedure, and only then decided to what operation this was equiva-
lent, and this was much more difficult in the case of decimals
although some children managed to do so by approximating. It also
seemed to be partly because a conceptualisation of an operation
in terms of a concrete action such as 'sharing' or 'repeated
addition' was not easily applicable in this situation and a grasp
of a more abstract relationship between the variables was there-
fore needed. The actual facilities varied from 50 per cent of
first years and 65 per cent of fourth years for subtraction, to
20 per cent of first years and 30 per cent of fourth years for the
most difficult multiplications and divisions.
The order of operations found before i.e. ^, -, 1, x, was
generally supported, although there were exceptions as some division
problems became very difficult if the correct order of the numbers
was required.
Some children still did not appreciate the non-comimitativity
of subtraction and division, although this became confounded with
other factors like the avoidance of dividing by a larger number,
which was discussed under section (j) above. The percentage of
children who can reliably select the correct expression, including
the correct order of the numbers, for division problems may well
thus be wider five per cent of first years and around 15 per cent
of fourth years.
The presence of numbers less than one caused additional
problems for the reason discussed under section (i) i.e. that if
children expected a smaller answer they tended to select division
in preference to multiplication regardless of the size of the
numbers involved.
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Summary of Conclusions based on Analysis of Items from Class Test
and Interview Data
The conclusions are sunmiarised separately for whole numbers
and decimals.
Place Value in %Jhole Numbers
Almost all children were familiar with numbers up to a thousand,
in that they could translate them from symbols into words and
vice versa, could say which of two was larger, and could recognise
which of a selection of numbers gave the best approximation.
Problems started to arise with numbers larger than a thousand,
and especially those over ten thousand, since these more often
required a systematic procedure based on the notion of place value.
Around 40 per cent of first years and 20 per cent of fourth years,
for instance, appeared to have no systematic procedure and hence
made mistakes when reading out numbers, and the percentages were
even higher (60 per cent of first years and 40 per cent of fourth
years) when it caine to writing down spoken numbers where place-
holders were required. A minority of children (20 per cent of
first years and 45 per cent of fourth years) could name the values
of the places between a thousand and a million.
The 'carrying' process used in addition was found to be both
easier to perform and easier to understand than the 'borrowing'
process used in subtraction. The corresponding facilities of
computations set out in traditional vertical format were 85-90 per
cent for addition, and 60-65 per cent for subtraction, with these
facilities in each case holding fairly steady throughout the age-
range. However the interviews demonstrated that there was not
always a clear relationship betwen implementing the algorithm and
understanding the basis of it (except in rare cases where children
had devised their own algorithms). In less familiar settings the
percentages who were able to apply basic ideas were, for 'carrying'
about 50 per cent of first years and 70 per cent of fourth years,
and for 'borrowing', 35 per cent of first years and 55 per cent of
fourth years.
These percentages are fairly similar to those for multiplication
and division by powers of ten, (35 per cent of first years and
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70 per cent of fourth years) which suggests that once the
importance of the relationship between the place-values is grasped,
it may be extended across more places than one. (However some
of the children may well have just been repeating the 'add a
nought' rule for multiplication, with little understanding of its
basis). Certainly around 30 per cent in all years used long
multiplication to multiply by a power of ten, which shows little
appreciation of the reason for this procedure. There was however
a small group with little understanding of multiplication outside
simple repeated addition.
Decimals
About 60 per cent of first years and 80 per cent of fourth
years showed that they understood at least some of the fundamental
ideas connected with the use of numbers expressed to the first
decimal place. For instance this percentage could read a scale
marked in tenths, estimate the length of an interval within an
error of one tenth of a unit, compare the relative size of some
decimals (e.g. 4.06 and 4.5) or choose from a selection the whole
number nearest to a number with one decimal place. (It was not
necessarily the same children who succeeded in each case, however.)
Further places of decimals were found slightly more difficult
to handle, but only in general by a margin of about ten percentage
points. This slight difference was probably due to the need to
take into account the tenths place itself, especially where a zero
placeholder had to be inserted.
But even among the children who could answer such problems
there seemed to be considerable temptation to treat the figures
after the point as a whole number, evaluating the figures from the
right rather than from the left. The percentage of children who
could apply place-value principles consistently relating symbols,
place-values and fractions of unit lengths and areas when there were
a number of distractions present, was only around 25 per cent of
first years and 35 per cent of fourth years, although for most
items involving recognition and ordering the facilities were
greater than this. Where the question concerned, for example, the
idea of successive subdivisions of a scale into ten parts being
represented by successive decimal places, presented in its simplest
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form, only 25 per cent of first year pupils were able to give
correct answers as opposed to 60 per cent of fourth years.
As in the case of whole numbers, the equivalence required in
the 'carrying' process proved easier to both use and understand than
that in the !borrQwjng process. For carrying out traditional
computations in horizontal format, the corresponding percentages
were 55 per cent of first years and 80 per cent of fourth years
for addition, against 45 per cent and 65 per cent respectively for
subtraction. As the format presented became less conventional,
the facilities dropped, to around 30 per cent of first years and
40 per cent of fourth years for both operations, although the items
did not at this level allow a firm comparison between the two
processes.
When it came to the use of the understanding of place value in
order to multiply and divide mentally by powers of ten, it became
difficult to disentangle those who merely used some sort of rule
from those who understood the principles. The percentage who seemed
to be able to carry out these procedures mentally were again around
20-30 per cent of first years and 35-50 per cent of fourth years
although the simplest questions had rather higher facilities. In
fact on the interviews almost all the children who had been able
successfully to apply the rule were also able to offer some sort of
justification; some children had obtained a correct answer to some
items by long multiplication or division but none had succeeded
with all of them by this method. At a lower level many on inter-
view, although fewer on the class test, had simply used the 'add
a nought' rule without realising that it was inappropriate.
The difficulty of approximating and estimating depended on the
size of the numbers involved; selection of the approximate answer
when a given number between one and ten with one decimal place was
multiplied by another between 0.1 and one with two decimal places,
was carried out successfully by only 15 per cent of first years and
30 per cent of fourth years, although again more straightforward
questions had higher facilities. Two basic misconceptions inter-
fered with this approximation process in the case of multiplication
and division. The first was that very few children (around ten
per cent of first years and up to 20 per cent of fourth years)
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realised that it was not a universal rule that 'multiplication
makes it higher and division makes it smaller' and that if the
operator was less than one the rule was in fact reversed. A
slightly higher percentage (15 per cent of first years and up to 45
per cent of fourth years) could work out the size of the answers
to particular items without necessarily generalising. The second
misconception, which related to division, was that it was impossible
to divide a number by another number larger than itself, which
effectively prevented any conversions from fractions or ratios to
decimals. This was held by around 50 per cent of first years.
The percentage who were able to divide a whole number by another,
arriving at an answer in fractions or decimals, was around ten
per cent of first years and 35 per cent of fourth years, even when
only a mental calculation was needed.
Again, only a small percentage of children (ten per cent of
first years and 20 per cent of fourth years) recognised that there
were an infinite number of decimal numbers lying in any interval on
the number line, although the interviews suggest that this percentage
might have been a little larger had it been possible to probe further.
Thus on the understanding and use of the decimals we have fairly
consistent results across various areas that at least 60 per cent
of first years and 80 per cent of fourth years have some knowledge,
however patchy. (The figure may be higher than this since different
children may succeed with different questions.) However for those
items which required a clear grasp and consistent behaviour within
the symbol system, the facilities were only in the region of 20 to
30 per cent of first years and 30 to 40 per cent of fourth years.
However when it comes to an appreciation of the system of rational
numbers and its relationship as an extension of the whole number
system, the percentages are probably more like ten per cent of first
years and 20 per cent of fourth years.
In the area of applications, 30 per cent of first years and 40
per cent of fourth years had some notion of appropriate circumstances
for using decimals, but a few seemed to think it was merely a game
played in mathematics lessons. Children certainly found it more
difficult to select which operation to apply to solve a practical
problem when decimals were involved rather than whole numbers, but
this seemed to relate to lack of understanding of the meaning of the





(A) Results and analysis
The method of analysing the results to obtain a number of
levels was the same as that arrived at initially for the first
major round of testing in 1976 (i.e. for the Algebra, Ratio,
Graphs and Vectors areas), and is described in detail in
Chapter Four under the heading 'Method (ii)' (see pages 177-191 ).
The values for both the B-coefficient and the 4)-coefficient
for each item-pair are given in matrix form in Tables 6.24 and
6.25. (Here and in the next section items are referred to by
variable numbers rather than by question numbers since this
matches the computer analysis; the variable numbers are in the
same order as the questions and to assist in interpretation
they are marked in red on the question paper in Appendix H.)
A diagram showing 4)-values betwen different items in
different colours according to their size, as in Figure 4.13,
was produced but proved to be extremely complex with 73 inter-
linking items which were generally fairly closely connected.
Hence Figure 6.2 was produced as a simplification. Here
if a group of items is connected with all the pair-wise 4)-values
above a certain criterion value, then the items are ringed in
the corresponding colour. If when a further item is added the
criterion is reduced, this is shown by linking this item as
an appendage to the group with the extended 'boundary' in the
corresponding colour.
A 'facility-ordered complete linkage analysis' was also
tried, which entailed starting with each item in turn,
connecting to it the next more difficult item with a 4)-link
greater than some criterion value previous decided (4) >.4 say),
then connecting in to this group the next more difficult item
with 4)-values greater than the criterion with both the earlier
items, and so on. The procedure is repeated for different
criterion values. This was abandoned in favour of the display
in Figure 6.2 since the linkage analysis gave similar
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Figure 6.2 4-links between items for Place Value and Decimals
Notes: 1. The items are represented by variable numbers (see Appendix H)
2. A group of items all connected pairwise by q-values above a
given level are ringed in the corresponding colour.
3. In some cases extra items are linked into the boundary of
an existing group, the colour corresponding to the minimum
-value of the item with the group.
4. Some single links are shown in the corresponding colour.
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A third method of display was also used. This involved
first reducing the item collection to a 'skeleton' of 22 items
by rejecting any which did not have 4)-values of at least 0.4
with at least four other items. Since this tended to omit the
easiest and hardest items which had in general lower 4)-values
the criterion was relaxed gradually for items of facility
greater than 70 per cent or less than 20 per cent, to admit a
further 13 items. These items were then arranged according to
their overall facility on the complete sample and then within
this order grouped as far as possible according to the aspect
of place value and decimals which was being tested.
The facility of each item in the skeleton for each year-
group was then illustrated on a diagram (Figure 6.3), with the
above content-related groups shown in different colours.
On the basis of Figures 6.2 and 6.3, a preliminary
identification of groups of items was made.
The minimum, mean and median 4)-values were calculated for
each group of items, and a computer analysis was performed to
tabulate the proportion of 'error-type' children, again using
a two-thirds criterion value for attainment of each group or,
if the number of items in the group was not exactly divisible
by three, varying the criterion level to minimise the
proportion of error-type children.
The membership of the item-groups was then adjusted to try
to reduce the number of error-type children while maintaining
both high 4)-links within groups and a degree of mathematical
coherence in the description of the items. In the case of the
Place Value and Decimals data, six such iterations took place
before a solution was reached which to both the author and
the other team members appeared to be optimum on all criteria.
This final grouping is given in Table 6.26; the
'questions' refer to the numbers on the question paper while
the numbers on the table are the equivalent variable numbers
(see Appendix H)).
The facility ranges for each level for each of the four
years are illustrated in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.3 Facility values for different year groups and initial
content grouping for 'skeleton' items on Place Value
and Decimals Test
Notes: 1. Items are referred to by variable numbers (see Appendix H)
2. 'Skeleton' items are those with high 4-links (see text for details)
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Table 6.26 Levels for Place Value and Decimals Test, giving 4)-values
between questions
DECIMALS
Level 1: Place value in whole numbers up thousands
6	 Questions	 : 3a, 7, lObi, 12a, 12b, l4ai
29 221	 Facility Range: 81-96% i.e. 15%
44 215 289	 Pass Mark
36 235 313 304	 Mean 4)	 : .32
37 234 262 347 677	 Median 4)	 : .29
25 238 249 397 377 367
	
Minimum 4)	 : .21
6	 29	 44	 36	 37 25
Level 2: Decimals - recognition of tenths
41	 Questions	 : 2a, 6b, l0biii, 13a, l8aii
20 301	 Facility Range: 70-78% i.e. 8%
31 328 312	 Pass Mark	 : 3/5
	
3 376 348 388	 Mean 4)	 : .36
63 344 415 349 390	 Median 4)	 : .35
41	 20	 31	 3 63	 Minimum 4)	 : .30
Level 3: Decimals - recognition of hundredths, thousandths etc.
	
28
















27 481 516 497	 Mean 4)	 : .49
	
32
	 86 405 610 425 555
	








42 405 480 420 597 486 599
28	 42	 4	 26	 38	 32	 39	 21
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Table 6.26 continued
Level 4: Decimals -. relation with adjacent place on left
64	 Questions	 : 5ci, 5cii, 6d, 6e, 13c,
l4aii, l4bi, l8aiii,46 302	 l8bi, 13e
65 345 346	 Facility Range: 43-54% i.e. 11%
45 388 515 439	 Pass Mark	 :
15 383 331 352 419	 Mean 4)	 : .40
16 413 357 403 470 646	 Median 4)	 : .39
72 338 333 361 466 332	 Minimum 4)	 : .30
22 337 400 397 515 438 509 389
43 366 394 378 441 388 413 367 479
23 363 365 392 463 384 443 371 483 399
64	 46	 65	 45	 15	 16	 72	 22	 43 23
Level 5: Decimals - more complex relations between places
47	 Questions	 : lb. llc, lid, l4bii,
35 425	 l4cii, 17e
34 391 447	 Facility Range: 28-38% i.e. 10%
Pass Mark
	 :2 444 413 374
49 637 469 419 497	 Mean 4)	 : .46
61 493 449 388 503 507	 Median 4,	: . 45
________________________ 
Minimum 4)	 .37
47	 35	 34	 2	 49 61
Level 6: Decimals as the result of a division; infinite number of
decimals
50	 Questions	 : 12e, i4di, l4dii, l8biii
51 719	 Facility Range: 15-22% i.e. 7%
40 417 458	 Pass Mark	 :
67 365 411 216	 Mean 4)	 : .43
Median 4)	 : .41
50 51 40 67	 Minimum 4)	 : .22
Notes: 1. The 3-digit numbers are the three decimal places of the
4,-value, which represents the inter-item correlation.
2. The items are referred to by variable number in these tables
(see Appendi4I) for comparison with Figure 6.2, but the numbers
of the items on the question paper are indicated under the
heading 'Questions'. (The conversion is a1inear one e.g.
in level 1 item 3a is variable 6, etc.)
3. The facility range is for the overall sample.
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years 1-4
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It is noticeable that the ranges of facility of the
different levels overlap to some extent within each year group,
although not for the overall sample. This was inevitable since
the change in facility of some items over the four year groups
wasvery much greater than that of others. (Figure 6.3 illustrates
this clearly.) It was thought preferable to arrange so that
any overlap occurred in the first year rather than in the fourth
year since it would be expected that the levels reached by
fourth year pupils would prove more stable, and less affected
by recent teaching.
The mathematical descriptions of the items included in
each level which are given above represent an attempt at the
most appropriate characterisation of the majority of items
lying within that level. They do not always fit exactly each
item. A more detailed discussion of particular items in
relation to the level description is given below:
Level 1: Place value in whole numbers up to thousands
All the items in this level involve natural numbers, under
ten thousand, only; 3a and l4ai involve straightforward naming,
7 concerns simple equivalence of the 'carrying' type, while
lOb(i) and 12a, 12b require ordering. Other items involving
more difficult equivalences in natural numbers either occur in
higher levels (e.g. ib, 8) or are not included in any level
(e.g. 3b, 4a, Sbii etc.)
Level 2: Decimals - recognition of tenths
Here item 2a involves straightforward naming of values,
and 13a and 6b involve symbolising a pictorial representation
of a fraction using a decimal (although, in both these, correct
answers can be obtained by simple counting). Item l8aii is
concerned with the reverse process of placing 2.9 (mentally)
on a number line. Item lObiii should apparently be more
difficult than the others since it involves hundredths, and
therefore it could be argued that it belongs to level 3. However
the item was somewhat easier than the remaining level 3 items,
perhaps because of some perceptual factor, so it was finally put
into this level on empirical rather than mathematical grounds.
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Level 3: Decimals - recognition of hundredths, thousandths etc.
Most of these items seem to be more difficult than level
2 items since they require some relationship between the 'tenths'
place and later places. There also seems to be a greater
degree of temptation to read the number after the point as an
independent whole number than was the case in level 2 items.
Item 6c and 12c, 12d require the knowledge that
'hundredths' can be used to interpolate between 'tenths; items
2b and lOa require the ability to overcome the temptation to
work by analogy with whole numbers, and in item ha the
insertion of a zero placeholder was necessary. Item 13b on
the other hand required a simple visual matching and could
actually be done by counting with no real knowledge of the
hundredths place; it was on the borderline with level 2 and
could equally well have been included there, although if a
properly argued answer had been required it would have been
more comparable with other level 3 items.
Item 8 was concerned with whole numbers over ten thousand,
requiring a complex 'carrying' process, whether done by
formal algorithm or backwards counting. There is no obvious
logical link with the other items, and it was thus placed in
level 3 on empirical grounds.
Level 4: Decimals - relation with adjacent place on left
In some of these items the 'carrying' aspect was clearly
required e.g. 5cii, l8aiii, l8bi, l4aii. In the two latter
items this idea had to be applied in approximating by a number
with one fewer significant figures than the original.
Item 6c required this idea in the converse form i.e.
that one tenth was equivalent to ten hundredths and hence half-
way between 14.6 and 14.7 would need an addition of five
hundredths. A similar idea was involved in 6e ; both these
items differ from 6c since they cannot be done by a simple
counting procedure.
Item 13c again requires more than counting; it must be
realised that ten tenths are equivalent to one unit and thus
the shaded squares represent hundredths and a zero placeholder
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must be inserted for the tenths figure.
Item l4aii appears to require a simple algorithm, but in
fact in the interviews was often done by first principles, in
which case the same 'ten for one' equivalence is needed as for
the other items. Item l4bi needs a two-place equivalence of
the same type, but with whole numbers.
Item 19e would seem to have little connection with the
others, although the ability to approximate as in question 18
would be of assistance, and this strategy was used on
occasion (see pages 333-334 for details).
Item 4ci would appear to have the same mathematical
demand as level 3 items, but for some reason which is difficult
to comprehend it is more difficult than those and is therefore
included in level 4 on empirical grounds.
Level 5: Decimals - more complex relations between places
This description is not unlike that above but appears to
involve an extra degree of complexity. For example, item lid
requires a verbal equivalence to be made in the inverse
direction, from four tenths to forty hundredths; items i4bii
and l4cii both require two-place equivalence across the
decimal point, and lie needs a recognition that the answer
increases by a factor of ten when a divisor decreases by this
factor. Item lie would seem to resemble in structure the level
4 items but here the perceptually obvious answer of 0.11 is a
strong attraction. In general, all these items in level 5
require an ability to work within the symbol system in a
consistent way, since any concrete analogue would be too
complex to handle. They also require an analytic attitude
of looking beyond the intuitively obvious answer, since in
almost all cases this would result in a mistaken response.
Item lb, an apparently simple item involving whole numbers,
has no clear relation to the other items. However it does need
the equivalence between 'twenty thousand' and 'two ten thousands',
which also requires, as they do, some degree of operating
within the system.
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Level 6: Decimals as the result of a division: infinite
number of decimals
The items here are more straightforward; item 12e
concerns the notion of the infinity of ratiortals, while items
14d1, l4dii and l8bIii all require the recognition that any
natural number can be divided by another if the set of natural
numbers is extended to the field of rationals.
The proportion of children in each level in each year is
shown in Figure 6.5. Again, those who did not achieve any
level are shown as level 0.
The 7.05 per cent of children who were 'non-scale types'
are included at the highest level on which they attained the
criterion mark. The distribution of the 'non-scale type?
children was as shown in Table 6.27.
Table 6.27 Distribution of 'non-scale type' children
Level 2 but not Level 1
Levels 3 and 2 but not Level 1
Levels 3 and 1 but not Level 2
Levels 4 and 1 but neither Levels 2 and 3
Levels 4 and 3 and 1 but not Level 2
Levels 4, 2 and 1 but not Level 3
Levels 5, 3, 2 and 1 but not Level 4
Levels 5, 4, 2 and 1 but not Level 3
Levels 5, 2 and I but neither Levels 4 or
























The location of the major groups of 'non-scale type'
children is not surprising; level 1 concerns p!Lace value in
whole numbers whereas level 2 contains questions on naming of
decimals, so one might expect achievement of level 2 to be to
some extent independent of level 1. There is also less obvious
dependence between level 6 and the preceding levels, and the
same is true of level 4.
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Year	 Yr 2	 Year 3	 'cer 4
Figure 65 Percentages of children in each year of th secôttdary
school who are Judged to have attaitedeathlevel.
(The percentage labelled 0 did not attain any level.)
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This was a higher proportion of error—types than was
obtained in any other CSMS area, but this seems to have been
largely a consequence of having more levels and hence greater
probability of errors.
On a Guttman analysis the coefficient of reproducibility
was 0.98 and that of scalability was 0.91, both of which are
very satisfactory.
(B) Conclusions
1. Although the great majority of children have achieved
level 1 and can thus be assumed to have a reasonable grasp of
place—value in whole numbers up to the thousands place, over
15 per cent have not done so by the end of the first year
in secondary school, and between five and ten per cent in the
remaining secondary years. In terms of a mixed ability class,
this group would therefore include about four children in the
first year dropping to two in the fourth year. It should also
be remembered that the more difficult items on whole numbers
were not in this level, and thus even many of the children at
higher levels would show some lack of understanding, in
particular in relation to whole numbers over a thousand.
2. Only less than 25 per cent of first year children, rising
to around 40 per cent of fourth years, can do more with
decimals than simply naming them and matching them to simple
pictures. The principles underlying the mechanics of addition
occur in level 4, those underlying multiplication in level 5,
and those underlying conversion from fractions to decimals in
level 6.
3. The important mathematical properties of rational numbers
are that there are infinitely many of them and that they form
an extension of the natural numbers in which the operation of
division is always possible (i.e. those properties relating to
the fact that the field of rationals is the smallest field which
'contains' the natural numbers). These do not occur until
level 6 and are thus appreciated by around seven per cent of
12 year olds rising to 25 per cent of 15 year aids.
4. The range of levels of understanding is very wide in all
year—groups; in fact all levels are present in significant
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proportions in each year group. Thus a typical mixed ability
class of 12 year olds would differ from a similar class of 15
year olds, as far as this topic goes, only in the relative
proportions of children at each level.
5. Progress from year to year is relatively slow. The
facility ranges for items in each level increase by 15-20
percentage points on average (See Figure 6.4). Similarly if
it is assumed that children stay in the same order of attainment
relative to each other (which is a non-trivial assumption),
then Figure 6.5 would suggest that of those who were at most
at level 4 to start with in Year 1, seven per cent (all from
level 0) would not move at all, 24 per cent would move up one
level only, and the remaining 69 per cent would move up
exactly two levels by Year 4. (Those at level 5 would all
progress to level 6.) However although this progress is not
great, it does suggest that most children except perhaps the
very slowest do achieve some extra understanding in this time.
One consequence of this slow rate of progress is that in
this topic a bright 12 year old is closer, mathematically
speaking, to a bright 15 year old than he is to an average
12 year old, or indeed an average 15 year old. Similarly a
slow 15 year old is closer to a slow 12 year old than to an
average 12 year old. Indeed the lowest 15 per cent of 15
year olds are behind an average 12 year old in understanding,
just as the top 15 per cent of 12 year olds are above the
average 15 year old.
6. Using these cross-sectional results in what must be a
tentative fashion to interpret developmental behaviour, it
appears that for the average child there is likely to be at
present a three year gap or more between the initial ability
to 'name' hundredths and thousandths places (level 3) and
the ability to understand and operate effectively with the
place value principles (level 5).
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III The Final Interviews
(A) Results and Analjrsis
The final interviews were carried out after the class-test
results had been analysed in an attempt at subjective validation
of the levels. The results, as assessed by the levels arrived at by
the procedure described earlier in this chapter, were as follows:
Table 6.28 Levels assigned to children in final set of interviews
Year	 Band2	 Name	 Level	 Expected1 range of
levels within band
1	 A	 Tracey W	 2	 3-6
B	 David N	 6	 1-2
C	 KimM	 0	 0-1
2	 A	 JaneB	 4	 4-6
B	 JackT	 1	 2-4
C	 Stewart B
	 1	 0-2
3	 A	 LisaB	 5	 5-6
B	 Richard T
	 3	 2-5
C	 Kevin B	 2	 0-2
4	 A	 PaulH	 6	 5-6
B	 TonyT	 3	 3-5
C	 SusanG	 1	 0-2
Notes: 1. The school aimed to have roughly the proportions 1:2:1 of
its intake in bands A, B and C respectively. The expected
range of levels is the range which would be expected in such
a band from Figure 6.5, on the assumption that
(a) the school intake was representative of the English
population
(b) the school's banding procedure was on the basis of
ability in mathematics (in particular in decimals) and
was valid and reliable.
2. In fact the second and third bands in the third year became
integrated in the fourth year, but the pupils selected from
the fourth year included one who had previously been in a
B, and one in a C, band.
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(B) Conclusions
To say that the final interviews could in any sense 'validate'
the levels is perhaps making an unjustifiable claim. These
interviews were undertaken mainly to assess whether the level arrived
at by the procedure based on the class-test data was a reasonable
measure of what appeared to be a child's degree of understanding as
assessed during the course of an interview, and to what extent this
was likely to be helpful to teachers.
1.	 Whether the levels gave a 'fair measure' is again a subjective
question, since there is no alternative measure of the child's
understanding in this area. Perhaps the only possible way of
discovering this would have been to have second judges, very
familiar with the complexities of the subject-matter but ignorant
of the test, form an independent view, and in the event this was
not possible. It was obviously not very meaningful to have the
present author carry out this procedure, since any judgment would
have been clouded by knowledge of the levels. So what in fact
happened was that the interviewer wrote a fairly full report of the
child's degree of understanding as revealed by his or her answers
to the test questions, and then considered as objectively as
possible whether the crude description afforded by the level as
then calculated was apparently a reasonable one.
In almost all cases the author felt this to be the case. The
one exception was Jane B, a second year top-band girl who would
have been scored at level 4 i.e. around the 25th-3Oth percentile
with a reasonable knowledge of the area and some understanding of
equivalence between places. However many of her answers showed
considerable understanding beyond what would have been expected
at this level. For instance she scored 2 and of 4 on the level 6
questions, and was the only child interviewed who spontaneously
recognised that multiplication by a number less than one decreased
the number whereas division increased it (item 15). She also had
a good understanding of the infinite nature of the set of decimals
(item 12d). However against this she made some very naive errors
e.g. the 1 and 7/100 shaded squares in 13c were said to represent
1.7 rather than 1.07, she seemed to be unable to interpolate
between 2.7 and 2.8 on a scale (although on reflection a little
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more pressure might have made her change her answer here), she
seemed convinced that 5 x 0.2 was 0.10, and gave the 2 in 521 400 as
'hundred thousands'.
In general she seemed to have considerable understanding of
broad general ideas but to have less success with particular
questions perhaps due to inexperience.
Thus while level 4 was a fair assessment of performance, it
was understating the level of general understanding and hence her
mathematical potential.
However to be fair the count of the proportion of level 5 and
level 6 questions correct which was necessary to score the test
did indicate that Jane was scoring well on the most difficult
questions, and would thus have alerted any test-marker to the
untypical nature of the result. A discussion with Jane's teacher
afterwards revealed that she had sent her along just because she
too had had difficulty assessing her, and my analysis seemed to
correspond to hers.
This was a useful reminder of the crude nature of attempting
to assess the complexity of children's understanding using only
seven levels. However none of the other children interviewed showed
anything like as extreme a performance as this.
2.	 In relation to the school's banding system the levels of the
children were generally roughly as expected i.e. in nine out of the
twelve cases they were within the expected range of levels as
predicted from Figure 6.5. In fact, the school although well-
organised and with a good mathematics department was in an inner
city area with a fair proportion of immigrants and very few children
from middle-class families, which suggested that the intake might
not be representative of the English population in terms of I.Q.
score. This would suggest that the pupils would be expected to
score towards the bottom of the expected range or below it, and
this may account for the two results, Tracey and Jack, where the
level was one below that range. In fact in both these cases there
appeared to be other factors which could explain the mismatch.
Both were above averagely articulate and, to the extent that it could
be determined from the nature of the test, appeared to write
clearly and fluently. This suggested that their English attainment
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might be considerably higher than their mathematical attainment,
and since the former was the major factor in the banding procedure,
each might have been put in a higher band than their mathematical
ability might have justified. In addition they were very polite
and neatly dressed and were both very serious and earnest in their
approach. Evidence of conscientiousness was shown especially by
Tracey in the fact that she attempted whenever possible to apply
some algorithm she had already learned, and set these out in a
most elaborate and painstaking way. All these factors, again,
would lead teachers to overestimate performance. In the case of
Tracey, the teacher volunteered that she was not doing as well as
expected, although this was only her first year in the school.
Jack, however, was seen as at least average for his stream (although
admittedly his teacher was inexperienced and has had his probation
extended three times).
The most glaring inconsistency is in the case of David, who
although in the middle —band of the first year was assessed at level
6 and showed at least as good an understanding as any other pupil
in the sample. On some questions he did better than the pupil who
was thought to be the brightest boy in the top stream of the
fourth year, although in many cases his answers were very tentatively
offered and there was much evidence of his going back to first
principles to work something out. However there was no doubt of
his ability as his performance on the paper was very consistent.
In discussion afterwards, his teacher revealed that she thought he
was 'easily the best in that band' and had wondered whether she
ought to set special work. She also added that his sister was
doing A—level mathematics and was thought to be potentially a
good mathematics graduate. When asked how he came to have been
placed in that band, it was thought to have been on account of
his English. (He spelled the name of the school wrongly, and two
other relatively simple words, on his script and his writing was
poorly controlled.) The boy himself admitted that he found the
mathematics he was doing 'a bit boring', but did not seem to think
he was especially talented at the subject.
Thus in all three cases where the level of the child was
outside that predicted for the band, there was some evidence
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that at least one of the assumptions on page 358 above did not
hold.
3. • The levels appeared satisfactory in terms of both range and
discrimination; in this sample of twelve children covering all
abilities and years from the first to the fourth there was at
least one but no more than two at each level.
4. The teachers appeared to find the information provided by
the test useful; several asked for extra copies to try it with
other children. On the basis of the results, different work
was set for at least one child in the sample.
Thus it appeared that the levels, although crude, provided
a reasonably accurate measure of children's understanding in
this area and could in general be of assistance to teachers in
assessing their pupils and in evaluating their teaching.
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IV Comparisons with other results
1. Other CSMS areas - global comparison
All the children who did the final version of the Place Value and
Decimals test were also asked to complete one of the other CSMS tests.
This allowed cross-test comparisons to be made.
However comparing test results was not straightforward since each
test had differing numbers of levels, each with varying facility ranges
containing different proportions of children. Thus even if two tests
correlated perfectly in the sense that they produced the same ranking of
pupils, it would still be the case that the matching of levels across
tests was imperfect i.e. a cross-tabulation matrix would not only contain
entries off the leading diagonal, it would in most cases not even possess
a leading diagonal.
For this reason the y coefficient of Kruskal (Goodman and Kruskal,
1954) was used to compare results across tests rather than a traditional
product- moment correlation.
This is calculated as follows:
Two individuals scoring (X 1 , Y1 ) and (X2 , Y2 ) on the two
tests X, Y are said to be concordant if
	 < X2 and Y1 <
or X1 > X2 and Y1 > Y2 , and discordant if X1
 <	 and Y1 >
or X1 > X2 and Y1 < Y2 . If P is the number of concordant pairs,
and Q the number of discordant pairs, then
I =P -
P +Q
Thus the value of y ranges from 1, when Q 0, to -1 when P = 0.
For the comparison between the Place Value and Decimals test and
the other CSNS tests in turn, the values of y were as follows:
Algebra	 .77	 (n = 189)
Ratio	 .80	 (n = 184)









Measurement	 .61	 (n = 134)
Positive and
	
Negative Numbers .80 	 (n = 130)
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Although these samples were not very large, the results are very much as
might be predicted on theoretical grounds, i.e. a close degree of
agreement with the rankings produced in the areas of ratio and fractions
(and also, more surprisingly, positive and negative numbers), and lesser
agreement in the non-number areas. A greater value of y might have been
expected with the 'measurement' area, but in fact the concepts contained
here were mostly of a spatial rather than a numerical kind.
As reported in Chapter Four, each of the levels for the various
CSMS areas was assigned to one of four 'Stages' as shown in Appendix N.
This was done empirically, as discussed in Hart (1980), partly on the
basis of the information in Appendices j and K. Common mathematical
ideas running across levels in different content areas were also taken
into account Those which bear on the area of Place Value and Decimals
are discussed below.
(a) Stage One involves in each content area counting or 'adding on'
procedures. The items are single-step, often a binary operation
e.g. plotting
 a point or vector, naming a fraction from a visual
diagram, and so on. Level 1 in the Place Value and Decimals test
naturally falls into this group as it involves mainly counting
procedures. Level 2, which concerns recognition and recording of
'tenths', clearly has common features with level 1 of Fractions
(Years 3 and I.) which is described as 'The meaning of a fraction,
seen as part of a whole, no equivalence needed...'. The facility
values of all straightforward questions involving the visual
recognition of fractions and decimals are in the 80-85 per cent
range for the third year sample, on whichever paper they occur.
(b) Stage Two is less easy to pin down but in general seems to involve
two-step problems. Each step has a similar structure to those in
Stage One, often binary, but the extra step may require inter-
pretation, or repetition, or co-ordination. This seems a fair
description of levels 3 and 4 of Place Value and Decimals. Level 3
involves an extension from tenths to other places, which is
structurally similar except that it involves the extra factor of
considering also the 'tenths' place. Level 4 includes the idea of
equivalence for the first time, but at a fairly concrete level of
'ten tenths make one unit', which is similar to the principle
involved with whole numbers in Level One except for the extra
complexity of now applying it to numbers less than one. For
instance in adding one tenth to 2.9 it is necessary first to locate
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the 'tenths' place and carry out the addition (a 'Stage One'
procedure), and then to equate the ten tenths to one unit and add
it onto the units figure.
Equivalence also occurs in the fractions hierarchy for the
first time at Stage Two, with rather simple examples like finding
how many eighths in three-quarters.
(c) Stage Three items involve the choice of a strategy given various
pieces of information, and often involve a simple abstraction,
going behond what is obvious from a diagram, or a straightforward
use of symbolism in a consistent way without a concrete referent.
Level 5 of Place Value and Decimals which falls in this stage
involves more complex relations between columns that the simple
'ten in one column make one in the next'. These fit with the
description as they are not easily imaged (e.g. divide 3.7 by 100)
and hence require consistent handling of symbols, or are counter-
intuitive e.g. 60	 0.3 gives a number larger than 60. Also the
more fundamental application of the idea of equivalence needed
here is matched again in the fractions area, in which it is not
just a matter of completing a given equivalence but of using it
spontaneously to solve a problem.
(d) Stage Four items require a flexible use of abstract mathematical
concepts and symbolism in solving problems, and the recognition
of mathematical entities as objects in their own right, with their
own properties. Thus in Level Six of Place Value and Decimals the
notion of infinity occurs, as it does in the area of fractions.
The other items in Level Six are concerned with recognising that
a decimal is obtained when one natural number is divided by another.
This involves the idea of ratio, which also occurs in its complete
form in this stage in the areas of ratio, graphs (gradient) and
fractions.
Thus one can make a case that the Place Value and Decimals levels
are consistent with levels obtained empirically in other CSMS areas which
are contained within the same overall 'Stage'.
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2.	 Piagetian Stages
As reported in Hart (1980), the attempt to measure directly the
Piagetian stages reached by some of the children in the sample for the
CSMS tests finally was abandoned. This was because the correlations
were rather small between the various mathematical Piagetian tasks
which had been carefully translated by the CSMS team into class-test form;
the range of the Kruskal's y values was from 0.25 to 0.47 (see previous
section for a definition of this coefficient). That these were
considerably less than the y-values between the CSMS mathematics
tests, although the latter were not designed to test the same trait,
was probably to be expected, since each individual Piagetian task would
naturally possess a much smaller reliability than a test of the CSMS
type consisting of seventy or more items.
This author would have favoured using some averaging device for
the Piagetian task measures - probably the median value - to estimate
the Piagetian stage, since this would be expected to be more reliable
than a single measure. However this strategy was not favoured by all
the other members of the mathematics team.
The result was that no attempt was made to measure Piagetian stages
in order to have a direct comparison with the remaining CSMS mathematics
levels, in the way that had already been tried for Number Operations
using the CSMS Science tests.
However it is still possible to make some crude comparisons between
the levels for Place Value and Decimals, and Piagetian stages by
considering (a) the relative distributions of each in the population
(b) whether there are any links between the mathematical
description of the Place Value and Decimals levels and
the Piagetian stage criteria
(c) any relationship between the overall CSMS stages and
Piagetian stages.
(a) The empirical distributions
The empirical distribution of Piagetian stages in British secondary
school children as obtained by Shayer (Shayer, Ktichemann and Wylam,
1976; Shayer and Wylam, 1978) is shown in comparison with the
distribution of Place Value and Decimals levels in Figure 6.6.
One general point is that although the Place Value and Decimals
boundaries are similar to Shayer's in the upper part of the diagram,
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Figure 6.6 Comparison of distributions of Piagetian stages with
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they are generally steeper in the lower part. This suggests that
mathematical learning is still increasing while Piagetian stage
is levelling off, which is not an unreasonable result taking into
account the type of neo-Piagetian hypothesis put forward most
clearly by Keats and Halford (1978) in which Piagetian stage is
necessary but not sufficient for successful school-learning.
The difference in gradient makes comparison difficult, but a
crude matching, on the assumption that children are ranked
similarly by both Piagetian and Place Value and Decimals tests,
would give
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5	 late concrete/early formal
6	 early formal/late formal
The 'necessary but not sufficient' hypothesis of Keats and Halford
referred to above would suggest that the earlier of the Piagetian
stages given would be the more appropriate.
However, aside from any problems of measurement (Shayer's
y values were also low), this type of comparison is extremely
tentative if divorced from a consideration of the content of the
tasks.
(b) Content - comparisons
There are very few items in the Place Value and Decimals test which
closely match tasks in the Piagetian literature. This is partly
due to the fact that a principal concern of the study was to
investigate the understanding and use of mathematical notation, a
matter which lies outside the purview of the Piagetian School.
If one takes Halford's (1978a) neo-Piagetian definition of
concrete operations as involving binary operations, then a case
can be put forward that the use of place value notation for natural
or rational numbers requires concrete operations; since a
simultaneous consideration of both place and numeral is required to
translate from symbol to number and vice versa. (Similarly it
should be noted that representation of rational numbers as fractions
would also involve a binary operation. However representation of
the numbers up to ten is clearly unary, which therefore corresponds
to the known fact that children at the pre-operational stage can
handle such numbers.)
This would support the inclusion of levels 1, 2 and 3 within
the concrete operations stage, as is suggested by Figure 6.6
At the top of the hierarchy level 6 can be reasonably justified
to lie at the formal operations stage since the items with it involve
either the use of proportionality (l4di, l4dii, l8biii) or of infinity
(l2e). The former is stated by Piaget (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958;
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Piaget and Inhelder, 1956) to be achieved only at the formal
operational period. The same is true for the latter (Piaget and
Inhelder, 1956).
This also corresponds with the empirical findings. Thus the
problem comes with levels 4 and 5, which both involve equivalence
(e.g. ten hundredths are equivalent to one tenth, three is equivalent
to three hundred hundredths, etc.) This would appear to rely on
proportionality, but it may not require the full proportionality
schema and may be arrived at using imagery or recourse to rule,
especially in the level 4 items which only require the idea that
ten in any column is equivalent to one in the next. On the face
of it the level 5 items all require a ure analytical process and
the need to work consistently within an abstract symbolic system,
which Collis (1975) has suggested is a mathematical characterisation
of 'formal operations'. However any such assertion is difficult
to justify unambiguously.
Thus there is little evidence to decide a priori whether
items in levels 4 and 5 have a concrete operational or formal
operational demand.
(c) CSMS stages and Piagetian stages
The CSMS stages were obtained largely on empirical grounds. However
some tentative suggestions have been made in one or two topics
(e.g. Hart, 1981, p.117) that there might be a correspondence between
the four CSMS stages and Piaget's early concrete, late concrete,
early formal and late formal operations respectively. (This is
referred to again in Chapter Seven.)
If this were so then the following correspondence would be
suggested in the case of Place Value and Decimals levels:














This not surprisingly is consistent with the correspondence suggested by
Figure 6. 6, but again the grounds for such a matching must remain
extremely tentative.
Any gains from the ability to tie mathematical development to
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a Piagetian structure would in any case be nominal as far as the teaching
of mathematics is concerned; the pay-off would be in the achievement of
a cross-curricular basis for cognitive development. However this may not
in the event prove possible.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Implications of the Research
The detailed conclusions in the areas of number operations and
place value and decimals are stated and discussed in Chapters Pour and
Six respectively; it is not proposed to repeat them here. However there
are some general findings common to both studies which would seem to have
implications for both teaching and theoretical research; these are listed
below.
1.	 Children's responses, both in interviews and class tests, seemed to
indicate that they generally have less understanding of mathematical
concepts than is commonly assumed, both by their teachers and by
writers of curriculum materials. In particular, most secondary
school teachers appear to work on the basis that all children,
often even the remedial streams, by 11 years of age have developed
an appreciation of the meaning of the four number operations, and
can understand and operate with the normal place-value system for
whole numbers. Yet our results show in each case a significant
proportion of 11 year old children to be lacking in these concepts.
In fact this type of finding is common to all the CSMS areas
and to secondary children at all ages up to 15 years (Hart, 1981).
Implications for teaching: (a) both primary and secondary
teachers need to have an open mind as to whether children have
attained basic concepts in number, and indeed all areas of mathe-
matics, and need to be prepared to include such teaching at any
age level before progressing to concepts which build on these.
(b) assessment instruments are
needed to check children's levels of understanding of these basic
notions; the CSMS tests, which are being published by the NFER
(e.g. Brown, 1978) will at least provide a start here.
Iinplicatiois for research: (a) We do not as yet understand why
many pupils have failed to pick up these ideas; whether it is
because of inappropriate teaching, or because of some inherent
limitation in the intellectual capacity of the child, perhaps
connected with information-processing capacity (see Chapter Two).
In order to decide this question some very thorough longitudinal
studies of individual children need to be made which attempt to
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monitor the teaching and learning process in great detail, with
the teaching approach optimised in so far as it is possible.
(b) For the same reason further
fundamental research is needed on the determinants of cognitive
capacity, and to what extent these are age or stage related.
2. Connected to the above point, but independent of it, is the fact
that there appears to be very slow progress from one year to the
next. The evidence for this in the case of these two studies is
cross-sectional, but it is confirmed by the longitudinal studies
carried out by the project (Hart 1980, 1981). In general there is
however very little evidence for any regression, since in nearly
all cases item facilities increased with age, and where they did not,
the difference is within the limits of experimental error.
Similarly with individuals in the longitudinal studies there is
little evidence for regression which cannot be explained by
measurement error.
Implications for teaching: This suggests that, having hopefully
determined the rough stage a child has reached, the teacher
probably cannot expect to push him on through the subsequent stages
in quick progression. Rather it would imply that it is necessary
to provide appropriate experiences at frequent intervals over a
period of several years before the next stage is reached, although
there is some indication from the longitudinal studies that brighter
children may move faster than this.
Impliatioiis for research: The fact that conceptual development
appears to be a slow process, but that once achieved it seems to be
fairly secure, supports the essentially Piagetian model of
cognition solving a complex changing structure of internalised
relationships as was accepted in Chapter Two.
3. The range in the stages that children within each age group have
reached appears to be very wide, especially in comparison with the
small improvements from year to year. Since the mathematics
curriculum within Britain has generally been age-related, this
suggests also that the formal curriculum covered is not normally
a good guide to the stage reached by the child.
Implications for teaching: (a) The idea, which is still accepted
by many teachers and writers, that a mathematics programme can
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reasonably split into sequential sets of material, each designed
to be covered by a large proportion of children of a particular
age, would seem to be unrealistic. Our results would seem to
support rather an individualised or group organisation with an
overall curriculum structure through which each individual, or
group, progresses at their own rate.
(b) Teachers using a 'yearly textbook'
approach cannot reasonably use the curriculum a child has followed
as an indication of what he or she knows. Again this points to a
need for instruments for fairly accurate individual assessment.
Implications for research: The range of individual attainment
again suggests the necessity for examining what are the major
factors which appear to constrain some individuals in their learning
whereas others given the same curriculum are more successful.
Some model of 'readiness' is suggested but this does not differen-
tiate between the 'skill integrationist' and 'age-related constraints'
schools referred to in Chapter Two.
4. There was not a very exact correlation between children's under-
standing and their algorithmic performance; moreover many, but not
all, children appeared to use their own informal algorithms in
preference to any formal procedure they had been taught. (This
bears out other research referred to in Chapter Two.)
Implications for teaching: (a) For many children interviewed
informal self-invented methods appeared to be more effectively
remembered and carried out than formally taught techniques. This
suggests that children should be encouraged more in the classroom
to create, analyse and assess their own methods, and that where
possible any techniques which may have to be taught are linked to
children's preferred strategies. For instance since many children
subtract by mentally 'adding-on', it would seem useful to encourage
children to themselves find some way of recording this when the
numbers become too complex to allow mental operations. Similarly
if a single algorithm is preferred, one which uses a 'counting on'
rather than a 'subtractive' approach would appear to stand a
better chance of success.
(b) Children should not be under-
estimated mathematically because their algorithm-performance is
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weak. For most purposes a form of assessment which includes a balance
of 'understanding' items as well as 'skills' items is much to be
preferred.
(c) Different teaching styles may be
needed to cater for pupils according to their various abilities.
Thus while it may be counter-productive to attempt to impose a
standard technique on some pupils, others may appreciate it and
learn better this way.
Implications for research: Further investigation of differential
abilities in concept and algorithm learning would be helpful. It
seems likely that this may link to recent work on cerebral dominance,
possibly to sex-related characteristics, and possibly also to
'holistic' and 'serialistic' categorisations (Pask, 1976).
5. There appeared to be a general overall structure in the way children
learn concepts, but at the level of detail there was some variation
between children both within and between CSMS areas. For instance
although it proved possible to determine a strictly ordered set of
levels of attainment in all topics which was followed by all but
at most seven per cent of children, some evidence is given in Chapters
Four and Six of individual variadonwithin these levels, for example,
in the order of acquisition of the meanings of multiplication and
division. This suggests that there are constraints in the order
in which concepts are acquired, although it seems possible that in
many cases reported in this thesis these are mathematical rather
than psychological in nature. For instance it could reasonably
have been predicted on mathematical grades that an understanding of
subtraction would appear before that of division and multiplication,
or that an understanding of the place-value system for natural
numbers would be attained before that for rational numbers. However
there are features which appear to be less dependent on mathematical
prerequisites but which nevertheless appear later on in the levels,
for example the infinite nature of the set of rationals, or the
appreciation that rational numbers are obtained by dividing one
natural number by another. It is not clear to what extent the
order discovered is psychologically or mathematically necessary,
or whether it simply reflects the order in which children generally
experience mathematical teaching in English secondary schools.
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Implications for teaching: The hierarchy would seem to suggest
a teaching programme involving some flexibility but within an
overall structure of 'levels'. Thus if a child's level of operating
is determined, then the experiences he is offered should concen-
trate on consolidating the ideas he has just achieved together with
introducing gradually a variety of aspects of ideas which are at the
'next' level, with only perhaps an occasional exploratory foray into
the one beyond that.
Since children vary in the exact sequences they follow as well
as in the rate at which they progress, it would seem unwise to try
to channel them through a rigid sequential programme aimed at
mastery of one idea at a time. However the main problem at present
seems to be that the work children are offered is generally more
than one level ahead of what they have grasped so far, although
alternatively in a few cases the child may be ahead of the curriculum.
Implications for research: Although there are fairly clear mathe-
matical constraints on the order of presenting some concepts in the
curriculum, in other areas like those referred to where the order
cannot be logically predicted, it would seem worthwhile finding out
whether the hierarchy we obtained is invariant or whether it
depends on the order of teaching. If it does prove to be invariant,
then it would seem worthwhile considering whether there is any
developmental reason for this.
6. The acquisition of mathematical concepts seems to happen in rather
a piecemeal fashion, perhaps like the way a jigsaw is completed
(see Chapter Six for a further discussion in the case of a particular
group of children interviewed). This may reflect the way mathe-
matics is presented, although the effects of different curricula
were not clearly discernible in the overall CSMS results.
Implications for teaching: (a) In general little is done in
mathematics teaching to help children supply links between different
concepts. This would appear to be best done in discussion, either
among pupils or with the teacher, in particular by encouraging the
child to justify what he does. Alternatively an Ausubelian
'advance organiser' approach may help.
(b) Again a balance is suggested
between on the one hand presenting a huge variety of different
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experiences in too short bursts, so that the child becomes confused
and never has the time to involve itself sufficiently in one aspect
for learning to take place, and on the other to keep the child on
one topic for too long while he makes little progress. Using the
jigsaw analogy the one extreme would be to make the child fit one
piece into the sky area, then one into the woodland, and so on
going round in turn, and the other would be to insist that he
carries on doing the 'sky' when he has achieved all he can
reasonably do there and is losing interest. As with the jigsaw,
one solution may be to throw initiative back to the child, allowing
him to move into another area when he feels he is. ready to do so.
Again this argues for an individualised or small group organisation.
Implications for research: (a) We do not know how learning occurs,
and in particular how it is linked to teaching. Again, a systematic
programme of close observation of a small number of individual
children might give some insight into the nature of mathematics
learning. It would be particularly interesting to know to what
extent the child supplies his own conceptual links in a teaching
scheme which is largely 'instrumental' in character.
(b) A comparison of the effects of a
variety of curriculum organisations, styles and materials in order
to investigate any differential effects would be extremely useful.
A global comparison may not yield much in the way of significant
differences; a detailed examination of progress in a limited
number of topics by small groups of children may be more informative.
7.	 The attempt to relate levels within each CSMS area to Piagetian
levels on an empirical basis was abandoned largely because of the
difficulty of assigning a Piagetian level to any child. (See
Chapter Six and Hart, 1981, for more details.) There was however
some limited success in the case of the original number operations
levels.
It was initially thought that it might be possible, by
determining the basic developmental stage a child had reached, in
Piagetian terms, to predict in general what mathematics curriculum
was appropriate. However this appeared to be unrealistic, partly
because of the unreliability of the Piagetian measurement
instruments, and partly because there was an imperfect correlation
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between the different CSMS topic areas.
An attempt was made in the case of some of the CSMS tests to
provide a match with Piagetian levels on a theoretical basis, by
considering the cognitive demand of the items within each level.
As in the case of the two areas reported here, some explanation
for our empirical levels can be found in Piagetian stage-theory;
the experimental results do thus generally support the theory and
nowhere contradict it. However the links must be recognised as
tentative due to the difficulty of characterising the various
Piagetian stages and substages.
Implications for teaching: It seems unlikely that a single general
measure of a child's developmental stage will be sufficient to
determine an appropriate mathematics curriculum, whether this is a
Piagetian measure or any other, because of the lack of close enough
correlations. The best way of deciding what he or she should next
tackle in, say, the area of decimals would seem to be to assess as
closely as possible what level he or she has already achieved in
that area. Again this stresses the need for more appropriate
assessment instruments, written or observational, for teachers to
use.
Implications for research: (a) Piagetian stage theory is by no
means invalidated by the CSMS studies; indeed the Piagetian model
provided the only theoretical justification for our results, which
generally supported the theory. However attention was drawn once
again to the lack of clarity in the categorisation of Piagetian
stages which made it difficult to apply these reliably to assess
either the items or the children. Further work is both needed,
and justified, in this area.
(b) While the lack of complete correla-
tion between Piagetian tasks and between CSMS tasks does give
limited support to the 'skill integrationiseschool, this viewpoint
explains neither the slowness with which children acquire concepts,
nor the many consistent features which emerged. It would seem that
the version of Piagetian stage-theory enunciated in Keats et al
(1978) which admits learning variables only within a stage-related
constraint pattern would best fit our results.
8.	 Some support is given to a neo-Piagetian developmental theory based
on the notion of growth in information-processing capacity. This
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is sometimes at an anecdotal level in relation to particular child-
interviews where what appeared to be impeding the child's progress
was the sheer information processing load; he or she was thus
unable to co-ordinate a number of pieces of information. Several
instances of this type are referred to in Chapters Four and Six.
However it also applies to some extent to the description of
the overall CSMS stages going across topics; the single most cotmnon
feature of items in Stage 1 was the 'binary operation' structure
which Halford (1978a, b) uses to characterise concrete operations.
However Halford's translation of this into information processing
capacity terms is extremely vague and leaves many questions open.
Implications for teaching: None as yet, but there may be significant
implications eventually if the theory is worked out.
Implications for research: It would seem worthwhile making further
attempts to develop an information-processing explanation of
previous work already referred to in Chapter Two though this is
a less straightforward task than it appears. To attempt to use it
to re-analyse and explain the full CSMS results is beyond the scope
of this thesis but it is the intention of the author to do so in
the near future in the belief that it offers the most promising
line for further investigation at this point in time.
Nevertheless the absence of any satisfactory theoretical explanation
at present for the CSMS results would not seem to prevent their being used
as an empirical basis for curriculum development. Indeed the fact that
the School Mathematics Project has acknowledged that it is drawing on the
CSMS analysis as a basis for the writing and structuring of materials in
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BOYOR GIRL	 CLASS ..........................
SCHOOL....................................DATE OF BIRTH ...
day month	 year
Trial Item:
Linda has 5 LP's and Sandra has
3 more LP's than Linda.
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2 1cn aitet iunt
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There are 12 children in the playground.	 12 - 3
They want to form 3 tearns.
how do you work out. how iaany children
	 12 6-









Debbie has 12 white mice.
She gives 4 of them to John.
I'
____	 How do you work out how many she has
now?	 -
A bar of chocolate can be broken intO
12 squares.
:/	 there are?
There are 3 squares in a row.













A shop makes sandwiches on request. You
can choose from 3 sorts of bread and
6 sorts of filling.
How do you work out how many different
























2	 -	 2B( people are corain to see the
scho-c) pLv..
The chairs are rcaie *5 in rows, an
there are 2n chaits in each to.







Janet takes 3 tab1et every day for
6 days.
How do you work out how maiy tablets
the has taken altogether?
8,	 -
The Green family have to drive 261
miles to get from London to Leeds.
After driving 87 miles they stop
for lunch,
How do you work out how far they






87 — 261	 87± 174
9.
From Alan's chair it is 4 paces to
the back of the classroom and 8
paces to the front.
it is from the back to the front of




Gary ate 2 potatoes more than Susan.
He ate 8 potatoes.





It	 inc of cricket,	 scored 39
runs in the first irmings and 78 runs
ir te	 ond in1ngs.
}-!ow do you work out the tnurber of runs
he scored in the garne?
73X3
-;	 3+78




A jug weighs 78 grams.
Wi.en it is filled wit}' orange juice
	 234X 7	 234+78
-	 it weighs 234 grams.
How do you work out what, the orange





Steve works in the market for 6 hours
on Saturday and 3 hours on Sunday.
6±3
How do you work out how many hours
/	
he works over the weekend.
	





A teacher has 15 minutes to talk to
some girls.	 15-3	 15^3She sees each girl for 3 minutes.
How do you work out how many girls




John is cycling 8 miles home from
school.	 2+-S	 8-2
He stops at a sweet shop after
2 miles.
How do you work Out how much further
8X2	 2±6





!n ov±Y tray sd for 	 •&i	 Little
cakes will hold	 cazes.
A tIer fill& 2S zr.







A gardener has 391 daffodils.
These are to be planted in 23 	 23-31	 31X 23flowerbcds.
Each flerbed is to have the same
number of daffodils. 	 391-+-23	 23-f--23
How do you work out how many daffodils
will be planted in each I lowerbed?	
'3>< 17	 391+- 23
18.
51-+-17	 17-51
A shop stocks 51 different shapes of
-	 •.	 buttons.




How do you work out how many different 	 51±3	 51±51
buttons there are to choose between?
68-17	 MX 17
19. 8X4	 44-8
A bucket holds 8 litres of water.
4 buckets of water are emptied into a bath. U
— S	 8±4
How do you work out how many litres of





The signpost shows that it is 29 miles
west to Grange and 58 miles east to
Barton.
How do you work out how many miles it








Number Operations Test (Final Draft)











Linda has 5 LP's and Sandra has 3
more LP's than Linda0




•	 •	 •	 •	 • ,	
•	 Date of Birth •	 • . ,
day	 month year
How do you work out how much further
John has to go?
4.
286 people are coming to see the
school play.
The chairs are arranged in rows, and
there are 2b chairs in each row.
8X 2	 2-f--6
2-8
286X 26	 2o-f- 26
26+286 286-2(,
26 ±286 26 X 11
404
1.
A bar of chocolate can be broken into
12 squares.
There are 3 squares in a row.








	 12 ^ 3
	
12— 3	 3 -i-- 12
2.	 29 ± 5	 58 ^ 2)
west to Grange and 58 miles east to
The signpost shows that it is 29 miles
Barton.
how do you work out how many miles it
is from Grange to Bat Ion?
58-29	 29 )( 2

















A bucket holds 8 litres of water.
4 buckets of water are emptied into 	 12 - 8	 8± 4
a bath
How do you work out how many litres	 8-f-4	 4X S





261 )< 87	 261---87
564-28	 84-28
28 ^ 56	 56X 28
56 ± 28	 56 -j-- 56
405
6.
The Green family have to drive 261
miles to get from London to Leeds.
After driving 87 miles they stop
for lunch.
How do you work out how far they






A shop makes sandwiches. 	 6 ± 3You can choose from 3 sorts of bread




How do you work out how many different
sandwiches you could choose?
6>(3
8.	 391-23	 23--39l
A gardener has 391 daffodils.
	
23-391	 391 )< 23These are to be planted in 23
same number of daffodils.\	
flowerbeds.
Each flowerbed is to have the 	 391-+--23	 23+ 23
How do you work out how many 	 23)< 17	 391--2J




An oven tray used for cooking
little cakes will hold 56 cakes.
A baker fills 28 trays.
How do you work out how many
cakes he will cook?






Teachers' Notes to Accompany the Number Operations Test
(sent to teachers administering the final class test)
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CSMS
TEACHERS' NOTES TO ACCOMPANY THE "NUMBERS 1" TASK
Aims of Task:
(a) To investigate the way in which individual children
understand the four basic arithmetic operations, in
the sense of krowing in what situations to apply
each operation.
(b) To provide diagnostic information on individual
children.
Target Population:
1st year secondary pupils across the full ability range.
However the task should also be suitable for pupils both older
and younger than this, in particular with average and below average
groups in higher forms in the secondary school.
Estimated Time:
About 40 minutes.
Administration of the Task
1. Please make it clear to the children that they are not being given
a test in the sense of trying to identify a series of "right answers";
rather, we are asking the children to help us: by finding out which
answers they, individually, think are best we hope to gain a better under-
standing of the way children of their age think, and so be able to provide
more suitable mathematics materials.
Nevertheless the task should be given under fairly strict 'exam
conditions', to reduce the likelihood of collaboration between pupils
which can make the interpretation of the results unnecessarily difficult.
2. The task should be handed out and pupils asked to fill in the informa-
tion at the top of the front page. Do not let the children turn over the
page yet.	 At this point it is worth briefly reminding the class of the
meaning of the symbols +, -' X --. This might best be done by writing
the four symbols on the board, and asking the children what they think the
symbols mean.	 Their various suggestions, if appropriate, can then be
written underneath, (don't restrict this to just the 'official' terms,
'addition','suhtraction', etc).
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Now read out the trial item. 	 Ask the children to write the numerical
answer above the 4 dots, and to "put a rtnç round the 'sum' you think best
fits the problem'. Please stress that there may be more than one 'right'
answer, but. that pupils should choose only one, whichever they Iprfr0
When most of the class has done this, discuss a few of their answers.
Respond in terms of "yes, that seems a good one' (5+3 say) "I suppose
that might be alright" (4+4) "I'm not sure about that one "
 (5-3), etc.
but don't outrightly condemn or praise any of the answers.
3. Now go through the first part of the task (questions 1 - 9). Each
question should be read out aloud so as not to disadvantage the poorer readers
(twice should normally be enough, unless children actually ask for further
readings).	 Try to keep the class working through the questions at the same
pace.
The numerical answer is not required for those questions involving
'large numbers' (in which case the 14 dots' have been left out) but those
pupils who might be impatient with the pace at which the task is going
should be encouraged to find these answers while they are waiting.
Try to discourage guessing. 	 If pupils don't know which expression
to ring ask them to leave the question blank.
4. When the class has worked through these first 9 questions explain what
is required for the second part of the task. 	 Here the questions are 'the
other way round'; the pupils are presented with a 'sum' and are asked to
fit an appropriate story to it. Many children find this hard to grasp.
Nonetheless, rather than going through too long an explanation, give the
class a minute or so to try the trial item (9-h3) even if they are not too
sure what is meant.	 Then let the pupils read back some of their answers.
Of these, choose one that is correct and explain to the class why it is
satisfactory. (And if pupils want to they can adopt this answer as their
own).
Now let the children work through questions a - d at their own pace,
and in any order they like.	 (Give them about 10-15 minutes).
We have found it helpful to collect, and then assess, the scripts in





Assessment Scheme for Number Operations
This was the version sent to teachers
marking the final test. A later amend-
ment was made which re-graded those
children with a complete set of correct
answers, not allowing inverses or









CSMS NUMBERS 1 ASSESSMENT
1.	 HARKING
An assessment sheet is provided for each class.
	 We would like these
returned to us, and so have enclosed a spare copy for your own use.
ACE: Please fill in 'years' and 'comp1ted months' at time of test.
BOY/GIRL: Please write B or C.
Part 1
Items are arranged in three columns: 	 , X ,	 .	 This makes it a little
harder when transcribing information from the scripts, but is easier for
analysis. Where the expression is
a,	 correct	 use
b. correct but, in the case of	 and ±, the
wrong way round (i.e. 2-8 rather than 8-2)
	 use
c. co'rrect but, in the case of - and ±, uses
the inverse operation (i.e. 3 )( 4 instead
of 12 +3)
	 use
d. wrong, but the numerical answer given
is correct	 use
e. wrong	 use	 (_)




























8 X , 4 X B
261 - 87
3 )< 6, 6 ;K 3
361 ± 23
28 X 56, 56 X 28
412
The expressions are rnarkcd as above even_where the answer given is incorrect.
All other expressions are marked C) , unless the answer given is correct, in
which case they are marked
In the next part of the analysis we have counted responses V , /, (v') as
showing that pupils recognise the correct strategy.
Part 2
Each of the stories is marked	 or 0 according	 to whether it. is judged
that it indicates a basic understanding of the operation.
2.	 ANALYStS
When all the information has been entered onto the sheet in the above format,
it can be coded to give an assessment for parts 1 and 2 separately, and then
a combined assessment.
Part 1 code is in the form of a 3 digit code indicating whether the pupil
has a reasonable grasp of	 ,	 ,	 (The former categories were combined
as in the earlier trials almost all children were able to cope with basic
addition).
We have used a 2/3 criterion i.e. children are given a 1 in the first column
if they have 2 or more of ihe 	 items marked V , / or (,',), and otherwise
they are given a 0.	 This allows 1 'mistake' but you may like to use a
different criteria if you like for your own analysis.
The same goes for the 3)< and the 3 ----exarnples, so that the result would be
a code of, say, 101 indicating that ± and-i-were mostly successful but that
was rather weak.
Part 2 code
A similar system is used for part 2, giving 1 only where the large number
'story' using that operation has been marked as V. (If there was any doubt
about the marking of the large number story, the small number one can be
taken into account). 	 Here a code of 110 would indicate that the subtraction





We have combined the codes by simply adding them together. Thus a pupil
with 100 and 101 would have a final code of 201, which would show that he
was fairly sure of ±. operation, was very shaky on X , and a little
doubtful on
Non-cornmutativity of 	 , ^
It may be of interest to go through the results to find which pupils
consistently recognised that with - and -i-- the order in which the numbers
arc written down is important (i.e. which pupils have no / marks along
their row of marks).
It would help us if this was indicated by * after their combined code
e.g. 212*.
Interpretation
The above combined code can obviously be used to diagnose whether pupils
have particular weaknesses with one or more operations. We have also used
it to indicate very broad levels among children, grouping the final codes
as on the following page.
NON-VERBAL I.Q. SCORES AND STAFFORDSHIRE ARITHMETIC TEST
Please indicate the raw score and the standardised score obtained from the
Calvert I.Q. test on the assessment sheet, and also the total for the
arithmetic test.	 Separate instructions for both have been included.
COMMENTS
Please tell us on the lower part of the assessment sheet (and on the reverse
side if you like) any particular pupils of interest e.g. pupils whose scores
are in some way different from those you would have expected, or any other





7	 222	 These pupils have a sound understanding of the arithmetic
operations and in many cases also recognise the importance
of the way the operations are written. They are probably
read y for work in simple algebra as they should be able
t cope with more abstract ideas.
6	 212	 These pupils are generally sound but have difficulties
221	 with one operation only, usuaJ.ly multiplication.
	 They
202	 may also have occasional lapses with the other two
operations.	 One or two pupils in this group may realise
the fact that the order of the numbers matters in the
written expression but on the whole they are fairly
concrete in their thinking.
5	 211	 Many of these pupils can cope with Part 1 adequately
111	 (though not perfectly) but have trouble with Part 2.
There may be a special reason for this (e.g. they may have
misunderstood Part 2 completely, in which case they might
more properly fit into Level 6 (or 7)).
	
Otherwise it
probably indicates that they have some problems with
multiplication and division.
4	 201	 Very weak on multiplication, with no real idea of what
101 this operation involves. Rather better on addition/
subtraction and division, but still a little shaky in
these areas.
3	 210	 A fair grasp of addition/subtraction but very weak in
200	 both multiplication and division.
	 These pupils are
110	 very concrete in the way they think and are likely to
need work with apparatus in order to help them build
up concepts of multiplication and division.
2	 100	 Like the group above, but also their grasp of addition
and subtraction is rather shaky.
	 Again all mathematical
work should be very concrete.
1	 000	 Very backward and in need of remedial help individually
or in a very small group.
These levels were arrived at by grouping together pupils with similar
performances on the trials of the test, but we may want to change some of
the groups round on the basis of wider trials.
So far we have only had pupils with the codes given above. 	 If you find pupils
with other codes perhaps you could indicate this so that we can decide into




Response Categories for Number Operations Interviews
(i) Subtraction - 'complementary addition' types with
large numbers
(ii) Multiplication - 'rate' type with large numbers
(iii) Multiplication - 'Cartesian product' type
(iv) Division - 'grouping' type with small numbers
(v) Division - 'sharing' and 'grouping' types with large
numbers.
Notes:	 1.	 Response categories for each item, or item-set, are
labelled a, b, c... . These appear on logical grounds
to be ordered, as indicated by the labels given, but
where the ordering between two 1 categories is unclear
they are labelled e.g. c and c
2. 'Typical' responses are quoted in each response-
category. These were chosen because they seemed to
show a particular strategy reasonably clearly, and
seemed to have roughly the same structure as most of
the other responses similarly categorised.
3. Children are referred to by their initials (see Table 4.2
for a full list), with their school given in brackets
afterwards (FG, W or S).





5. Other children with similar responses are listed
underneath the 'typical responses' under the schools.
87±2o1 2tl-7
21 X 87	 261+- 87
87-261	 87±174
416
APPENDIX E	 pOnse Ca ones for Number 0rations ntervieis





_	 The Green family have to drive
261. miles to get from London to
Leeds.
After driving 87 miles they stop
for lunch.
i	
Hoz do you work out 1mw far
they still have to drive?
-	 - --
(An earlier version used 228 and 87)
A jug weighs 78 grams.	 Back:
When it is filled with orange juice 	 78-234 234X78




how do you work out what the orange
juice weighs?	 234-78	 234-4-3
	
73 +15	 234-+-78
(An earlier version used 204 and 78)
Response-categories
(a) 'Subtraction' - order understood
Typical answer CC (FG)
GREENS MB (Reads question)
CC I would take 87 from 261, I think.
MB Right, which one of those? (Back)
CC That one.
MB 261 - 87.	 Just that one?
CC Yes.
MB How would you do it?






CC I couldn't take it from that so that would have to be 10 so that'd
be 5 and that be 10 ........ 10 again ..... 8 fror:i 10 is 2 add 5
is 7 .....,. 9. Think that's all.
MB Good.
Other pupils with similar answers:
W: AA,SA,EJ
FG:	 YL, CC, LC, JW, HF
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(b) 'Stibtrnction' - order not




AA Oh .... take it away
MB Take it away take what
AA You take •... well I don't do it like that see I sort of
I put 2 on that and that would be 80 .. then you add ;20 to 100..
that would be 22 .. and add that 4 there that would be 26.
MB That's right.
	 That's the best way of doing it really isn't it,
you don't have to write anything down. But if you had to write
it down what would you have done with the 2 numbers there?
(Back)
AA That one (204-78)
MB Is that the only one ....
AA That one up there (78-204)
MB That's a take away.
	 Is that the samc as that one? Is it the same
answer?
AA- Yeh, No course it wofl't
NB Why not?
AA Or will it? Cos it's 78 .... you put (writes 24 ) put the 4 and
2 ... and 8 from 4 won't go .. you have to borrow from there and
that makes 18 and that 6. 	 4 from 1E is 14 so you put down the 4
and put 1 there. And then you go
NB Sorry, what ore you doing, arc you taking 4 from 8
AA Ych, but you have to go that way don't you?
MB You couldn't take 8 from 4?
AA No, no ... oh yeh, that number hs to be higher don't it?
NB That has to be bigger does it than the 6?..... What would happen
if you ... er
AA See, 1 sort of
MB You can do it in your head better can't you?
AA Yeh.
MB Well let's forget that - you can do it in your head better so you
can obviously get the right answer in your head.
AA Yeh. That messes me all up all that.
Also:	 W: RF, AP, LI), EJ, RO, DB, MBa, JN, AR, IC, .111, JM
FG: LII, PM, KS,
(c) have a correct strategy but do not reconisc subtraction
Typical Answer: TI (W)
c,EF.NS NB Reads question
TZ You add it on again ..... you add ...... . •3 on to make 80 and then
another 20 to make 100 then 128 from that is or ,... one hundred and
forty something
NB Which of those do you think?
TI That one (87 + 228)
MB You sure it's that one, did you add 87 onto 228...
TZ No I built itup
MB You built it up? Do you think it's any of these
TZ I think it's this one
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MB 87 divided by 223
TZ No... I don't know the sign for adding it on
MB No alright it doesn't matter.
Also:	 W: DP, CH, IC, DP
FG:
(c 1 )	 No strategy hut recognise subtraction when asked todinose
Typical answer: JM (W)
CJREENSJM Readsquestion. ...........longpause....,..,.. .........
Can't do it
BJ You're not sure
BJ (Back)
JM That one. (228 take away 87)
BJ That's right.
(d)	 No correct strategy: uses 'add'
Typical answer:
JUG	 MB (Reads question to himself) ..... pause ...... I don't get it
A jug weighs 78 gams(?)
DR No grams.
MB ...grains.when it is full of orange juice, it weighs 204 crams.
How do you work out •..... what the orange juice weighs.
DR Nrn.,.
MB It comes to two hundred and seventy ........ 2&2
DR That did you do there?
MB Add that onto that
DR Why did you do that?
MB Eh.... to get the answer
DR Why do you think it's adding?
MB Because you have to weigh them both together
DR What do you get if you weigh them both together?
NB 282
DR Yes, I mean what does it em....sort of mean, what is it ta1kin
about, what's it tell you?
MB You add them together, to know how much it weighs.
DR Tel]. you how much what weighs?
NB The orange juice
DR Em... ych, I'm not clear about this.
	 Let's go through this again.
You've got a jug, when it's empty it weighs that much, you thcn fill
it up with orange juice and you weigh the jug and the orange juice
and you get an answer of 204, so we want to know how much the
orange juice
MB How much the orange juice weighs?
DK Mmm...
MB 282!
DR You reckon you'd add them together?
MB Yes
DR O.K. Well let's se& which one it is, which one of these (Back)
MB (Points)
DK How do you read that?
MB 204 divided by 78
DR How do you read that sign?
MB Plus
DR Plus, yes and are there anymore? That one, how do you read that ce
1	 1C4




• Typical answer Di' (W)
JUG	 (Reads)
DP By getting a couple of them (Licakers) and filling thc up with
orange and weighing thera
DK Er...you could - just a minute,, how would you ... forget about
them for a minute. Say you just have the jurs.,.
DP You just carry on weighing it up...puiting the jug on there and
pouring it in
DK Yes, well put the jug on the stale and it weighs 78 rarus.
When it's full of orange juice it weiihs morc: it weighs 203 grams
Now without doing any more can you tell mc from those two numbers
how much orange juice it must have in it. - how rwch that must weigh?
DP How much?
DK How much the orange juice must wcihl
DI' About, er ... about 50
DK About 50 - how did you decide that?
OP Cos when I have a cup of orange I put about that much in a cup about
that big and I just fill it near the top...
DK Yep, O.K. right.
(Back)
So you wouldn't do any of those really?
DI' No




(ii) Multiplication - ' rate' type dth large numbers
Item:
An oven tray used for cooking little
cakes will hold 5t cakes.
A baker fills 28 trays.
How do you work out how many cakes
he will cook?










(a) Clear rnu1tiplyin e.g. 'multiply 28 by 56'
Typical answer: LC (FG)
CAKES LC Reads question.
	 Multiply 16 by 25. l,'( 25.
MB Not sure about 25X 16?
LC	 •......Ycs..........
MB Do you think that is airight?
LC Yes
Also:	 W: AA,TZ,SA
FG: IU,P1, LC,JW, iF
(b) Concrete multiplying e.g. '56, 28 times'
Typical answer: MBe (W)
CAKES (reads)
MB You just add thern all up .....19 and .....19 and ..... 28 in a tray,
and there are 19 trays and you add 19 times 28.
DK 19 times 28
MB Yes
NC Yes, quite right.	 If I wanted the answer, I don't, but if I did,
how would you start doing that, what would you do?
MB ..,. 28 19 times
DEC So... you would say what? 28 add 28
MB Ye
DK And then you'd add another one?
MB Yes
OK And you would go 19 times
MB Yes
DK A1.right, that would do, yes.	 So, on the back here, do any of these
tell us what sort of sum to do?
MB 28 times 19
DEC 28 times 19, yes.
MB ,... urn.... 19 times 28
DK 19 tirneç28, urn..., yes, which of the ones was the exact one you
wera	 here, when you said you'd add 28 19 times?
MB That one,
DK That'é this one? 28 times 19
MB Yes
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DK O.K., so this one, how wouL. cu work t.hi onc cut?
MB 19 times 29
BK So how would you...,7 If you had to do that one on paper
MB I don't know
BK You don't know. 	 Well, you said you could do this if you had to,
this one, this sum. 	 Why can't you do 19 times 23?.... say we
locked you up in a room and didn't let you go until you'd done it...
2	 19 times
BK .So you'd dG it the same way as that one, you'd do 28 1 times?
MB Yes
OK Airight yes....
Also:	 W: RP, IC, EJ, DPo, RO
FC: TC, P•1
(c) Successful adding strate:y but does not reco-nis multiplication
when choice offered.
Typical answer: DB (W)
CAKES MB (Reads question)
DB Can I use this (returning to paper)
MB I don't necessarily want you to give me the ans:er, just explain




MB (R) How would you work that out?
DB By doing 2 28's and another 2 28's and do it again and again
until you get to 19
!3 That's fine. (Back)
013 .... pause ,... no.
Also:	 11: j:i, DPI
(d) Unsuccessful adding strategy and no recognition of multiplication at alL




GB By adding them
MB By adding them? Adding 25 and 1.6?
GB 'Or dividing them?
MB Or dividing them... which one do you want?...., what will, you do
with the 25 and the 16?
GB Add them
MB Add them.... Which one would you 111cc?
GB •.that one.
MB 25 plus 16
GB That's all
MB That's all, right, fine.
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(d1 ) Unsuccessful division strategy
Typical answer: TO (FC)
CAKES	 TO fleads question ..... long pause
Say 16 into 25.
MB O.K. (Back)
TO 25 plus 16
MB Are there any others?
Also:	 W: MBa and JW initially but both cor:ected i with further
questioning.
Crisps are made in 4 different
flavours, and for each flavour there
are 3 different sizes of packet
How do you work out how many different
packets of crisps you can buy?
CRISPS
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(iii) Multiplication -' CartesianLIe!te
Item:
--








(a) Immediate correct answer
Typical Answer: TZ (W)
CRISPS	 TZ 12
MB O.g. 12.	 hat did you do with the 4 and the 3?
Ti 4 difforent sorts or 3 different sizes, 4 ti.as 3-
or 3 times 4.
NB (Repeats) ihich one of thesc
Ti 3x4 or4x3
Also: U: SA, EJ, RF, IC, J1, JN
FC: CC
(b) Struc lin'tot yards4 x 3 or 3,6,q ,12 and recocni.scs 3 x 4
when iven choico
Typical Answer: NBa (U)
MB (Reads question to himself)..., pause
DK What do you think the question is asking?
MB There are 4 different flavours and for each flavour
there's ......? There arc 3 different sizes of pckcts
DK Right, now when it says here ' show do you work out how
many different packets you can buy1t, what do you th.r.I
that means?
MB Uow many different flavours...
BK No, it docsn't in fact...
MB Or different sizes...,
DK Well it means both, together...
MB So there arc 3, 3 different flavours .... 4 different
flavours or 3 different sizes,
BK Un.., So what would you reckon that in particular?
MB 4 different flavours.
TM( !bat about the sizes though?.... each flavour, if you
bought cheese and onion you buy it in 3 diffarcnt szc,
you could buy a snall packet or' a cediura one or a
one,
MB Ah Ha
DK So... can you sort of picture how many, soehew different
packets of
MB...3
DX ...crlsps there are. O.F.
MB Yes, it's 3 because you can get a r'a1l a r.ii	 cr
a large.
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DX That's cheese and ;. iori, hut you've also ot salt
and vinegar.
1'IB Yes, so it works out sonethn like that
DX So how izany would that be alo;çcl!icr?
MB • . . . 12
DX You think it would be 127
MB Ych
DX flow did you get; that?
MB 4 3's....12
DX Is that how you worked it out?
MB Ych
DX O.K. Let's have a look on this side (sack)
MB 4 times 3 and 3 tiies 4
OK O.K. Good.
Also:	 W: fiBe, JU, AA,DB,AP,I'IW, AR, CU, LD.
FG: KS, YL
(c) Crurts on 3,6,9,12 and does not reconie 4 : 3
Typical Answer: SB (W)
CRISps NB Reads question. (Explains in length)
SB 3
MB That's 3 different sizes
SB There's 3 different sizes?
MB Yes, that's right
SB There must be 3 differcnt flavours
MB No. There are 4 different flavours




ach flavour coies in 3 diffcrcnt zics, s t:at ces
and onion coze in 3 sizes and S' do the salt and vi:zr
come in 3 sizes and so on.	 1!o.z rnny actual diffet't
r'ackets altogether?
SB 12
MB flow did you get 12?
SB I took or.... there's 3 different sizes so I	 nt
3,6,,9, 12.
MB 3,6,9,12. Can you tell mc which of those, if any c
those match what you might have donc with the 3 a
the 4. (Back)
SB ....pause.....
(d) At best adds
CRISPS	 OP Reads question to himself)
DX A bit weird is it?
DP Eh....
DX A bit strange? Let's see if we can ahc any scns
Can you describe what we've got?
DP Oh! The crisps, 4 different flavours and 3 dlEferc.rt
sizes, and we've got to work out how many pacetz tro
are.
DX Pdght, do you have any idea? Let's think of 4	 r.nt
flavours, what sort of flavours can you have?





DX O.K. that's four IL ours, nu coch of tho:e tc
you can buy 3 different sizes of packet so what sort
of ..... so give me an exacrle of what you might buy
Describe a pucket of crizps th.t you midht buy
LW What? flow mrny packets you could buy J
DK Say your mum came home with one poc±t f erip, tiat
could it be? There are lots of diffcrcnt tyez. Czm
you give me one ezamole what it might be?
Di' Smokey bacon
DR O.K. Smokey bacon, now there's 3 sizes, so let's ca'
there's small, medium and large O.K? So it could be
smokey bacon and it could be
what size shall we say?
DI' medium
OK O.K. Smokey bacon, iiedium size. 	 'liat's one p.ceL .L





DR O.K. So that's another sort of packet, now we want to
know how many different sorts there are?
DI' flow many different sorts there are? 3
DR You've got 4 flavours and for each flavour you can hey:
3 different sizes.	 Say your mum went to buy one
example of each type, how many do you think she coulz
DI' ....3. She could buy three. But she could buy
4 different flavours
DR Yes, so that really means he could buy a lot more tr
how many do you think?
DI' • . . .pause. . . . . . .3
DK Four flavours. Fktch flavour von could get a small cachet,
or a medium packet or a large packet. 	 So say we ad all
those packets spread out on a table, can you thin!: of ho
many different oneS?
DI' What, how many different packets?
DR Well, different from each other in some way or other,
either cos their flavour's different or their size
different....
DI' OU! seven
DR Seven? What did you do to get that?
OP 4 add 3
fly,
.# L. (repeats) O.K. let's see if any of these work. (iack)
indicates.DI'
4 add 3. Anymore?DR
DI'
No? O.K.DR
Also:	 W: no, AR, LD
FC: Y, Li!
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(iv) Division	 'rou log' tJe with smnt numbers
--
	
Item:	 A bar of chocolate can be broken	 12	 3	 3 Y 4into 12 squares.
	












Tj p ica1 Answer:	 CC (PC)
MB (Reads question)
4-
	Vcu'd say 12 divided by 3.... 3 into 12
MD Yes, so the answer would be
Cc • . .4
MD %hlch ones would it be (Back)
CC That one
12 divided by 3.
CC Just that ore
/tlo:	 : SA













Jhat did ycu do with the 12 and the 3
Divided it
(Eck)
3 divided by 12 and 12 divided by 3
Are they the same?
yes.







(Reads question to hie1f) 3 12's
3 12's
There's 3 that vav........
So you would timos those tctcr?
o, add.
Add tbcti? So what uculd ebt give you2
-. . . long pause.......
Can you picture the bar of chocolate, describe to n.e































DP How tany sruarcs	 ther tt
OK I don't knot:, I think u.ve that's what w&v got to
find out. what have we got he, hat are :e Lo1?
OP (Reads) C} how maziy tows are there? 12 ways,
12 '.ys I
DK Airight, say you were eseJ to draw it, drc v:aC tha
bar would look like.
DL' Draws,	 I ca only draw
	 top cb,as, I O c,u r t	 how
many there are down.
Well lct'a keep going and see ;hat rppens.	 Do	 it
?ow, how can we deCide when to stop?
Down to 12, 12 rows.
Well a bar of chocolate cea be brokc into 12 squec,
right
OIi	 I get it now.
So that's your bar of chocolate, there arc 3 squares
in a row. Have you got that?
Yes, 1, 2, 3.
Right, how do ycu work out how many rows there are?
So what are we trying to find?
long pause
You show r.e oae. row, what do I mean by a ro;;.
There's on&
That's a row. O.. We want to find..... wl1 let's £c.ek
br the answer,	 how r.any rcs arc there?
4




Say	 booy iicn t actua1y draw thl3, he ;.s: ju
	 told
that bit, Can you think of hc': we rriht wo:i: it ct.:
ththh diidin?
it might be ..,. WhOt woulc you went to divit
3 divided by 12
(repeats)
Think so,
What does one do if one tork that out?
You get ......, add 3, u, 9, 12 till you get. ta 12 and sne
how many you've Cot loft.
I ace O.K. Do any of those
	 ve that answer? (!ack)
How would you read that?
12 divided by 3
Are there any others?
3 divided by 12
Do they both give us the sare answer?
Yes
Any others?
........ 3 tir.ca 4 as well
Why would you hnve that
You Co 3 t1ms 4
Also: W: U, RI
IC: GB
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(c) Uultiplication stritc' y i'd reco-nitLoiof iltr1itIort




















(aaads question to hize1f) 47
how did you work that out?
.3 times 4
3 tirnca 1 is what?
12
I sae, how dlii you realise it was 4
Just worked it out in tables
So what did you do iL stcp Ly stop?
3.... 1 3 is 1 4.... 3 4's are jLlst 12. I
	 it
out like 1 3 1 4 is 1 4, 2 4's is 6....
	 thn
3 4's are 12.
I see O.K. Which of these? (Back)
3 4's
Would any of the others do?
Yes, 12 shared between 4....
Uhy would that one woL2
Cos its the same .... that works out as 12...... so does
that, so it's the sazac.
C	 ....
4 shurad betcen 12 works o..t 3 &rtd so does that.,.
I see, what aboL't this on thugh, 12 dZvicd y 3
Zo,..,.it only ocs . times,,., th.t' 3, £, 9, 12,
that's rIght thrdt? N that's 4 Ych that cac vo
as well.
O.K. So weve got threr vrsion hcri r.ew, 1t's
sort of pin it doi a bit r:ore .... if wc icok t
:e startcd with; 1 cuarcs a1tc;othr, 3 souorcs in a
row, O.K. that's what you're told, which of those three
would you think the bttar one?
3 times 4
A1o:	 W: AR, CU
rC: LC, KS, JM, HF
Cd) Cnprcte_stratey recos r ises mu1triion




MB 4 co1uns, right O.. tst'11 do. !o7 do you think
that was any of thore that you used, how dId you
get the 4 columns (Back)
JU Er......., Say cr....... tlat one I think.
12+3?
J1 No I don't..., hang en ct' see, there's 4 eolt:,
I'd say er.,... that cu 1 think.....
MB 3 x 4
JU Yeh,.. 4 x 3 innit?




JH Oh! i've got it wrong
MB bo it's airight
J-r.....
MB en
JH 01!! 1 got it right
Also:	 W: IC, AA, DB, JM, RO, MBe
FG: TO, HW, YL
(e) Concrete Stratecy hut doesn't recoii
	 eiter rult l!r.t.- 'r _______
Typical Answer:	 SB (W)
NB Reads question
SB 3
MB Right, how did you get that?
SB Just went 1, 2, 3.
tt3 You sure
	 right though, there are 3 squares In
each row and there are 3 rows, dcs that give you
12 squares altogether?
ci	 ru	 ,.'	 .7
.,	 tO ••••a••s•.S.s.
MB Yes, that's right. There ore 3 squares in a row and
12 squares altogether, how cany rows cust ycu !avc.
Ththk of your rows going that way, now if there were
12 pieces altogether hoc rnar.y rows would you ncd?
SB 4
NB flight O.K. How did you get 4
B Just said 2, 6, '), 12.
MB Now did you do nay of those, d ycu think?
SB There
MB 12 + 3. That right?
SB No that ain't is it? Is that it?
NB D you think it is?
SB I dcn't.
MB You don't think that's right. O.K. Can you fir.d another
one that could help you the:e?
SB No. I think it is riiht,
MB O.K. So 12 + 3. O.K.
SB And that one
MB 6 + 6. right
Also:	 W: DPi
(f) 'Intuitive' answer
Typical Answer: ZC (FC)
C1:0CCLATE	 MB Reads question
Z	 ......pause..... by eddn it up
MB Do you know vht the anour iould be? (Bec!) Thich one
of thoce do you think the answer r.ic'ht be?
ZC .....pausc....Do you r.can yet; have to cut U2 the chco1ate?
NB Repeat question
ZC •.......long pause.....
MB You're not sure ±tch of those io ri'ht?
ZC Do you tiean how rany things th2re ar..?
MB How ctany rows are there? You know w.at a bar of chto1atc
looks like, right, you have sort of	 isres, peccs .n .t,
you've got 12 pieces, ne in ee:h f the 1LtLC 	 .cros
thre, there arc: 3 oE Lhor, 3 of the 	 1tiarc, .t.ro c
3 little squares in each row. Can ye tell r !w cay
rows there wilt bc to make t 12 altcether?
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c	 sii:
1B T* itake the 12
Z Yes
















26±2	 23 ,( 11
26-256 2S2o
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(v) Division- 'sn' and'grouping' tjes with lirgenn:thc'rs
Items:
A gardener has 391 daffodils.,
These are to be p1znted in 23
I lowerbeds.
Each I lowerbed is th have the
same number of daffodils.
How a0 you work out how wany
daffodils will be planted in
each I lowerbed?
236 people are coining to see the
school play.
The chairs are arrancd in rot:s,
and there are 26 chairs in each r.
How do you work out how many rois
are needed?
(An earlier vers.on used 13 instcad
of 26)
Response-categories
(a) Division, ordcr tndcrstood
iypiai Answer: LD (w)
DAFFODILS	 LD (Reads question) flow many 23's go into 391
133 Right and how many 23's go into 391
Lt	 . . .. . . pause. . . .
133 %ihich one of those would .,..,..? (l3ack)
LD This one, no, this one
133 That's right, now what does that one say?
LD 391 divided by 23
133 Or how many 23's .....? Can we usC that one?
LD to, because that can't go into that
133 That's right, you can't do 391 into 23. Goode
Also:	 W: RF, AA
EG: UI, CC. TC. LC
(b) Division, order not significant
Typical Answer: TZ (w)
£C1!OOL PLAY	 NB Reads question
TZ Divide it
MB Which one would it be?
Ti That one
MB l3--286
TZ And that one
MB 286-.-13
Also: W; SA,AR, MBa, EJ, MW, IC, JM
FG: L, PM, TO, KS, 3W.
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(c) Concrete stretc'v (not. division) - c rote r.-ç
 dLv-ion
Typical Answer: JN (W), IC (FG)
SCHOOL PLAY
	 MB (Reads question)
JN ...13 rows?
NB 13 rows, no, 13 chairs In each row
JN Yes, so there should be 13 rows
MB How do you know there should be 13 rows?
iN Just take 13 away every time
MB (a) You'd have to do it .., why did you SLW the
answer would be 13?
JN That's what I think
MB (R) OK. But you're not surc
JN No
MB Do you think any of those will help you? (Back)
3N That one
MB 13+ 286. O.K. Any others
JN Oh yes, that one
1iB 286 + 13
DAFFODILS	 MB (Reads question)
YG You er ...... I know what to do but I can't say it,..
MB Yes, well you do it then. Can you do it?
13 Those are daffodils and these arc flowerbeds, 1are
	 see..,
Oh they're being planted in diUcrcnt flo rds, yi'd have
to put them in groups...
MB Yes, how many would you have in each group? chat wauld you
do with 23 and 391, if you had to find out?
YG	 See if I had them. I'd count them up... say I had
20 of each.,, I'd put 20 in that one, 20 In that cnc..
MB Suppose you had some left over at the end you've ot
2 f Lower beds?
YG I'd plant them in a pot(!)
MB That's cheating. Airight, yes that's right, that will tell
you how to do it. Do you think any of those would help
you? (Back)
YG This one
NB 391 divided by 23
MB O.K. Is there another one?
YG This one
MB 391 take away 23
IC No...,.,this one..
MB 23 divided by 391
Also: W: tO, MBe, Al'
FC: HF
(d) Concrete stratcy of repeated subtraction ann does not recognise it as dIvlsJo
Typical Answer: SB (w), DPo (W)
DAFFODILS	 MB Reads question. !.hat would you do with those two
numbers to work it out?
SB 17 there take away 17, 17, 17..,.
MB Keep on taking away 17?
SB Yes
MB Can you think of any of those that would be rht2 (ack)
SB That one
MB 17 take away 391. Any othcrs
SB That one
MB 391 take away 17
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PLAY	 DPo (Reads)...fly adding it up...
OK By adding it up, by additi 	 taL tLp
DPo Adding aU the rows up, cos thc'rt i 13 in each tcw
and you've got to add up to 2có
DK Yes, so how would you start off
DPo By saying 13 and adding it up to about 20 saaethin...'
DK Yes,0.K. that would be another 13 would it .hlch you'd
make, and you'd keep on adding 13s...
DPo Yes...
OK Right, until you get to 28, O.K. So all of those...
(Back) Which is the one thcre that would tell you





Typical answer: RO (W)
C1IOOL PL..Y	 MB Reads question
RO How many rows arc there?
MB Yes, how many rows are there. 13 chairs in each row,
there are 286 people altogethar, how mar.y rows would
there be?
RO Two hundred nd what?
MB 286 people, 13 chairs in each row, how many rows?
You don't have to work out the answer just tell re
what you do?
RO 28 people are coming to see....
IIB 286 people, 13 chairs in each row -hcn you put them
out you're going to put 13 in each row, ca you work
out how many rows you will need? %hat would you do
with the 286 and 13?
RO 99
MB 99. Right how did you get 99
RO 286, I added it up
MB Right, how did you add it to get those nurers
RO 299 chairs
MD Just a minute we're asking how many rows, e know there
are 286 chairs.
RO Don't know that one miss
MB You're not sure about that one
RO Yes, it's hard
MB Would you like to have a look and see if you think any
of those would be right, it doesn't matter....
286 times 13?
ItO Yes and l3...
MB Divided by
RO Oh! er,...,. 13 tjmes 286




Typical Answer: DPI (W)
DAFPODILS	 DPI Reads. About 200
MB About 200. Flow did you work it out
Or did you just guess?
DPj Just guessed
NB Just guessed, O.K. So you're not sure
(back) which of those you did?
DPI No
MB No 1 O.K.
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Appendix F
Derivation of B-coefficient of 'distance'
between dichotomous items
In order to cluster items statistically, a measure of inter-item
'distance' was required.
The choice was narrowed down to the 4-coefficient and a 'B'-
coefficient defined by the present author. The details of the
derivation and properties of the B-coefficient are given here,
together with a brief discussion of its relation with 4. (4 is
the dichotomous form of the Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient and is defined as
In the end the +-coefficient was adopted by the CSMS team since















Derivation of B-coefficient of 'distance' between two dichotomous items
1. It was required that B 0 if and only if the two items were
answered correctly by exactly the same children i.e. if a = d = 0.
This suggested the form (a + d)f for B, where f was some function
of a, b, c, d, as the simplest symmetric expression.
2. It was also required that B = 1 if and only if the two items were
independent. This suggested the refinement B = a + d
a1+ d1
where a 1 , d1 are the theoretical values of the two cells (keeping
row and column totals fixed) under the assumption of independence




(a + b) (a + c) + (b + d) (c + d)
It will be noted that:
(a) B, like + can take values in excess of 1, but only when
the items are negatively correlated;
(b) 1-B =
	 2(bc - ad)
(a + b) (a + c) + (b + d) (c + d)
bc - ad
+ b) (a + c) + (b + d) (c + d)3
Comparing this with , the dichotomous form of the Pearson product-
bc - ad
=moment correlation coefficient, where 	 (a + b) (a + c) (b + d) (c + d)
we see that the numerators are identical but in the case of 1-B the
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denominator is the arithmetic mean of (a + b) (a + c) and (b + d)
(c + d), whereas in the case of 4 it is the geometric mean. Hence
B >1 - $ and B = l-$a d.
This suggests a reasonably close link between the two, and
similar values where the two items have similar facilities.
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Appendix C
Draft 2 of 'Place Value and Decimals'
test which was used for the first ten
of the initial 20 interviews
439	 Appendix G
NUMBERS : PLACE-VALUE & DECIMALS
N........ ....,..........	 TODAY'S DATE
BOYOR GIRL .............	 CLASS •••••••••••,••••••••,•••.•••_•••.•,












The 2 stands for 2 TENS
+
The 2 stands for 2
The 2 stands for 2
+
The 2 stands for 2
1'
2) 34.126	 The 2 stands for 2 HUNDREDTHS
+
	
341.26	 The 2 stands for 2
+	 4
	
341.260	 The 2 stands for 2
+
	
3.4126	 The 2 stands for 2 •,..,.....
'p
3) Write in figures:
Two hundred and fifty
Forty thousand, seven hundred and three














Add one tenthi	 ETake away two hundredj





What number is ten bigger than 452?
What number is two hundred smaller than 804? ,.........
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5)	 Steve started to do a sum
Finish the sum






........................ .......... S .........
. ...................................... ...........S....
The next sum was
	 51
—28
Steve couldn't do it.
Explain to him what to do and why	 ........ ........
• . 2r..	 3i0
This number is _____
GIVE THE REST OF YGUR ANSWERS AS DECIMAL?J
•	 •	 I	 •








This number is about I	 __1
I	 I
This number is ______
7) For the answer to a maths question Dave got 4.9 and
Lyn got 4.90
Is there any difference between them? ...........
Why? ..................................................
8) Ring the cR of the two numbers: 0.15 or 0.8
Whyis it bigger? .......................... ..........






9) Six tenths as a decimal is	 .6	 (or 0.6)





10) Write down a number between:
4000 and 5000 ........









This is 1 square unit
The area shaded is ..... ........square units














12)	 Multiply by tenj
4 —p
327 --p • • • • •
5.13
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Multiply by two hundred
4 -p • • • • •
31 ----?
2 • 3 —p • . • • •
Working
[ilvide by ten 1
70	 - . . .
.80 ->
4 -.-, 0•••S•
0. 7 —9 . . . .
Divide by two hundred
400 —p • • • •
40000
26 - . . •. .
6.2 -p
13)	 1 20 x 300	 =
( 0.2 x 3 (
	
=
10.2 x 0.3 1 =
5 x 0.2 f = ......
160+3 1	 =
60 + 0.3 1	 =
1 0 . 6 + 3 1
60
0.2
14) Ring the number	 to the answer:
2.9 x7
	 .002/.02 1.2 / 2 / 20/200/2000
.29 x 7.1	 .002 / .02 / .2 / 2 / 20 I 200 / 2000
59 ^ 1.9	 .003 / .03 / .3 / 3 / 30 / 300 / 3000
59 + 190	 .003 / .03 I .3 / 3 / 30 / 300 / 3000
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16) Ring	 you would need to do to find
the aU!wer:
A. 1 centimetre is about 0.39 inches
A table is 28.4 inches long.
________	
About how many centimetres is
this?
B. I bought 6.44 gallons of petrol
to fill up my car tank.
The tank holds 8.37 gallons..
How much petrol was in it to
start with?
C.	 The cost of the 6.44 gallons
	 6.44 + 4.86
	
4.86 ^ 6.44
of petrol was £4.86. 	 6.44 ^ 4.86
	
4.86 - 6.44
What would the price of one
gallon be?
	 6.44 - 4.86
	
4.86 x 6.44
D.	 My car can go 41.8 miles on each
gallon of petrol on a motorway.
	
L
¶.ij	 How many miles can I expect to
	
tL .1..	 travel on 8.37 gallons?
E.	 The price of minced beef is
shown as 88.2 pence for each
kilogram.
What is the cost of a packet
containing 0.58 kg of minced beef?
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Appendix H
Final Version of 'Place Value and
Decimals' test used fOt Class Test
and Final Interviews
Note: The numbers marked in red represent the 'variable
numbers' of the items which were used in the
computer analysis, and therefore appear in table
of +-coefficients and B-coefficients in place












NUMBERS 2 : PLACE-VALUE & DECIMALS 	 Appendix H
NAME. . . . . ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 	 TODAY ' S DATE . . .
BOYOR GIRL ...........•.	 CLASS .. ........
SCHOOL................. ........ ........	 DATE OF BIRTH
day	 month	 year
IF THIS IS ONE UNIT (1), then THIS IS ONE TENTH 	 and THIS IS ONE HUNDREDTH
j.
Notes


































The 2 stands for 2 HUNDREDS
The 2 stands for 2 ...........................
The 2 stands for 2 ..........................
The 2 stands for 2 HUNDREDTHS
The 2 stands for 2 ..., ....................
The 2 stands for 2 ........................
The2 stands for 2 ....... ..................
3) Write in figures:
Two hundred and fifty
Four hundred thousand and seventy three ..............?.





5) Ldd ten	 Add one hundred






	[Add one	 tenth 1	 Take away one hundred
	
4.254	 ......IS'	 583	 ......
	






GIVE THE REST OF YOUR ANSWERS AS DECIMALS
5	 6






I	 I	 I	 I
This number is about
3	 1I	 I
This number is r •
7	 8







7) This meter counts the people going into a
football stand.	
H 0 1 6 13 1 I ii
After one more person has gone in, it will read:
111111_.11
8) The number that is 2 less than 17 000 is:	 ... .. . . ..
9) For the answer to a maths question Dave got 4.9 and
Lynn got 4.90
Is there any difference between them?
Why?	 •........•• ........ S.. S S •• •• • • S • • • S ........ S S S
*5s••S••S ...... . •5 ........................... •5e5•S•I•
5••••S•S
S
10) Ring the	 of the two numbers: 0.75 or 0.8
Whyis it bigger?	 ................ 2!
..............• • • •• ........•I........ ...... S ........
. ....................a.




7.55	 or	 7.5	 30
	4.06	 or	 4.5
11) Six tenths as a decimal is 0.6
Row would you write as decimals: three hundredths
eleven thousandths ........33
eleven tenths




12) Write down any number between:
4000 and 5000 ................. 31'
4100 and 4200 . . . . . •
	 •	 • • . •
0.4	 and 0.5	 .................32
0.41 and 0.42
How many different numbers could you write down which
(I,lie between 0.41 and 0.42?
13)
This is 1 square unit
The area shaded is L •	 1 square units 14
(Give your answers as DECIMALS)
The area shaded is	 J square units
The area shaded is F	 square units0
452	 6
14)	 [_Multiply by teJ
	










4 -* . . . . . •	 317 -	 ......
5 .13 -•	 •.....	 2 . 3 •-	 . . . . . .
Divide by one hundredj	 fDivide by twenty
1600 - ••••••	 24	 ...... c_b
3 . 7 -. • • • • • • Ci.	
16 - ......	
tI
15)	 Ring the one in each pair which gives the BIGGER answer:
(a) 8x4	 or	 8-4
(b) 8 x 0.4	 or	 8 ^ 0.4
(c) 0.8 x 0.4	 or	 0.8 ^ 0.4
16)	 263
	 [13.4 + 2.71=
+ 978
Subtract 2312	 8.44 —




17)	 J_20 x 500 j = ............
ci
	
60 ^ J = ..
[_x 0.2	 = ... . ...	 I60+0.3j=.......iI
[0.2 x 0.4J =
453
18) Ring the number NEAREST IN SIZE to:





0.18J ...p 0.1 / 10 / 0.2 / 20 / 0 / 1 / 2




{ 0.29x7.1	 .002 / .02 / .2 / 2 / 20 / 200 / 2000
	
59 ^ 190	 .003 / .03 I .3 / 3 / 30 / 300 1 3000
19) Ring the	 you would need to do to find the answer:
A.	 ____	 A table is 92.3 centimetres long. 	 2.54 + 92.3	 92.3 + 2.54
_______ About how many inches is this?
	 2 2.54 ^ 92.3	 92.3 - 2.54
L.	 (1 inch is about 2,54 centimetres.) 	 2.54 - 92.3	 92.3 x 2.54
	
8.37 + 6.44	 6.44 ^ 8.37
	
8.37 ^ 6.44	 6.44 - 8.37
	
8.37 - 6.44	 6.44 x 8.37
B.	 My car tank was full after I put
in 6.44 gallons of petrol.
The tank holds 8.37 gallons.
How much petrol was in it to
start with?
The price of minced beef is shown	 88.2 + 0.58
	 0.58 ^ 88.2______ 
as 88.2 pence for each kilogram.	 88.2 ^ 0.58	 0.58 - 88.2
_____	 10
_______ What is the cost of a packet
	
88.2 - 0.58	 0.58 x 88.2
containing 0.58 kg of minced beef?
The cost of the 6.44 gallons of
petrol was £4.86.
What would the price of one
gallon be?
My car can go 41.8 miles on each
gallon of petrol on a motorway.
How many miles can I expect to
travel on 8.37 gallons?
	
6.44 + 4.86
	 4.86 ^ 6.44
"JI
	 6.44 ^ 4.86	 4.86 - 6.44
	
6.44 - 4.86	 4.86 x 6.44
	
41.8 + 8.37
	 8.37 ^ 41.8
	
'fl. 41.8 ^ 8.37	 8.37 - 41.8
	
41.8 - 8.37	 8.37 x 41.8
a.
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20) One story which matches this sum is:
Linda had 6 records.	 She got another
f-2=8I 2 for her birthday.	 So now she has 8.
I)




Percentages of children in each of the
four year—groups givirtg various resporses
to 'Place Value and Dcimals' Interv-iws in
Final Class Test (Appendix H)
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Appendix I
Percentages of children giving various responses to 'Place Value and
items
Item	 Response	 Year	 1	 Year	 2	 Year	 3	 Year	 4
12 yr olds	 13 yr olds	 14 yr olds	 15 yr olds
la	 Tens	 84%	 86%	 87%	 87%
Tenths	 7%	 7%	 6%	 6%
Other ...ths	 1%	 1%	 0%	 0%
Other	 7%	 6%	 6%	 6%
Omit	 1%	 1%	 2%	 1%
lb	 Ten thousands	 22%	 32%	 31%	 43%
Ten thousandths	 1%	 1%	 2%	 2%
Thousands	 31%	 24%	 26%	 21%
Millions	 8%	 5%	 7%	 3%
Other •..ths	 5%	 5%	 5%	 2%
Other	 31%	 27%	 27%	 25%
Omit	 2%	 5%	 3%	 5%
2a	 Tenths	 64%	 70%	 73%	 79%
Tens	 7%	 5%	 5%	 4%































2b	 Tenths	 53%	 65%	 64%	 72%
Tens	 5%	 4%	 3%	 3%
Units	 5%	 3%	 2%	 5%
Hundreds,
hundredths	 23%	 15%	 14%	 9%
Thousands,
thousandths	 10%	 6%	 12%	 5%
Other	 2%	 3%	 1%	 1%
Omit	 3%	 4%	 3%	 6%
2c	 Thousandths	 48%	 58%	 53%	 63%
Thousands	 7%	 9%	 9%	 9%
Units	 21%	 15%	 17%	 11%
Hundreds,
hundredths	 7%	 4%	 6%	 4%
Other	 14%	 8%	 10%	 8%
Omit	 3%	 6%	 4%	 6%
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Item	 Response	 Year 1
	
Year 2	 Year 3
	
Year 4
12 yr olds	 13 yr olds	 14 yr aids	 15 yr olds
3a	 250	 91%	 96%	 99%	 97%
Other/Omit	 9%	 4%	 1%	 3%
3b	 400 073	 42%	 51%	 57%	 57%




and 30)	 71%	 82%	 83%	 84%




140 thousand)	 59%	 73%	 78%	 78%
Other/Omit	 41%	 27%	 22%	 22%
4c	 (Nought) point
two nine	 26%	 32%	 41%	 41%
Twenty nine
hundredths etc	 10%	 11%	 10%	 10%
(Nought) point
twenty nine	 25%	 327.	 30%	 27%
Twenty nine	 19%	 13%	 8%	 10%
Other	 16%	 9%	 7%	 6%
Omit	 47.	 37.	 57.	 770
Sal	 3607	 56%	 65%	 75%	 71%
35107	 1%	 2%	 3%	 2%
Other	 41%	 31%	 20%	 22%
Omit	 2%	 2%	 3%	 5%
Sail	 10.15	 237.	 257.	 307.	 34%
0.25	 39%	 42%	 42%	 39%
25	 11%	 4%	 4%	 1%
Other	 23%	 26%	 19%	 227.
Omit	 4%	 3%	 4%	 4%
5bi	 21 634	 62%	 75%	 84%	 73%
Other/Omit	 38%	 25%	 16%	 27%
Sbii 20 030	 49%	 58%	 67%	 69%
Other/Omit	 51%	 42%	 33%	 31%
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Item	 Response	 Year	 1	 Year	 2	 Year	 3	 Year	 4
12 yr olds	 13 yr olds	 14 yr olds	 15 yr olds
5ci	 4.354	 42%	 49%	 48%	 54%
4.264	 17%	 12%	 17%	 9%
4.255	 5%	 4%	 4%	 5%
14.254	 1%	 0%	 1%	 0%
Other	 21%	 19%	 11%	 17%
Omit	 14%	 16%	 18%	 15%
5cii	 3.0	 38%	 44%	 51%	 59%
2.10	 13%	 11%	 6%	 3%
2.19	 11%	 5%	 6%	 5%
3.9	 10%	 7%	 7%	 2%
Other	 15%	 16%	 12%	 17%
Omit	 15%	 17%	 19%	 14%
5di	 483	 85%	 85%	 85%	 83%
Other/Omit
5dii	 29 900	 37%	 46%	 54%	 55%
Other/Omit
6a	 27	 84%	 87%	 84%	 89%
Other/Omit	 16%	 13%	 16%	 11%
6b	 5.8 (or .8)	 62%	 74%	 83%	 85%
13 or 1.3
	 6%	 4%	 3%	 1%
Other/Omit	 32%	 22%	 14%	 14%
6c	 2.74 (or .74)	 31%	 48%	 66%	 71%
2.7.4	 4%	 2%	 2%	 2%
27.4	 7%	 3%	 2%	 1%
31 or 3.1
or 2.11	 27%	 15%	 11%	 9%
Other	 21%	 247.	 12%	 10%
Omit	 11%	 7%	 7%	 7%
6d	 14.65 (or .65) 	 24%	 36%	 53%	 61%
14.6.5	 0%	 2%	 1%	 2%
14.6k
	
18%	 19%	 13%	 9%
14.6 or 14.7
	 14%	 14%	 9%	 9%
Other	 34%	 24%	 19%	 14%
Omit	 10%	 6%	 4%	 5%
6e	 3.2	 23%	 37%	 50%	 58%
3.1	 48%	 42%	 337.	 28%
Other	 22%	 16%	 13%	 10%
Omit	 7%	 5%	 5%	 4%
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Item	 Response	 Year	 1	 Year	 2	 Year	 3	 Year	 4
12 yr olds	 13 yr olds	 14 yr olds	 15 yr olds
6f	 7.3	 29%	 35%	 43%	 42%
7.25 or 7.35	 1%	 7%	 13%	 17%
7.2 or 7.4	 32%	 32%	 25%	 24%
7.2k or 7.3k
	
1%	 1%	 0%	 1%
Other	 27%	 20%	 15%	 10%
Omit	 9%	 4%	 4%	 5%
7	 (0)6400	 68%	 77%	 86%	 88%
Other/Omit	 32%	 23%	 14%	 12%
8	 16 998	 52%	 59%	 73%	 68%
16.998 or 15.000
orl5	 7%	 5%	 5%	 4%
Other/Omit	 41%	 36%	 22%	 28%








reason	 58%	 70%	 65%	 68%
No + clearly
wrong reason	 1%	 0%	 0%	 2%
Yes + reason
other than
accuracy	 31%	 26%	 28%	 23%
Omit	 7%	 4%	 5%	 5%









wrong	 38%	 32%	 28%	 22%
Omit	 5%	 3%	 3%	 3%
lObi	 20 100	 86%	 89%	 91%	 94%
Other/Omit	 16%	 11%	 9%	 6%
lObli	 7.55	 75%	 76%	 73%	 82%
Other/Omit	 25%	 24%	 27%	 18%
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Item	 Response	 Year	 1	 Year	 2	 Year	 3	 Year	 4
12 yr olds	 13 yr olds	 14 yr olds	 15 yr olds
lObiii 4.5
	
66%	 72%	 83%	 80%
Other/Omit	 34%	 28%	 17%	 20%
ha	 .03	 50%	 60%	 59%	 67%
.300	 9%	 6%	 9%	 8%
Other	 36%	 28%	 25%	 20%
Omit	 5%	 5%	 8%	 5%
lib	 .011	 30%	 33%	 33%	 31%
.11	 15%	 10%	 8%	 6%
.11000	 6%	 4%	 4%	 4%
.0011	 17%	 24%	 28%	 36%
Other	 25%	 22%	 18%	 17%
Omit	 8%	 7%	 10%	 7%
lie	 1.1	 28%	 35%	 36%	 34%
.11	 49%	 47%	 48%	 45%
Other/Omit	 23%	 18%	 167.	 21%
lid	 40	 28%	 31%	 42%	 40%
Other/Omit	 727.	 69%	 58%	 60%
12a	 4...	 75%	 83%	 89%	 87%
Other/Omit	 25%	 17%	 11%	 13%
12b	 41...	 69%	 80%	 85%	 88%
Other/Omit	 31%	 20%	 15%	 12%
12c	 0.4...
	
42%	 54%	 71%	 75%
0.41	 18%	 15%	 10%	 8%
Other/Omit	 40%	 31%	 19%	 17%
12d	 0.41...	 37%	 49%	 66%	 71%
0.411	 18%	 15%	 10%	 8%
Other/Omit	 45%	 36%	 24%	 217.
12e	 Infinitely many,
as many as you
like, etc.	 7%	 7%	 16%	 167.
Hundreds, lots	 5%	 3%	 5%	 4%
100, 99, 1000
etc.	 1%	 3%	 2%	 3%
10, 8, 9
	
22%	 39%	 36%	 38%
1	 17%	 8%	 8%	 97.
None	 9%	 5%	 4%	 2%
Other	 17%	 13%	 12%	 13%
Omit	 23%	 22%	 18%	 14%
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Item	 Response	 Year	 1	 Year	 2	 Year	 3	 Year	 4
12 yr aids	 13 yr aids
	 14 yr aids
	 15 yr olds
13a	 23	 692	 76%	 81%	 84%
Other
(including
2,3/10)/Omit	 31%	 24%	 19%	 162
13b	 1.43	 58%	 60%	 72%	 75%
l,4. or 1.4.3
	 1%	 4%	 1%	 1%
10
Other/Omit	 41%	 36%	 27%	 24%
13c	 1.07	 32%	 36%	 48%	 55%
1.7	 39%	 35%	 32%	 25%
Other	 26%	 21%	 14%	 12%
Omit	 4%	 8%	 7%	 8%
l4ai	 40	 74%	 83%	 90%	 90%
Other/Omit	 26%	 17%	 10%	 10%
l4aii 51.3 (no working)	 35%	 37%	 50%	 59%
51.3 (working
shown)	 2%	 5%	 8%	 67.
5.130 or 50.130
or 52.13	 9%	 7%	 10%	 5%
Other/Omit	 54%	 51%	 32%	 30%
l4bi	 31 700	 36%	 45%	 58%	 67%
Other/Omit	 64%	 55%	 42%	 33%
l4bii 230 (no working)
	 28%	 30%	 33%	 51%
230 (working
shown)	 0%	 22	 3%	 3%
2.300, 2.003 or
200.300	 5%	 5%	 9%	 5%
Other/Omit	 67%	 63%	 55%	 41%
l4ci	 16	 52%	 57%	 69%	 60%
Other/Omit	 48%	 43%	 31%	 40%
l4cii	 .037 (no working)	 20%	 27%	 34%	 38%
.037 (working
shown)	 1%	 0%	 1%	 3%
'No'	 44%	 35%	 34%	 20%
Other/Omit	 35%	 38%	 31%	 39%
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Item	 Response	 Year	 1	 Year	 2	 Year	 3	 Year	 4
12 yr olds	 13 yr olds	 14 yr olds	 15 yr olds
l4di	 1.2 (no working)	 7%	 9%	 17%	 227.
1.2 (working
shown)	 2%	 4%	 11%	 13%
12•• 1	 2%	 3%	 57.	 2%
1	 7%	 4%	 1%	 1%




127.	 8%	 9%	 3%
'No'	 14%	 12%	 11%	 6%
Other	 32%	 28%	 19%	 23%
Omit	 15%	 16%	 14%	 15%
l4dii 0.8 (no working)	 5%	 6%	 13%	 23%
0.8 (working
shown)	 2%	 5%	 11%	 13%
16	 4
	
or—	 1%	 0%	 2%	 1%
O	 2%	 3%	 1%	 0%
0.16	 4%	 5%	 5%	 6%
0r16 or 0
remainder 16	 1%	 0%	 0%	 0%
'No'	 51%	 47%	 43%	 23%
Other	 19%	 18%	 12%	 18%
Omit	 16%	 16%	 13%	 16%
15	 8x4	 )
8 ,- 0.4 )
	
13%	 8%	 15%	 18%
0.8 - 0.4)
8x4	 )
8x0.4 )	 49%	 58%	 47%	 30%
0.8 x 0.4)
Other	 28%






16a	 1241	 85%	 89%	 88%	 88%
Other/Omit	 15	 11%	 12%	 12%
16b	 16.1 (no working)	 34%	 38%	 39%	 45%
16.1 (working
shown)	 21%	 32%	 39%	 31%
15.11	 11%	 7%	 3%	 3%
Other/Omit	 34%	 23%	 19%	 21%
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Item	 Response	 Year	 1	 Year	 2	 Year	 3	 Year	 4
12 yr olds	 13 yr olds	 14 yr olds	 15 yr olds
16c	 1765	 61%	 61%	 62%	 66%
2235	 4%	 5%	 5%	 5%
Other	 27%	 26%	 26%	 20%
Omit	 9%	 8%	 7%	 11%
16d	 2.07 (no working)	 15%	 16%	 15%	 25%
2.07 (working	 31%	 38%	 50%	 38%
shown)
2.13	 2%	 3%	 1%	 0%
2.7	 14%	 6%	 6%	 5%
Other	 24%	 25%	 19%	 17Z
Omit	 15%	 12%	 9%	 15%
17a	 10 000 (no
working)	 35%	 36%	 40%	 46%
10 000 (working
shown)	 14%	 24%	 29%	 22%
1000 (no working)	 8%	 7%	 6%	 5%
Other (working
shown)	 11%	 5%	 9%	 3%
Other (no
working)	 21%	 20%	 11%	 13%
Omit	 11%	 9%	 6%	 11%
17b	 1 or 1.0 (no
working)	 38%	 36%	 46%	 50%
1 or 1.0
(working shown)	 13%	 127.	 19%	 16%
0.10 (no working)	 17%	 14%	 10%	 9%
Other (working
shown)	 2%	 4%	 4%	 3%
Other (no
working)	 15%	 20%	 11%	 8%
Omit	 15%	 13%	 10%	 15%
17c	 .08 (no working)	 11%	 12%	 9%	 21%
.08 (working
shown)	 4%	 7%	 11%	 10%
.8 (no working)	 44%	 42%	 39%	 34%
Other (working
shown)	 9%	 10%	 20%	 12%
Other (no
working)	 11%	 14%	 9%	 7%
Omit	 21%	 16%	 13%	 16%
lid	 20	 687.	 75%	 80%	 89%
Other/Omit	 32%	 25%	 20%	 11%
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Item	 Response	 Year	 1	 Year	 2	 Year	 3	 Year	 4
12 yr olds	 13 yr olds	 14 yr olds	 15 yr olds
lie	 200	 13%	 22%	 28%	 44%
2	 14%	 10%	 7%	 8%
20	 11%	 8%	 7%	 17.
Other/Omit	 627.	 607.	 58%	 47%
l8ai	 180	 877.	 90%	 93%	 87%
Other/Omit	 13%	 10%	 7%	 137.
l8aii	 3	 50%	 69%	 74%	 79%
30	 14%	 9%	 77.	 57.
2	 11%	 6%	 5%	 2%
Other/Omit	 25%	 16%	 14%	 14%
l8aiii 0.2	 447.	 48%	 61%	 59%
20	 30%	 25%	 18%	 17%
0.1	 4%	 3%	 57.	 3%
Other	 16%	 17%	 13%	 10%
Omit	 6%	 7%	 4%	 11%
l8bi	 20	 42%	 44%	 57%	 62%
Other/Omit	 58%	 56%	 43%	 387.
l8bii	 2	 15%	 20%	 25%	 31.7.
.002	 5%	 9%	 10%	 11%
Other/Omit	 80%	 71%	 65%	 587.
l8biii .3	 15%	 10%	 13%	 22%
3	 277.	 26%	 36%	 25%
Other	 42%	 50%	 407.	 37%
Omit	 15%	 14%	 11%	 16%
19A	 92.3 4 2.54	 277.	 35%	 44%	 45%
2.54 + 92.3	 17%	 15%	 19%	 12%
92.3 x 2.54	 17%	 18%	 15%	 21%
Other	 25%	 17%	 13%	 7%
Omit	 15%	 15%	 9%	 16%
19B	 8.37 - 6.44	 52%	 52%	 68%	 63%
6.44 - 8.37	 117.	 15%	 9%	 67.
8.37 + 644	 2%	 5%	 2%	 3%
Other	 19%	 13%	 11%	 11%
Omit	 15%	 15%	 10%	 16%
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Item	 Response	 Year	 1	 Year	 2	 Year	 3	 Year	 4
12 yr olds	 13 yr olds	 14 yr aids	 15 yr olds
19C	 0.58 x 88.2	 18%	 17%	 21%	 29%
88.2 4- 0.58	 28%	 29%	 37%	 34%
0.58 ^ 88.2	 9%	 11%	 11%	 8%
Other	 29%	 28%	 19%	 13%
Omit	 15%	 i6%	 12%	 17%
19D	 4.86 4- 6.44	 19%	 23%	 30%	 28%
6.44 ^ 4.86	 34%	 39%	 43%	 40%
4.86 x 6.44	 4%	 3%	 2%	 5%
Other	 28%	 19%	 14%	 9%
Omit	 15%	 16%	 12%	 18%
19E	 8.37 x 41.8	 32%	 43%	 54%	 53%
41.8 4- 8.37	 21%	 13%	 14%	 11%
8.37 + 41.8	 7%	 7	 9%	 6%
Other	 24%	 21%	 11%	 13%







flour	 33%	 40%	 40%	 41%
Money - correct
but figures
altered	 2%	 3%	 5%	 77
Money, ambiguous
amounts, e.g.

















14%	 15%	 13%	 8%
Other	 21%	 11%	 12%	 8%
Omit	 19%	 18%	 14%	 22%
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Appendix J
Comparison of facility ranges of levels
across diffarent CSMS areas by year group
(The last three diagrams are reprinted
from Hart, 1980 and the first is adapted
from this source.)
In the case of each test, the items are represented by
their variable numbers and the 'boxes' each represent
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Comparison of cumulative percentages
of childran reaehitlg various levels
across different CSMS areas by year gtoup
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Appendix L
Levels in each CSMS area cortairied in
each 'Stage', illustrated Using'facility
ranges from third'year data
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Appendix M
Publications and papers of the




Publications and papers of the author related to the reported studies:
1974:
1974:
Cognitive demand and difficulty of 0-level pre-test items.
Brit. J. Educ. Psychol., 44, 2, 155-162 (with A.J. Malpas).
Development of mathematical concepts in secondary school
children. Paper presented at International Conference
of Mathematics, Vancouver.
1976:	 Research of the CSMS Project. One of three invited papers in
working group on 'Research into the problem of mathematics
learning', 3rd International Conference on Mathematics
Education, Karisruhe.
1976: The Understanding of Number Operations. Paper presented at
Spring meeting of the Psychology of Mathematics Education
Workshop.
1976: Mastery of simple probability ideas among GCE ordinary level
mathematics candidates. Int.J. Math. Educ, Sd. Technol.,









'Is it an add, miss?' Parts I and II, Mathematics in School,
5, 5 and 6, 1 (with D.E. Kllchemann)
Teachers' Guide to the CSMS Number Operations Test. NFER.
Numbers and Number Operations. Invited paper presented at
Conference on the Psychology of Learning Mathematics, Orleans.
Cognitive demand in the learning of mathematics, In Floyd, A.
(Ed.) Cognitive Development in the School Years. Croom Helm,
for the Open University.
Place Value and Decimals. Paper presented to the Spring
meeting of the Psychology of Mathematics Education Workshop.
Place Value and Decimals. Paper presented to the 3rd meeting
of the International Group for the Psychology of Learning
Mathematics, Warwick.
Children's Understanding of Mathematics 11-16. John Murray.
(with KM. Hart et al)
'Is it an add, miss?' Part III. Mathematics in School, 10,
1, 26-29.
1981:	 Goals as a reflection of the needs of the learner in Morris,
R. (Ed.) Studies in Mathematical Education. Vol.11:
Mathematics Teaching and the Needs of Society. UNESCO
publication.
Also articles 'Secondary Concepts' and 'Investigating Mathematics' in
the Times Educational Supplement.
